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Preface e

Genderr violence is encountered by many women everyday; sadly but true, it can
occurr anywhere and under any circumstance, in the home as well as in the workplace
andd in the wider community. Even though we regularly hear or read about gender
violence,, the phenomenon remains understudied. The research presented here aims to
contributee to a better understanding of gender violence, both as a social phenomenon
thatt must be overcome as well as an object of scientific inquiry, linking the occurrence
off domestic violence to gender violence in the workplace, in this case in the distinct, yet
limitedd environment of a Central Javanese plantation community.
Thee choice of research topic was the result of a long engagement with
contemporaryy gender issues in the Indonesian academic and political worlds. I first
encounteredd the topic in the early 1990s through my involvement in a project on women
inn rural industries in Java followed by my own MA thesis on a similar subject. It was
onlyy in 1996, however, when I worked in a project on Reproductive Health, Population
andd Development in my home institute, the Center for Population and Policy Studies at
Gadjahh Mada University (CPPS-GMU) in Yogyakarta, that I came across gender and
reproductivee health issues. In 1997 I had the chance to join a project on Violence
againstt Women in Public Spheres which was conducted in four provinces in Indonesia.
Thiss experience sharpened my ideas on gender violence and allowed me to be more
confidentt in my further study of this matter. My involvement in these two Ford
Foundationn projects brought me to the Netherlands in September 1999 to develop my
researchh proposal as the initial stage of my PhD. I am grateful to Prof. Dr. Anita
Hardon,, Dr. Ria Reis and Dr. Rosalia Sciortino, the former project officer at the Ford
Foundationn Indonesia, who arranged my position nl the Medical Anthropology Unit of
thee University of Amsterdam, for giving me this opportunity. The ten-months stay was
difficult,, both in terms of the development of my research proposal as well as in
personall matters resulting from being so far away from my family.
II wish to thank Anita Hardon who helped me focus on everyday forms of gender
violencee and the selection of the plantation community as a research site. Plantations
havee always been inseparable from my life. The mere mention of the word elicits
gratefull childhood memories as I grew up on a plantation where my late father worked.
Ass a young girl, I was exposed to gossip and rumors about class-based and genderrelatedd violence among plantation workers which I only came to fully grasp more than
twentyy years later. These experiences motivated me to unravel real life conditions on
thee plantation and to give women workers an opportunity to speak up and be heard.
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Att the end of writing my proposal, I approached Sjaak van der Geest to be my
supervisorr for the rest of my PhD project. Without yet knowing me or my work he
acceptedd me. He was there when I was desperately looking for someone who would
givee me strength to continue my project. I left Amsterdam for the field in mid 2000.
Sincee then, Sjaak has been influential in my work. His supervision, questions and
remarkss have inspired me, and his appreciation of the progress of the work has
strengthenedd my confidence. When I returned from the fieldwork in September 2002,1
mett Annemiek Richters from Leiden University. She has helped me make my dream
comee true. I profited greatly from her professional competence in supervising my work.
Herr critical remarks and careful readings sharpened my views and arguments.
II honestly admit that writing this thesis has not always been enjoyable, but I was
inspiredd by the struggle of the women plantation workers whom I worked with and to
whomm this thesis is dedicated. During my PhD project, many people supported me
directlyy and indirectly, personally and professionally, and I can only mention a few of
themm here. First and foremost, I am sincerely grateful to my parents who gave me
couragee through their love and prayers. My father passed away when I had just finished
myy fieldwork. It was a very difficult time for me knowing that one of my biggest
supporterss had gone before I reached the end of the struggle. He left me to continue my
workk with warm support and care from my mother and other family members. Terima
kasihkasih mama dan papaku. I also am indebted to my husband, Sahat Parlindungan
Sitompul,, and my son, Yeremia Yobelanno Sitompul, whose company I have had to
sacrificee so often to complete this thesis. My husband took care of our only son during
myy repeated absence from home for fieldwork on the plantation and writing in
Amsterdam.. Both have always been a source of strength and inspiration for me.
Withoutt their love, prayers, encouragement and patience, my work would never have
seenn the light of day. Terima kasih sayangku.
Centerr for Population and Policy Studies of the Gadjah Mada University granted
mee a study leave financially supported by the Ford Foundation which enabled me to
devotee full time to my work both at the university of Amsterdam and in the field. I am
gratefull to both institutions. I would like to express my gratitude to the big family of
CPPS.. To mention a few. Prof. Dr. Agus Dwiyanto, Drs. Sukamdi M.Sc, Dr. Muhadjir
Darwin,, Dr. Irwan Abdullah, Dr. Faturochman, Dr. Suhatmini Hardyastuti, and Ibu
Irawatii Singarimbun, have given me their enduring support and assistance. I also wish
too express my sincere gratitude to my colleagues and friends at the Department of
Anthropology,, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Gadjah Mada University. Special thanks
goess to the deans of the faculty and the heads of the department who provided me with
bothh official permission and personal support which allowed me to accomplish my
work. .
Duringg my two-year writing period, with a six-month leave for the second field
visit,, I was given an opportunity to be part of the Amsterdam Research Institute for
Globall Issues and Development Studies (AGIDS) and the Netherlands Research School
forr Resource Studies for Development (CERES). There Prof. Dr. Isa Baud of AGIDS
providedd me with all the necessary facilities for research, writing and editing. Many

XV V
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thankss to Gert van der Meer and other friends at the secretariaat Guida Morais, Clinton
Siccama,, Barbara Lawa, and Pia Teeuw. I appreciate and thank Lothar Smith, Miriam
Kabki,, Udan Fernando, Nahro Zakarya, and Kees van der Geest for facilitating the
livelyy working atmosphere when we shared SI5.
Somee of my colleagues also read drafts and gave helpful suggestions. In the
Medicall Anthropology Promotion Club, Dr. Els van Dongen, Dr. Diana Gibson, Winny
Koster,, Trudy Gerrits, Francine van de Borne, Getnet Tadele, Josien de Klerk, Shifra
Kisch,, and Christine Dedding were influential. In the Trauma Reading Club in Leiden, I
benefitedd from Marian Tankink, Marianne Vysma, Cora Dekker, Leyla Cinibulak, and
Estii Neeman.
Forr the facilities made available to me during the field study, special merit goes to
thee headquarters board of directors of the PT Perkebunan Nusantara DC (Persero),
particularlyy to former human resources and general affairs director Ir. Agust Tiwouw
andd the Kaligua plantation management. I thank the plantation administrators, Ir.
Nugrohoo and L*. Saryono, their staff Drs. Sunardi, Drs. Haryono, Bp. Sutiyoso, and Bp.
Nasirr Noor, and many others that I cannot mention but remember for their kindness. My
deepestt appreciation for the hospitality and cooperation of the Pandansari village head
andd other community members who became my friends during my stay in the field. To
Mbakk Sri and Pak Nyamo who accepted me and my research assistants as members of
theirr household and provided a pleasant workspace.
Anyy mention of the fieldwork instantly reminds me of Vita. She acted as more than
aa research assistant, and stayed with me both in happy and frustrating times during the
dataa collection. To her and other young anthropology graduates who assisted me in the
survey,, I convey my heartfelt thanks. I will always remember how Erwan Agus
Purwanto,, Pujo Semedi, Pande Made Kutanegara, Susi Eja Yuarsi, Budi Wahyuni, Wini
Tamtiari,, Ambar Widaningrum, Inge Magdalena, Roos Kities Andadari, Ani
Margawati,, Ramaniya Sampurno, Linda Savirani, Carlos Bosch and the Bosch family,
Lanny,, Tante Betsy and my flat-mate Dessi Russinova and other Indonesian students in
Amsterdamm gave me courage in different ways and times throughout my project. My
lifee in Amsterdam was also enriched by the company of my brothers and sisters at the
Gerejaa Kristen Indonesia Nederland, especially experiences in the choir which I joined
forr several months and which allowed me to escape from my loneliness.
Withh regard to the finishing touches of this manuscript I would like to thank Thea
Nelsonn for her excellent editing. She gave me the good times I needed during the final
stagee of my work with her support and prompt work. Sri Suharti of the CPPS-GMU
alsoo deserves my appreciation for her timely responses to my requests on technical
matters. .
II thank my sisters, brothers, nieces and nephews for their enduring love and
prayers.. Special thanks to my parents-in-law, Ompung Yerry Doli and Bora who never
forgott to name me in their daily prayers hoping to see their son and grandson united
withh me once I had completed my thesis.
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Inn this thesis, the real name of the plantation is used, but personal identities and
namess are kept confidential. With a few obvious exceptions, the actual positions of
managementt and labor hierarchy staff have not been revealed.
II have mentioned many institutions and names of people, but none of these are to
bee held responsible for this thesis. I only hope that this thesis is worthy of the support
andd assistance that each gave to me over the past years.

Annaa Marie Wattie,
Amsterdam,, October 2004
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Chapterr One

Introduction n
Introduction n
Thiss chapter describes the research background, problems, questions and goals, and
thee analytical framework that I use in my examination of gender violence. In the
researchh background I give a short description of the growing awareness of the
occurrencee of gender violence among Indonesians and the need for more serious
researchh on this issue. I also make clear that research focuses on one particular
plantationn community, and thus does not reflect the situation throughout Indonesia
owingg to the diversity of the Indonesian people, its islands, religions, cultures,
languagess and traditions. With particular reference to the Javanese community as my
researchh area, I present research problems and questions followed by a discussion on
thee conceptualization of gender violence concentrating on current debates in the field.
Withh regard to violence, I focus on the issues of categorization of gender violence,
especiallyy on its forms and spheres, and the impact of violent acts. Next, I present a
frameworkframework for analyzing risk factors, relevant theoretical concepts and approaches to
thee complexity and day-to-day experience of gender violence and relate these to the
existingg characteristics of women plantation workers. Finally, I present the outline for
thee book.
1.. Research Background
Thiss research examines the day-to-day experiences of gender violence among
womenn plantation workers in Central Java, Indonesia. As a female researcher, I am
intriguedd by the issue of gender violence, as in my view gender violence not only
violatess women's human rights but also hampers the realization of fundamental human
freedomfreedom and wellbeing generally. The growing awareness and recognition of gender
violencee issues and the need to overcome the problems associated with it illustrate that
thiss issue has entered the Indonesian public discourse . However, despite enormous
effortss on the part of NGOs and other women activist forums, serious research and
adequatee documentation of gender violence are lacking. In addition, government
responsess to the issue still leave much to be desired. Although a number of laws have
beenn signed and there have been a series of campaigns against gender violence, the fight

Ass elsewhere, international declarations and conferences have played an important role in the
developmentt of awareness among Indonesian scholars and activists. Following the decisions taken
andd incentives formulated at several international meetings and debates, Indonesian demands for
equall rights and a better life for women have increased significantly, mainly through women
activists'' campaigns and advocacy (see LBH APIK 1999). In addition, despite a clearly biased
approachh of the presentation of violence cases, media exposure of acts of violence against women
contributess to public acknowledgment of the phenomenon.

ChapterChapter 1
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too eliminate gender violence is still far from over . One goal of Indonesian women
activistss and organizations was the enactment of a law on the elimination of domestic
violence.. The conception of this law was initiated in 1997. After much effort, Law No.
23/20044 on the elimination of domestic violence was enacted on September 14, 2004,
onlyy a couple months after this book was completed. Now Indonesian women finally
havee a definitive law that can be used against perpetrators of gender violence. This law
nott only aims to eliminate violence by men against women, but all forms of violence
enactedd within the domestic sphere. It states that "domestic violence is violence against
anyone,, but particularly women, that results in suffering or physical, sexual,
psychological,, and/or economic violence". Female victims of violence are singled out in
thee law as they are seen as more vulnerable than men due to unequal gender relations in
Indonesiann society. This is the first time that Indonesian women have received attention
andd protection from the state and society. For women activist the final acceptance of the
laww by Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat (The House of Representatives) is seen as a major
breakthroughh in the acknowledgement by the Indonesian state and society of the need
forr legal support in the promotion and protection of women's right to be free from
violence.. The law also represents a break from the dichotomy of domestic and public
issuess since for a long time domestic violence was kept behind closed doors and not
supposedd to be brought into the public arena, including the court. It is hoped that this
laww will allow women to shatter the silence surrounding gender violence by reporting
theirr experiences of domestic violence . Prior to the announcement of this law, efforts
byy government and community institutions working in health, education, and policing
too seriously address the issue and formulate policies on gender violence lacked
transparencyy and did not solve the problem of gender violence. It is still premature and
tooo naive, however, to expect that this law will really make a difference. Women may
nott be in a position to have the law enforced. We have seen examples all over the world
off excellent but powerless laws. Thus, despite the new law, the need for empirical
researchh on gender violence in a local community taking into account the broader
contextt of its occurrence is still imperative. An additional issue for future research
wouldd be the concrete impact of the new law on the eradication of violence against
women. .
Itt is important that any attempt to overcome gender violence includes an
understandingg of Indonesia's broad geographical area, its rural-urban and inner Java-

Itt is worth mentioning that the gang rape of Chinese women and mass brutality known as the "May
tragedy"" in Jakarta (1998), prior to the fall of Indonesia's former president Suharto (in 1998), as
welll as violence against women by military in conflict areas, i.e. Aceh, Papua, Maluku, Poso, and
formerr East Timor (Timor Leste), have been crucial in inspiring greater public awareness of
violencee and have resulted in official government responses to the issue of violence, particularly
violencee against women.
Thiss law is seen as a mechanism that will reduce the occurrence of domestic violence. Even though
Indonesiaa lacks statistics on cases of gender violence, reports by organizations addressing violence
issuess suggest there is a 20.35% increase in violence against women cases annually (Venny, 2004).
Theree are also data suggesting that many women approve of wife-beating. In Indonesian Health
andd Demographics Survey 2002-2003, 24.8% of women approved of husbands who beat their
wives,, including for reasons such as cooking improper food, arguing with their husbands, going out
withoutt their husband's approval, taking care of children improperly, or refusing to have sex with
theirr husbands (Badan Pusat Statistik (BPS) dan ORC Macro, 2003).
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outerr Java disparities, its heterogeneity of ethnic groups, and its stratified social,
economic,, cultural, and religious groups. Each calls for different approaches to the
issue.. Keeping this complexity in mind, I conducted my research in a small plantation
communityy in Central Java. The selection of this rural Javanese plantation was based on
practicall and personal reasons. First, the area is geographically accessible. Second, I
havee lived most of my life in Javanese society, and thus am familiar with many aspects
off Javanese culture, customs, and traditions, as well as Javanese language. Many
anecdotes,, jokes, and events related to women plantation workers have been passed
downn orally to me since my childhood. It has only been since I developed an academic
genderr perspective that I have become aware of the existing class-based gender violence
directedd against women plantation workers, which are implicitly illustrated in those
stories.. The bitter experiences of plantation workers motivated me to unravel their harsh
lifee conditions and to grant them the opportunity to speak up for themselves. I chose a
teaa plantation because the majority of the labor force are women who work picking and
sortingg tea leaves (Sajhau and von Muralt 1987).
2.. Research Problems, Questions, and Objectives
2.1.. Research Problems
Onee central characteristic of Javanese culture is the ideal of establishing and
maintainingg a harmonious and peaceful way of life. From childhood onwards Javanese
aree socialized into a number of values and norms that precondition them to the proper
altitudess and behaviors of respect for elders and peers . In addition, religious teachmgs,
predominantlyy Islam, claim and reinforce the importance of these values and norms. In
thiss respect, the concept of rukun (social harmony) is particularly interesting. Mulder
(1978:39)) defines rukun as "a shooting over of differences, cooperation, mutual
assistance,, quietness of heart, and harmonious existence". Meanwhile, Jay (1969:66)
definess it as "a process of sharing through collective actions" such as in community
gotonggotong royong (mutual cooperation) during weddings, births, circumcisions, funerals,
thee building and repairing of houses, and farming. Geertz (1961:146-153) also stresses
thee ideal of (mutual) respect as a guide for social behavior in many different contexts,
tromm family to all levels of social relationships to maintain and uphold harmonious
sociall appearances.
Koentjaraningratt (1985:140), in turn, emphasizes affection and love as the Javanese
idealss underlying marital relationships. Since the husband is assumed to be his wife's
superiorr in age and status as the head of the household, his wife turns to him for advice
inn personal, marital, familial, and social matters. In the context of marriage, harmonious
sociall relationships are only maintained as long as the wife assumes responsibility for
thee family's practical affairs in the domestic sphere and the husband fulfils social and
economicc responsibilities in the public sphere. By conducting their roles, tasks and
responsibilitiess in separate social spheres, husbands and wives are perceived as
essentiallyy equal. As a prominent anthropologist and himself Javanese, Koentjaraningrat
Koentjaraningratt (1985:114-122) discusses some of these values and norms and shows how parents
tryy to instill their children's feelings of shame (isin) concerning improper behavior.
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oftenn refers to harmony between the husband and wife and neglects the potential for
conflictingg interests occurring in fulfilling their roles and expectations. However, Jay
(1969)) argues that there is a strong notion of a husband's superiority and wife's
inferiority,, which is perceived as complementary and characteristic for any married
couplee in Java . The extent to which ideal identities, ideal roles, and ideal relationships
betweenn men and women in marriage, family, and community are translated into the
day-to-dayy lives of Javanese people, however, must be carefully investigated.
Inn her review of conference papers on women and households in Indonesia, Nolten
(2000:6)) shows an immense gap between the daily reality and the ideologies which
existt at the national down to the personal level and which are translated into notions of
ideall households, roles and identities for men and women. She brings forward the
contradictionss that characterize ideologies at the various levels and at times lead to
untenablee situations (as women simply are unable to live up to all the expectations),
whilee at the same time appearing to give women room to maneuver and the possibility
too shape their lives in their own ways.
Thee work of two prominent anthropologists, Geertz (1961:42) and Jay (1969:92),
onn Javanese culture have also made clear the understanding and general acceptance of
women'ss authority in decision making in practical affairs, resulting from the fact that
womenn are considered to handle money well. This image is upheld in more recent
studiess focusing on women and household economy. Although these studies describe
womenn as ideologically inferior to men, their contribution to the household economy
givess them high status and autonomy through their control over economic resources6.
Hulll (1986) argues that the status of Javanese women appears to be ahead of that in
otherr Asian countries. It should be understood, however, that Javanese ideas of a
woman'ss proper place are prearranged and class-bound. It is important to distinguish
betweenn peasant and priyayi (noble) women (Locher-Scholten 2000). Peasant women
andd their husbands are equally responsible for family economy and wellbeing, while
priyayipriyayi women are idealized as submissive and dependent on their male counterparts.
Thee position of the latter, therefore, allows them to gain advantage over men in the
runningg of family enterprise and as the hidden household managers (Brenner 1996,
Weixx 2000).
Thee significant economic role of Javanese women, particularly from lower socioeconomicc groups, and their contribution to the household economy is often seen as a
positivee sign of the growing equality of men and women in power relations. One would
expectt that women's roles in household finances would evoke appreciation, respect, and
caree from their husbands, and that they, ideally, would also be respected by the
communityy for this. Additionally, it would be expected that women as wives and
mothers,, and as active members of the community's labor force, contributing directly to
thee welfare of the household economy, would be treated respectfully, and not be subject
too acts of violence in the domestic sphere and the workplace. However, in many cases,
Seee further Jay (1969:89-91) in his description of the ideal husband and wife in a Javanese family.
Stolerr 1977, Hull 1986, Keeler 1990, Alexander 1987, Papanek and Schwede 1988, Berninghausen
andd Kerstan 1991, and Van Velzen 1994.
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individualss have found themselves to be either the perpetrator or the victim of violence
makingg gender violence a common social phenomenon in Java, despite all of the
pronouncedd ideals of harmony and mutual respect. Harmony, indeed, has been snowed
underr by social hierarchy. Koentjaraningrat (1985) argues that in the achievement of
sociall harmony in the day-to-day life of the Javanese, the great reliance on respect of
thee senior and the superior can diminish the self-reliance of the inferior. In the marriage
context,, thus, the idea of the husband's superiority and the wife's inferiority remains
cruciall in their daily lives. Therefore, focusing on the ideal roles of men and women in
thee context of a Javanese family and community is a denial of actual behaviors and
contradictoryy roles. As indicated by Sciortino and Smyth (1995), the maintenance of the
Javanesee ideology of harmony, both within family and society, has led to a denial of
genderr violence. Harmony and violence as a reflection of disharmony are thus two sides
off the same coin.
Thee paradox between the Javanese ideal of living in harmony and the relatively
highh status of women related to their economic roles on the one hand and the incidence
off violence against women on the other is a valuable issue for research. Here, the
underlyingg assumption is that gender violence is a result of differing gender role
expectations,, gender inequality and hierarchical relations, shaped by a variety of
cultural,, political, social and economic factors. Even though an individual perpetrates
eachh act of violence, it has been demonstrated that violent behavior is strongly shaped
byy the wider socio-cultural context (Koss et al. 1994), in this case Javanese Indonesian
society.society. I assume that those women who are placed in the position of victims and/or
survivorss of violence will enlighten the understanding of this phenomenon. Their
perceptionss of and responses to gender violence are based on their subjective
experiences,, which can only be understood within the context of cultural, political,
sociall and economic factors. In addition to speaking about their experiences, the women
cann also elaborate on the ways in which they have learned to cope with violence,
revealingg the forms of resistance they use to survive these problems.
2.2.. Research Questions
Followingg the identification of the research problems, I pose two central questions
inn this research. The first is a series of exploratory questions: Do women workers on
plantationss in Central Java experience gender violence? If so, in what form, by whom,
why,, when and where; and what is the response of women plantation workers to their
experienceexperience of gender violence? The second is analytical: How have the social, cultural,
economic,, and political aspects of the macro and micro contexts of the women's living
environmentss shaped gender differentiation and gender roles, which ultimately
influencee the occurrence of gender violence and, at the same time, provide ways for
womenn to cope with it?
Too generate the answers to these central questions, further refining of the research
questionss was needed. Sub-questions include:
What acts of gender violence occur in domestic and workplace relationships?
How do women experience gender violence?
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What is the cause of violence as perceived by women?
How does such violence affect women physically and psychologically?
What are the characteristics of gender relations in the domestic and workplace
spheres? ?
How do social, cultural, economic, and political factors both within the local
contextt of the plantation community and the broader context of the Indonesian
statee influence gender power relations in the workplace and in the domestic
sphere? ?
What do men either as co-workers, supervisors, husbands or relatives have to say
aboutt violence committed by themselves and by other men?
What is the link between violence that takes place in the workplace and in the
domesticc sphere taking into account the plantation's social structure?
What policies and actions exist that aim to eliminate violence against women at
thee community, regional and national levels?
Does community awareness of the problem of gender violence exist and what
opportunitiess and constraints are produced by the social system regarding policies
andd actions taken to solve the problem?
2.3.. Research Objectives
Byy studying this community it is hoped to gain comprehensive information on the
differentt forms of gender violence, on factors contributing to its occurrence, and
women'ss perception of and responses to it. The proposed ethnographic study in a smallscalee plantation community, with its particular, strongly hierarchical and patriarchal
sociall structure, set in the larger context of Javanese society, aims to contribute to the
(stilll limited) efforts of the re-conceptualization of gender violence on the one hand7,
andd provide valuable advice for policymakers on the other. Conclusions drawn from
thiss micro study might prompt further research, through larger and possibly
comparativee and/or interdisciplinary studies.
3 .. Defining and Contextualizing Gender Violence
3.1.. Defining Gender Violence
Ass the title of the book suggests (Violence in the Day-to-Day Lives of Women
Plantationn Workers), this is a study of gender violence among women plantation
workerss in a rural Javanese setting. The term 'gender violence' is used here specifically
too point to the (occurrence of) violence directed against women. Thus the emphasis of
thiss study concerns "... [The] violent act directed by men against women, or which
affectss women disproportionately, because they are women...." (Richters 1994:3).
Otherr authors may use the term gender-based violence with the same concern to use
'gender'' as a point of departure in understanding the root of violence against women.
II employ a comprehensive approach which involves various forms of gender violence to examine
howw women perceive and experience violence. In this way, gender violence is re-conceptualized
fromm women's points of view, and does not merely follow the conceptualization by academics and
policymakers. .
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Astburyy (2003:159) uses the term gender-based violence to focus on the importance of
femalee gender as a structural determinant of health and a significant marker of
inequality,, injustice and ill treatment associated with violence and abuse. Similarly, this
studyy uses the term gender violence intentionally to stress the unequal relationship
betweenn genders, defining perpetrators (men) and victims/survivors (women). Gender
violencee may or may not be consciously used to perpetuate male power and control;
nonetheless,, the effect causes harm or suffering in ways that reinforce female
subordinationn (Hof and Richters 2000:55).
3.2.. Women as Victims and Women as Perpetrators?
Somee will argue that applying the term 'gender violence' to the occurrence of
violencee against women could be interpreted as insensitive to or even denying the
possibilityy of abusive behavior by women against other women or even against men.
Threee considerations should be made here. First, research in Western countries has
elicitedd that acts of violence committed by women against men not only occur less
frequentlyfrequently than those by men against women, but also that the vast majority of acts of
violencee committed by women can be seen as a reaction to men's behavior, as an
attemptt to fight back (Kelly 1996, Meyers 1997, McDowell 1999, Scaglion 1999).
Second,, when women are found to be as violent as men in intimate relationships
(Strausss 1999), then such acts of violence still differ from those perpetrated by men.
Accordingg to Kelly (1996:41), using violence "...from a position of powerlessness
(women)) cannot have the same foundations or the same meanings as that from a
positionn of powerfiilness (men)... even though the consequences for whom it is directed
towardss may be the same..." Third, when women are seen to be violent toward other
women,, they often do so as 'accomplices' of men to maintain patriarchal power, as in
thee case of female circumcision in African villages (Richters 1994:3) and foot-binding
inn China (Campbell 1999:268). These arguments are based on the assumption that
womenn as dominated individuals respond to violence committed against them, through
theirr agency and subjectivity. Thus, directing violence either against men or against
otherr women is seen as a way for women to protest against or resist their subservient
position. .
Nevertheless,, there are ongoing controversies and debates over women's abusive
behaviorss concerning the incidence of violence against men by women. Some
researcherss and men's rights groups try to raise awareness of the existence, extent, and
naturee of violence against men (The Council of Scientific Affairs 1994, Strauss 1999).
Theree is no doubt that women use violence against male partners in and outside
marriage.. The National Violence Against Women Survey (NAWS) by the United States
Departmentt of Justice (Tjaden and Thoenes 2000) confirmed that approximately 1.3
millionn women and 835,000 men are physically assaulted by an intimate partner
annuallyy in the United States. Despite the fact that men physically assaulted by female
partnerss comprise a smaller group, this substantial figure should not be taken for
granted.. Research on this matter is needed and should not reduce the attention and
concernn paid to victimized women. Since this research, however, concerns women as
victimss and/or survivors, and men as perpetrators, either as individuals or as part of the
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overalll social structure, other perpetrator-victim gender relationships are beyond its
scope. .
3 3 .. Distinguishing Various Forms of Gender Violence
Onee can distinguish between two broad types of violence, i.e. non-physical or
psychologicall violence on the one hand and physical violence on the other, although
theyy are not always separate or distinct from one another in practice. These two types
mustt be situated on a continuum ranging from non-lethal psychological abuse to severe
andd lethal physical violence including murder (Kelly 1988, Stanko 1988). Schuller
(1992:10-11)) following Gelles and Strauss (1979) defines violence at its most basic and
obviouss level namely 'physical violence' that is "an act carried out with the intention or
perceivedd intention of physically hurting another person". By adding a gender
dimensionn to this definition, Schuller characterizes physical violence as violent acts
perpetuatedd against women physically because they are women. These violent acts
physicallyy hurt a woman's body, mostly with the aim to coerce and subdue (TraitlerEspirituu 1996:68). Arias (1999:143-144) argues that relatively little attention has been
devotedd to psychological abuse, which following Strauss (1979), she defines as "verbal
andd non-verbal acts which symbolically hurt the other, or the use of threats to hurt the
other".. Both physical and psychological violence can be either sexual or non-sexual in
character.. 'Sexual violence' includes acts of violence related to unwanted sexual
advances,, such as sexual remarks, pressure for sexual favors and, ultimately, rape.
'Non-sexuall violence' involves mistreatment such as threats, intimidation or hostility,
ass expressions of men's control over women.
Whilee physical violence causes bodily harm to victims, non-physical violence
affectss women's psychological or mental wellbeing. Women suffering from physical
violencee often experience psychological disturbances as well (Heise 1998), and
psychologicall violence can influence both physical and mental health (Meyers 1997:7)
Itt is not easy, therefore, to clearly segregate between these forms of violence, nor
shouldd their effect on women be rigidly held as distinct. It is equally difficult to
distinguishh clearly between sexual and non-sexual violence, "...since patriarchy has
constructedd women's body as a sexual body, violence against women's bodies is almost
alwayss violence against women's sexuality..." (Traitler-Espiritu 1996:69). Both
physicall and non-physical forms of violence, therefore, affect the physical and mental
healthh of women, and both, ultimately, degrade women's dignity. In this respect, gender
violencee is both an issue of health and an issue of human rights.
3.4.. The Context of Gender Violence
Thee focus of a study of 'gender violence' can vary, depending on its objectives. It
mayy concern the sphere of occurrence, the various forms, and the relationship between
thee victim and the perpetrator. Many studies on gender violence in the domestic sphere
orr intimate relationships have focused on either sexually or non-sexually related
physicall abuse by male partners (Dobash and Dobash 1979, Strauss and Hotaling 1980,
McCloskeyy 1996, Levinson 1989, Hoff 1991, Hoffman 1994, Hyden 1994, Arriaga and
Oskampp 1999, Counts et al. 1999). Studies on gender violence in the workplace and
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otherr public domains are mostly concerned with the occurrence of sexual harassment,
physicall and/or verbal acts by male supervisors and/or co-workers (McKinnon 1979,
Schneiderr 1985, Glass 1988, Schneider 1991, Husbands 1992, Wall 1992, Collier 1995,
Skainee 1996). The commonality of these studies lies in the theoretically based definition
thatt gender violence, in whatever form and wherever it occurs, can only be understood
inn the context of relationships of unequal power between men and women, particularly
ass a control mechanism to maintain patterns of inequality, in favor of men.
4.. Challenges for the Study of Gender Violence in Non-Western
Countries s
Thee short list of above-mentioned studies reflects the growing attention of
researcherss and activists in North America and to a lesser extent in other highly
industrializedd Western countries to the study of gender violence in recent years.
Needlesss to say, gender violence is also evident in non-Western countries, but, as
Bennettt and Manderson (2003:4) indicate, the lack of access to research findings and
thee restriction of the circulation of relevant information in non-Western countries
sustainn the silence surrounding violence against women in Asian communities. This
situationn occurs for various reasons, e.g. the tendency not to publish research results due
too a lack of resources, the internal political pressure upon researchers not to make their
findingss public, the risk of stigmatizing or re-victimizing women, or the threat of
retaliationn from angered perpetrators and communities as well as lack of awareness and
difficultiess in naming such phenomena. In the Indonesian context, despite the growing
awarenesss of gender violence and recent progress made by the government in
addressingg the issue, women continue to be vulnerable to gender violence and it is a
largelyy ignored research topic for reasons similar to those mentioned above.
Studiess on gender violence in Western countries have emphasized certain
categoriess of physical and sexual violence involving a relatively defined (male)
perpetratorr and (female) victim who are either known to each other as
husbands/partners,, co-workers/persons in charge or unknown as strangers in public
places.. Arias (1999), following Strauss (1979), also mentions that still relatively little
attentionn has been devoted to psychological abuse. Acts of verbal aggression involving
threatss and intimidation are not likely to be lethal, but can nevertheless be harmful and
evenn devastating to women (Meyers 1997:7) and often have long lasting effects (Doyal
1995:55).. It is therefore important that the definition of violence not be restricted to
physicall violence (Richters 2001:139).
Inn the context of non-Western developing countries, there is an urgency to focus on
moree subtle forms of non-physical violence related to existing structural, cultural, and
religiouss determinants of gender violence. It is necessary to consider women's status in
non-Westernn countries as the principal determinant of gender and social relations.
Whilee women in developed countries generally have greater access to education,
employment,, and legal protection which allow for greaterfreedomsto name and escape
violencee in all of its forms and circumstances, women in other parts of the globe are
moree restricted by inequalities related to gender, poverty, age, religious interpretation,
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andd ethnicity . This structurally disadvantageous position leads to greater vulnerability
too acts of gender violence at all levels of power relations, and a decreased ability to
speakk openly of it.
Withinn this context, acts of violence may take different shapes and have different
characteristicss depending on the actors involved and the functioning factors allowing
forr the categorization of direct, indirect, and structural violence (Bennett and
Mandersonn 2003:2-3). Therefore, it is necessary to understand the connections between
directt violence, e.g. acts of interpersonal violence occurring directly and involving men
andd women as husband-wife, partners, co-workers, strangers, etc.; indirect violence,
throughh the functioning of control and fear that make women submissive and
dependent;; and structural violence related to gender, poverty, age, and ethnicity, that
subsequentlyy make women more vulnerable to other forms of direct and indirect
violence. .
Usingg this approach opens up the possibility to disclose types of economic violence
thatt occur in all of the above categories. Structural economic violence is faced by all
economicallyy disadvantaged women. Unequal gender relations and gender division of
laborr within a marriage also trigger other types of economic violence at the personal
level.. These include a denial or withdrawal of financial support; prohibiting the wife
fromfrom handling money; preventing the wife from taking employment outside the home or
engagingg in other activities that would lead to financial independence; total or partial
controll of a wife's finances, inheritance or employment income; and the use of
householdd money for men's drinking, gambling or drug habits. All of these forms of
economicc violence can ultimately harm women psychologically and socially; and
indirectlyy cause physical and sexual suffering.
Byy employing a comprehensive approach to gender violence which covers the
variouss forms and spheres of violence present in a single community, research
significantlyy addresses various violations of women's rights (Richters 1994 and 2001).
However,, both Richters (1994, 2001) and Heise (1994) are concerned that research
losess its focus when all-embracing definitions of gender violence are used which
includee all sorts of human rights violations. Here I would argue that the decision to
applyy a comprehensive approach, instead of a narrow one that focuses on only certain
formss of violence, to a particular sphere of gender relationships should depend on the
characteristicss and uniqueness of the community under research. The next section
providess the rationale for conducting comprehensive gender violence research in the
plantationn community using gender and human rights perspectives.
5.. The Approach to Gender Violence in the Plantation Community
Itt is hoped that by studying a relatively small community characterized by a highly
hierarchicall and male-dominated plantation social structure, insight into and
understandingg of women's experiences in surviving gender violence as a result of their

Hesterr et al. (1996), however, argue that despite the advantages of Western women, which can be
seenn in beneficial changes to laws and practices, they still face misunderstanding and/or reluctance
off the state to address the issue of gender violence properly and sensitively.
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positionss and status in the community can be gained. In their daily lives as wives,
mothers,, community members, and plantation workers, women are members of their
households,, community, and the plantation, all spheres which potentially perpetuate
violence.. Thus, this research attempts specifically to trace the features of gender and
sociall relations in the household and workplace to understand how these together act as
riskk factors for the occurrence of gender violence against women.
Thee concepts of 'gender' and more specifically 'gender violence' are Western
notionss that should be used with caution within the context of non-Western societies.
Ann ongoing debate concerning gender and violence involves feminist scholars and
anthropologistss (Harvey and Gow 1994). Anthropological studies have revealed that
genderr differences and unequal gender relations are not universally found to be the
samee as in Western societies. The division of labor and gender differences in nonWesternn societies do not always manifest themselves in the form of male domination
overr women. Feminist scholars, in contrast, argue that anthropological research fails to
discernn that gender relationships are a product of male supremacy, created by and
persistentlyy creating gender inequality. According to feminist scholars, acts of genderrelatedd violence are still being 'overlooked', perhaps even misunderstood, or
unrecognizedd as a result of male-female antagonism. Anthropologists, on the other
hand,, try hard to construct bodies of knowledge and understanding by describing the
occurrencee of gender violence practices from the point of view of those involved. In this
researchh a clear stand is taken. Following Harvey and Gow (1994:21), violence - and
hencee gender related violence - is here considered as "... by definition unacceptable, out
off control, beyond reason...." In this study the attention of the researcher is focused
primarilyy on recording the experiences of victims or survivors, in this case, women.
Similarly,, Hof and Richters (2000:56) argue that the concept of gender violence
presentss a classic example of the problem of universality versus cultural relativity of
individuall human rights taking into account the discrepancy between an outsider's
judgmentt in this respect and the judgment of the women concerned. There might be
somee disagreement among the women themselves and researchers to perceive and name
phenomenaa as 'violence against women', which directly involves male perpetrators and
femalee victims, even though the evidence is (physically) visible. By employing a
comprehensivee approach to gender violence in the lives of women the researcher has to
confrontt the issue of disqualification, denial, and normalness. This research perceives
genderr violence to be part and parcel of people's day-to-day lives on the plantation,
makingg men potential perpetrators of violence and women its potential objects. Both
genders,, however, tend to disqualify and/or deny the acts of violence in which they are
involved.. Some of the studies presented in the book by Bennett and Manderson (2003)
clearlyy show that in Asian communities cultural preoccupations with honor, shame and
sexuall purity of women are central in sustaining gender differentiation and gender
inequalityy while simultaneously justifying violence against women and depending upon
suchh violence to reinforce hegemonic systems of gender inequality. In this way, gender
violencee is considered to be 'normal'. Kleinman (2000:236) states that, "hierarchy and
inequality,, which are so fundamental to social structures, normalize violence".
Moreover,, gender violence can also be seen as working naturally as symbolic violence
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too maintain masculine domination and feminine submissiveness (Bourdieu 2001). In
orderr to relate the idea of normalness and the occurrence of gender violence,
Kleinnman'ss social violence and Bourdieu's masculine domination will be discussed in
sectionn 1.4.2.
Consequently,, research focusing on gender violence in the form of interpersonal
psychological/emotionall abuse and sexual harassment are riddled with problems of
namingg such acts and perceiving them as gender violence. Similarly, studying indirect
violencee by means of values, norms and control assigned to women and men
discriminately,, disproportionately, and unequally, as well as structural violence
perpetuatingg women's vulnerable positions -without necessarily leading to physical,
psychological,, and sexual suffering- has been challenged by a lack of women's and
men'ss social consciousness. However, these constraints on studying the various forms
andd spheres of violence taking place in a single community should not be considered
drawbacks.. I relied on my optimism to gain a comprehensive picture of gender
violence,, and address the issues of women's rights violations within the context of the
relativelyy small plantation community in rural Java as an integral part of the broader
contextt of the Indonesian state and society.
Thiss research is biased by a desire to respond to the failure to address real and
mundanee gender violence in the everyday lives of women plantation workers. It is
inadequatee to emphasize only certain forms of violence in only certain spheres of life,
suchh as domestic abuse and public sexual harassment. By simultaneously examining
violencee in the domestic and workplace spheres, it can be understood how women's
creativityy may be located in their everyday lives but also how real and mundane gender
violencee affect women's perceptions and responses to their experiences of gender
violencee (Das and Kleinman 2001:27). I am well aware that women as members of a
plantationn community are generally in a disadvantaged position, occupying the bottom
off the plantation labor structure, assuming gender role expectations, and suffering
genderr inequality, due to existing hierarchical relations, shaped by cultural, political,
sociall and economic factors. Haydn (2000:35) and Richters (2001:149) challenge the
tendencyy to emphasize (the occurrence of and) the effect of just one traumatic
experiencee such as rape. They argue that this tendency fails to unravel other traumas
andd the multiple forms of violence experienced by women. As far as the conditions of
womenn plantation workers are concerned, I assume that their vulnerable position is
multileveledd and intertwined with gender, labor, and social factors that make them fall
victimm to diverse forms of violence. In the plantation community, the need to improve
women'ss lives ought to therefore take into account all aspects of their lives, particularly
domesticc and work relationships.
Genderr violence, regardless the form in which it is committed, has a devastating
effectt on women's health. In this research I make no attempt to present a rigid
definitionn of gender violence. Instead, I employ a relatively open and multi-dimensional
definitionn of gender violence, which includes physical, psychological (verbal and nonverbal),, and sexual and non-sexual violence in all spheres of gender relationships. I
examinee risk factors related to gender violence such as gender role expectations
pertainingg in the community, women's status in the context of marital relationships, and
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householdd economic background, keeping in mind women's position at the bottom of
thee plantation's labor structure. Thus, gender violence is seen in two contexts. First, it
includess any physical and psychological, verbal and non verbal, sexual and non-sexual
actss committed and perpetuated by men directly or indirectly and experienced by
women,, either as wives or (co-) workers, in the form of threats, intimidation, coercion
andd assault, which result in physical, psychological, sexual, economic, and/or social
harmm to or suffering by women. Second, gender violence includes structural violence, in
thee form of discrimination and exploitation in harmful working conditions.
Byy employing gender and rights perspectives, gender violence is understood within
thee context of gender inequalities and violations of women's rights. Astbury (2003:160161)) argues that gender violence is an emblematic rights violation because it violates a
numberr of absolute human rights: the right to life, to freedom from entrapment and
coercivee control, freedom from torture, freedom from fear, and freedom from
movement.. It is expected that addressing gender violence within the context of a broad
humann rights perspective will result in the protection of and promotion of women's
humann rights to dignity, privacy, safety, education, and information, which will
substantiallyy strengthen women's ability to exercise their rights over health and
wellbeing.. By proposing this ethnography of gender violence among women plantation
workers,, I hope to come close to a holistic approach, which can disclose and offer deep
insightt into women's experiences of gender violence, to ultimately find solutions to
preventt and protect women from acts of violence in the intertwining domestic and work
spheres. .
6.. Analytical Framework
Thiss section describes the analytical framework of the research. It has been argued
thatt even though an act of violence occurs on a personal level, violent behavior takes
placee in a wider socio-cultural context. First, my research applies Heise's ecological
frameworkk (1998) in order to understand multilevel circumstances as determinants of
thee occurrence of and the resistance to gender violence. Second, owing to its focus on
thee day-to-day experiences of gender violence in a well-defined plantation community
(ass elaborated further in Chapter Three) which is characterized by gender differentiation
andd gender roles both in the context of the home and workplace, the research hinges on
Kleinman'ss concept of social violence in everyday life (2000) and on Bourdieu's
symbolicc violence related to masculine domination (1998, 2001). Third, to survive their
experiencess of gender violence, women resort to coping mechanisms by means of their
subjectivityy and agency. The chapter makes use of the conceptualization of women's
subjectivityy and agency in the context of gender relations and various forms of
resistancee as can be found in the work of Moore (1994) and Scott (1985,1990).
6.1.. Ecological Framework: Unraveling Risk Factors
Itt can be safely assumed that women's and men's perceptions of violence are
culturallyy bound. Any effort to truly understand and, ultimately, to put an end to gender
violencee should be based on careful investigation of the question of how gender and
violencee are constructed in a particular community, or culture, and especially how acts
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off violence are experienced and rationalized by women. Men and women are culturally
andd socially distinguished by gender differentiation (gender roles and gender related or
expectedd behaviors), resulting in differences of interpretation, which in turn, are
influencedd or even defined by individual background on the one hand, and by cultural,
social,, and economic factors on the other hand. All these underlying factors therefore
influencee the perceptions of perpetrators and victims of violence.
Tamezz (1996:13) has indicated that in all local cultures one encounters certain
valuess underlying the occurrence of gender violence. These values are subsequently
reinforcedd by the imposition of elements from other patriarchal social systems in which
thee local cultures are embedded. In the Indonesian context, in addition to local cultural
valuess and norms, other dominant factors include religious teachings, state gender
ideology,, and unstable socio-economic relations resulting from global industrialization.
InIn this research, I seek elements which link this small-scale well-defined plantation
communityy with its Central Javanese setting. These involve local values, norms and
influencess from Javanese culture on the one hand, and the larger context of the
Indonesiann state, with its permeating social, economic and political structures on the
other,, as well as factors which determine gender role expectations and gender
inequality,, both in the domestic sphere and the workplace. Informant responses that
deall with the occurrence of gender violence in its various forms and spheres include the
pointss of view of individuals (victims/perpetrators, family members, and other members
off the community). Through these interviews, the impact of the plantation's industrial
systemm in particular and the Indonesian state's economic and political system in general
onn those informants will become transparent.
Heisee (1998) proposes the ecological framework to explain the etiology of gender
violence.. Based on a wide range of studies in Western countries she developed this
frameworkk to understand partner violence. This model has been increasingly used
worldwidee to conceptualize violence as a multifaceted phenomenon that can be
understoodd from the interaction of personal, situational, and socio-cultural factors at
differentt levels of the social environment. This model is neither definitive nor complete
andd is still being developed and refined as a conceptual tool. Nevertheless, it helps to
distinguishh between the myriad influences on violence while providing a framework for
understandingg how these interact (World Health Organization 2002). The model
consistss of four levels of analysis that can best be visualized as four concentric circles
(seee Diagram 1.1). The innermost circle is the individual level that represents the
biologicall and personal history that influences behavior in a relationship. The second
circlee is the micro-system that represents the immediate context in which violence takes
place,, frequently in the family or other intimate or acquaintance relationships.
Thee third circle is the exo-system that represents the formal and informal
institutionss and social structures in which relationships are embedded—neighborhood,
workplace,, social networks, and peer groups. The outermost circle is the macro-system
thatt encompasses economic and social environments, including cultural norms.
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AA wide range of studies agrees that several risk factors at each of these levels
combinee to increase the likelihood that a particular man in a particular setting will abuse
hiss partner9:
••

At the individual level: relevant factors with regard to the perpetrator include
beingg abused as a child, witnessing marital violence in the home, having an absent
orr rejecting father, frequent use of alcohol, ownership of weapons, and loss of
status. .

••

At the family and relationship level: cross-cultural studies have cited male control
off wealth, decision-making within the family, and marital conflict as strong
predictorss of abuse.

••

At the community level: women's isolation, lack of social support, poverty and
loww socio-economic status, together with male peer groups condoning and
legitimizingg men's violence predict higher rates of violence.

••

At the societal level: studies around the world have found that violence against
womenn is most common where gender roles are rigidly defined and enforced and
wheree the concept of masculinity is linked to toughness, male honor, or
dominance.. Other cultural norms associated with abuse include tolerance of
physicall punishment of women and children, acceptance of violence as a means to
settlee interpersonal disputes, and the perception that men have "ownership" over
women. .

Inn the plantation community context, various factors contributing to the occurrence
off gender violence originate from beyond the boundaries of the local community i.e. the
broaderr political system of the society at large (the State). Therefore, women workers
mayy experience various and multiple forms of gender violence that can be understood
byy unraveling the risk factors at all levels of analysis. Clearly, contemporary gender
roless and expectations in Java are strongly rooted in historical as well as cultural norms
andd values. The developments of social, political and economic conditions, from the
periodd of pre-independence up to the 'New Order' era are seen to have reinforced the
existencee of strongly traditionalist cultural images and practices concerning gender and
genderr roles (see Chapter Five). Obviously, notions pertaining to gender equality, based
onn the exclusive division of labor and responsibilities among husbands and wives, have
beenn actively manipulated by reinforcement of culturally-linked inequality. The
workplace,, too, is characterized by task segregation, discrimination and exploitation
thatt have their roots in the interaction of social, cultural, economic, and political factors
thatt contain substantial gender imbalance and reinforce gender inequality (see Chapter
Four). .
Inn a society where gender inequalities are rooted, reinforced, and reproduced as in
thee case of Indonesia, and in the research site plantation community in rural Java,
womenn may individually encounter and collectively share a number of risk factors at all
Thee content of the ecological framework of gender violence and its risk factors have been widely
quotedd and reproduced. This version is reproduced from Richters (2001) based on the work of
Heisee (1998) and Heise et al (1999).
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levelss of analysis. However, these risk factors must be unraveled to understand which
factorss from each level are necessary for violence to occur and which must appear
togetherr to generate violence. While some risk factors may be unique to a particular
typee of violence and unique to a particular socio-cultural setting, more often the various
typess of violence share a number of risk factors. Consequently, the more risk factors
thatt are present and the stronger the interaction between the various risk factors, the
higherr the likelihood of violence and the more complex the necessary interventions to
preventt violence (Richters 2001:143).
Thee ecological framework has been developed as a theoretical model of risk factors
too understand partner violence based on a wide range of studies in Western countries.
Whenn I analyze gender violence in the context of women plantation workers in a rural
Javanesee setting there is an opportunity to identify potential risk factors associated with
thee occurrence of gender violence both in the domestic sphere and the workplace. To
whatt extent can this Western-based framework accommodate identifiable risk factors of
genderr violence in a rural Javanese plantation community taking into account the
personall history and characteristics of the individuals involved, the immediate family
context,, the immediate social context, and the broader Indonesian society? In addition,
too what extent can this model be used to identify specific risk factors of gender violence
inn the workplace? The advantage of employing an ecological framework is that it can be
modifiedd to the identifiable factors of a given community and therefore is not solely
applicablee to Western societies. In my research and analysis on gender violence in
domesticc and workplace relationships in the plantation community, this framework was
highlyy applicable.
6.2.. Violence as an Everyday Experience
II argue that gender violence may be perceived as ordinary for people living under
hierarchicall and unequal gender and social relations typical of the plantation community
underr research. It is important to further address this issue through Kleinman's concept
off social violence and Bourdieu's concept of symbolic violence of male domination in
orderr to clarify why gender violence occurs and how it can be seen as ordinary by the
womenn and men involved as its victims and perpetrators.
Focusingg on a well-defined plantation community, this research concentrates on
women'ss experiences of gender violence in their daily lives as workers, wives, and
mothers.. The plantation institution as a strongly hierarchical, male-dominated social
systemm involves a small number of managers at the top and a much larger number of
laborerss at the bottom, which has brought about the system's most prominent feature:
thee persistent poverty of plantation workers. The working conditions of the women
plantationn workers are a form of structural violence, which allows the occurrence of
specificc indirect and direct interpersonal gender violence. In this respect, it is important
too understand Kleinman's concept of social violence (Kleinman 2000). Kleinman
arguess that social violence takes multiple forms and dynamics and that the current
taxonomiess of violence (public versus domestic, ordinary against extreme political
violence)) are inadequate to understand either the use of violence in the social world or
thee multiplicity of its effects in collective and individual experiences and suffering.
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Moree importantly, he emphasizes social violence as the violence of everyday life, which
iss widespread and can be devastating, yet, too often goes unrecognized as a major
barrierr to human flourishing, even when physical violence is not the issue. Kleinman
arguess that social violence impacts local, national, and global social orders. It is
inflictedd on the body as well as on the moral experience of people in everyday life,
principallyy on the poor, but also on other classes (Kleinman et al. 1997).
Howw does social violence, which serves as a major barrier to human flourishing,
comee to be considered normal in everyday life? I argue that women's preoccupations
withh cultural ideas of gender differentiation and roles leads to their understanding of
theirr position with respect to gender relations in the household, workplace, and
community.. In this chapter, gender relations have been understood as relations of
dominationn in which social power is unequally exercised and controlled by men.
Unequall power relations shape and are shaped by everyday social practices and are
internalizedd by individuals and by the community. In this respect, it is hard to recognize
andd challenge gender violence because it is part and parcel of day-to-day domestic,
communityy and work life.
Inn addition to Kleinman's concept of social violence, Bourdieu's concept of
masculinee domination (2001) is crucial to explain why gender violence seems natural as
symbolicc violence. In theorizing gender relations, Bourdieu discusses the opposition
betweenn masculine and feminine, and unequal relations as the dominator and
dominated.. Bourdieu argues that male domination is so rooted in human collective
unconsciousnesss that people no longer even see how this domination works and
influencess thoughts and behaviors. It is difficult, therefore, to challenge domination
becausee it is so in tune with our expectations. He argues that male domination and the
wayss in which it is imposed is a prime example of paradoxical submission. Bourdieu
relicss on the doxa to see the character of the paradox. The doxa is the sum of social
beliefss or practices, which are seen as normative, as going unsaid, as being outside of
thee framework of challenge and criticism (Bourdieu 1998:1). With regard to gender
roless the doxa derives its force from everyday practices in the sexual division of labor.
Inn turn. Fowler (n.d.) sees these as "sweet rationale' in myths, which explains the
necessityy for things being as they are. This not only makes change difficult, but also
meanss that conditions are tenaciously maintained despite changes in economic
circumstancess (Thakur 1998). In the doxa certain aspects of relations, which are
culturall\\ arbitrary are transformed into something that appears natural. In this way he
seess male domination as an effect of what he calls symbolic violence, kta violence that is
hardl}} noticed, almost invisible for the victims on whom it is perpetuated; a violence
whichh is exercised principally via the purely symbolic channels of communication and
knowledgee (or, to be accurate, mis-knowledge) of recognition and, in the final analysis,
off feelings".
Further,, Bourdieu proposes habitus, a set of dispositions toward action that play a
rolee in the maintenance of male domination. Bourdieu defines habitus as a system of
modelss for the production of practices and a system of models for perception and
appreciationn of practices. Therefore, habitus implies a sense of one's place and also a
sensee of other's place (Bourdieu 1990:131). Rather than exercising power relations
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expressively,, male domination is maintained by acquiring power through habitus. In
thiss way, there are certain aspects of gender relations, which are mediated through
sociall practice and accepted by both sexes that structure the disposition of agents.
Bourdieuu makes clear that the maintenance of gender roles and inequalities in the form
off division of labor serve as mechanisms which are responsible for the transformation
off history into nature. Thakur (1998) has demonstrated that gender relations are
resistantt to change. This is because women's reproductive responsibilities and roles
differentiatee women from men, a biological difference which imbues gender
relationshipss with natural characteristics.
Howw does the idea of Bourdieu's concept of the maintenance of masculine
dominationn as symbolic violence fit into research on gender violence perpetuated
againstt women plantation workers? Assuming a powerful position over women, men
havee been the most affected by the dynamics of the power they have gained. Moore
(1994:154)) argues that it requires strength to be able to deal with dynamics of power,
forr "...the inability to maintain the fantasy of power triggers a crisis in the fantasy of
identity,, and violence is a means of resolving this crisis because it acts to reconfirm the
naturee of masculinity otherwise denied..." Thus violence can be seen as one way of
dealingg with threatened masculinity.
Threatss to masculinity can occur in various circumstances and concern both men
andd women. In the domestic sphere, a husband 'fantasizes' about domination over and
submissionn of his wife, without reflecting on whether he is able to properly perform his
rolee as breadwinner, or whether his wife takes a share in the responsibilities by working
outsidee the house. The inability of a married woman to fulfill her duties as a wife and
motherr is also susceptible to becoming a source of conflict, leading to outbursts or acts
off violence. The workplace is threatening as well because as engendered subjects in a
discriminatingg world most women workers are vulnerable to acts of violence. Real
and/orr perceived/imagined threats to masculinity result in numerous occurrences of
genderr violence, as masculine power is often expressed in such ways. Men, as
husbands,, supervisors or co-workers are expected to prove their masculinity both to
otherr men and women through expressions of their power, which can result in behavior
thatt is harmful to women. Such expressions of powei are seen as necessary by those in
powerfull positions to maintain their fantasies of identity. It is thus that perceived
threats,, in some occasions even more so than real threats, are often the cause of violent
conductt (Moore 1994:152).
Womenn are expected to behave and execute patterns of appropriateness. Attitudes
andd behaviors outside these defined patterns, which are labeled or considered as
attackingg or challenging the overall ideology, are often reason enough for members of a
community,, and their male counterparts in particular, to accuse women of being out of
control,, for which they deserve to be punished and brought under control. Violence
directedd against women, therefore, is often both a means of control and a mechanism to
maintainn men's identity and fantasies of power.
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6 3 .. Subjectivity and Agency: Understanding Women's Response and
Resistance e
Inn attempting to understand violence and the ways people respond to it, it is
importantt to understand the concepts of 'subjectivity' and 'agency'. This concerns
lookingg at the dynamism and creativity of 'agents' or 'actors' in finding ways to cope
withh the system and/or to survive repressive conditions. Feminist scholars have pointed
outt that violence directed against women is a systematic form of domination and social
controll by men over women in a male dominated, patriarchal society. This might
'explain'' why. in theory at least, most men could potentially use violence as a
p o w e r f u ll means of controlling women, bringing them into a subordinate position to
maintainn existing patriarchal social relations, which are advantageous to men. In reality,
subjectivityy and agency play important roles in the maintenance of patriarchal societal
institutions. .
Inn understanding the role of agency in women's responses and resistance toward
genderr violence, Moore's theory of violence (1994) is followed, with the engendered
subjectt as a starting point. Moore has stated that co-existent discourses on gender occur
inn every society, providing the possibility for each individual to take different subject
positions.. These positions should not be regarded as singular, fixed, and coherent, since
ann individual's self-representation can be multi-layered and often mutually
contradictoryy (1994:141). It is possible that within a single culture there co-exist gender
discoursess which emphasize either 'mutually exclusive' and different gender roles and
identities,, or that gender is conceived of processually as being man and woman. The
firstt is concerned with 'categories' of gender, the other with 'quality' of gender
(1994:144).. However, as has been indicated in the preceding sections, gender discourse
emphasizingg mutually exclusive and hierarchical categories of man/woman are more
oftenn dominant. Nevertheless, actual day-to-day gender relations of the dominant
discoursee can vary, allowing for a disparity or gap between the two levels.
Mooree further argues that multiple discourses co-existing within a single
communityy allow individuals to take different subject positions, either in similar or in
differentt situations. In pointing out which factors make individuals favor one or another
position,, Moore uses Holloway's (1990) formulation that this depends on what
advantagess and/or benefits this holds for an individual, or what 'investment' can be
gainedd from it. Such an 'investment' includes emotional, material, social, and/or
economicc benefits that an individual considers necessary for self-identity and
subjectivity.. Taking a subject position as a process of constructing self-identity and
subjectivityy is closely related to Moore's 'fantasies of identity': "...such fantasies of
identityy are linked with fantasies of power and agency in the world..." (Moore
1994:151).. The term 'fantasy' is seen as crucial, for, according to Moore, it emphasizes
thee "...often affective and subconscious nature of investment in various subject
positions,, and in the social strategies necessary to maintain that investment..."
(1994:151).. This means that men and women alike fantasize about themselves, and their
identity,, as well as the best way to maintain their 'ideal identity'. The need to develop
suchh an identity is strongly influenced by 'outside' factors such as social, cultural,
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political,, and historical conditions. Subsequently, an individual may draw on a range of
differentt strategies, either regressive or defensive, or integrating and creative, in an
effortt to adapt to a new situation (Ewing 1998:310).
Thee discussion above results in the understanding that human beings can be
consideredd 'gendered' in some ways. However, there are sometimes gaps between ideas
andd actions in which human agency becomes a crucial factor. In understanding
women'ss responses and resistance to their experiences of gender violence it is important
too see how ideas and actions are related. It is through the agency of women (and men)
thatt ideas are transformed into practice. This means that an ideology cannot just
automaticallyy be transformed into action, since individuals decide for themselves what
actionn will be taken ('autonomous action'). Agency, therefore, takes many shapes and
forms.. These inform the ways in which collective and individual actors seize
opportunitiess and give meaning to themselves and their lives. Giddens (1984) proposes
aa concept of agency that hinges on the idea of individuals who are capable of creatively
respondingg to and changing the circumstances in which they find themselves. Godddard
(2000:3,, 27) emphasizes agency as a capacity and willingness of actors to take steps in
relationn to their social situation. Based on the work of Lister (1997), this is defined as
thee capacity of individuals or groups to embark on a process of autonomous selfrealization.. These approaches agree that agency is 'located in a dialectic relationship
withh social structures' and 'embedded in social relations'.
Byy focusing on women's agency, the context in which gender violence occurs can
bee seen more clearly as well as the ways in which women survive such experiences. In
thiss way, any objection and resistance can be made with regard to gender inequalities
andd the social hierarchy that put women in a disadvantaged position vulnerable to
violence.. Here, Scott (1990:45) argues that "relations of domination are at the same
timee relations of resistance". Relating Scott's arguments to the study of women
plantationn workers' resistance, I would argue that being in a disadvantaged position,
womenn are not passive victims, but can be seen as using and applying strategies to cope
withh the problem of violence. In responding to their situations, therefore, some women
mayy express their anger directly and react aggressively, some may complain to others
butt not walk out of the abusive relationship they are in, others may keep quiet and hide
theirr distress, while some may pretend to be and look happy. There may also be some
womenn who resist their situation individually, while others need the support of relatives
orr friends to gain strength. However, from their position of powerlessness, women's
formss of resistance can be hidden, or "...typically avoid any direct or symbolic
confrontationn with authority or with elite norms,,," (Scott 1985:29). In this way, women
mayy develop 'weapons of the weak' to survive . Representing everyday forms of
resistancee in the context of conflict between rich and poor in the village, Scott's study is
relevantt to examine women's agency and resistance in the workplace. In this study,
Inn Weapons of the Weak, Scott (1985) looks at ordinary, everyday peasant resistance and the
reasonss open revolts are so rare in Sedaka. He discusses various forms of symbols, postulates, and
rhetoricc of a particular moral framework to do battle over issues of survival and advancement. In
hiss more recent study, Scott (1990) brings forward anonymity, euphemisms, grumbling, oral
culture,, folktales, symbolic inversion, and carnival as forms of disguise representing 'voice under
domination'. .
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whenn I analyze gender violence, women's agency and resistance in the domestic sphere,
II identify various forms of resistance engaged in by women to handle their subservient
positions. .
Finally,, addressing these different ways of resistance also contributes to a better
understandingg and use of the term 'survivor' (and 'victim') of violence. As a result of a
moree feminist approach the term 'victim' is sometimes substituted by 'survivor', in
orderr to both challenge the notions of victim and blame on the one hand, and make
visiblee women's resistance and coping strategies on the other. This also underlines the
factt that women have always found ways to cope (and/or have learnt to cope) and
survive. .
7.. B o o k Outline
Thiss book is divided into nine chapters. In this first chapter I have introduced the
researchh background, questions, and objectives, and the conceptualization of gender
violencee by summarizing current debates on gender and violence. I also discussed and
combinedd several concepts and theoretical approaches to develop the analytical
frameworkframework of the research. In Chapter Two, the methods for data collection, which I
considerr crucial in the research of gender violence issues, are described. Next, in
Chapterr Three, I discuss the Kaligua plantation community generally, by examining the
geographic,, social, economic and cultural conditions that have shaped current
communityy conditions. Chapters Four and Five contextualize my research, by first
examiningg the history of plantations in Indonesia, and then Indonesian government
policyy on gender issues. These two chapters provide an understanding of the macro
contextss that lie behind the existing micro contexts of the plantation community and
womenn workers. In Chapter Six, the main data on domestic violence from the research
sitee is put forth. Chapter Seven brings to the fore empirical cases with the purpose of
explainingg women's experiences of workplace violence. In Chapter Eight, I discuss
genderr violence in the plantation community which constitutes the centerpiece of this
research.. This chapter will revisit the conceptual and theoretical debate along with the
methodologyy presented in earlier chapters. It explains how women's experiences in
encounteringg day-to-day forms of gender violence and the ways in which they resist
themm is by and large related to the socio-cultural context of the wider local community,
off which they are members (ecological framework). This chapter also discusses how
women'ss perceptions and consciousness of gender relations in the home and workplace
aree determined by the notion of normality and the maintenance of masculine
dominationn and at the same time how their current conditions provide ways of resisting
byy the development of women's subjectivity and agency through individual and/or
collectivee action. Finally, Chapter Nine identifies and discusses crucial findings with
regardd to further research and policy recommendations.

Chapterr Two

Researchh Methods
Introduction n
Chapterr two focuses on the qualitative and quantitative methods employed in the
dataa collection and the reasons behind these. Gender violence is a delicate and tough
topicc which requires tact and resourcefulness. Only after living in the community for a
longg time was I able to communicate with the people. I could not just 'hit and run'; ask
aboutt their experiences and then leave them to themselves in bewilderment. I needed to
gett too the bottom of their feelings, perceptions and responses. Active participation in the
communityy and in-depth interviews were key tools in disclosing personal experiences
andd evidence of acts of violence. First I conducted a short survey to understand the
characteristicss of the households and of individual women workers. To give my
informantss a clear impression of my research topic, I introduced general questions about
women'ss experiences of conflict with their husbands and others in their networks. I
proceededd with in-depth interviews and observations.
Thiss chapter clarifies informants' attitudes and behaviors toward the research topic
andd myself, the researcher. The delicateness of my topic meant that informants
generallyy became aware of the underlying goals of my research halfway through its
coursee after I had become close to them. Subsequently, this chapter explains why I
decidedd to drop my original plan of data collection and shift to other techniques such as
thee use of television programs, songs, and radio drama in my research.
Intensivee field research lasted 14 monthsfromSeptember 2000 untill October 2001.
Duringg the course of the fieldwork, I occasionally left to visit my family who live seven
hourss travel from the research site. These breaks were needed to escapefrombouts of
boredomm and depression, which inevitably came over me. After the first stage of my
researchh I started writing my first draft in Jogjakarta and the Netherlands. I returned to
thee research site in December 2003 to gather additional information.
1.. Entering the Research Site
Researchh in Indonesia requires official permits involving many layers of
bureaucracy,, from the researcher's home institute to the provincial government down to
thee concerned research site. Which departmental office's official permit is needed and
forr which level of government (province, district, sub-district, or village) depends on
thee location and topic of the research. In some cases a researcher is able to skip certain
bureaucraticc layers through an informal approach, for example through the village head
Withh the discretion of the concerned official the procedure can be considerably
simplified.. In my case, I succeeded in obtaining an official permit from the plantation
headquarterss in Semarang and did not face any significant technical problems. I was
endorsedd to carry out my research and received indispensable personal assistance in
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makingg initial contacts with plantation management staff from one member of the board
off directors, whom I knew personally. Without personal connections I dare say I would
nott have been able to conduct the research.
AA young female Anthropology graduate helped me throughout the data collection
andd served not only as my research assistant, but also as a close companion. In addition
too her, I also had a male assistant who was meant to collect data from male informants;
unfortunately,, he withdrew before completing his job. During my first three months'
stayy my assistant and I lived in a pavilion in the administrator's house. I enjoyed a
warmm personal relationship with the administrator and his family members. The
administratorr and I graduated from the same university and so he was very helpful and
informative.. He also helped me develop good relationships with the plantation's middle
managers.. They gave me ample opportunity to work in the plantation office examining
filesfiles and other documents, and I was somewhat embarrassed to have such privileges. I
realizee that as an anthropologist it was not proper to take advantage of this situation,
however,, I could not help using these connections to facilitate the process. The
administratorr heads the plantation hierarchy, therefore, I took advantage of my
relationshipp with him and other middle managers as one of my research strategies.
Ass a newcomer in the relatively closed plantation community and a colleague of
thee administrator I was in a very favorable position. Anyone whom I encountered
automaticallyy looked up to me and treated me with respect. I was aware that my
informantss associated me with people who, unfortunately, were part of the problem
itself,, namely potential perpetrators of violence. Although I resented this situation I
realizedd that for the sake of my research I had no other choice. Although I was
respected,, my accommodation arrangement created distance between my study subjects
andd myself. Still, this provided me with broad access to all plantation issues, related to
territories,, activities, documentation, and news. Later, I moved out of the
administrator'ss house and into a house in Kalikidang, one of the two hamlets under
research. .
Conductingg research to earn a Ph.D. in Negara Landi or Belanda (the Netherlands)
wass beyond the understanding of most plantation workers. For them Negara Landi or
BelandaBelanda was related to De Jong, the founding father of the plantation whom they
genuinelyy respected. Many wondered what on earth I, a married Indonesian woman
whoo left her family, could expect from long term research in such an out of the way
area.. In their perception, nothing but trouble. Yet, these very characteristics gave me
insightt into how to use my role and develop questions to collect data. When, for
example,, women informants wondered why I was still studying at my age I responded
byy asking them why they themselves did not study at all. When they asked me how I
hadd the heart to leave my husband and son for my work I simply reacted by
commentingg that they should ask themselves to think about why a married woman
wouldd wish to be independent and not rely on her husband.
Itt was interesting to note that in the eyes of the women workers, high education and
plantationn research were only related to male engineers. When I explained that I was
interestedd in their personal lives as plantation workers they were amazed, as this was the
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firstfirst time that they came across a researcher interested in people rather than in tea
processing.. This position made me the focus of attention for many people in the
plantationn community, which in turn, facilitated the whole research process.
Duringg my second visit in December 2003 the main focus of my data collection
wass on gaining more insight from men on gender violence. I also collected more
documentationn (photographs and video). This data was lacking in my previous
fieldwork.fieldwork. I was not unaware of the importance of data on men's perspectives. During
myy first visit, I tried to collect such data, yet, it was difficult for me to fulfill this task. I
brieflyy had a male assistant who was meant to help me interview men, but he left after
onlyy one month. I wrongly thought that he left his job for personal reasons, but later I
heardd that he could not bear the cold and remoteness of the research site. During my
secondd visit, I tried hard to overcome the problems of speaking with men about the
'bad'' things they might have done to their wives or to women workers. As in my
previoussfieldwork,I felt uneasy approaching them and talking about my research topic.
II eventually managed to overcome these constraints and obtain valuable information
fromfrom male informants.
2.. Initial Survey and Establishing Relationships
Thee initial survey was carried out among 270 women plantation workers in active
service,, living in Kaligua and Kalikidang hamlets; 188 were married. Three
enumeratorss helped me in completing the survey in November and December 2000. The
purposee of the survey was to gain information on the following characteristics of
womenn workers: 1) personal and household socio-economic backgrounds, 2) personal
workk experiences, 3) experiences of marital conflict for those who were married, 4)
experiencess of conflict with community members, and 5) experiences of conflict with
malee and female co-workers. The decision to focus on these two hamlets, Kaligua and
Kalikidang,, was made after the identification of respondents in mandor (supervisor)
logbooks.. On examination of the names and addresses in the logbooks in which the
latestt worker data was officially registered it was found that of the five hamlets in
Pandansarii Village and other hamlets in other villages and sub-districts, Kalikidang
contributedd the largest numbers of women plantation workers. Therefore, Kalikidang
wass chosen to represent the hamlets located outside the plantation's boundaries.
Kaliguaa is the only hamlet located on the plantation. During the survey, some
replacementss occurred as not all names appearing in the logbook were valid. Many
weree wrongly spelled, names of women who were no longer working still appeared, and
namess of women who were not residing in either Kaligua or Kalikidang hamlets were
alsoo present.
Too involve all women plantation workers in these two hamlets, a door-to-door
censuss was conducted. This strategy was advantageous. I discovered that many
potentiall tea pickers were currently out of service. They were nearly equal in number to
thosee who were actively working during the survey (see Chapter Three for overall
plantationn labor statistics). Non-active (leren) women workers included women who
weree temporarily not working because of pregnancy and taking care of babies and small
children,, those who had just returned from working in the cities to resume work as
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plantationn workers or those who felt exhausted and wanted to take a break. Some were
workingg as mushroom pickers but were also potential tea plantation workers since they
weree willing to return to tea picking in the future. The large number of potential
workerss was evidence of the flexibility of women to engage in tea picking. Some
womenn whom I first interviewed were leren, but were active by the time of the second
interview.. These findings gave me new insight into the overall coverage of the
plantationn community. The registered numbers of women and their respective
householdd members engaged in plantation work did not represent the reality. The extent
off the true plantation community could not be completed without taking into account
potentiall workers. Nearly everyone living in Kalikidang and Kaligua could be
consideredd belonging to the plantation community1. For research purposes, women who
weree not actively working during the survey were considered plantation workers, too.
Beforee carrying out the survey my first step was to collect data on the women
workers.. At my request, the management staff provided me with this (I was amazed to
discoverr that they regarded my request as an official instruction). All of the mandor
gatheredd in the division office for me to receive their reports on the women involved in
eachh group of tea pickers {kemandoran). To break the ice I tried to be as informal and as
friendlyfriendly as possible, asking them about how many kilograms of tea leaves they
managedd to pick that day and about other activities. I did not fail to notice that my
presencee unsettled these men.
II came across sensitive issues during the selection of informants. This became an
ethicall issue that had to be handled with the utmost care. It was very hard for some of
thee women to understand that if they were not among the 'lucky' ones to be chosen it
wass not because they were incompetent but instead due to my limited capacity to
questionn hundreds of women workers. My privileged position and association with the
plantationn elite only added to misunderstanding about the purpose of my study.
Ultimately,, those feelings of insecurity among women workers reflected their
vulnerabilityy and low status. They had never been interviewed before about their
personall and/or household background, to say nothing about being asked about
domesticc or work conflicts. Whenever I tried to confirm information I had received
fromfrom another informant, my informants would ask curiously how I knew about the
informationn and from whom. By doing this, they tried to ensure that they were not the
oness who spread the news to me and at the same time convinced me that they knew
aboutt the information I needed from them. Among the Javanese the ideal of rukun
(sociall harmony) is pervasive and dominates personal lives and behaviors. For this
reason,, many were reluctant to become confidants. They sought to maintain harmonious
relationshipss with the plantation management in the interest of the plantation
communityy at any expense.
Onee incident occurred during an interview with a woman tea picker whose husband
forbadee her to cooperate. In vain she tried to explain that I was no stranger at all as she
hadd met and spoken to me in the tea garden when I followed the sinder (chief
11

I define the plantation community as all people residing inside the plantation territory (Kaligua
hamlet)) and all the plantation workers and their respective households living in the hamlets outside
thee plantation territory (see Chapter Four for more detail).
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supervisor)) supervising the workers. The husband remained suspicious, asking me
aboutt the purpose of my interview and carefully following my questions to his wife.
Laterr he apologized to me for his behavior and made up for it by explaining an
unpleasantt incident that had occurred a couple of months earlier. Some strangers were
inquisitivee about names and activities of other households, which resulted in the arrest
off a community member who was suspected of being involved in felling trees and
stealingg logs in the forest. This experience led many villagers to be reluctant to
cooperatee with strangers, like myself, who asked about household data.
3.. Observations and In-depth Interviews
Myy daily research tasks included observations and in-depth interviews with the
womenn and other informants. These took place everywhere: in homes, neighborhoods,
gardens,, the factory, offices, the health center, local shops, public toilets, and even in
thee market on payday. I used my senses and my observational capacities as much as
possible.. Most days I visited the tea gardens and processing factories, and occasionally
visitedd the head and division offices, the houses of management staff, the warung
perished,perished, health center, cooperative shop, and schools. During my walks I had the
opportunityy to roam around the neighborhoods and tea gardens. It often happened that I
observedd or met people in the streets, public places, and shops. In the afternoon I
sometimess visited prospective informants and had lunch with them. In the evening I
joinedd my informants' family dinners and gatherings. I never skipped payday, on the
firstfirst and fifteenth of the month to observe and interview my informants. I also joined
thee monthly meeting of the women's association in the plantation hall to gain insight
intoo the roles of elite women in the plantation. As much as possible, I participated in
andd contributed to community gatherings such as childbirths, weddings, circumcisions,
andd burials. I had to ensure that I was not selective in my attendance since I learned that
somee people wondered why I did not respond to their invitations while they saw me
presentt at other gatherings. My daily activities were sometimes hampered by bad
weatherr and conditions in the workplace or by long and heavy walks to reach the places
«iff interview and observation, a physical burden beyond my strength. I was lucky that by
dri\ingg my own car I could manage to visit several distant places within a day.
Occasionally,, I gave my informants and other people in the neighborhood a lift on their
wa\\ home from the tea gardens or other places. There were also times that I preferred to
sta>> in my room or sit in a peaceful place in the garden to reflect on my observations
andd interview notes.
3.1.. Interviewing Women
Throughoutt the research I focused my interviews on 50 married women as my main
informants.. Each have experienced various forms of gender violence. The selection of
thesee 50 women was based on three considerations: results of the initial survey,
informationn from a third party, and my direct endeavor to find cases. The questionnaire
22

A small variety shop organized by Paguyuban Ibu-ibu (Women's Association) formerly called
PeriskaPeriska (Association of Worker's Wives), which its name is derived from. This organization
headedd by the wife of the administrator, is considered to be an elite organization because its
memberss include only permanent women workers and the wives of permanent male workers.
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includedd a section that dealt with experiences of conflict between the respondent and
herr husband, mandor, male co-workers, female co-workers, and neighbors. From the
start,, I expected that interviewed women who confirmed that they had had experiences
off conflicts would share more detailed information about their experiences. While the
researchh progressed I discovered more cases through third parties, such as mothers,
sisters,, other relatives and women co-workers (snowball effect). Another way of
obtainingg cases was through careful direct observation of women's behavior during
theirr encounters with me.
Byy the time the research was almost halfway through, most informants began to
understandd the underlying goals of my research. I was conscious that for many people,
genderr violence was a sensitive issue and that some women might resent my presence
andd therefore become aloof with me. No matter how hard I tried, some refused to
cooperatee and I was forced to give up for ethical considerations3. They did not want to
discusss their experiences of violence for various reasons which included the need to
maintainn privacy and fear. Perceiving acts of violence as 'normal' or as non-violent
weree also factors which made some women unwilling to act as informants. Others
spontaneouslyy welcomed me and shared their experiences. I was happy to gain the
confidencee of women who had experienced gender violence and who considered they
hadd nothing to hide and worry about in releasing their pent-up feelings to me.
II discovered a general pattern of women's reactions to my visits. When I came
acrosss women who were reluctant to speak up, I intuitively assumed that the woman in
questionn had experience with violence. Even if these women allowed me to enter thenhousess out of politeness they were likely to leave me by myself under the pretence of
beingg busy with household chores. This was because many women in the neighborhood
graduallyy recognized that I, a stranger who had become a regular visitor to selected
households,, preferred to talk about family secrets. This gave me an advantage because I
learnedd from such situations more effective ways of seeking information. I was almost
alwayss right with my prediction that when a woman I approached reluctantly accepted
myy visit but left me waiting in the kitchen while she snuck out of her house and then
returnedd with one or more relatives she had a problem with domestic violence. In such
casess I did my utmost to help them open up by being interested in their daily worries
andd sharing my own experiences. This was rarely the case when they let me enter their
housess and lively conversed, sometimes I had to find reasons to make them stop talking.
Thesee chatty women, however, helped me to identify cases. Through their information I
hadd a choice of women with whom I could hold in-depth interviews. What brought me
too understand significant relations between the attitudes toward my visit and
experiencess of domestic violence was women's tendency to avoid people who were
talkingg about their violent experiences. For most, violence is considered a family secret,
whichh is saru (taboo) to be shared with others.
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Obtaining informed consent, establishing a good relationship with an informant and maintaining
confidentialityy through anonymity of the informant and study site were some strategies considered
(Hardonn et al. 1994:281-284).
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3.2.. Interviewing Men
II also interviewed men: the husbands of my female informants, the administrator,
sinder,sinder, mandor, village heads, village functionaries, and several other informants in the
neighborhoodd and in the workplace. Being aware that the management staff and village
officialss are more educated, but are also often perpetrators of gender violence, I had to
bee very careful in my approach and discussions with them. Male plantation workers'
reactionss were quite different from women's. In earlier encounters, most expressed their
dissatisfactionn with labor conditions. Some were evasive in their reactions for reasons I
understood.understood. Men who were conscious of my research purpose, and who believed that I
wass eager to disclose family secrets became provocative, teasing me with remarks like
"Watchh out. Do not quarrel with your wife, Anna will surely make notes about it." or
"Ma'am,, you should take notes about this man who often abuses his wife" whenever
theyy found me roaming around the neighborhood
Manyy couldn't help making suggestive remarks and comments on sexual matters to
intentionallyy insult my vulnerability as a woman. The rainy and cold weather in those
areass often provoked them to harass me by saying "Please stop by to warm your body,
doo not walk in the rain" or "Isn't it better to huddle and sleep together on this cold
day?".. At such times, I tried hard not to lose my temper and remain cool and regard
thesee experiences as enriching my understanding about these men's ideas and attitudes
onn sexuality and sexual harassment. Later, I considered their provocative responses as
valuablee information about their attempts to overcome barriers of gender and social
rankk and distance (see Chapter Seven). On some occasions, however, I would tell them
offf and criticize their behavior.
II stated earlier that I made a second visit to the research site mostly to collect data
onn men's perspectives toward gender relations and gender violence. I was aware of the
problemss inherent in interviewing men on this topic. Fortunately, in my previous field
researchh I had gathered information about a middle manager who had an affair with his
femalee employee in the processing factory. His case became a hot conversation topic
andd was still being discussed when I revisited the research site at the end of 2003. In
earlyy 2003 the affair ended in a fight between the manager and the husband of the
workerr which led to intervention by the plantation management. The manager in
questionn was penalized by demotion and the woman was transferred to the most remote
areaa of picking. I used this case as a starting point to ask men their opinions, launching
questionss such as: What did they learn from this case? What was their perception of the
manager'ss and the woman's behavior? Why did some men put the blame on the
managerr and others on the woman? As a follow-up, I started asking about more general
casess like: Have they heard about such relationships before? In their opinion, what are
thee causes and consequences of such cases? Then I turned to more specific cases about
wifee scolding, wife beating and other kinds of spousal maltreatment like intimidation,
polygynyy and abandonment. Finally, I confronted my male informants with their
personall experiences of these forms of gender violence both in the domestic and work
sphere. .
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3 3 .. Time and Places for Interviews
Whilee I preferred to have interviews with men outdoors for normative and strategic
reasons,, I had to take many factors into account before deciding on the best time and
placee to interview women. I was quite aware that women workers began their day
betweenn three and four a.m. and didn't finish their chores until about six in the evening
whenn they finished washing the dishes after the evening meal. After this, they were still
occupiedd by household duties and foreseen and unforeseen activities with regard to
childrenn and the community before they went to bed. So I wondered when they could
findfind spare time to be interviewed. At first, I visited them late in the afternoon before
dark.. Later I found this time was often inconvenient for me (as I needed to have some
timee alone) or for the women (as this was their family time). I discovered that the best
timee for interviewing the women was when they were busy doing housework after
workingg in the plantation from around three p.m. onwards. Sometimes I joined them
whenn they were returning home from work. I also found that unplanned visits to my
prospectivee informants in their homes during this time worked quite well. Women's
dailyy tasks and experiences were the most suitable topics of the interviews since these
focuss on concrete gender roles they fulfill and allowed the women to feel at home and
att ease while being interviewed. During the interviews they were free to move in and
outt of the house while still performing their duties. Most interviews, however, were
heldd in the most comfortable place in the house around the fire stove {brama), which is
aa symbol of warmth and coziness4.
3.4.. Lack of Privacy
AA characteristic of the neighborhood was that people were always eager to know
whatt was going on whenever two or more people gathered in a public place. This was
nott only due to curiosity and lack of privacy but also because a gathering was a sign of
closenesss and togetherness. Therefore, most women were likely to come and join when
11 was having an interview or simply chatting with a woman in the street, a shop, a
publicc toilet or a house. When they got interested in the topic of the interview or in the
chatt they joined for a longer time. In the same way I found myself joining women
gatheredd on street corners during their leisure time and I took advantage of these
opportunitiess to become closer with the women and become accepted. I also made use
off the two short breaks at work to join them and was looked upon as someone who, in
spitee of her high status, was willing to mix with people of lower status, thus gaining
theirr appreciation and trust. Before they were aware of my researcher status they
comparedd me with some women administrative workers and the wives of management
stafff whom they thought avoided people of lower status.
Thee fact that people had hardly any privacy was both to my advantage and
disadvantage.. The company of others facilitated me to gain more insight than I had
anticipated.. For example, when I persuaded Sukinem to reveal aspects of her life with
44

The fire stove functions as a place for cooking and as a comfortable place for household members
too get together and entertain close visitors. Brama refers both to wanning one's body and to
activitiess of people sitting around the fire stoves. It is also used as an expression of hospitality.
Peoplee say "''brama riyerf, meaning "Come into my house and sit by the fire to warm your body" to
invitee passersby into one's house.
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herr estranged husband, her mother and stepsister joined in. I was quite taken aback
whenn instead of becoming more informative Sukinem suddenly left us without warning,
inn doing so allowing her mother and stepsister to confide in me. Her husband had
abandonedd Sukinem six months previously out of jealousy and distrust. Sukinem, who
wass only 16 years old, had the courage to ignore and refuse to have sex with her
husbandd which made him leave the house and return to his natal home in the
neighbouringg village. Sukinem's behaviour had upset not only her mother but other
relativess as well. In their eyes, beautiful Sukinem had overestimated herself. A future
withoutt her husband was disastrous in her relatives' eyes. This uncomfortable situation
madee Sukinem taciturn and uncommunicative, especially with her mother and three
brotherss living in the same house. Sukinem's story as told by her mother made me
realizee that marriage problems could be worsened due to the interference of the whole
familyy and stifling traditional views about marital relations. For a strong-headed wife
whoo had the daring ability to 'punish' her husband by ignoring and refusing to have sex
withh him there was no way out; even her relatives refused to support her. When I later
attemptedd to draw more information about her marriage she countered me by cynically
commenting,, "My mother supplied you with all you need to know, didn't she?" Only
tenn months later when I became closer to her did she share her story. Clearly, the
presencee of Sukinem's mother and her stepsister were to my advantage. But lack of
privacyy and the continuous presence of others also meant that there was little to no
possibilityy to gain insight into the personal opinions and experiences of my informants.
3.5.. Reflections on Informants' Remarks
Evenn before I embarked on core interviews, I had collected remarks and reactions
relatedd to my research on gender ideology and gender relations. I had also taken notes
onn curious questions and comments reflecting the women workers' social and labor
status,,frustrationsand expectations. Most of these questions concerned my status and
myy work.
// envy you. You 're just roaming around the gardens and visiting houses and you said that
youyou 're working? What kind of work is that?

Thesee were questions typical for lay people imtrained in social research. For the
womenn it was hard to imagine what my activities entailed and I had to resort to strategic
explanations.. In doing so I tried to avoid their misunderstanding of my work and to
maintainn my sympathy for their economic and physical burdens. My landlady spread
newss of my long working hours in writing out and discussing interview results with my
assistantt until late at night, and the women soon appreciated my work and overcame
theirr prejudices. It dawned on them that people with higher education have more
opportunitiess to better-paid jobs which utilize their brains more than people who only
relyy on their physical strength for their living. I hoped my case would inspire at least
theirr children to strive for higher education.
HowHow much do you earn? Did you have a salary as big as our mandor, sinder or even the
administrator?administrator? How nice to be an insinyur (engineer)'.

Thesee questions and statements were purposeful. They not only expressed the
women'ss curiosity about my salary but also their urge to check their superior's earnings
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ass managers. As they regarded me as having the same educational achievement as their
superiors,, they tried to extract financial information from me. Most people in the
plantationn community linked higher education to agriculture, as they were only familiar
withh the academic degrees of the administrator and some of the managers. The fact that
theyy mistook my anthropological background for an agricultural one reflected their poor
knowledgee of varying scientific disciplines. I provided diplomatic answers to financial
questions,, such as "I am better paid than you are, but you know quite well that includes
thee price I have to pay for staying away from my husband and my son. How would you
likee it?" It was not surprising to me that they were quite embarrassed with such a
responsee and could not answer me clearly.
AreAre you married? Who takes care of your child? Don 'tyou think it is not good to leave your
husbandhusband for such a long time? Isn 't he upset because you are working away from home?

II often heard these questions from people with different socio-economic
backgrounds.. The difference between my informants and others was that the former
couldd not take into account any considerations and agreements my husband and I had
madee prior to our temporary separation. They only saw black or white, good or bad, and
thuss saw my departure from my husband and my son as bad. When I responded to their
worriess I unintentionally exposed them to new perspectives on marital roles and
relationships,, and agreements possible between men and women in general.
IsIs your husband jobless so that you have to leave home for a living? Is his salary not enough
soso that you have to work and sacrifice your family?

Thesee kinds of questions reflected the women's uncompromising attitude about
genderr ideology and roles pertaining in the community: the husband was supposed to be
thee main earner in the family. Later when they knew that my husband was well settled
andd I still worked far away from home they could not help asking me why I worked.
Thesee questions enabled me to provide the women with new perspectives about gender
matters. .
Manyy other questions related to my personal and family matters helped me
understandd the women's gender values, norms, and expectations of relationships. As an
outsiderr who talked intensively with these women, the women gave me room to
influencee and imbue them with gender-related problems. My presence and introduction
off my research topic changed the women's and others' awareness, perceptions of and
responsess to gender violence (Kvale 1996).
Thee selection of my informants also incited critical reactions. Many could not help
askingg me why I was unwilling to interview all the workers and why I was very
selective. .
WhyWhy don't you call on me? How do you select your informants?

Thesee were the most common remarks when I met women who had not been
selectedd as my respondents for the survey. I tried hard to explain my study purpose, and
thatt I did not have enough time and it was beyond my capacity to interview all of them,
soo that whether I liked it or not I had to restrict my sample. Sometimes I justified my
decisionn by saying "ƒ chose her (mentioning a name) and not you because I gained
informationinformation about you before. But do you still have information for me that I don't
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knowknow abort?" With these remarks I intentionally tricked them because I did not want to
makee them unhappy for not being chosen. By doing so I still offered them to become
myy informants if they could supply me with valuable information about them or about
somebodyy else.
IsIs there anything wrong with our work? Are you going to report this to our mandor?

II answered these questions by explaining that I had come to interview them about
theirr working conditions and their relations with male supervisors and co-workers
whichh had no bearing whatsoever on their work performance. When co-workers of my
informantss joined in or listened in during interviews, they would usually urge my
informantt to supply straightforward answers because they had nothing to hide. In fact,
byy telling me the truth they hoped I could act as a mediator to convey their needs to
supervisorss and other superiors. This expectation made me feel rather awkward, as this
wass not the purpose of my research.
Wheneverr I tried to meddle in domestic affairs, particularly with regard to violence
thee women were taken by surprise and reacted:
ThisThis is not proper! You should not try to disclose family secrets. What's the use of telling
suchsuch things? Isn 't it taboo?

II cautiously tried to convince them that as a woman I sympathized with other
women'ss woes, especially with those who had to bear domestic violence and did not see
anyy way to overcome or end their suffering. I expressed my hope that they would be
willingg to speak in confidence with me and share their unexpressed feelings.
"I"I know very well that as a woman we have many tasks and responsibilities at work and at
home.home. These tasks seem unrewarding, and even become the cause of protracted marital
quarrels.quarrels. Therefore lam very anxious to know about your relationship with your husband. Is
itit stable, harmonious or full of strain and strife? Have you ever been maltreated by your
husbandhusband in one way or another? "

Whenn my informants spoke and shared their experiences with me, this implied
consentt for the interview.
4.. The Use of Media
Itt is not easy to come straight to the point if one wants to broach the subject of
domesticc violence. One tactic is to use media to begin the discussion. During my
researchh I used sinetron (short for sinema elektronik, electronic cinema, referring to
Indonesiann soap opera serials) as well as song lyrics to facilitate the women to open up,
speakk and share their experiences of gender violence which were consciously and
unconsciouslyy suppressed. In my view, this method proved to be more effective than
straightforwardd questions like "Have you experienced cruel conflict with your
husband?'husband?' which might embarrass or stifle them. One could argue that the abovementionedd method was unethical or that I was slyly trying to elicit desired information.
However,, this strategy was needed to establish and maintain good rapport and to
conveyy the objectives of my research.
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Indonesiann soap serials center on brutal and violent familial relationships5. In
additionn to these, serials from Taiwan, Mexico, Brazil, and India are broadcast on many
televisionn channels in Indonesia. These are marked with similar characteristics of heartstrickenn scenes of abandoned or abused women who barely survive their fate, except for
thee lucky few which have a happy ending. During the research I made ample use of two
veryy popular Indonesian serials, Sharmtia and Kalau Cinta Jangan Marah, which were
broadcastt during primetime. Sharmila tells the story of a woman trapped in an arranged
marriage.. Her husband and her mother in-law abuse her. Kalau Cinta Jangan Marah
(whichh can be translated as "If you love me, don't be angry") tells another version of an
arrangedd marriage. Out of economic considerations the woman marries a rich husband
whoo turns out to be possessive as well as violent. When my women informants watched
thesee serials in the evening, I observed their facial expressions, their gestures, and
remarks.. On some occasions I also asked them to comment on scenes, which clearly
exposedd abusive husbands smacking, beating, shouting at and intimidating their wives.
Forr song lyrics, I chose newly released popular and modern songs as well as some
oldd favorites and dangdut songs. These songs, with themes of happiness as well as
sadnesss in marriage and dating were excellent tools to introduce the topic of violence.
Dangdut,Dangdut, a popular genre of Indonesian music, combines local music and Malay
instrumentss with Western pop and rock, Indian songs, and Arabic popular music.
DangdutDangdut gained its popularity in the mid-1990s through television broadcasts and the
salee of cassettes. It was once regarded as marginal because it was only popular among
thee poorest rural populations and had a reputation as musik kampungan (grassroots
musicc or village music) or musik rakyat (folk music)6. Another local music I used was,
tarling,tarling, an acronym of gitar (guitar) and suling (flute), the main musical instruments
usedd . Both dangdut and tarling songs are popular among the plantation women, and
havee similar themes of love, betrayal, dishonesty, infidelity, sexual jokes, polygamy and
abusivee relationships. More patriotic and critical themes supporting the healing of
Indonesia'ss disintegration and violence are also found in these songs.
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Aripurnami (1996) has criticized the popular and influential television production known as
sinetronn as representing unrealistically dependent women, in contrast to the equally unrealistic
portrayall of men as rational problem solvers. The image of a happy, independent woman is almost
absentt because this type of independent woman is represented, ironically, as prone to creating
problemss in their private life, for their families and, ultimately, as a 'burden' to the community at
largee (Sunindyo 1993). Sinetron thus sends a clear message: it is best that women stay close to the
home,, taking care of their husband, children, family.
66 For more details on dangdut, its development, its growing popularity among the lower class, and its
meaningg as a gesture against commercial pop and the elite, see Frederick (1982), Simatupang
(1996),, Hill and Krishna Sen (1997), and Sutton (1998). See also Browne (2000) for gender
implicationss in dangdut.
77 In the early 1980s many villagers bought transistor radios to receive news and entertainment
programss transmitted from radio stations based in northern Java, particularly from Cirebon, a
coastall city in West Java. Owing to the lack of availability of radio programs from the Banyumas
area,, the local people became familiar with stories and songs from Cirebon, an area that celebrates
differentt elements of Javanese culture. Some of the favorite cultural entertainment from Cirebon
includedd tarling, and contemporary tarling dangdut, a mix of tarling and dangdut and a popular
radioo drama about a crazy woman in love with a man, which ends tragically in the death of the
womann entitled Baridin.
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II often used a dangdut song entitled Kejam (Ruthlessness) sung by legendary
femalee singer Elvy Sukaesih since the melody was familiar to me and I could join in the
songg whenever it was sung. The text as well as the melody suited my topic very well.
SungguhSungguh kau suami yang kejam, Yang tiada berperasaan, Bila ku bersalah tanganntu yang
bicara,bicara, Kau perlakukan aku seperti hewan, Lepaskan aku lepaskan aku tak tahan ku tak
tahan tahan

(Youu really are an evil husband, having no compassion at all. Whenever I make a
mistakee you sway your hands, everything gets out of hand. In your hands I am a
helplesss creature. Release me. I can't stand it anymore).
Thee tarling song Tanggung Jawabe literally means "responsibiliy". It is about a
womann who feels betrayed by her husband who remarried without her consent. Instead
off leaving her husband she submits to her fate and becomes the first wife, begging her
husbandd to treat her and her rival without discrimination.
Beforee questioning the women, I was curious to find out how they liked the stories
andd the lyrics. The following questions served as a guide to my interviews: What do
youu think about this story/song? What do you think about a woman who remains with
herr abusive husband like in this story/song? Why do you think she puts up with her
situation?? Do you know women in similar situations? How well informed are you about
thosee other women's experiences of violence? What do you think you have to do to
avoidd violence in a marital relationship? How about your marriage? Have you had the
samee experience as these women? I discovered that the women became enthusiastic
whenn discussing songs and stories with me. They frankly admitted that situations
presentedd in the stories and songs reflected daily occurrences in their marriages. They
agreedd that "Tiyang emah-emah niku padu rak ngge biasa. Tirose tiyang sepuh niku
bumbunebumbune urip (Quarrels and disputes among spouses have to be taken for granted. They
makee up the natural ingredients of life according to the common sayings of the elderly).
However,, when I confronted them with the physical violence in the stories and
songs,, the women tended to disqualify and even deny their experiences of such violence
byy asserting "No, never before have I experienced it and I am sure I never wilF while
keepingg their hands together as if in prayer. No reports of ongoing physical violence
reachedd me in my research. Women were only willing to share their or other women's
pastt experiences. The delicacy of the topic was responsible for this attitude. Another
factorr was their unwillingness to disclose family secrets which would bring shame (isin)
too themselves and their family. For the Javanese it is taboo (saru) to let people know
aboutt family secrets as reflected in the Javanese saying: mikul ndhuwur mendemjero
(showw good things but hide bad things). Yet, another factor was the fear of retaliation by
thee perpetrators of violence. Only when the storm had blown over and the fear was gone
didd they have the courage to share their experiences. This will be dealt with further in
comingg chapters, as well as the socio-cultural context of the community and its effects
onn the attitudes and behaviors of women and other informants regarding gender
violence. .
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5.. The Cancellation of Focus Group Discussions and the Function of
Locall and Official Gatherings
II have argued that women in the community were eager to join others during
gatheringss in public spaces or in someone's house. For the purpose of personal
interviews,, the presence of a third party proved to be disadvantageous as such people
oftenn affected the interview. Nevertheless, it was fortunate to find many women in
unexpectedd gatherings. These moments served as a substitute for focus group
discussionss (FGDs), which had been initially planned as one of my data collection
techniques.. Interviews during these moments (meetings) might fail to meet the criteria
off careful planning with regard to time, venue and members and interview structure
concerningg group members, topic, ground rules, and introduction questions as indicated
byy Kreuger (1988). However, in line with Denzin and Lincoln (1994), I would argue
thatt the group interview is essentially a data gathering technique in which the
interviewer/moderatorr is free to direct the interaction and inquiry in a structured or
unstructuredd manner depending on the purpose of the interview.
Thee cancellation of FGDs resulted from observations about the opinions on group
formation.. As explained earlier, I learned from the selection of respondents for my
surveyy that many women were curious about why they had or had not been selected.
Thiss led me to decide not to form focus groups to avoid creating more problems. I
realizedd that what would be a simple thing for me would be big for my informants. In
fact,, as an outsider and researcher I need not have heeded their anxieties for being
selectedd or not in a group, yet, I think that such an attitude would be unfair. I realized
thatt women who had not been chosen would feel anxiety and insecurity, a situation
whichh would mirror their working conditions.
Itt was still possible to conduct focus group interviews through making use of
spontaneouss gatherings of women in the weighing post during the two short daily
breaks,, at the shop, in a public toilet, on a street corner, or in a house during leisure
time.. On some occasions, it was possible for me to have interviews with men gathered
inn unexpected groups, as well. Every time I visited the gardens I approached and talked
withh mandor. Other mandor and male workers who passed by joined in and so I could
conductt impromptu group interviews. At these times, I tried as much as possible to
directt the discussions to topics relevant to my research objectives. Also, I knew that in
thee afternoon there was a regular meeting among mandor in the division office. I made
usee of these for group interviews. Usually when the meeting was finished I would start
talkingg to one or two mandor; another two or more mandor would join in. When a
groupp of four to five mandor had assembled I directed the talk to my interview
purposes.. Spontaneous gatherings enabled me to confirm cases I had previously heard
off or observed, providing data source and method triangulations (Denzin 1970 and
Kimchietal.. 1991).
Twoo pieces of evidence confirmed my decision to stick to informal and impromptu
FGDs.. First, since I concentrated on the lives of women in two hamlets, I regularly paid
visitss to eight of 20 kemandoran (group of tea pickers) who made up the largest group
off women from Kalikidang and Kaligua. The other 12 kemandoran were seldom
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visited.. Even though I tried hard to explain why I could not see them as often as the
others,, these women repeated the same questions every time I came across them in the
teaa gardens or in their houses. Apparently, they could not resign themselves to the
situation.. They insisted on looking at my list of names for their own names. They even
commentedd on my stay in the Kalikidang hamlet, asking why I did not stay in another
hamlet.. Second, they could not help envying other women for whose children I brought
candiess and snacks on my return to the hamlet after visits to my hometown,
Yogyakarta.. I was disheartened to learn that they were annoyed with me for failing to
treatt their children and themselves to snacks and candies, and looked upon this as
discriminatory. .

Whenn I planned to organize a farewell gathering at the end of my first field study
withh the women workers I was reminded by the management staff not to be biased
towardd other women. Originally, for practical reasons I was going to have a meek
gatheringg for the eight kemandoran that I regularly visited. Yet, that was out of the
questionn for the management staff, who felt that I should include the other 12
kemandorankemandoran as well. They were of the opinion that all the women should be include
becausee of my 14 months stay in which I had developed a hospitable relationship with
alll of them. They also reminded me of the women's characteristics, their need to be
treatedd uniformly and non-discriminatively to avoid jealousy and curiosity. Indeed,
everyy time I dealt with the women not only did I gain information but also knowledge
off and insight into their lives in general. So it was only decent not to differentiate
amongg them. Therefore, I spent one whole day visiting the twenty kemandoran
conveyingg thanks and bidding farewell to them while treating them to snacks. As I still
intendedd to remember the women informants whom I felt deeply indebted to, I decided
too give them cassettes, video compact discs, and nail cutters as presents on the last two
dayss before my departure to avoid possible complaints.
6.. Concluding Remarks
Appropriatee strategies were required for conducting research on gender violence in
thee plantation community. To obtain the necessary permits, I began by contacting the
managementt staff. Then I faced introducing, explaining, and developing a sensitive
topic,, while at the same time building and maintaining relationships with the women
andd other informants, and eliciting core information from them. To enable this, I
employedd various methods of data collection, from surveys, to active participation in
thee community, to in-depth interviews and impromptu focus group discussions.
Duringg the course of the research, different perceptions between myself and the
womenn subjects of the research on domestic and workplace gender issues, labor
relationss and gender violence arose. From my own point of view, women who consider
theirr experiences with gender roles and gender violence as part and parcel of their
ordinaryy lives are in fact subjects of a discriminative and patriarchal system.
Afterr a series of meetings, most women recognized feelings of unfairness and even
off depression as a result of the gender roles and expectations pertaining in the
community.. Many were able to relate consciously or unconsciously their feelings and
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experiencess of gender inequality which underlie the complexities of their lives. In this
way,, as a researcher, I was an instrument, exploring and using my subjectivity and
ultimatelyy opening the way to inter-subjectivity between the women and myself (Van
derr Geest 2002:5-6). It is true to say that I influenced their perceptions of life, which is
nott a revelation at all, but normal. It was only during my interviews and encounters with
thee women that a realization of their roles and burdens dawned on them. I helped open
theirr eyes and minds to that realization.
InIn the community, gender violence is an integral part of daily life. It is taken so
muchh for granted that it has become 'normal'. This research aims to break through the
silencee and the normality surrounding gender violence in the community. In later
chapters,, we will see how these women object to their vulnerable position to survive
theirr lives by creating their own strategies of resistance.

Chapterr Three

Kaliguaa Plantation Community
Introduction n
Thiss chapter describes the Kaligua Plantation Community in terms of its
geographicall and physical characteristics, as well as the social, cultural, economic,
politicalpolitical and historical framework that shapes women's life experiences and the
communityy in which they live. There are two local authorities in the community, the
villagee and the plantation. Through the description of the two different, yet closely
linkedd authorities, the plantation community is defined.
1.. Pandansari Village
Duringg the 30 minute trip by motorcycle taxi and 60 minute trip by local minibus
fromm Kretek junction to Pandansari village, it is fascinating for visitors to see the varied
sceneryy that marks the different altitudes as one approaches Pandansari village.
Ascendingg the hill, the first view is of irrigated rice fields, followed by pine tree forests
underr the management of a state-owned forestry company, Perhutani. Entering the area
off Pandansari, the views are of vegetable farms, mainly cabbage and potatoes.
Previouslyy used for tea cultivation, the vegetable farms are occasionally marked by
badlyy preserved tea shrubs used for subsistence purposes. Situated along the roadside,
successfull vegetable crops are evident in new housing construction, typically permanent
housess made from relatively good materials (omah gedong), which are adorned with
ceramicc tiles for walls. Finally, the tea gardens can be seen at the highest elevations,
displayingg amazing views. A lucky person can see Slamet volcano on a bright sunny
da\\ behind one of the hilltops; most of the time the clouds cover these mountainous
gardens.. As more and more visitors have come to enjoy the fresh mountain air during
thee past few years, the plantation management launched an agro-tourism package in
l(W8.. As part of this, the Kaligua plantation now lists the restrictions, rules, and
regulationss that shape the lives of the local people.
1.1.. Village Authority
Administratively,, Kaligua plantation is part of Pandansari village, Paguyangan subdistrict.. Brebes district, Central Java Province. Located in the southern part of the
district.. Pandansari is closer to the city of Purwokerto than to the district capital Brebes,
att a distance of 45 and 200 kilometers, respectively. Related to this, most inhabitants of
Pandansarii can more easily access Purwokerto and other small trading towns such as
Ajibarang.. Those who can afford to, send their children to school, go to the hospital, see
privatee doctors, and dine out or shop in markets and other shopping areas in
Purwokerto.. Most, however, are financially incapable of leaving the village for such
comparativee luxuries, and simply fulfill their needs through the existing services in their
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neighborhoods.. A few people visit Bumiayu once or twice a month to shop and access
otherr services. Bumiayu was previously a kota kawedanan, a city in which a wedana
(thee head of a kawedanan) resided A kmvedanan was an area that consisted of several
sub-districts,, which no longer exists in the government bureaucracy. As a crowded
smalll town, Bumiayu is characterized by its market, which is one of the biggest for
harvestt trade in Central Java. This is where many farmers and traders from the southern
partss of Brebes district, including those from Pandansari, come for trading. This is also
thee place where small shop owners from Pandansari come to buy their merchandise at
leastt twice a week. Thus, Bumiayu is the first destination for the people of Pandansari
too access wider livelihood options before going on to Purwokerto.
Itss geographical location is not the only thing that makes the people of Pandansari
moree attached to Purwokerto than to Brebes. During the period of Dutch colonization
thiss area fell under one authority that consisted of several districts (karesidenan) called
Banyumas.. Banyumas is now a district whose capital city is Purwokerto. In the 1930s,
Pandansarii became a part of Pekalongan, an area in north coastal Java. Following
independence,, the karesidenan and kawedanan local governments were removed from
thee bureaucratic order. The former karesidenan areas were then divided into several
districtss and the former kawedanan areas were transformed into sub-districts, which
consequentlyy brought Pandansari and surrounding villages into the Brebes district.
Whenn the Dutch industrialist De Jong came to plant tea gardens in this area in
1889,, workers were recruited from various villages in Banyumas Kawedanan.
Therefore,, many people in Kaligua and Pandansari identify themselves with Banyumas,
whichh is evidenced in their use of the Banyumas dialect and the presence of Banyumas
culturall aspects such as ronggeng (folk dance and music) and ebeg (a magical trance
folkk dance).
Pandansarii village consists of six hamlets (dusun), Tretepan, Igir Pandan, Embel,
Krajan,, Kalikidang, and Kaligua. The study focused on two of these hamlets, Kaligua
andd Kalikidang, in the sense that most observations were made in these two
neighborhoodss and most interviews were taken from informants residing there, yet
severall visits were paid to the other hamlets to interview workers. As described in
Chapterr Two, the research centered on these two hamlets as Kaligua is the only hamlet
locatedd inside the plantation's territory, and was originally built as housing
accommodationn for early plantation workers; and of all the hamlets, Kalikidang was
foundd to be the main labor supplier for the plantation. In fact, the plantation also
employss a number of workers from several hamlets that belong to other villages and
otherr sub-district administrations. These include Gronggongan in Tanjungsari village
andd Cipetung in the Wanareja sub-district. The relative proximity of these areas to the
plantationn enables their inhabitants to access plantation work.
Availablee village statistics contain population data from 1997, one year before the
falll of the New Order (Orde Baru) regime. These statistics were prepared by the
previouss village head. The current village head is more focused on the development of
villagee infrastructure than on record keeping, and so no more recent data is available.
Accordingg to the current village head, as in other parts of Indonesia, many people
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experiencedd euphoria over the end of "oppressive life under Suharto's New Order
regime"" and the entrance of the reformation era {era reformasi). A village head election
wass held in 1999, only one year after the fall of Suharto. Many people thought that
theree would be no change, and that the previous village head, in power for almost the
samee amount of time as Suharto, nearly 35 years, would be re-elected, thus evidencing
thee futility of the reformation era. But this was not proved true and a new village head
wass elected. It was no wonder then that the early period of his leadership invited
controversyy between supporters of the old village head and followers of the new one.
Thiss research was conducted in the second year of his term and some people still had
manyy things to complain about. However, he did manage to make improvements, like
thee renovation of the village office and hall (balai desa), the installment of electricity,
andd the construction of asphalt roads to Kalikidang. It was because of his focus on
infrastructuree development that the new village head paid little attention to village
documentationn and population data.
Thee balai desa, which is located in Igir Pandan was in very bad condition and was
beingg renovated during the research. According to the village head, since he won the
electionn he has never used this facility because of its inconvenience. Jokingly he said
thatt during his inauguration, he only received the ruined balai desa and village records
inn poor condition for 1997, "Everything was gone so I had to start my term from zero."
Mapss of the village and monograph boards containing recent and updated village
statistics,, which are normally displayed on the walls of the village hall, were also
destroyedd thanks to poor building maintenance. The 1997 village profiles were the most
recentt and only available data since in 2001 no updates yet existed. Explaining the lack
off more recent village records, the village head said that he was still struggling with
infrastructuree and physical facilities and that needed more support before all the
remainingg problems could be resolved. The 2000 national census left no accessible data
forr village documentation since the census results were taken to the sub-district and
processedd in the office of statistics in Brebes.
Poorr statistics and filing management are common structural problems in
Indonesiann administration, especially at the lowest level of bureaucracy as in the case of
Pandansari.. The search for statistics was made even more frustrating because the
availableavailable district and sub-district data known as the District in Numbers (Kabupaten
dalamdalam Angka) and the Sub-district in Numbers {Kecamatan dalam Angka) was
exasperating.. These files contained no records on the population engaging in plantation
work,, for this is encompassed under the general 'workers' category. Therefore, no
villagee level secondary data was utilized in this study except for the 1997 data, which
showedd a total number of 1,312 households at that time. It also revealed a total
populationn of 6,568, consisting of 3,174 males and 3,394 females. Of these, 56% of
maless and 53% of females were of productive age (defined as 15-59). In addition to the
mainn occupation of vegetable farmers, other occupations included casual workers,
traders,, plantation workers, mushroom company workers, and civil servants. The
establishmentt of the mushroom company in 1995-1996 and the successful vegetable
cropp of 1997 were followed by a boom in housing construction, which has brought
aboutt significant changes in the Pandansari pattern of employment.
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1.2.. Recent Development
Duringg the research, village development was apparent. In 2001, electricity was
broughtt to Kalikidang, previously the only hamlet in Pandansari still without electricity.
Beforee this there were only a few wealthy households that had their own generators to
producee electricity. Some of these households charged adjacent households for
electricityy connections used for lights and other electric appliances such as radiocassettee players and televisions. Now, in addition to the streetlights, about 70% of the
housess have electricity, but not all are subscribers to the state-owned electricity
companyy (pernsahaan Hstrik negara, or PLN). Due to lack of financial resources some
householdss work together to gain access to electricity. They subscribe for the service by
formingg a group consisting of 5-10 adjacent households and appoint a member to
coordinatee this and pool the money (a bandar). The electric power meter is then placed
inn the bandar''s house and he is responsible for the submission of monthly bills and the
distributionn of electric power.
Electricityy has also recently reached Kaligua. Previously the hamlet used electric
powerr provided by the plantation. The plantation uses hydroelectric power to run the
processingg factory and a small portion of the energy is distributed for streetlights,
buildings,, and homes. As a response to the high demand for more stable and high
voltagee electric power that accompanied the spread of electric appliances popular in
somee households, the plantation arranged individual house subscription for electricity
fromm PLN through the worker's cooperative. Thus, Kalikidang and Kaligua had
electricityy installed in their homes at about the same time.
Afterr the installment of electricity, changes were observed. Many households
boughtt new electric appliances, such as irons, radio-cassette players, televisions, video
cassettee players, and rice cookers and warmers. Most families bought these items on
creditt through the workers' cooperative or local traders. Also, with the new streetlights,
moree people appeared in the street at night, especially young men who stayed out and
chattedd longer on the street corners.
1 33 Transportation
Thee two public means of transportation used to reach the plantation are motorcycle
ta\iss iojek) and small minibuses (angkutan pedesaan or angkudes). Trucks are also used
loo transport laborers, mushroom products and other factory goods. Smart truck drivers
makee their vehicles available to passengers for payment. Many villagers find it is more
economicall and efficient to use these trucks, and thus they are a popular form of
transport.. They are faster than the minibuses, which make many stops along the way,
andd cheaper than the motorcycle taxis. During the study, the semi-asphalted roads were
inn poor condition and construction crews were working continuously to repair them.
Beforee the establishment of the mushroom factory, road construction was the
responsibilityy of the plantation management. The massive trucks used for transporting
bothh laborers and mushrooms shifted road maintenance from the plantation
managementt to the mushroom company.
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2.. W o m e n ' s Status and Gender Differentiation
Thiss section describes various socio-cultural elements in the community focusing
onn women's status and gender differentiation. Javanese families traditionally consider
kinshipp ties through both the mother and father equally. Correspondingly, parents
appreciatee both male and female children, as both sexes make them proud and provide
futuree benefits. Sex preference is usually apparent for the second child and is dependant
onn the sex of the first child. Many parents wish to have both sons and daughters, which
inn the past led to large families in pursuit of this desire. From early childhood boys and
girlss enjoy the same love and care from their parents, but in certain gendered ways that
continuee through to adulthood.
Givenn the Javanese bilateral kinship system, women in this research group enjoy a
favorablee position in the family. They interact intensively and build strong networks
withh other women from both sides of the family through exchange of mutual aid and
child-care.. In most cases, the new family remains in closer contact with the wife's kin
groupp since the new house is usually built nearby that of the wife's parents, who may
actuallyy give the new house to them. They also have the right to own and control land
sincee it is inherited bilineally. This confirms the image of Javanese women's high status
andd autonomy. As has been widely documented, Javanese women's involvement in
economicc activities and their competence in money management results in their
dominancee in household decision making. Women's high status and autonomy due to
thesee skills are also recognized outside of the family. It is generally acknowledged that
itt is often an active wife (and/or mother) who is behind the survival of the family and
thee success of a family business or enterprise. Thus, it is recognized that Javanese
womenn have access to resources both within and outside the family. Nevertheless,
women'ss roles in household finances have to be examined critically in relation to other
aspectss of women's lives, as will be discussed in later chapters.
2.1.. Gender in Childhood
Inn the study site, gender role expectation starts with the treatment of the placenta.
Locall people believe that the placenta is the twin brother or sister of the newborn baby
andd therefore must be well treated. With the help of the traditional midwife (dukun
bayi),bayi), the placenta is put in a traditional ceramic pot together with ingredients such as
salt,, curcuma, tamarind, and flowers. In addition, the dukun adds small pieces of wood
cutcut from the handles of work tools to the pot. Depending on the sex of the newborn
baby,, the dukun will take wood from the handle of an axe, machete, and hoe, or from a
kitchenn knife, strainer, and frying spatula, symbolizing the wish that the baby boy will
groww to be a good worker on the farm and the baby girl will grow to be a good worker
inn the kitchen. When deliveries are handled by modern midwives, the ritual is
conductedd by the grandmother after consultation with a dukun or other elderly women.
Childrenn learn how to be men and women through interactions with parents, relatives
andd neighbors throughout their childhood.
Givenn the Moslem majority in Pandansari, in addition to school education some
childrenn participate in pengajian, religious teaching and/or Al Qur'an reading starting
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whenn they are about seven years old'. Even though boys and girls deserve equal
affection,, daughters become involved in domestic tasks earlier than boys. Housework
suchh as cleaning and meal preparation are parts of a daughter's duty. During such
periodss they cannot play with their friends. Boys, on the other hand, are likely to be
truantt more and work less in and around the house.
"I"I started to help my mother with housework when I was Jive years old and so I asked my
daughterdaughter to do the same around that age. Cleaning is just a daily task that any girl at any
ageage can do and that she does often. She helps me wash clothes even though I object. At first,
sheshe enjoyed it. You know, kids like to imitate adults! Later, when she found it was her duty,
sheshe got used it. My boys? What do you think a little boy can do for housework? No. They will
havehave their share later. They go to the farm or the tea garden " - Warni

Noo one could clearly explain why he or she did not ask boys to engage in
houseworkk as early as girls and tolerated boys having more time to play.
2.2.. Gender in Adolescence
Thee gender difference becomes even more apparent when the children reach
adolescence.. At this time girls are more restricted than boys. Some parents perform a
smalll ritual to mark a girl's first menstruation. This is the time when a girl becomes
awaree of her virginity. It is less clear when adolescence begins for boys. Circumcision,
whichh is performed between the ages of 7 and 12 is supposed to be the sign of
becomingg both a Moslem and mature man, but many boys still behave like children at
thatt age. Instead, boys are considered adolescent when their pubic hair starts to grow
andd their voice starts to change; there is not much discussion of sexual developments
suchh as erotic wet dreams.
Att the start of adolescence, boys and girls begin to have different peers. Parents
startt to restrict their daughters through rules that are not given to the boys. Girls are not
allowedd to laugh too loud, go out at night alone, initiate courting with a boy they like,
goo out with a boy who is not their boyfriend, or dress or behave scandalously. Such
ruless and many other do's and don'ts are directed at teaching girls the behaviors of
'good'' women. Being a good woman for a girl is not necessarily related to her gender
roless and responsibilities, which are learned earlier, but is more related to feminine
attitudee and sexuality. Principally, the Javanese respect women who are calm, selfcontrolled,, caring, and most importantly remain virgins until marriage. Aggressiveness
andd opposition, therefore, are thought of as male attributes, and women with such
qualitiess are considered 'bad'.
Evenn though boys and girls have the right to choose their partners, before they
proceedd to a marriage proposal, parents will intervene and in some cases decide on the
continuationn of their child's relationship. Parents' will can be decisive. Some still stick
too the old criteria of bibit bebet bobot (genealogy, standing, and intellect) of the
prospectivee bride or groom. The man's parents are more likely to put forward these
11

As in many other places in Java, the rise of Islamic political and religious movements has played a
significantt role in developing pengqjian activities among children and youth. According to some
informantss it was only in the late 1980s that all hamlets in the village started to reconstruct bigger
andd more decadent mosques marking this trend. Few older people are involved in pengqjian. They
believee they are too old and feel ashamed joining the youth.
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criteriaa in assessing the woman whom their son is courting. Contrary to popular
perception,, a woman's parents are extremely careful not to get involved in such an
issue,, especially if their daughter is already very close to her boyfriend. They prefer to
concentratee on the good aspects of the prospective groom rather than to criticize or to
refusee his marriage proposal. This is because many people believe that breaking a
man'ss heart or refusing a man's proposal will bring a curse to the girl, resulting in
spinsterhoodd or late marriage, fates all girls try to avoid.
23.23. Marriage
Inn the past, marriage arrangements involving very young girls and boys between
thee ages of 11 and 13 occurred because many parents preferred a divorced daughter
overr one married at a late age or one who remained a spinster. It was striking that some
informantss who experienced this kind of marriage arrangement had almost forgotten it
andd even did not regard it as their first marriage as at that time they had no idea how to
livee or have sexual relations with their husbands.' We were still young andldidn 't have
anyany idea about love and sex. I hadn't had my first menstruation yet and J didn 't have
breastsbreasts yet." Women who were mature during their arranged marriages explained that
theyy did not sleep or have sex with the husband because they did not know each other
previously.. These women later became elik wadon, a term used to refer to a woman
whoo did not like her arranged husband and left him. Even though the practice of
arrangedd marriage for children is rare now, many parents still allow young girls
betweenn the ages of 14 and 15 to marry as soon as they are courted. When this is the
case,, the parents must lie about the girl's age, as according to Indonesian marriage law,
thee minimum marriage age for women is 16 and for men 19.
Itt is worth mentioning that according to an old Javanese tradition which many
peoplee in the plantation community still practice, the man has a right to stay at the
woman'ss house upon the receipt of a marriage proposal by the parents of the woman.
Evenn if the man still lives with his own natal family he will pay a daily visit to the
woman'ss family and help on any occasion. If they own a farm, in addition to attending
too his own family farm he participates in his future in-law's farm. At this time, the
couplee is considered partially married; they are only waiting for a wedding date to be
decidedd upon by both families. In many cases, the waiting period is no longer than 12
monthss according to the Javanese calendar. As Koentjaraningrat (1961) explained,
peoplee believe that the Javanese months of sela apit, besar, and sapor are the best
monthss to have a celebration, especially a wedding2. Therefore if a proposal is made in
sawal,sawal, a couple must wait two months to reach besar. As a consequence, many women
aree pregnant before they are officially married by Islamic law. People understand this
situationn and do not gossip about it. However, the ongoing Islamic political and
religiouss movements that have reached the village have changed this tradition to some
22

The Javanese calendar was developed based on a combination of Old Javanese Saka and Arabic
Hijrii calendars (Madjid 2000). There are 12 months ordered after the Hijri lunar calendar namely
SuraSura (Muharram), Sapor (Safar), Mulud (Rabiui awwal), Bakda Mulud (Rabiul sani), Jumadiawal
(Jumadil(Jumadil ula), Jumadilakir (Jumadil sani\ Rejeb (Rajab), Ruwah (Sya'ban), Pasa (Ramadan),
SawalSawal (Syawwal), Sela or Apit or Dulkangidah (Zulqaidah\ dan Besar (Zul hijjah).
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degree.. Many couples now refrain from living together in the woman's house or avoid
becomingg pregnant before they are officially married according to Islamic law.
2.4.. Housing
Thee ideal place of residence after marriage is neo-local, mostly defined as living
independentlyy in a house built on a piece of land that belongs to the wife's family. The
neww couple, therefore, is expected to live in the wife's family compound. Individual
housess are built close to one another without fences, enabling close neighbors who are
actuallyy relatives to share domestic space. This includes the exchange of kitchen goods
suchh as salt, chilies, vegetables and side dishes for serving with rice.
Beforee a new couple builds their own house they stay in the wife's family house.
However,, there are some exceptions that prevent the couple from staying in the wife's
compound.. This happens when the couple feels that there is not enough land to build a
housee on and they have enough money to buy another piece of land located further from
thee wife's family compound. Another reason is when the husband's parents request that
thee couple stays in their family compound. Factors behind such requests could be that
thee husband is the only child, or the only child still at home as other siblings have
alreadyy left, or that he belongs to a wealthy family that owns large areas of land and/or
otherr property. As will be discussed later, tension can arise between the couple,
betweenn the couple and the wife's family or between the two families as a result of
residentiall arrangements. At the same time, however, the immediacy of the individual
housess influences the (non-) occurrence and forms of domestic violence.
3 .. Domestic Division of Labor
AA block of tea gardens near Kalikidang was being replenished, leaving the knots of
thee shrub to grow new branches. Returning from school, a crowd of children are
scatteredd around this place that they use as a playground. Late in the afternoon some
womenn join the children and encourage them to collect the small tea plant branches for
firewood.. With the mothers they walk home carrying bundles of branches on their
shoulders.. Girls outnumber the boys in helping their mothers because the latter are busy
playingg with wooden homemade catapults, looking for a bird.
Collectingg firewood is one of the few household tasks performed by both men and
women.. Fetching water and playing with small children are shared tasks but typically
thee responsibility of women. Women do almost all of the domestic work, including
preparingg meals, cleaning the house, washing clothes and dishes, and ironing. For meal
preparation,, most women look for wild edible leaves, roots, and mushrooms growing
naturallyy in the tea garden, roads and pathways while they come home from work. They
sometimess ask for potatoes, cabbages, and other vegetables from neighbors who are
harvesting.. Women have to create smooth relationships with their neighbors to secure
food. .
Womenn also go to small neighborhood shops or to the small shop run by the
associationn of workers' wives and women workers to buy ready-made food, spices,
cookingg oil, soap, and kerosene. Again, maintaining good relations with shop owners is
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necessaryy to enable the use of credit. Most women are engaged in a cycle of neverendingg indebtedness to the shop. Rarely can they fully pay for items purchased. In the
nextt purchase they pay the debt but another debt is incurred immediately afterwards.
Onlyy when debt mounts and it is unlikely that the women can pay, do shop owners
refusee the new purchase until all debts are settled. Women who fail to do so are forced
too go to another shop and start a new bill.
Womenn are placed in the position of securing daily food, despite the amount of
moneyy contributed to the household income by husbands, other working family
memberss or by themselves. Consequently, the women are blamed if there is no money,
noo food served or if people gossip about their debt. As we will see in later chapters,
thesee are some of theriskfactors involved in domestic violence.
3.1.. Finding Time for Domestic Responsibilities
Thee daily tasks of women start at around 3:00-4:00 a.m., depending on the distance
fromfrom their house to the gardens. Three hamlets are closest to the tea gardens, Kaligua,
whichh is on-site, and Taman and Kalikidang, which are located on the border of the
gardens.. Women from these three hamlets are likely to wake up later at around 4:00
a.m.. since they have about half an hour before they reach the weighing post to present
themselvess before the mcmdor or the officer in charge. Women from villages further
awayy need to get ready earlier to catch a plantation-provided truck that picks them up at
aroundd 5:00 a.m. Failure to be on time means they have to walk to their plots, which
cann take from thirty minutes to one hour. Some women who come from the furthest
villagess are assigned work in the most remote and highest plots (1,550 meters above sea
level);; by foot these can take more than two hours to reach.
Thee first household task of the women before going to work in the plantation is to
makee the fire, which takes ten to fifteen minutes depending on the dryness of the
firewood.. Most women prepare their meals the evening before so that they only have to
boill water for tea, serve breakfast to their husbands and children and prepare their own
meall to be brought to the garden. Few women manage to reheat the rice and prepare
additionall foods in the morning before they leave for the plantation. Women who live
farr from the garden have their breakfast in the garden before starting work at 7:00 a.m.,
whilee those who live closer prefer to have their breakfast during the weighing break at
9:000 a.m. Before leaving the house they take out the damp laundry to dry outside.
Womenn from Kalikidang, where the study was centered, meet each other on the main
roadd at 6:00 a.m. at the latest and then walk together to the garden. On the way they
meett other groups of women from other villages. At 6:30 a.m. most are already at the
weighingg post. Here they receive instruction about which plot is to be picked that day. If
thee plot is far from the weighing post, they have already been ordered to go directly to
thee assigned plot the day before. Once there, they start picking tealeaves in the sun or
rain,, in hot or cold weather.
Mostt women start the next part of their domestic tasks as soon as they leave the
weighingg post around 2:00 p.m. Women can return home between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m.. depending on the area harvested that day as well as the harvest season. Women
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withh small amounts of money drop by the worker's association to shop. Even though
thiss shop offers cheaper prices compared to neighborhood shops, only a few women
managee to shop there, as it requires cash payment. Credit is only available for monthly
permanentt workers, and only two percent of women tea pickers fit into this category.
Womenn prefer to buy sugar, cooking oil, and kerosene form the worker's association
shopp or from some warurtg (shops) in their neighborhoods.
Womenn whose small children are taken care of by their relatives pick them up first.
Inn many cases, children under seven are more likely to be with their mothers in the
gardenn than to go to pre-school. Taking small children to work is necessary for women
whoo have no older daughters or relatives to assist them. Even though many women take
leavee from 35 days to two years to take care of their small children, one in three women
inn a group of 25-40 pickers preferred to bring along their infants below one year of age
too the gardens. One informant confirmed that she did not have anyone to look after her
babyy girl, so she took her to the garden when she was only four months old. This shows
howw domestic and plantation tasks are intertwined. An effort in the past to separate the
twoo spheres was the initiation of a nursery by the women's association. Unfortunately,
itt did not last long as most women were reluctant to leave their children in the care of
womenn who were not related to them.
Oncee the women arrive home they take a short nap, drink and talk with children or
otherss around the house. Then they collect the dirty clothes and bring these to the
communall well or stream to wash, after which they then bathe themselves and their
smalll children. On the way home they carry water for the house. After the clothes have
beenn put out to dry they look for vegetables in the neighborhood and/or buy ingredients
inn the shop. Usually, these activities provide the opportunity to chat with neighbors or
relatives. .
Womenn start cooking at around 5:00 p.m. This is also the time when other
householdd members come home from work or play. People avoid being out of the house
duringg mahgrib (the fourth daily summons to prayer for Moslems during sunset). While
familyy members wait for the meal to be prepared, they feed the cattle if they have any,
turnn over the laundry to dry faster or sweep the house and yard. The late afternoon meal
iss the only chance for the whole family to get together. Then there is leisure time for all
butt the women; children study or do homework only if they are forced to by their
parents.. While the husband goes out or has visitors and the children continue to play or
watchh television (even if this means going to a friend or relative's house that has one),
thee women are still on duty. They bring the dirty kitchen utensils to the well or to the
backk of the house to wash. If they are too tired, they leave them there and do the
washingg the next morning. Afterwards, they collect the laundry and separate the dry
fromfrom the wet before folding the clothes and putting them neatly into the modest
wardrobe;; most women only iron every two to three days. It is already past seven by the
timee all the tasks are completed. Sometimes the women still have time to join the
childrenn and watch television or just relax. The most popular Indonesian television
programss are aired before nine p.m. Most of the neighborhood is asleep shortly
afterwards. .
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Withh all these tasks to accomplish, it is rare to find women sitting idle when at
home.. Men, on the other hand, are easily found at leisure, taking a nap or chatting with
friends.friends. But, in fact, men work longer hours than the women. Those who work in
agriculturee start at 7:00 a.m. and finish at 4:00 p.m. In some cases they only do parttimee work until midday but most continue to work on their own farms or attend to their
ownn animals, if they have any, until late in the afternoon. The length of the working day
forr male plantation workers depends on their status. Monthly permanent wageworkers
suchh as drivers, security guards, servants, and clerks -mostly residents of Kaligua and
factoryy laborers work seven hours a day, six days a week. For women who work in the
sortingg and drying divisions, the factory working hours are longer during big harvests of
tealeaves.. For other men who work in garden maintenance, such as hoeing, cleaning
grass,, replenishing, replanting, and fertilizing, the working hours depend on the type of
taskss assigned to them. Because of their status as borongan workers, who are paid on a
piece-ratee basis, their working hours are more flexible and their wages more unstable
thann monthly permanent workers. As a result, the borongan workers have more
alternativess to seek additional jobs, especially when no maintenance jobs are offered
Somee seek work as casual workers in housing construction and as harvesters, while
otherss go to the forest to collect timber and catch birds to be sold. Taking part in
harvestingg vegetables is the most common additional job for men because harvesting is
donee almost daily as potato and cabbage farming has boomed in the area.
3.2.. Days Off and Celebrations
II am fortunate to work in the tea garden. There I make friends and forget a bit about the
difficultiesdifficulties in my life. Of course, I need some rest during my day off but Ifrequently realize
thatthat being at home occupies me more with household tasks. It seems that there is nothing
donedone well in my house. Instead of having a good rest, I find myself so exhausted the
followingfollowing day when I have to work. Sometimes I really want to be free from all work, but this
isis impossible for us women. We can't just stay idle the whole day. What will people,
especiallyespecially our husbands, say of us? (Ngatirah)

Womenn have much to do on their days off. The day off is not necessarily Sunday as
duringg the research period there was a time when women went to work on the second
andd fourth Sunday of each month to pick organic tealeaves, a tea newly introduced to
thee plantation. During their free days, women have more time to complete unfinished
workk at home such as washing and ironing. They are also expected to help their
husbandss to maintain and repair the house, furniture, and household appliances.
Inn some cases, women with their own farms accompany their husbands to work on
thee farm. A few women manage to go to the district city to shop or just to relax with
theirr husbands and/or children. The favorite thing to do in the city is njajan (to have
somee extra meals) like bakso (meatball noodle soup) or sate (grilled meat on a stick).
Womenn and men, in addition to their daily tasks, also attend celebrations like
childbirths,, weddings, circumcisions, burials, and farm harvests. Women are expected
too be involved in all stages of the preparation and the conduction of celebrations,
especiallyy circumcisions for boys and marriages of relatives, which take from two to
fivee days depending on the family's socio-economic status. The higher the status, the
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longerr the celebration. Together with other women they entertain guests, prepare meals,
andd wash dishes.
Thesee tasks significantly affect both their households and plantation work. Their
absencee from household tasks for several days leaves them with at least a pile of
laundryy and a messy house to be cleaned, while their absence from work means a loss
off plantation wages. Some husbands take over women's burdens at such times, but
thesee are few and far between. Men are not expected to attend the whole period of
celebrationn and thus can maintain their own daily activities. During harvests this
changess and is economically necessary as the family shares in the harvest. In the case of
childbirth,, women spend only a few hours congratulating the family. For a funeral, too,
theyy just briefly visit to express their sympathy and only close relatives stay longer.
Whilee attending these celebrations, the women independently give their contributions
(sumbangan)(sumbangan) in the form of money, rice, sarung (sarong cloth for circumcision), or
babyy goods (for childbirth).
4.. T h e Plantation
Whilee the previous section was meant to give general insight into a woman's
villagee life, this section illuminates the plantation environment and management. It aims
too provide insight into life on the plantation. Together, the two institutions of village
andd plantation influence the women's lives and livelihoods.
4.1.. Kaligua Historically
Kaliguaa plantation is part of a state-owned plantation, PTPN 9, headquartered in
Semarang,, the capital city of Central Java. It lies in a highland area at an altitude of
1500-21000 meters above sea level in the valley of Slamet volcano, one of several active
volcanoess on Java. With daily temperatures between 2° and 31° Celsius and an average
temperaturee of 18° Celsius throughout the year, the area is characterized by andosol
mudd soil with ideal humidity that allows for fast drainage to avoid slippery and
waterloggedd land conditions, and thus is suitable for tea.
Historically,, the plantation is connected to the Dutch industrialist De Jong who
tookk part in the development of the plantation in 1889. As part of the deliberate
localizationn of the people from its early development, the creation of historical and
symbolicc meaning through myths, feasts, taboos, and sacred places has been
maintained.. On the first day of June the factory anniversary is celebrated, which gives
Kaliguaa residents and people from surrounding villages an exciting day after a year of
production.. There are two main elements to this feast. First, offerings are made at the
factoryy and the spring located in the garden, then traditional music and dancing
(ronggeng)(ronggeng) is performed. People believe that the spring and factory are possessed by
spiritss who act as guardians over the lives of the people and that the security of tea
productionn and community welfare are in their hands and thus they must be appeased.
RonggengRonggeng is a traditional dance known for its sexual connotations. It is performed
too commemorate the journey of a turbine used in the generation of the factory's
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electricity3.. According to oral history, this turbine was carried 15 kilometers up the
slopee by several men from Kretek junction in Paguyangan to its final destination at the
factory.. A ronggeng troupe accompanied the trip, mainly to entertain the exhausted
men.. During the celebration, people also pay respect to a sacred tomb near the west
hamlett that is assumed to be the grave of Mbah De Jong. They use Mbah (literally
meaningg grandfather) to speak of the deceased Dutch landlord as a sign of deep respect.
Aroundd his grave people make offerings and pray for good fortune as De Jong played a
significantt role in the birth of the Kaligua plantation community.
Overr the last hundred years the plantation has experienced fluctuations influenced
byy social and political conditions related to changes in authority and problems faced
bothh before and after Indonesia's independence. In terms of expansion of planting areas,
19666 marked the starting point after almost 30 years of no extensive new planting in the
concessionn land. Based on land concession maps and figures, it was found that in 1939
thee tea gardens covered 176.21 hectares, a figure which increased to 206.21 hectares in
1966.. This expansion continued until 1993 and was then followed by almost seven
yearss of no replanting. In 2000 replanting activities were once again reinstated, and the
teaa garden coverage reached 517.5 hectares.
Kaliguaa has been affected by the course of Indonesian history. The Japanese
occupationn of the area during World War Two influenced the life of most Pandansari
peoplee involved in tea plantation activities. A Japanese cave is located at the center of
thee tea gardens. Such caves are evident all over Indonesia, and were used by the
Japanesee to defend their territories. After the Japanese army left Indonesia, efforts to
rebuildd the area were hindered by the DI/TU (Darul Islam/Tentara Islam Indonesia, an
Indonesiann Islamic Army Movement) conflict in 1945 onwards when the Indonesian
militaryy searched for clandestine guerrilla groups4. Older informants reported that the
laborr supply was difficult at that time because many male inhabitants left the area to
avoidd conflict with the military or others, a broad group that was never clearly defined.
Theyy also mentioned that for a long period of time, until the Indonesian government
launchedd plantation nationalization in 1957, the gardens were in poor condition and it
wass unclear who was responsible for managing the plantation.
Afterr nationalization, the management of the plantation was in the hands of the
Kodamm VU Diponegoro (a military branch that covers Central Java), which then
appointedd PT Sidorejo to manage the daily operation of the plantation. Only in 1964
whenn the management of all state-owned plantations was transferred to the Department
off Agriculture did this plantation become part of Perkebunan Negara Aneka Tanaman
XI.. During this era the plantation was run well and reached its peak of tea harvesting
andd processing. Following this, however, changes were made to organization
managementt based on several government regulations. These changes also marked
changess in plantation nomenclature, from Perusahaan Negara Perkebunan XVIJI
33
44

For more detail on ronggeng or lengger see Tohari (1982) and Sunaryadi (2000).
Van Dijk (1981) in his study on Darul Islam in Indonesia states that the Brebes district was among
thee places where rebellion groups were operating known as Peristiwa Tiga Daerah (Three Regions
Affair).. In 1950 a Darul Islam commander operating in Bumiayu surrendered together with 120 of
hiss men (Van Dijk 1981:131-143).
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(1968),, to PT Perkebunan XVm (Persero) in 1973 and then to PT Perkebunan
Nusantaraa EX (Persero) in 1996.
4.2.. Plantation Layout
Thee name of the plantation, Kaligua, is used for addressing the whole plantation
territoryy area. The Kaligua community is divided into three groups, namely the
administrativee and management block, the east hamlet, and the west hamlet. Housing
forr management staff is located adjacent to the head office, sub division offices, the
factory,, health center, elementary school, kindergarten, cooperative office, worker's
associationn shop, guest house, plant breeding unit, and volleyball and football fields.
Thee administrator's house lies at the most elevated point above these buildings.
Partt of this compound is the west hamlet, where housing is provided by the
managementt for supporting staff, mostly clerks and social welfare workers and a
numberr of supervisors, most of whom originate from outside the village. These are
peoplee with higher education levels or descendants of people who previously held these
posts,, mostly recruited from outside the area. This is because many local people were
previouslyy not qualified for these positions due to lack of education, a situation that
continuess to some extent today.
Too the east, separated by a small garden and graveyard, which includes De Jong's
sacredd tomb, is the east hamlet, which most people refer to simply as Kaligua, a
neighborhoodd of the descendants of the original migrant workers who worked the
plantationn in the early 1900s. Workers here are allowed to build houses within the
plantationn territory, but more recently it has become difficult to get permission for new
constructionn because the management has stopped housing expansion as it is concerned
aboutt the state of the gardens. As a consequence, young plantation workers are more
likelyy to build their houses outside the hamlet, mostly in Taman and Kalikidang, which
aree close to the plantation.
5.. Plantation W o r k and Division of Labor
Thee number of plantation workers at Kaligua changes constantly due to the
seasonall nature of the work. This said, a big change in the official number of workers as
aa result of the implementation of new labor regulations is still evident. Before the
implementationn of the new labor regulations in January 2001, the total number of
officiall workers was 1,399; of these, 844 were women. Most of these women were tea
pickerss (697), 94 women worked in maintenance and 43 women worked in the
administrativee and plantation welfare sections. The first quarterly report for 2001
showedd a remaining 1,022 workers, of these there were 612 women, 521 of these
workingg as tea pickers, 48 as maintenance workers and 43 working in administration
andd estate welfare. This shows that women workers constituted 60 percent of the total
workerss in 2000-2001, of which 85 percent of these were tea-pickers. The tea pickers
weree divided into 20 kemandoran, groups led by one supervisor, in which each group
hadd approximately 25-40 workers in 2000 and 20-25 workers in 2001.
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Figuree 2. Plantation Layout
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Domplengan

Officiall records underestimate the number of tea pickers. According to one
supervisor,, at least one in four women uses a domplengan, a helper not registered with
thee plantation, who works in cooperation with a picker who has official work status
fromfrom the plantation management. By using this estimate, it can be assumed that the
numberr of potential tea pickers was about 950 in 2000. Although the new labor
regulationss restrict the practice of domplengan, some workers still manage to use them.
Therefore,, the actual number of women tea pickers in the field is still higher than the
numberr officially recorded.
Thee number of women who come to the garden on any given day varies, and
dependss on three things: seasonal crop fluctuations, farm activities, and feast days.
Duringg abundant crops, women and their domplengan are most likely to be present in
thee garden, while on the days when the crop is poor many women only reluctantly come
ass they prefer to stay home rather than to work for such small return. The involvement
off women in their own farm or relatives' farms, especially during planting and
harvestingg of vegetables can keep them from tea picking for a couple of days. During
auspiciouss months for celebrations such as weddings and circumcisions, women have
man\\ reasons to be absent or leave work early. In these months, it is almost always the
casee that some women in a kemandoran are off at the same time because they are
relatedd and required to attend the celebrations.
Mutuall help between a tea picker and her domplengan exists with regard to work
andd economic security for both parties. If a tea picker uses a domplengan, her position
iss guaranteed when she is absent or on leave, especially maternity leave, as the
domplengandomplengan can secure her place and therefore her daily income. This is because
numberr not name identifies women workers. Therefore, the person is not important so
longg as the number is present during weighing. Having two people behind one number
iss a strategy the official worker uses to secure her space and rights to certain provisions.
II rom the domplengan'?, perspective, it is an opportunity to earn money.
Thee two women work together almost everyday and calculate their gain separately.
(>nccc every two weeks, on payday, they divide the cash according to their gain. Women
whoo are engaged in domplengan relationships are usually relatives and/or close
neighborss who come from different households. The domplengan mechanism also
includess close relatives, such as the daughter or mother of a tea picker, who live under
thee same roof. When this is the case, there is no division of payment, and the
domplengandomplengan only helps in the tea picking.
Theree are many reasons why official tea pickers would want to have a domplengan.
Thesee include the desire to help unemployed neighbors or relatives, or the desire to
meett the basic minimum amount of tealeaves needed to receive bonuses. Many women
alsoo engage in this relationship because they always have. In this case, the status of
domplengandomplengan and official worker can change, depending on the situation. A woman who
wass previously a domplengan could become an official worker when the other was on
maternityy leave. When the previously official worker came back from leave, she might
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assumee the domplengan position. Sometimes this woman would not continue picking,
butt would send a neighbor or relative to take her position.
Despitee the advantage of having a domplengan, many women prefer to work
withoutt them.
II think simple. I work as much as I can to pick tealeaves with or without a domplengan
becausebecause it doesn 't only depend on my strength to make this basket full but also on the
seasonalseasonal crops. God willing, J always meet the minimum basic amount if there are enough
leavesleaves to be picked. Not having a domplengan prevents conflicts, related to miscounting of
thethe gains and the money shared. There is usually an agreement that the domplengan only
hashas a right to be paid for the leaves she has collected but sometimes she wants the bonus and
otherother provisions that her partner has received. This leads to tension between them.
(Rubiyah) )

5.2.. Plantation Organization
Thee data on tea pickers and domplengan in Kaligua reflect the general picture of
womenn in labor-intensive tea plantations. But, women also take part in other tasks such
ass attending to the nursery garden and chemical control for plant maintenance, the
wiltingg of fresh leaves and sorting of dry tea in the factory as well as administrative
workk in the management office. Different from tea pickers, these women accomplish
theirr tasks in the company of male colleagues. Women also work in the welfare
sections,, at the workers' cooperatives, kindergarten, health service, worker's association
shop,, and as housemaids for the managerial staff. In contrast, men are involved in tasks
inn the garden, factory, office, and also in infrastructure and transportation.
Thee male-dominated hierarchical structure of the plantation organization is
reflectedd in all layers of the organization. The plantation is divided into four divisions
underr one management; these are the head office, processing factory, Kaligua-Sakub
plantationn with a 270.57 hectare garden, and Ambar-Suralaya plantation with a 254.43
hectaree garden. Each division is managed by a middle manager (sinder) who is
responsiblee to the administrator. Even though Kaligua plantation is part of a
conglomeratee of state owned companies that is headquartered in Semarang, there is no
directt social attachment to the board of directors. Rather, respect is paid to the
administrator.. Accordingly, the administrator wh-> is widely known as Pak ADM
(Misterr Administrator) is the most respected person in the plantation community as he
iss at the top of the hierarchical social order.
Inn day-to-day plantation activities, the administrator makes decisions based on
discussionn with the four middle managers. The line of command is then to the
managementt staff and other supporting staff in the two tea garden sub-divisions, factory
sections,, and head offices. The lowest level of laborers that comprises the majority of
productivee workers cannot access management directly, but must first pass through
theirr mandor as the direct supervisor. Thus, mandor have a critical position as
mediatorss between management and workers. Above mandor are sinder, but these only
supervisee and confirm tasks performed by mandor. Many workers show less respect to
theirr sinder than to their mandor, believing that they just roam around on their
motorcycless to find fault with mandor and their workers. This will be discussed further
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inn Chapter Four, which relates the historical importance of mandor as overseers of
womenn workers and the role they play in gender violence at work.

6.. Women Tea Pickers at Work
Ass has been discussed earlier, tea pickers make up the majority of women
plantationn workers. This group of women also serve as the main focus of the research.
Inn discussing the daily activities of women plantation workers and their working
conditions,, attention is centered on tea pickers.
6.1.. A Typical Day at Work
AA busy picking day starts in the tea garden at 6:30 a.m. When all the women are
gatheredd at the weighing post or another predetermined place, they are first given
instructionss by the mandor about the picking area and the type of tea leaves to be
pickedd (the picking standard changes on a daily basis depending on the harvesting
seasonss and the condition of the leaves). The women then walk along the path to the
pickingg area with a net basket for the leaves (waring) on their shoulders. Once they
arrive,, they form a line on one edge of the picking area and then start picking moving
towardd the other edge. While they pick, the mandorx watches from a distance and
sometimess approaches workers he sees making mistakes. After giving instructions, he
continuess his watch over the workers until the first break at 9:00 a.m. At this time, the
workerss walk to the weighing post and put the collected leaves in the second waring
(thee basket used only for collecting and transporting the gain to the processing factory).
Thosee women with domplengan place their gains in two baskets and then line up for
weighing.. When it is a woman's turn, she shouts her number to the mandor and the
quantityy of tealeaves she has collected. The mandor then records this in the logbook,
listingg the name, number, and quantity of tealeaves. During weighing both the mandor
andd the worker check the quantity measurement before it is recorded in the logbook. In
somee cases, disagreements over weight occur, and the scale is re-examined to find the
properr measure. Despite this, there are still further disagreements on payday.
// always ask the workers to look at their gain carefully and if possible ask them to note this.
Indeed,Indeed, some of them have notes at home, but most just rely on their memories. On payday,
disagreementsdisagreements often arise because they have a total gain that is more than is noted in my
records,records, and they feel cheated. If they argue I can just show them my records so they have no
proofproof for their arguments, but it does not mean that they will accept my explanation. Later,
theythey will start talking behind my back about me doing bad things in the records and taking
advantageadvantage of their foolishness, (a mandor)

Fromm the mandor* & perspective, the workers always try to find ways to increase
theirr gains while according to the workers they themselves are always very careful in
calculatingg their gains making it impossible for them to miscalculate.
PickingPicking tea is not only my work. It is also my life to which I devote my time, energy, and my
memorymemory as well. I remember how many kilograms of tealeaves I collect each day and I add
thisthis to the gain the following day. I continue to do this until the last day before payday when
II get the total gain. It is baffling for me when we come to different calculations on the total
gain.gain. I feel upset when it happens but you know that we are only coolies and a coolie never
winswins an argument with the supervisor, (a tea picker)
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Disagreementss over weight and wage calculations between mandor and workers
resultt in nothing but the workers' defeat, except for the rare few who manage to win the
arguments.. In this way, the workers acquiesce to their misfortunate position as coolies.
Afterr weighing, the workers have the breakfast they brought from home. At this
time,, they sit scattered around the weighing post forming groups of workers from the
samee neighborhoods. The break of 30-45 minutes is an arena for fun and gossiping
beforebefore the mandor commands them to continue picking. During scarcity of leaves they
finishh working after this first weighing time but work for another three hours in a
normall crop or another four hours in an abundant crop. During a normal crop they stop
pickingg around 12:30 and proceed to the second weighing before going home.
Duringg an abundant crop, this is the second period for them to put the gain in the
weighingg basket. After a short drink break, they continue working until 1:30-2:00 p.m.
Att this time most workers are exhausted. Before the last weighing starts the mandor
makess a brief announcement about where they should go for picking the following day
soo that the workers can come directly to the ordered area. Sometimes the mandor does
nott yet know where this will be, so he asks the workers to gather at the weighing post.
Duringg normal crops he makes his own decisions while during scarce or abundant
crops,, he finds it important to discuss this with his superiors. At these times, the sinder
determinee the picking area for the following day.
Mostt women return home between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. depending on the area
harvestedd that day as well as the harvest season. They usually walk in the tea gardens in
aa group and separate later when they reach the neighborhood where some will stop at
thee waning or workers' cooperative shop and others pick up small children taken care
off by their relatives. Even though the plantation provides workers from distant
neighborhoodss with trucks, some women prefer to walk than to wait for the picking
truckss that come late after finishing loading and unloading tea leaves.
6.2.. Work Conditions
Teaa picking requires physical strength, as the women must walk the hilly tea
gardenss in all weather conditions. The high elevation of the plantation means that there
aree vast fluctuations in temperature, much different from the constancy of low-lying
tropicall areas. During the dry season, the night temperature can fall to zero degrees
Celsius,, yet can reach 31°-33° by midday. In the rainy season, heavy rains and winds
leavee the tea pickers working in wet clothes, cold weather and dangerously slippery
soil.. The monotonous relentlessness of this work is obvious when these women, old and
young,, perform their tasks carrying a basket full of tealeaves on their shoulders.
WorkingWorking as a tea picker is actually very difficult. The garden is hilly and it's slippery during
thethe rains. There are no big trees where we can hide from the burning sun and heavy rains.
But,But, we take all these risks for a spoonful office. We also believe that spirits inhabit certain
placesplaces in the tea gardens. If we see them, in the form of snakes, lizards, or other small
animals...animals... we'll die instantly or get a cureless disease that will kill us. Some pregnant
women...women... even lose their babies. We are all more scared of the spirits than of the physical
conditionsconditions of our workspace, (a tea picker)
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Thiss commentary is evidence of die women's real working conditions. Not only
doess it show the real physical burden of the work, but also the women's anxiety about
thee dangers to their health. As in many other peasant communities in Java, most people
inn this research claim to adhere to Islam yet do not regularly and closely practice
Islamicc rules and rituals. Instead, they practice a complex blend of Islamic practices and
indigenouss Javanese animism (Kejawen) manifested in personal and household rituals
andd beliefs in local spirits5. In this way, the women believe that some places, things, and
animalss are inhabited by spirits who cause bad luck, sickness or even death One might
sayy that their beliefs in animal curses are superstitious. However, field observations on
women'ss reactions whenever they came across one of these animals during their work
madee it clear how they can cause misfortune affecting women's health. This is because
whenn the women encounter these animals, they are startled and so afraid that they
quicklyy run away, which can be a real danger in the hilly and slippery tea gardens.
Inn 2000, tea pickers received 145 rupiah for each kilogram of tealeaves picked6. In
aa normal crop they collect between 15 and 40 kilograms of leaves depending on their
strengthh and motivation and whether or not they use a domplengan. During abundant
crops,, the women are able to pick 20 kilograms and good workers are able to pick up to
600 kilograms. Based on these figures, it was rare when they could earn a daily income
off 6,638 rupiah, the Central Java minimum wage. During low crops the women feel
goodd if they manage to pick more than 15 kilograms because most can only pick 5-10
kilograms,, and several others only manage less than five kilograms.
Clearly,, the living conditions of the women workers contradict the beautiful and
peacefull environment of the plantation. While many visitors to the tea gardens admire
thee natural beauty of the land, they would never expect that the life of its inhabitants,
mostlyy women workers, is not as lovely as the scenery. Low incomes are not the only
problem,, as we shall see later on, the women must also survive gender violence at home
andd at work.
7.. T h e M e a n i n g of Tea Picking for Women and the Meaning of W o r k
forr T e a Pickers
Littlee is known about the people who originally lived in Kaligua plantation.
Occupancyy probably started with the construction of the plantation garden followed by
thee processing factory a few years later. Typical of a plantation in a colonized country,
thee new garden was opened in a remote area where there was insufficient labor
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In his classic study, Religion of Java, Geertz (1960) differentiated three types of Javanese Islam,
namelyy the Abangan, Santri, and Priyayi. Abangan or Agami Jawi (Javanese religion) is a
syncretismm more adaptable to the mixture of Hinduism and Javanese-derived mysticism. At the
centerr of Javanese religion is the s lame tanritual,a communal feast Sufism or mystical Islam has
beenn of great doctrinal importance in Javanese religion (see also Mulder 1978). In contrast, Santri
doctriness are determined by dogmatic Islamic concepts, whose followers fulfill the obligatory
prayerss five times a day, voluntarily hold personal prayers, read the Al-Quran, and desire to
pilgrimagee to Mecca for Hajj. Priyayi is not normally recognized by experts as a religious division,
ratherr it is related to the bureaucratic aspects of the society.
66 In 2000, Rp 1.00 (one Indonesian rupiah) equaled US$ 0.00075-0.00085.
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availablee or where the local people were unwilling to work on the plantations .
Recruitingg people from other areas in the lowlands solved the labor supply needs. These
peoplee then became the pioneers of the plantation community. The isolation from the
restt of Javanese society brought about the creation of a new life confined to the
plantation'ss social structure. In this case, people had little awareness about how the
plantationn system had structured their life experiences to serve the interests of the
managementmanagement in the day to day running of the plantation. But the result is clear: the
peoplee are attached to the plantation and their work on i t .
Teaa picking is the main work for women plantation workers, and has been since the
earlyy development of plantations. Women were originally assigned as tea pickers as
otherr tasks were men's responsibilities. Some argue this was because women have
delicatee fingers that suit tea picking activities. However, it is more likely that this was
duee to the flexibility of tea picking and the ability to integrate it with domestic tasks.
Mostt women who perform other tasks such as nursing plants, fertilizing, and working in
thee factory confirm that they were previously involved in tea picking and might be
againn in the future, if they leave the non-tea picking work for a reason like pregnancy.
Whenn they later want to return to work, they might find that their position has been
takenn over by someone else and that they have been transferred to tea picking.
Therefore,, most of the plantation's women workers work as tea pickers at least once in
theirr lifetime.
Mostt plantation women, either currently working as tea pickers or as non-tea
pickerss are descendants of tea pickers. This is why they believe they have no other
choicee of work. They recall that their mothers and/or grandmothers were among the
firstt tea picker pioneers in the early 1900s when the plantation was newly established
byy De Jong. Older tea pickers still remember the plantation's appearance when they
weree young children following their mothers working in the garden. Some were even
surprisedd when asked why they worked as tea pickers and did not look for something
else. .
AreAre vou kidding? For women like us what other jobs do you think we can do? We don't even
havehave a piece of land to cultivate. Some of us may have the land, but not enough money to
startstart cultivating potatoes and cabbage. (Parjiyah)

Inn most cases, however, tea picking has little to do with economic reasons since the
attachmentt of the women, regardless of their age, to tea picking is incomparable to
otherr circumstances, "This is my land and there are no other jobs here except for
picking,picking, what else do you think I can do?" Wutah getih (place of birth) is a metaphor
usedd to express their attachment to the tea plantation. Many women feel that tea picking
iss their only choice of occupation, and they do it as their foremothers did before them.
Otherr stereotypical women's work, such as factory sorting, is not considered because of
77

See Entoh (1960) on the development of a tea plantation in West Java and its initial labor
formation. .
88 Sairin (1996) in his study among the second and third generation descendants of Javanese original
cooliee migrants in a North Sumatra plantation sees that the workers contented with their lot
regardlesss their low economic conditions that forced them to live at subsistence level. He refers to a
complexx of social, cultural, and economic factors which conflate to make plantation work
attractive. .
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limitedd opportunity. Even though several jobs were available and becoming more
popularr especially among young women in agriculture, the newly established exportorientedd mushroom factory, and in neighboring cities as housemaids, working as a tea
pickerr is still the main option. Even for women who explored other options, it could
almostt be guaranteed that they would work as a tea picker at some point in their life.
Inn a survey conducted during this research among 275 women workers, 30% had
out-migrationn experiences when they were still young. But they returned home when
theyy had earned enough money or realized that living in their place of origin gave them
aa more secure life. Some returned home to marry village men. Others brought home
husbandss from the cities, reflecting the tendency of the women to stay close to their kin
groupss in later life. These women, most of them previously trained as tea pickers before
theyy had migrated, returned to tea picking once they moved home.
WhenWhen 1 was young girl, I helped my mother collect leaves. I just did it like other small kids
followingfollowing their mothers until I did it for money some years later when I dropped out of
elementaryelementary school. Influenced by one of my neighbors who left our village and successfully
createdcreated a new life in the city as a housemaid, I asked permission from my parents to try my
luck.luck. I had worked in Jakarta for about six months when my mother asked me to get married.
II left my boyfriend in Jakarta and married someone I was introduced to only one week
beforebefore the wedding day. I rejoined tea picking two years ago when I found that my two kids
werewere old enough to be left and taken care of by my relatives. It seems to me that there's no
otherother work that suits me, since I have decided to stay here for the rest of my life. It's my
destinydestiny as a tea picker descendant that I cannot object to. (Dasimah)

7.1.. The Effect of New Labor Regulations
Thee strong attachment of the women to the plantation and tea picking work was
mostt evident in the period of uncertainty that led up to the implementation of new labor
regulationss in January 2001. Older women in particular could not hide their anxiety
aboutt being fired, as the new labor regulations stipulated the selection of productive
workers,, typically young energetic women.
Wasemm (65) was in the same group with two other aging women, Lasmi and
Casmi.. These older women were asked to quit in January 2001. Wasem talked of how
shee had picked tea when the garden was not as big as it is now. The workers had to go
too the garden plots, which were scattered around the forest and were very difficult to get
to. .
II am sad, very sad. I don't know what is happening in the minds of the people at the top. In
thethe past, they asked us to work. Old unemployed women were also requested to work. They
saidsaid it was better than just sitting idle looking for lice. But now, they are forcing us to quit. It
feelsfeels so strange, I have never thought of quitting this job. You know, I feel like I own this
garden.garden. I have participated in all the efforts to make it grow. It is really unfair and I am
hopeless.hopeless. Please do something for me, I still need this job. (Wasem)

Wasemm finally reluctantly quit her job. Almost three years later, during the second
fieldd visit she still complained about this.
MartdorMartdor also had a difficult time informing their workers about the new labor
regulations.. Even though they were not involved in the planning process of this policy,
theyy had to screen their workers. Indeed, they felt that they were being forced by their
superiorss to face the responses from laborers during the introduction of the policy.
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ItIt 's a difficult time for me because I have to screen my tea pickers and select only 16 people.
WhatWhat will they say behind my back? Honestly Ifeel guilty. I remember Jive or six years ago
whenwhen many women were reluctant to come to the garden because the weather was bad and
thethe crop scarce. I knocked on their doors early in the morning and asked them to come. I
eveneven had troubles when their husbands got mad at me f or asking their wives to work when
wewe could only offer such small amounts of money. And now, suddenly, I have to fire them
duedue to management policy. (a mandor)

Thee new plantation labor policy for tea pickers reminded many people of what
happenedd when the mushroom company became fully operational in 1998. At that time
thee need for women workers for harvesting increased. To avoid scarcity of women tea
pickerss or an exodus of the tea pickers to the mushroom factory, the two companies,
initiatedd by the plantation management, informally colluded on the recruitment of
womenn workers. Their agreement implied that the mushroom factory would only recruit
mushroomm pickers from villages not well known as tea picker suppliers, mainly from
villagess located below Kaligua. Despite the reluctance of some tea plantation women
workerss to work as mushroom pickers, as this work was perceived as more difficult in
nature,, this agreement decreased the job opportunities for women from neighboring
villages,, especially those young women who really wanted to shift from tea picking to
mushroomm picking. In their opinion, both the management and the new labor
regulationss had closed doors of opportunity to them.
Onee older woman, Sukinah (70), explained the meaning of tea picking work and
thee consequence of the new labor regulations on her life:
AllAll of my life was devoted to tea picking. I started before I could gelungan (make a specific
hairstyle)hairstyle) by myself. I was extremely hurt when this young mandor told me that after this
IdulIdul Fitri, (an Islamic feast day that fell during the last week of December 2000), I will not
bebe registered as a worker anymore. The new labor regulations only accept young productive
teatea pickers; an old woman like me will never be included. I feel thrown away from my life. I
havehave felt very lonely ever since. I feel pain all over my body. I can't sleep well. I've lost my
appetite-appetite-

OnlyOnly one month after the interview, Sukinah passed away. As suspected, her
neighborr confirmed that she died from the pain of being forced to quit tea picking. She
feltt emotional pain in her old age that put her on strike, refusing to eat, till death. Tea
picking,, in spite of its low economic return, assumes cultural and historical meaning for
mostt female inhabitants of Kaligua and the surrounding villages. Plantation life is life.
8.. Concluding Remarks
Chapterr Two demonstrated that most of the women who live in Kalikidang and
Kaligua,, the two hamlets where the research was focused, either currently work on the
plantation,, have worked on the plantation in the past or will do so in the future. In this
chapter,, both the village and the plantation were described in terms of their historical,
social,, cultural, and economic significance. These two institutions have one thing in
common:: they shape and are shaped by the women and the community of which they
aree a part. It was also shown in this chapter that plantation work, particularly tea
picking,, is the main activity for women in Kaligua and Kalikidang. Even though these
99

From her point of view, gelung is a hairstyle which symbolizes being a mature woman, therefore if
aa woman can do gelung by herself (gelungan), she is considered mature.
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womenn officially fall under the authority of the village administration, the women's
attachmentt to the plantation's authority categorizes them as members of the plantation
community.. It is under this categorization that these women are the subjects of this
researchh on gender violence. The research is concerned with how women as members of
thee plantation community live in conditions that provide no clear boundaries between
thee domestic and work spheres, not only due to the proximity of the house and the
workplace,, but also due to the influence of the plantation's authority on the women and
theirr respective households. Thus, this study focuses on and links the day-to-day
experiencee of gender violence in the home and workplace.
But,, what are the origins of the plantation community in the historical context of
Indonesia?? How has the plantation authority influenced women and communities across
history?? What sustains the relatively stable attachments of the women to the
households,, and the community to plantation life despite socio-economic and political
changess in the village and beyond? The next chapter examines the history of plantations
inn Indonesia and how this is related to the Kaligua plantation in particular to provide a
clearr picture of recent socio-economic, cultural and political developments in the
communityy and village management.

Chapterr Four

Plantationn Community Dynamics
Introduction n
Thiss chapter examines plantation community dynamics and the effect of these on
householdd labor and the status of women workers. It focuses on two interrelated
institutions:: the plantation industry and the rural village community. The chapter begins
withh a brief historical background of Indonesian plantations starting in the Dutch
coloniall era and covers development as well as changes in labor relations in the industry
andd the global economy. The village community's administrative structure and political
andd economic relationships to the plantation, which bear heavily on the supply and
demandd of labor, is explained in this context. Specifically, the chapter addresses how
thee connection between the socio-economic background of the village and the
prevailingg plantation structure and hierarchy have impacted the formation of household
laborr and social and gender relations in the area.
Thiss chapter also sheds light on how the plantation as an institution has mediated
andd reinforced local and national political, economic, social and cultural influences on
sociall and gender relations in and outside of the workplace. More importantly, the
chapterr provides a rational basis for the critical study of the vulnerable position of
womenn plantation workers in the plantation's social structure and the risk of violence
facedd both in the home and workplace. This is connected to theeframeworkof the study,
whichh discusses the influence of the plantation as a representation of formal and
informall institutions and social structures on the occurrence of violence.
1.. Historical Background of Indonesian Plantations
Thiss section examines the historical establishment and development of plantations
inn Indonesia through to the present as represented by Kaligua plantation.
1.1.. Defining Plantation
Manyy scholars define the plantation as a total institution. Goflman (1961:xiii)
definedd the total institution as "a place of residence and work where a large number of
like-situatedd individuals, cut off from the wider society for an appreciable period of
time,, together lead an enclosed, formally administered round of life". One of the central
featuress of its totality is the breakdown of barriers between the three spheres of life:
sleep,, work and play. The totalistic features of an institution include the following:
•• all aspects of life are conducted in the same place and under a single authority
•• there are explicit formal rules and hierarchy
•• each activity is carried out in the company of a large group
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••

all activities are tightly scheduled

••

all activities serve the ultimate goals of the institution.

Severall scholars have identified the socio-economic characteristics of plantations
withh total institutions. Best (1968 in Reddock and Jain 1998:4-5) defines the traditional
plantationn as a total economic institution in which the entire existence of the workforce
iss incorporated into the process of production and reproduction. Jones (1968:154)
definess it as
".... an economic unit producing agricultural commodities (field crops or horticultural
products,products, but not livestock) for sale and employing a relatively large number of unskilled
laborerslaborers whose activities are closely supervised.... It differs from other kinds of farms in the
wayway in which the factors of production, primarily management and labor, are combined. "

Thesee features of plantations are relevant to Kaligua's economy. However, the
'totality'' has to be clarified. Hoefte (1987:10) argues that under slavery 'totality' is
definedd as a closed resource system marked by the absence of employment alternatives.
Whenn the movement of labor is no longer restricted after emancipation -or never is
reallyy restricted at all in other plantation economies, the 'totality' refers to the plantation
alone,, as a self-contained unit.
Thee 'total' characteristics of the plantation as a social and economic system are
thuss a crucial issue that must be incorporated in any analysis of the system. The totality
off the system must be understood within the context of the country's economic, social
andd political structure and its relations to the rest of the world (Rote 1986:1). Indeed,
Bhowmikk (1981:15) argues that attempts to define the plantation system must include
sociall and production relations as important characteristics that spring forth from the
plantationn system and the changing possibilities of these relations within the context of
thee wider social system, the influence of working class organizations and the role of the
state.. 'Totality', thus, at first applies to the plantation economy while later it refers only
too the internal plantation structure (Hoefte 1987:10). The way in which these features of
thee total institution are encapsulated in the Kaligua plantation will become apparent in
thee description of the relationship between the plantation and the village community
(seee the discussion in section 4.6.3).
1.2.. Women and the Plantation Hierarchy
Howeverr it is defined; the basic structural characteristic of the plantation is in the
strongg hierarchical organizational system that involves a small number of management
att the top and a large number of laborers at the bottom. The most prominent feature of
thee strict hierarchy of plantations throughout history has been the persistent poverty of
plantationn workers, who seldom if ever benefit from growth in production (Beckford
1972).. As far as women plantation workers are concerned, these conditions support
theirr hardships.
Plantationn labor has invariably included women but never in advantageous
positions,, not even in tea and coffee plantations, which are labor-intensive and
dominatedd by women workers. Instead, they are exploited and underprivileged as a
resultt of labor patterns and gender relations within the context of industrial and
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communityy subsystems (Jain 1970). A number of women have managed to become
mandormandor in several tea plantations in Java, but they still have no direct power over
manageriall decision-making (Grijns 1992). Focusing on this, Reddock and Jain
(1998:4)) define a plantation as "by definition a class structured system of organization,
stronglyy hierarchical and male dominated in nature". The nature of the plantation
communityy as a strongly hierarchical male-dominated social system is a major impetus
forr this research. The following sections deal with the root causes of disadvantaged
womenn plantation workers related to the growth and development of the plantation
industryy and its relations with laborers.
1.3.. Colonial Plantations
Inn contemporary third world countries, most plantations were instituted during
colonialismm and brought about socio-economic structures that continue to exercise
considerablee influence even today. The birth of plantations in the nineteenth century
wass part of colonial agricultural expansion, which was marked by a change in local
agriculturall economies from rural subsistence to export oriented agriculture. In
Indonesia,, the plantation economy was developed in phases. It originated in precoloniall traditional agricultural garden systems, was then dominated by Dutch colonial
plantations,, and is now dictated by Indonesian government regulations (see Kartodirdjo
andd Suryo 1991).
AA notable phase in the history of Indonesian plantations was at the end of the
(breedd cultivation period or tanam paksa (cultuwstelsel) by the Dutch colonial
government,, marked by the launch of agrarian law reforms in 1870. In these laws, nonIndonesianss -read Dutch and other Europeans- were given the right to lease abandoned
statee land for 75 years and private land for 5-20 years (Mubyarto 1992). Following this
shiftt in policy, there was a marked increase in the number of private plantations as well
ass the variety of crops under production. During the plantation boom years, in addition
U)) rice and other conventional agricultural crops like cassava and corn, crops such as
sugarcane,, tobacco, rubber, palm oil, coffee, and tea were popular and intensively
grownn commodities. These commodities were introduced mostly to Sumatra and Java.
II ea was introduced mainly to the highlands of Priangan, now West Java, and to several
highlandd areas in Central Java, East Java and Sumatra. The change from cultuwstehel
loo the private plantation system was part of the transformation of Dutch colonial
policiess from conservatism to liberalism, which challenged the state's economic
dominationn and provided expanded opportunities for private companies (Mubyarto
1992). .
Sincee Indonesia gained independence, fluctuations in the development of
plantationss have been related to both national and international political and economic
changes.. In the late 1950s, the Indonesian government launched a policy of
nationalizationn of foreign plantations in Indonesia.
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2.. Indonesian Tea Plantations
Teaa is a derivative of camellia sinensis, a species that originated in China. Tea
drinkingg has been a social habit for more than 1,000 years and spread over the country
withh the involvement of the Portuguese and Dutch in trade in the second half of the
seventeenthh century (Forrest 1985). Available data on the history of tea plantations and
industryy in Indonesia provides little information on the subject (see Silitonga 1989).
Althoughh Chinese tea was introduced to the Dutch East Indies sometime before 1700, it
wass only more than a century later that tea became an industrial crop. This started with
thee introduction of Japanese tea in 1826 and was followed two years later by the first
teaa produced by Jacobson, a tea expert. Following this initiative, tea seeds from China
andd Japan were distributed to several parts of Java, marking the growth of tea
cultivationn and production. Forrest (1985) argues that the colonization of the Chinese
andd Japanese seeds in Java and Sumatra were related to the need of Dutch East Indies
producerss to find a lower grade version of Chinese tea as a response to the importation
off Assam tea by John Peet, a British tea man. The first Indonesian produced tea was
exportedd to Amsterdam in 1835. But, it was only after 1878, when Assam tea was
introducedd to Europe, that tea plantations in the Dutch East Indies began to be fully
developed.. Tea was systematically cultivated in 1902 and production peaked in 1940
beforee the Japanese occupation in 1942, covering 200,000 hectares in Indonesia
(Wibowoo 2000:17).
2.1.. The Effects of Indonesian History on Tea Plantations
Thee development of Indonesian tea production has been deeply affected by the
country'ss political history. During the Japanese occupation, plantation tea gardens were
abandonedd or destroyed and replanted with food-crops for war supplies. In Kaligua, a
Japanesee defense tunnel from the occupation can still be found in the center of the tea
gardens.. After Indonesian independence in 1945, efforts to rebuild the gardens and their
infrastructuree were hindered by local socio-political conflict and economic crisis. The
yearlyy tea plantation report in 1952 noted that 15 plantations, including Kaligua, had
closedd due to the fall of world tea prices, a blight of tea fungus, or regional political
instabilityy (Kementrian Pertanian Djawatan Perkebunan 1953). Some older informants
alsoo recalled that during occupation by the Islamic separatist army (Darul
Islam/TentaraIslam/Tentara Islam Indonesia* or Dl/TH) in the early 1950s, the plantation bushes
weree used as part of the DI/TJJ defense base.
Itt was expected that the nationalization process in 1958-1959 would improve the
plantationn industry, but the lack of skills and expertise among Indonesian managers and
producerss were serious constraints. Moreover, the period of 1960-1967 was marked by
nationall political conflict, which was then followed by the ban of the Indonesian
Communistt Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia or PKI) in 1965. This ban also included
thee abolition of the plantation's labor union (Sarikat buruh perkebunan, or Sarbupri), a
prominentt labor organization that was suspected of having political affiliations with
PKI.. Finally, in 1967 the government set up the Committee of 17 {Panitia 17) to create
neww strategies for plantation development (Mubyarto 1992)
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Currently,, Indonesian plantations are divided into three categories, namely stateownedd plantations, privately owned companies, and smallholder farms. Some stateownedd plantations were European, mainly Dutch, owned plantations when
nationalizationn took place. In addition to private companies run by local merchants,
severall other companies have been more recently established and make up the second
category.. The last category consists of individual or family-run enterprises, which
accountt for the largest area of cultivation.
Thee tea plantation industry has grown rapidly since the establishment of the
Researchh Institute for Tea and Quinine (Pusat Penelitian Teh dan Kina or PPTK,
formerlyy Badan Penelitian Teh dan Kind) in Bogor in 1973. In addition, the
establishmentt of the Indonesian Tea Association (Asosisi Teh Indonesia) in 1974 and
thee tea auction run by the Joint Marketing Office (Kantor Pemasaran Bersama, or
KPB)) in 1981 strengthened production and marketing of Indonesian tea (Wibowo
2000:18).. However, as a world-trade commodity, for more than three decades the tea
industryy in Indonesia has experienced instability related to fluctuations in world tea
markett prices. A slight profitable period occurred in 1997 after the first shock of the
Indonesiann economic crisis hit marked by a fall in the rupiah that eventually increased
thee price of exported products. The boom, however, was over by 1999 and was
followedd by acute national economic instability, the fall of world tea prices, and
demandss for increases in wages.
2.2.. Global Tea Production
Currently,, tea ranks fifth after oil palm, rubber, coffee, and cacao in Indonesian
export.. Tea is a reliable export commodity and at the same time is also used as a raw
materiall for drink consumption in the country (Forrest 1985). Issues related to crops and
worldd trade that affect internal plantation growth and development can be seen in the
following.. The tea production area in Indonesia increased from 125,349 hectares with a
totall production of 76,020 tons in 1967 to 160,529 hectares and 161,629 tons in 1997.
(Dirjenn Perkebunan Statistik Perkebunan 1995 and Pusat Penelitian Teh dan Kina
Gambungg 1999).
Indonesiaa ranks fourth in total tea planting area and fifth in the production of tea,
afterr China, India, Sri Lanka and Kenya. A closer look at the total tea area since 1992,
however,, shows that global tea land has been stagnant at approximately 2.4 million
hectaress with a total production of 2.67 million tons per year (Ruru 2000:12-13).
Despitee this trend, Indonesian tea plantations are relatively important in both national
andd international markets. Indonesian tea consumption per capita increased from 511
gramss per capita per year in 1990 to 689.20 grams in 1996 (Pusat Penelitian Teh dan
Kinaa Gambung 1999). Tea cultivation smallholders and private companies mainly
fulfilll Indonesia's tea consumption needs, while state-owned plantations are export
oriented.. Indonesia's position in the global tea trade relies on black tea, which is
producedd mainly by state-owned companies, of which Kaligua plantation is a part.
Despitee fluctuations in market prices and production, from economic and
employmentt perspectives, tea plantations play a significant role in Indonesia's labor
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economyy . Employing 1.5 to 2 workers per hectare, tea plantations are labor intensive in
nature.. The majority of laborers are women working as tea pickers, approximately 60755 percent of the total labor force. This calls for more serious attention to be paid to the
livess of the (women) laborers who are the majority and are at the bottom of the labor
structure. .

3.. The Plantation and Neighboring Villages
Thiss section explains the relationship between the plantation industry and the
villagee community. The plantation exists as a total economic institution, which has led
too political and economic relationships between the plantation, the state (as represented
byy rural village administration), and the community. In particular, issues on authority
andd control over plantation workers and their respective households are closely related
too both historical and current conditions of plantation workers and work.
3.1.. Village vs. Plantation: Finding a Balance of Power
Rotee (1986:3) argues that the plantation and the rural village have long been
engagedd in a balance of power that is biased to some extent to the detriment of the
latter.. He states that to understand the nature and effects of the plantation system, one
hass to answer "the question of the nature of interaction between the pre-existing
indigenouss socio-economic structures and the politico-economic systems that were
superimposedd in the process of colonial economic and political expansion".
Inn his arguments against dual economic theorists, Rote (1986:9) argues that the
near-absencee of linkages between the sectors and the backwardness of the rural village
iss not caused by traditional values. Rather, circumstances create barriers to social
changee at the village level, which are exacerbated by the presence of the plantations and
thee colonial state. This is considerably worsened as tea plantation profits are rarely
rcin\\ ested in social infrastructure, in the intensification of production, or in traditional
sectors,, but instead are taken out of the area. Also, as the tea is not processed on site,
thiss further excludes the possibility of employment and financial gain for local
residents. .
Inn favor of Pandansari village, however, economic and political advantages can be
observed.. Being a social and economic enclave, the plantation only occasionally
benefitss local people in the form of casual employment or consumer demand. From the
people'ss point of view, however, the study found many older informants who still
rememberr the prosperity of the Kaligua plantation in its early days before the Japanese
occupationn in 1942. At that time, the plantation provided a considerably good life. They
recalledd worse conditions during the Japanese occupation and the political conflict
followingg independence that allowed them to compare the situations in favor of Dutch
11 The recent market situation for Indonesian tea has not been conducive as can be seenfromthe
decreasee of export volume and market sales (Ruru 2000:12). The Indonesian market decreased
significantlyy from 11.9% in 1992 to 5.8% in 1997. Auction prices in the 1990s were at the same
levelss as those of Sri Lanka and India but recently these have decreased by 20-30%. In 1997,
Indonesiann tea sold at 1.65 US$/kg compared to Sri Lanka and India at $1.94 and $1.88
respectively.. In August 1999 the prices of tea in these two countries were 70-100% higher than the
auctionn price in Jakarta (0.95 US$/kg).
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rule.. They also mentioned the development of smallholding plantation crops for the
villagerss in the early 1980s as a positive development when through the local office of
plantationn affairs the government introduced the plantation service unit (Unit Pelayanan
Perkebunan,Perkebunan, or UPP) and guidance on tea production (bimbingan masal teh, or Bun
inn cooperation with the plantation2.
Plantationss have political advantages as they exert a certain degree of control over
governmentt policy and administration in rural villages. To secure plantations as
nationall enterprises, related to the international trade market, rural villages are forced to
meett the need for supportive political systems to enable plantation interests, mostly in
thee supply of cheap labor, and to avoid potentially serious conflicts between the
plantationn management and labor force. Therefore, both must maintain the relationship
betweenn the plantation and the rural village.
Certainn circumstances at Kaligua plantation need careful consideration. The
administrator,, the head of the plantation, is changed at least once every two to four
years.. The new administrator must attempt to continue the stable relationships made by
hiss predecessors. These efforts involve practical issues related to the courteousness of
thee person in daily social interactions as well as his ability to meet the needs of the
plantationn management. The visit of the newly appointed administrator to the house of
thee village heads and the invitations of these village heads and other village staff to
plantationn ceremonies and festivals are some of the ways in which respect is shown.
Villagee heads can easily compare administrators based on their attitudes as well as their
manageriall decisions related to village interests, such as monetary or in-kind
contributionss for village activities3. The role of the administrator and other management
stafff are critical in creating stable and smooth relationships with the rural village
authorities. .
3.2.. The Effect of Residential Patterns on the Plantation Community
Inn general, the village community refers both to the people who live in nearby
villagess and those who live in areas that belong to the plantation. Basically the
plantationn community is beholden to two authorities: the village administration and the
plantationn management (see Chapter Three). As village residents plantation workers
livee within the context of the rural village and are subject to government authority. In
thee Indonesian government bureaucracy, the village is the smallest unit and consists of
severall other smaller units of social groupings called dwim and dukuh (hamlets). A
villagee head runs the village with the help of hamlet leaders and other village staff.
Whenn asked where they live, however, most people respond with their hamlet rather
thann their village, showing the tendency of the people to most strongly identify with
22

These programs went along with government programs on plantation agriculture through the
creationn of UPP (by local plantation affairs offices) and PIR (Perkebunan Inti Rakyat or Nucleus
Smallholderr Estate program) in the 1980s. In these two programs the state plantations trained and
developedd services and production means covering land preparation, planting, maintenance,
processingg and marketing.
33 There was recently a case of a member of the plantation's management staff who supported a
villagee head candidate through personally approaching plantation laborers. He did this indirect
campaigningg after closely examining the prospects of each candidate.
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theirr hamlet (Koentjaraningrat 1961:10). This also shows that people still associate
themselvess with traditional unities before state-defined ones4.
But,, as plantation workers, villagers also belong to the plantation's social system
andd are subject to its distinct rules and regulations. Those who live on the plantation
groundss identify more with the authority of the plantation's social institutions than with
thee village authority. This is because by living in accommodation provided by the
employer,, the management can exercise direct control over laborers bom during and
afterr work hours. In fact, it is through such intentional settlement patterns that the strict
managementt structure and exercise of authority and control over plantation laborers can
bee achieved (Jain 1970:236-237). Further, this creates paternalism in the plantation
system.. Laborers living on the plantation only refer to village authorities for practical
matterss such as procuring official papers needed to seek employment as well as land,
marriage,, divorce, and birth certificates. Despite several changes to internal plantation
managementt policies and external administrative matters related to state bureaucracy,
laborerss successfully maintain a sense of belonging to the plantation.
Workerss who live outside the plantation tend to have a greater sense of belonging
too the two overlapping social institutions. Laborers living outside the plantation are
engagedd in village-organized activities such as gotong-royong (mutual cooperation
projects),, arisan (regular social gatherings at which money can be won), neighborhood
security,, health and sanitation, and sports. At the same time they also join in plantation
sociall welfare activities such as the worker's cooperative, health provisions, and the
worker'ss association.
Whilee the two groups of laborers are divided by residential patterns, they are
unifiedd by their social status in the plantation's social structure, in which they occupy
thee bottom rung in the hierarchical order. Therefore both villagers and plantation
inhabitantss have the same relationship to the plantation. As will be elaborated further
on,, the extent to which the industrial organizations influence their labor lives such as in
thee division of labor within the family, control over family resources, the pattern of
authorityy in the family, rules of residence and forms of marriage reflects the degree of
controll and authority of the plantation (Reddock and Jam 1998).
Itt can also be found that both types of households are trapped in the same work
acrosss generations. As the plantation is far from other choices of economic activities,
laborerss are dependent on the plantation for their livelihood. As Mintz (1998:xii-xiii)
putt it, the past colonial status has hindered the ability of the local people (migrant and
non-migrant)) to advance economically. Following the experiences of their parents and
grandparents,, dependency on plantation work is reproduced through successive
generationss as well as in the families of migrant newcomers. Whether a person was
bornn into it or was introduced into it as an immigrant, she or he found it difficult to
escapee from the closed world of the estate because serious limitations were placed upon
ann estate coolie's spatial movements and occupational mobility.
44

Self-categorization plays an important role in creating group identity -affecting workers' solidarity
andd social security. This will be further elaborated in Chapter Seven.
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Plantationn workers are similarly hindered and kept immobile by inferior schools,
inferiorr medical facilities, bad labor conditions and the absence of alternative
employment.. Consequently, plantation workers are most likely to come from
householdss that have historically worked on the plantation. This is true for Kaligua
plantation. .
4.. Kaligua Plantation 5
AA detailed history of the company is outside the scope of the study, but the
HandboekHandboek en cultuur-en handelsondernemingen in Nederlandsc-Indie (de Bussy n.d.)
mentionss four erfpacht (concession or leasing) holders namely G. Göring, De Jong, H.
Kok,, and E.G.T. Gerlach who developed Kaligua plantation. Based on their erfpacht
rightsrights dated October 1882 they started quinine cultivation in 1889, which was then
followedd by tea planting in 1895/1896. At that time De Jong was appointed
administrator.. The ownership and management of the plantation changed over time and
inn 1959 Cultuuronderneming Kaligoea was one of several plantations listed in state
documentss for nationalization. The owner of the company at that time was listed as Fa.
Johnn Peet and co. (Ismet 1970)6.
4.1.. Plantation Hierarchy
Plantationss have always been arranged in a system of strict social and spatial
segregationn (Jain 1970, Bhowmik 1981, Kurian 1982). Social life and relationships
withinn plantations are shaped to a large degree by the conditions of their origin more
thann a century ago. A number of employee categories make up the hierarchical order
andd consist mostly of management staff, supporting staff, and laborers that can then be
brokenn down into more detailed categories.
Kaliguaa plantation, as has been mentioned before, is part of a state-owned
plantationn conglomerate headquartered in the province's capital city, Semarang. Beyond
thee plantation lies a hierarchical order involving administrators; headquarter staff, the
boardd of directors, and the board of commissioners that is responsible to the Ministry of
Agriculture7.. Discussion of this top layer of the organization is beyond the scope of the
studyy and, in fact, is mostly irrelevant in the day-to-day lives of plantation workers. As
onee of the companies in the plantation conglomerate, Kaligua independently organizes
itss employee structure. At the top is the administrator. He (the administrator is always
male)) is assisted by four plantation-wide supervisors as middle-managers (sinder).
Thesee are the top management staff and act as decision-makers over the daily operation
off the plantation. Field coordinators of plantation divisions and their supporting staff
makee up the following layers. All of these employees -small in number- are responsible
55

The information contained in this section is derived from informant interviews unless there is a
specificc citation stating otherwise.
66 Forrest (1985) mentions that John Peet was a British tea man who promoted the importation of
Assamm seed from 1830 to 1878.
77 The department to which state-owned plantations belong changes depending on the structure of the
cabinet. .
88 These are derived from the Dutch word administrateur widely used to address plantation heads in
thee past and sinder (attendant) positioned at the head of an afdeling (division). Administrator has
sincee been abbreviated to ADM and is now commonly used to address the administrator preceded
byy Bapak or Pak (Mister).
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forr the plantation's managerial and administrative tasks. Below these are the majority of
workerss who form the lowest rung on the hierarchal ladder and who perform production
workk in the garden and the processing factory as well as maintenance of the
infrastructure. .
Thee relationship between the workers on the one side and the plantation on the
otherr can be observed through the attitudes of each both on and off work. Following the
hierarchicall order of plantation management, casual workers positioned at the bottom of
thee hierarchy have no direct access to upper level management, particularly to the
administratorr and his staff. As explained in Chapter Three, the majority of these
workerss are organized in groups overseen by a mandor. These men act as mediators
betweenn the management and the workers (Grijns 1992 and details in Chapter Seven).
Inn their daily encounters both on and off-work they behave in a way reminiscent of past
relationshipss between masters and coolies.
4.2.. Labor Loyalty
Ass it is located in a remote area 'm highland Java, at least until the end of the 1960s
thee plantation represented a relatively closed total economic community that can still be
tracedd at present. Geographic conditions tied people to plantation life. Kaligua stretches
overr 400 hectares in the valley of Slamet volcano at an altitude of 1,000-1,500 meters
abovee sea level. It is an area whose isolation trapped people; 'once they get there, there
willl be no point of return'. Any attempts to give up work and leave the place would
havee to be considered strongly. Despite the recent availability of other sources of
livelihood,, most generations of plantation workers still engage in plantation work. One
underlyingg reason of this choice is their belief that plantation work belongs to their
ancestors,, the parents and grandparents who are culturally upheld with great respect.
Fromm the political-economic perspective of the plantation management, however, it has
beenn historically proved that the connection of the people to the plantation was part of a
systematicc mechanism to secure the supply of labor dating from the plantation's early
establishment.. The labor conditions and the placement of workers at the lowest level of
thee labor hierarchy have structurally proved conducive to the creation of labor loyalty
andd economic dependence.
Inn addition, cultural-based efforts were made to raise appreciation of plantation life.
Thiss was done through the mystification of Dutch pioneer De Jong's tomb, the use of
thee term mbah (grandfather) before his name and the creation of stories about the
generosityy of the man and the family. The saint myth of the pioneer was presumably
intendedd to be a parable, which might be entitled 'the tying of the people' (Jain
1970:125-127).. In addition, mystification of objects located all over the tea gardens,
suchh as Candi Ronggeng, Condi Budha, Tuk Bening, and the factory building and its
equipmentt have significantly attached people to the plantation9.
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Candi Ronggeng is believed to be the place where a ronggeng (traditional dance) was performed
duringg the inauguration of the plantation, Candi Budha is a monument built to honor village
descendantss although it is unclear why this place is named after Budha, Tuk Bening is the main
springg used for the factory and houses. People believe the spirits possess these places and they feel
obligedd to maintain them.
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4.3.. Financial and Class Stratification
Inn many cases, plantation workers are underpaid and exploited, conditions that
hinderr their possibility of upward economic mobility. Some workers, however, are able
too break through these barriers and achieve economic prosperity. Jain (1970:421) found
thatt the economic organization of labor is characterized by a combination of equality
andd inequality. Although laborers share a dependency on (low) earnings as well as a
similarr pattern of expenditure as a result of living in the same laboring community,
somee achieve unequal degrees of skill in handling their finances. Through
entrepreneurship,, laborers' social economic structure changes considerably with the
birthh and progression of groups of rich and poor. In the Kaligua plantation labor
structure,, a number of women manage to earn additional income by opening small
shopss for trade of daily necessities such as cooking oil,rice,soap, and candies and other
womenn occasionally sell homemade cakes. Two women from supporting staff
householdss opened eateries in their homes and three other women sell clothes, shoes,
cosmetics,, and kitchenware on credit. Alternative sources of income reduce the income
gapp between management staff, supporting staff and laborers. However, the shared
economicc status of staff members and certain plantation laborers does not unite the two.
Thee stratification of the poor and the rich is limited to only within the same group,
whilee upward mobility is hindered as far as the plantation hierarchical social structure is
concerned. .
4.4.. Supplementing Plantation Wages
Residence,, within or outside plantation boundaries, has little impact on the socioeconomicc backgrounds of most Kaligua plantation workers. Being a village inhabitant
doess not necessarily provide greater economic possibilities through other agricultural
work.. The research survey revealed that the majority of women workers, regardless of
theirr place of residence, come from landless households (80%). Among 55 landed
householdss only 29 percent own more than six bau (bau, a local measurement, is equal
too 400 square meters). This demonstrates the low socio-economic background of
plantationn workers. Women usually obtain additional income as wage laborers or from
theirr own small pieces of land through vegetable harvesting while men are engaged in
traditionall farm activities such as hoeing and fertilizing.
Itt is worth mentioning that the agricultural changes that took place in the early
1990ss and peaked at the end of the decade marked by the introduction of new varieties
off potatoes and intensification of cabbage cultivation by a number of affluent farmers
havee attracted many smallholders to try their luck with the same crops. The economic
crisis,, which was then followed by a multidimensional crisis starting in mid-1997 in
Indonesia,, led to high market prices for vegetables as well as export-oriented plantation
crops.. At the same time, political changes in Indonesia that took place in May 1998 led
too a breakthrough in consciousness over land-ownershiprights.Protests and land claims
rockedd many government and privately owned plantation companies at this time. Most
off these plantations were located in low-lying areas and produced tobacco, rubber and
coffee.. As the children and/or grandchildren of past landowners, protestors felt that the
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governmentt had unfairly treated them since the nationalization of Dutch plantation
companiess in the late 1950s.
Followingg this mass reclamation of land throughout Indonesia was the penjarahan
orr looting of lands and/or crops. There were no land claims made against Kaligua
plantationn concession land. But the local office of the Indonesian state-owned forest
companyy {Perusahaan Kehutanan Indonesia, or Perhutani), the institution responsible
forr the management of land-use in the surrounding forest, suffered from land looting by
villagerss including Kaligua plantation workers. A considerable number of people,
mostlyy from landless households, were involved in this looting. The men usually started
thee looting by clearing a piece of land by themselves or with the help of other
householdd members, and than fencing it as a sign of ownership. Later Perhutani
arrangedd use of this land officially through contracts, which specified land grants for a
certainn amount of time.
Thee coinciding profit from vegetables with looted forestlands provided a relatively
bigg but short-lived impact on local villagers' lives. Through the looting, many local
people,, including plantation laborers, managed to obtain a piece of land for farming
activities.. The survey in this study found that 106 out of 201 households have access to
thiss type of land, obtained either through looting or informal contract, and the majority
off these are less than 6 bau (76%). Some successfully profited from this arrangement
andd improved their economic standing through investment in housing construction and
electronicc appliances. Lots more, however, were unlucky and failed to profit from this
farming.. Most were newcomers who learned from successful farmers and later tried
theirr luck. As the economic crisis lengthened, market prices became unstable and
decreased.. This was compounded by lack of skills related to vegetable cultivation and
off initial capital needed for seedlings and fertilizers as well as lack of knowledge about
commonn causes of crop failure. By the time the research was conducted many of the
lootedd lands had been abandoned since the owners did not have enough money to
continuee planting crops. Some sold their cultivating rights to others and then worked as
wagee laborers on their former land. Thus, these rapid socio-economic changes had no
significantt long-term impact on women worker households.
4.5.. Attempts at Improving Work Conditions
Relatedd to government policy and the 1996 requirement that state-owned
plantationss create favorable working conditions for management and workers, a
cooperativee agreement (Kesepakatan Kerja Bersama, or KKB) was made in 2000. It
doess not address, however, die fact that the majority of plantation workers are casual
workerss who get paid on a contractual, piece-rate and daily basis. The effort to
formalizee workers' status by providing them with permanent status and thereby
guaranteeingg their labor rights, is still challenged by the fact that many workers are
involvedd in other agricultural economic activities. As far as women workers are
concerned,, careful consideration is needed of their traditional role, which requires them
too combine productive and reproductive work. As has been highlighted in Chapter
Threee and in later chapters, any attempt to formalize workers' status, therefore, must
addresss the existing socio-economic backgrounds of the laboring community and, in
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particular,, the notions of gender roles and relations in the (whole) plantation
community. .
4.6.. The Changing Position of Workers
Manyy believe that changes in attitudes and bargaining power exist in the current
reformationn era, marked by the fall of Suharto's New Order's regime in 1998. Practical
changess have occurred as a result of mass media exposure to workers rights and status
inn Indonesia. Certainly, these changes have been observed and confirmed by the
management.. Managers affirm that workers are currently in a better position compared
too previously and, indeed, this makes them anxious about the continuity of authority and
controll over workers.
NowadaysNowadays workers are getting better at protesting so the management has to be more
careful.careful. They have heard and learned from workers in the city and from other plantations, (a

managementt staff)
Yet,, bureaucratic order remains stable. Commands from headquarters and/or
administrator'ss decisions related to production activities are passed through the layers
off bureaucracy- from plantation-wide supervisor to sinder to mandor in the field beforee reaching the workers. For workers to address the top management, they must
alsoo go through this chain of command and thus are unable to approach management
directlyy without prior notice being given to their mandor.
4.7.. Administrators in the Eyes of Workers
Workerss are often the most critical in assessing administrators' characters. In most
conversationss with workers when they were asked to give their opinions of
administrators,, they were likely to speak a lot. They were especially good at comparing
administrators.. Most of the time they made their assessments based on how well the
administratorss treated the workers 'economically'. Not only did they keep track of
whetherr or not different administrators liked to say hello to the workers, but they also
notedd which administrators gave them gifts, no matter how small, such as used clothes.
Onlyy a few administrators were remembered fondly by the workers. One was an
administratorr who distributed prayer clothes for Moslem women {rukuh) through his
wifee in the 1980s.
MbahMbah De Jong was the first person in the plantation that laid the foundation for
maintainingg the image of generosity. Most workers and other members of the
communityy praised him as a good person because of his generous manner. Even though
nonee of the older informants, let alone the active workers, knew him personally, they
spokee fluently about how good and kind he was during his term at Kaligua. The image
off the generous administrator has been around for as long as anyone can remember. The
relationshipp between the administrator and the workers is best interpreted as a patronclientt relationship. In the plantation context, the administrator is a patron who does his
bestt to secure not only his personal wellbeing but also that of the entire plantation
throughh labor security and worker loyalty. From the workers' point of view, generous
administratorss provide economic satisfaction as well as emotional gratitude, and pride is
derivedd from being well treated by their superiors. The two calculate what they must
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givee in relation to what they receive, what Scott (1977) calls the rule of reciprocity or a
sett of moral expectations. Weix (2002) in her study of elite Javanese women who run
familyy firms argues that a patron's generosity in the form of gifts distributed as
monetaryy compensation for labor is also seen as a necessary component in securing
wealth.. Generosity is needed as symbolic capital (Scott 1985), which secures the elite's
positionn and its wealth: the plantation industry.
Nevertheless,, the limitations of an administrator's personal ability to deliver even
smalll gifts as well as decreasing economic profits prevent the management from
providingg satisfactory bonuses, clothes, work equipment, or other provisions and thus
makee it difficult to maintain the image of generosity. Since only a few of Mbah De Jong
successorss have successfully been seen as symbolically generous, the workers use ways
inn which administrators engage in social interactions with their laborers as other criteria
off assessing and memorizing their chiefs' attitudes.
Ass laborers are members of the plantation community living in or near the
plantationn grounds, informal encounters with management can occur at any time.
Despitee attempts to avoid direct encounters with top management, especially when
alone,, unexpected encounters can lead to short talks. Most of the time laborers shun
directt communication with management and feel most comfortable only showing
respectt through smiles and nods or by leaning forwards as is habitual in the Javanese
traditionn (membungkukan badan). For many workers their attitude depends on the
circumstancess at the time. The attitude of the respected person (whether or not they
showw willingness to further communicate), the presence of other people, and the
occasionn will affect workers' behavior in different ways. Related to this, workers
complainn about the different attitudes of the current administrator and the previous one.
ThisThis man is much quieter than the last administrator. As coolies we feel better if we have an
administratoradministrator who likes to make jokes and talks when he is visiting the gardens. We 'd rather
bebe criticized than just watched closely like this. (Sarti)

Inn following field supervisions by the administrator and his staff, different types of
behaviorr were observed. Workers are quiet and nervous when they are approached and
givenn directions on proper tealeaf picking techniques by their superiors. They react
differently,, are more relaxed and able to laugh, when these men make light jokes to
breakk the tension. The kinds of jokes are different in context and meaning from those of
overseerss and other male co-workers as will be discussed in Chapter Seven. When
encounterss occur while the workers are in a crowd, either during break time or at the
weighingg post, the atmosphere is the most relaxed. Usually one or two initiators are
neededd to reduce tension through their conversation. Indeed, in each group of pickers
thesee two or three workers are already best known by the overseers as troublemakers or
provocateurs.. Mandor also occasionally exchange stories on how these provocateurs
makee 'trouble' through their remarks10.
100 The term provocateur was widely used in Indonesia at this time. For many workers, calling these
personss provocateurs may not have any further meaning but the ones given this name expressed
anxiety,, "ƒ don't know what's wrong with my behavior Ijust try to be myself.... I react instantly to
anythinganything and I think this is why they call me the provocateur. I am a bit worried. I hope there will
bebe no negative effects from this name."
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Thee current Kaligua administrator, however, explained that he still encounters
workerss whose attitudes are, in his words, "like people in the old-style plantation"
wheree workers were differentiated by their respectful behaviors such as walking while
squattingg (laku dodok) and sitting on the floor to symbolize their inferior position. This
happenedd when a woman tea picker came to meet him in his house. Daring to come
directlyy to the administrator's house is very uncommon, but the woman explained that
shee was really worried about a rumor that there would be a worker's cutback so she
forcedd herself to risk coming to his house to clarify the policy. Grijns (1992) observed
thee same evidence in a West Java tea plantation in the 1980s. Workers attitudes to
plantationn administrators and their staff, therefore, reflect the unchanging hierarchical
naturee of social relations in plantation institutions despite changes in plantation
management,, rural village socio-economic conditions and in the broader context of
Indonesia. .
Overlappingg authority between the plantation and the village has been discussed
previously.. People show more respect to the head of the plantation than to the rural
villagee head. While the village head assumes power and control over the village
community,, the shared sense of belonging to the same locality allows people to behave
inn a more egalitarian manner with the village head and their staff. On the other hand, the
headd of the plantation is an outsider who is held in high respect by members of both the
plantationn and the village. The regular change of administrators every two to three years
meanss that he is always new and foreign in the eyes of the local people. The
administrator'ss characteristics related to his socio-economic attributes such as high
education,, property possession, and nativity contribute to the high standing of
administratorss both in and outside of the boundaries of the plantation's social structure.
Thiss leads to a paternalism that is far more oppressive in nature than the paternalism of
thee traditional village community, as this paternalism is between people who are
dividedd not only in interest but also in ideas and values (Beteille 1981 :vii-viii).
5.. Labor Recruitment and Household Labor Structure
Thiss section analyzes the effect of the plantation and its methods of labor
recruitmentt on the formation of household labor structures. It has been argued above
thatt most plantation workers belong to historically plantation related households. The
inxolvementt of household members in plantation work is systematic and in some cases
hass been conducted coercively through the recruitment of labor. In many cases,
plantationss are situated in remote and scarcely populated areas that force management
too rely on migrant labor. Migrant laborers mostly come from more densely populated
areass or places where people need new livelihood choices. By and large, these people
weree taken from traditional farming activities and brought into plantation life, which
actss as a total socio-economic institution that shapes both households and community
organizations. .
Recruitmentt of migrant labor was a crucial task conducted simultaneously with the
establishmentt of a plantation industry. This was done through the use of labor recruiters
taskedd with finding and transferring laborers to the newly established plantation. When
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plantationss were first established, they were dependant on labor recruiters, but once
theyy were fully operational and established in a region, they could rely on their
previouslyy recruited migrant labor force to reproduce itself over time, thus securing a
continuouss (family) labor supply.
Oftenn plantation management developed methods to increase the dependency of
laborerss and their households on the plantation. As migrants, the laborers were landless
andd owned no property. The plantation management was responsible for providing the
basicc needs of the workers and their respective households by involving them in
plantationn work. Thus, they were coercively forced to work long hours together with
theirr family members to ensure their daily survival. As Bagchi (1982:24) wrote,
"migrantt laborers acted as reservoirs of labor which effectively subsidized the advanced
capitalistt sector by keeping alive their families". The management intentionally created
cheap,, contractual, and piece-rate wage systems to increase the dependence of laborers
onn the plantation which at the same time provided laborers with neither the space nor
timee to seek other work. These conditions continued for the most part, except in the
casee of workers who were able to handle their finances in such a way so as to save
money,, a rarity given the system.
Itt is not clear how initial labor recruitment was conducted in Kaligua. Currently,
thee plantation employs laborers from neighboring villages. Only a small portion of these
aree accommodated within the plantation's boundaries. About 30 houses were built by
thee management for supporting staff and mandor, while casual workers are only
providedd a piece of land on which they are allowed to build modest accommodation on
theirr own. There are about 85 houses built on the plantation grounds to accommodate
1155 households (about 365 people). Even though the management prohibits the workers
fromm building permanent houses to ensure the vitality of the tea gardens, as
accommodationn is located in the gardens, there are always some people who try to
breakk the rules. In general, this rule is a non-issue as most inhabitants are financially
incapablee of renovating their houses; indeed most homes are still poorly constructed,
withh walls made from bamboo mats (gedhek) and lacking cement floors. However,
severall households have renovated their accommodations and used more permanent
materials. .
Thee management has also prohibited the construction of any new houses. This
meanss that workers must struggle even more to find accommodation. This policy has
beenn introduced to maintain the size of the gardens as the growing number of houses to
accommodatee new households has greatly increased since the founding of the
plantation11.. Younger workers must now look for houses outside the plantation, and
usuallyy turn to Taman and Kalikidang hamlets.
Thee laborers who currently live on the plantation grounds belong to the second to
fourthh generations of descendants of the original migrant laborers. The six oldest men
mentionn several areas in the Banyumas regency as their parents' places of origins. A
111 According an informant, in 1969, there were only 11 houses surrounding the plantation. This
increasedd to 34 houses by 1984 (Tim Peneiitian Lapangan Keluarga Mahasiswa Antropologi 1984)
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numberr of younger people are also able to recall memories of their parents and/or
grandparentss speaking about their original villages in lower lying lands. One mcmdor
proudlyy explained that his uncle, Sakub, was known as the 'forest pioneer'. Sakub is
noww used to describe the highest areas of the gardens to commemorate his merits.
Kaliguaa plantation started its second development in the late 1960s, a period also
markedd by a new wave of migrant laborers. This new batch was accommodated on the
plantationn grounds together with the laborers who had weathered the plantation's times
off difficulty in the 1940s, '50s and again in the mid-60's. New migrant laborers were
recruitedd due to the lack of available workers in the area (as many had moved from the
areaa when there was no longer work available). As on many other plantations, many
Kaliguaa workers were involved in a plantation labor union (Sarikat Buruh Perkebunan
Indonesia,Indonesia, or Sarbupri) which was harassed following the bloody dissolution of its
parentt organization, the Indonesian Communist Party, in 1966. The negative image of
plantationn workers at this time and the anxiety involved in plantation work caused many
formerr workers to wait until they felt secure before rejoining plantation work.
Inn its development, the plantation was also able to recruit local laborers to
supplementt its labor reservoir. These local laborers most likely were from near landless
householdss that used plantation work as an alternative source of income. Like their
felloww migrant workers, the attachment to plantation work has created long-term
dependencee supported by landlessness. All plantation laborers originate from similar
socio-economicc backgrounds regardless of their status as migrant or non-migrant
laborers,, i.e. from landless households at the lowest socio-economic levels. Several
workerss confirm this by identifying themselves as the poorest in their village's socioeconomicc structure (Grijns 1987, Wattie 2002).
5.1.. The Role of Labor Recruiters and Overseers {Mandor)

n

Inn the early development of colonial plantations throughout the world, labor
recruiterss played a significant role13. This began with the need for plantation
managementt to secure labor supplies to work in relatively remote and scarcely
populatedd areas where plantations were commonly established. The brokerage system
effectivelyy shaped the official hierarchy and eventually helped foster management
paternalism.. Later, this paternalism was extended to embrace crucial areas of laborer
householdss and community subsystems. The labor recruitment process, the role of the
laborr recruiter, and management paternalism together affected the formation of
householdd labor in the plantation community. In the Indonesian labor system, labor
recruiterss and supervisors were widely used in the past and continue to be so despite
significantt changes in the nature of the work.
122 The term mandor was originally used in Indonesia for 'labor recruiters and brokers'. This term has
sincee come to mean 'overseeing supervisors'. Because of this confusion, in this section the
appropriatee English translation will be used in place of mandor.
133 Labor recruiters are called mandor in Java and Sumatra (Breman 1989, Pelzer 1978) arkatis in
Assamm and sardar in North Bengal (Bhowmik 1981), the Indian-Tamil kangany in Malay and Sri
Lankaa (Jain 1970, Rote 1986, Kurian 1998). Currently mandor is used on Indonesian tea
plantationss in the same way that sardar is used in Sri Lanka; to denote overseers or mediators
betweenn the plantation and its workers (Jain 1998).
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Thee history of the development of plantations worldwide accounts for the
transformationn in the roles of recruiters related to several changes in the labor market,
plantationn management and the role of the state. Initially, the management employed a
middlemann responsible for seeking and transferring laborers from their places of origin
too the plantation. Later more middlemen selected from available laborers were also
employedd as recruiters to directly find workers in their places of origin. The
managementt intentionally employed this new type of recruiter to avoid the plantation's
completee dependence on the first batch of recruiters (Grijns 1992:68). These people
laterr combined the roles of recruiters and supervisors of the labor gangs in the
plantation'ss work divisions. As recruiters and supervisors, these men possessed very
powerfull roles between laborers and management (see Breman 1985). They also played
significantt roles during labor scarcity, such as when laborers were engaged in
agriculturall activities.
Inn oral histories these men have always been represented as politically and
economicallyy powerful, and to women plantation workers they were also considered
sexuallyy powerful. Nadia (1987) in her historical study on women tea pickers in West
Javaa plantations notes their influential role. Women were mostly forced into intended
indebtednesss through down payments to ensure their readiness to work when they were
needed.. As most were the abandoned wives of migrated husbands and thus
economicallyy deprived, many women had no choice but to rely on their labor and thus
neededd strong relationships with labor recruiters. Many concubines and/or polygamous
lifestyless involving labor recruiters and women laborers resulted from their powerful
position.. The image of womanizing recruiters, indeed, is still prevalent despite current
sociall and economic limitations. The influence of this image in the context of gender
andd labor relations and how this has affected violent behavior will be discussed in
Chapterr Seven.
5.2.. From Recruiter to Supervisor
Thee transformation of the role from recruiter to supervisor took place for several
reasons.. In Indonesia, Grijns (1992:69) accounts for this change due to surplus of labor,
govv em ment intervention and the labor union movement. For state-owned plantations,
governmentt policy related to the restructuring of plantation organization in 1967
increasedd state control over plantation authority and thus significantly reduced the role
off the labor recruiter. They were no longer needed for recruitment of labor, but were
insteadd employed as direct supervisors paid by the management. This decreased their
controll over laborers, as their pay was no longer derived from the deduction of
approximatelyy 10% from their laborers' wages. The separation of recruiter and
supervisorr was part of a management strategy to undermine their powerful bargaining
position. .
Thesee changes, however, did not completely dispense with workers' dependence.
Ass found in this study, women workers have to maintain good relations with their
supervisorss to secure their position and other related economic matters. Strategically,
thiss enables women to keep their number in the supervisor's logbook and to rejoin work
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afterr a long absence. Practically, women workers are still indebted to their supervisors,
ass they can turn to their supervisor for cash, which is then deducted from their wages. A
numberr of supervisors even act as salesmen of food supplements and cosmetics. They
persuadee their workers to use these products, which they claim promote health and
beauty. .
Fromm the supervisor's perspective, as indicated in interviews with Kaligua
supervisors,, their current position is an awkward one as they are still overshadowed by
thee old image of powerful recruiter and supervisor while in fact they now have less
powerr in terms of economic performance. As indicated by Breman (1985:71), changes
madee to the labor and recruitment processes victimized the supervisor more than
anyonee else, as they risked losing their powerful position.
5.3.. Plantation Strategies for Steady Labor Supplies
Plantationn management, on the other hand, benefits from steady labor supplies and
thee decreasing recruiter-supervisor role. Therefore, with the notable exception of sugar
plantationss where demand from other sectors competes for scarce labor, many
plantationss have no interest in labor-displacing investments (Rote 1986). Moreover, the
recruitmentt of local people benefits the management because they do not have to pay
forr accommodation but still manage to have stable workers even during labor scarcity
duee to indebtedness to the supervisor (Nadia 1987). Currently in Indonesia, the threat of
laborr demands for better working conditions, remuneration and protest over land
ownershipp must be carefully managed. However, such threats are still far from real as a
politicall climate unfavorable to labor includes the government's resistance to uphold
workers'' interests and which favors the plantation industry.
Thee process of labor recruitment has clearly dominated household labor formation
andd limited time and spatial mobility of laborers in favor of the plantations' own
interests.. Despite several changes in the labor process, which have been explained
above,, the plantation still assumes control over the labor supply through the
maintenancee of relationships with rural villages to secure political support when needed
(seee also Mather 1983). In Kaligua plantation, a good example of this took place when a
mushroomm company was established nearby in 1995-1996. This was considered a threat
too the plantation's reservoir of labor. The need of the competing company for women
laborerss to perform similar types of work, mushroom picking, created anxiety in the
plantation'ss management. A solution was finally found when, in a meeting involving
thee village heads, the plantation management and the mushroom company management,
laborr security for both companies was agreed upon. Later, this agreement became one
off the workers' complaints during worker cutbacks in the plantation (see Chapter
Seven). .
5.4.. Challenges Inherent in the Total Institution
Thee previous sections have argued that the labor recruitment process involving
migrantt labors and local villagers has forced laborers to the bottom of the hierarchical
structuree of the plantation. The shared characteristics as landless and near-landless
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peoplee who are enticed into plantation work defined by a tightly knit hierarchical social
structuree affect the future of the workers. The connection of the workers and their
householdss through the exchange of labor as well as the pattern of income and
expendituree dictated by the management's wage system are sources of the (unchanging)
conditionss of plantation laborers. These conditions demonstrate the total nature of the
plantationn community. Physical boundaries are removed because along with changes to
plantationn management and labor conditions many workers reside outside the plantation
boundariess and only a few remain living within the plantation grounds.
Administratively,, laborers fall under the village authority, as the lowest level of the
state'ss bureaucracy.
Mostt women and their household members use alternative jobs to meet their basic
needs.. They have a choice of public facilities such as schools, shops, markets, and
healthh clinics. Transportation to reach the outside world is improving. The women
workerss are also allowed to leave work for occasions related with social and cultural
activitiess and take extended leave for pregnancy and childrearing. However, the
increasinglyy open characteristics of the plantation are not necessarily followed by
increasess in women's consciousness of life choices outside the plantation. As it has
beenn argued, the basic structural characteristic of the plantation as a strongly
hierarchicall organizational system lead to laborers' persistent poverty and dependence
andd ensure that release from plantation control is very difficult indeed. Thus, the one
constantt among laborers in the plantation community is the attachment to the plantation
economy,, which has historically, culturally, and socially limited them from accessing
opportunitiess and preserved the nature of the plantation as a total institution.
6.. W o m e n as Workers and Members of Plantation Communities
Thiss section is concerned with the position of women in three overlapping
domains:: the household, the community and the plantation. The industrial organization
off the plantation, that is, the institutional arrangement connected to production and the
market,, establishes a pattern of authority and control over almost all aspects of the lives
off the people within its territorial limits (Jain 1970). It is important to understand how
thee plantation integrates production and reproduction (Kurian 1982, 1998). It is within
thiss context that gender power relations in the daily lives of women workers in the
Kaliguaa community are examined.
6.1.. Recruitment of Women Workers
AA detailed history of women's labor recruitment and the importance of women in
thee migration of the plantation labor force are beyond the aims of this chapter. Studies
havee found that Indian and African women were recruited independently from their
placess of origins during indentureships (Mathurin-Mair 1998, Reddock 1998) while
otherss argue that planters did not intentionally recruit women workers for plantation
workk except for cooking and to fulfill the sexual needs of male workers (Stoler 1986,
Shameemm 1998, Shepherd 1998). The ways in which gender functioned in the
recruitmentt of labor is related to specific conditions present in specific locations and the
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wayss in which plantations were initially established. Some migrant workers took along
theirr families when the plantation was not far from their place of origin, as in the case
off plantations in Java. Others left their families behind and only later returned for them
oncee the plantation was more established.
Physicallyy assumed as stronger than women, men were more suited for cleaning
bushh and forest for the gardens. They also worked in the construction of housing and
otherr company infrastructure. After some time, wives and other women were brought to
thee new settlements, while other men married local women. When plantation crops
weree ready for harvesting, women were considered ready and fit laborers (Konings
1998).. The types of crops grown on the plantation determined to a certain extent the
sexuall division of labor: in almost every tea plantation, a considerable number of
womenn laborers were utilized as tea pickers in the gardens and sorters in the processing
factoriess compared to those employed in sugar cane and oil palm plantations.
6.2.. Women's Burdens at Work and at Home
Commonly,, femininity is cited as the reason for women's employment in delicate,
careful,, and patient work (Konings 1998, Grijns 1987). In fact, the real conditions of tea
pickingg have little to do with these characteristics. Women must be physically strong to
survivee the daily tasks on a tea plantation. The work of the tea pickers is monotonous
andd repetitive and is carried out regardless of wind, rain, fog, or sun over mountainous
teaa gardens (see also Kurian 1982:1961). Physical strength is required to walk up and
downn the mountain slopes while carrying big basketfuls of tealeaves from garden plots
too weighing stations. The planters' purposes behind creating a division between heavy
andd light work, was to devalue women's labor and to rationalize their low wages (Jain
1998:123). .
Beingg at the bottom of the hierarchical order, women laborers are the most
vulnerablee to violent acts perpetuated by their (male) supervisors. In Sri Lankan
plantations,, Kurian (1998) observed the occurrence of gender violence, which can take
thee form of physical threats and harm perpetrated by men at all levels, the management,
overseers,, coworkers, and husbands. Women are also vulnerable as targets of male
sexuall assault in the workplace (Gulati in Oppong 1992). Sadly these problems are
neglectedd both by society and the state and are seen as domestic matters and therefore
privatee and which, with the exception of the most extreme cases, are no business of
societyy at large. In the Indonesian context, violence against women in plantation
communitiess is also found in Breman's historical study (Breman 1989:95-96). Nadia
(1987)) reports on the occurrence of abuse of power by overseers of their women tea
pickerss and relates this to the economic insecurity and needs of poor women.
Itt has been demonstrated that a large number of characteristically landless, near
landless,, deficient in property, and unskilled generations of migrant labors as well as
'local'' people who accept low economic returns for their labor make up the majority of
thee Kaligua plantation community. The social economic backgrounds of these workers
hass been and still is of considerable importance for an understanding of the position of
womenn in the plantation and how this affects aspects of their lives both at and away
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fromfrom work. Reddock and Jain (1998:15) use a multidisciplinary approach of crossculturall perspectives of female labor in the plantation institution and show that both the
valuee and fact of women's productive and reproductive work are largely mediated by
institutionall patterns of male authority and domination. Kurian (1998:72) clearly
explainss this situation related to the fact that most laborers live within a proximity to
plantationn boundaries. The pattern of residence within and outside of the plantation
groundss causes "a certain intermittency in the jobs undertaken in the field and within
thee household, which creates a degree of continuum in the range of activities to be
undertaken;; and which underlines the close relationship that exists, both spatially and in
time,, between two areas of work."
Inn the home and at the plantation, there exists the same pattern of labor-intensive,
timee consuming and monotonous work, which perpetuates the same sexual division of
labor.. Men and women are assigned different tasks that fit into their expected roles and
expectationss both in the households and at the plantation. Consequently, as indicated by
Kuriann (1998:72), similar patterns of authority and control within these two different
contextss can be observed, '"male domination in one sphere, both shapes and reinforces
thee same tendency in the other sphere, and places women in a rather extreme form of
subordinationn in the overall structure of work".
6.3.. Women's Economic Dependence
Ass wage earners, women workers in Kaligua plantation should have some degree
off economic independence, but the discriminatory wage structure based on an
underestimationn of women's work -as light and unskilled- and valuation of women's
incomee related to traditional gender roles have forced them to depend on men for their
ownn and their children's subsistence. The latter can be examined in income allocation
andd patterns of expenditure.
Too some extent women may not be aware that their allocated income in nyadong
andd their indebtedness to mandor are clear expressions of their dependence on men and
plantationn work. Nyadong is a direct deduction of wages for material goods that can
onlyy be redeemed at the plantation cooperative shop. Nyadong refers to the way women
obtainn rice and/or gasoline from the cooperative. Almost all women plantation workers
regardlesss of their husband's status are involved in nyadong, which leads to
indebtednesss to the cooperative initiated by the management. They need approval from
theirr mandor to obtain the materials, such as rice or gasoline, in the form of permission
slips.. Mandor also decide the amount of rice and/or gasoline the workers can obtain
eachh payday. Therefore, not many women actually manage to bring their wages home
onn payday. Instead, they bring money from home, mostly from their husbands' pockets,
too pay additional nyadong expenses. With no more cash in their hands, women must
thenn rely on their husbands' money not only to pay the debts for rice and/or gasoline but
alsoo for daily expenditures in the following days and weeks. Their dependence on their
husbands'' contributions temporarily stop only if they are able to have better gains
duringg abundant crops. At that time they can pay for the rice and/or gasoline and still
havee some cash to take home. In many cases indebtedness also occurs through asking
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mandormandor for cash advances against their earnings, a strategy that further complicates the
positionn of women workers. Gender roles and expectations are the reasons behind
women'ss responsibility to nyadong even if their husbands also work and have access to
plantationn cooperatives.
Economicallyy independent women workers still have to cook and shop as these
taskss have been traditionally assigned to them. Therefore, women must go to the
cooperativess to shop and simply because they have money they have to pay. Even
thoughh many women argue that their earnings are significant for meeting household
needs,, they describe their earnings as only secondary and complementary to their
husbands'' wages when asked to compare the two. Being empty-handed and indebted
theyy are not confident enough to consider themselves as significant income earners.
Somee critical women, however, do claim that their earnings are just as important as
theirr husbands as they contribute to buying rice, the most important daily necessity in
ann Indonesian household.
6.4.. Women's Multiple Workloads
Thee plantation management and society in general consider household tasks to be
thee natural function of women, and not work, and thereby justify the multiple workloads
givenn to women. These multiple workloads, however, make it difficult for women to
fulfilll their many responsibilities. Indeed, women must find ways to complete tasks in
thee home and at the plantation while also fulfilling their obligations as community
members.. Community members are expected to attend and participate in mutual
cooperationn projects, ceremonial feasts, celebrations, regular social gatherings at which
moneyy can be won, Islamic religious gatherings, and other communal festivities
organizedd by individual households or the community. Despite their reluctance and
wearinesss they are forced to take part not only in appearance but also through in-kind or
monetaryy contributions, which add to the women's burdens.
Thiss is related to the expectation in Javanese households that women are
responsiblee for household finances. Bearing the status of household economic
managers,, women are caught in a dubious position. In most cases, Javanese women's
highh status and autonomy in the family are due to their responsibility for household
financesfinances that ultimately allow them to be the final decision maker over the daily
allocationn of income. However, not all women take advantage of this role. In most
cases,, as we shall see later, the expectation of money management by women only
increasess their efforts to meet the needs of the family. Frequently women are faced with
thee task of managing empty resources. These gender role expectations further increase
thee risk of gender violence, as will be discussed more intensively in Chapters Six and
Seven. .
7.. Concluding Remarks
Thee development of plantation companies in the former Dutch East Indies is
closelyy related to the growth of plantations in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuriess following the introduction of newly imported crops to colonized countries.
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Despitee many changes in plantation administration as a result of the policies
implementedd by the post-colonial, nationalist Indonesian government, the strictly knit
malee dominated plantation social structure hierarchy still persists. Overlapping
authorityy between the plantation and the rural village over plantation workers favors the
former.. In Kaligua plantation there is a group of people, mostly women workers, who
dependd on the plantation's existence not only for economic but also for historical,
social,, and cultural reasons. Their attachment to the plantation work through exchange
off labor as well as pattern of income and expenditures dictated by the plantation limit
theirr knowledge of life choices outside the plantation, a condition that preserves the
totall character of the plantation.
Womenn plantation workers' dependence and membership in the lowest level of the
plantation'ss labor structure make them potential victims of gender and class-based
violence.. Sad stories of recurring gender violence and other violations of women's
rightss add to the bad reputation of the plantation industry in general. Even though these
storiess are regularly transmitted orally and meagerly exist in plantation research, the
phenomenonn of plantation gender related violence remains an understudied topic. Thus,
thiss piece of work is meant to give these women an opportunity to be heard.

Chapterr Five

Demandss for Gender Equality
andd Government Responses:
Linkingg the Macro and Micro Contexts

Introduction n
Thee chapter has a tripartite structure, first focusing on a short discussion of the
rootss of the formation of women's national political movements in Indonesia prior to
andd during the Dutch colonial era and the ebb and flow of such movements during the
strugglee for and shortly after independence. As Indonesia has signed many international
conventionss concerning women and human rights, the second part of this chapter aims
too describe government policies and programs on gender issues as responses to growing
internationall and national demands for gender equality. Questions about the
government'ss role in accommodating the needs and interests of women -politically,
practically,, and by merely paying lip service- are posed to understand women's status
andd rights in the macro-context of Indonesia. This covers the New Order period (19671998)) through to 2001. In the third section, the interrelationships between the macro
andd micro contexts of the plantation community along with local ideas on women and
genderr relations will be analyzed. In this way, women's life experiences will be
contextualizedd in the ecological framework of gender violence. As such, this chapter
addressess the structural and socio-cultural constraints which explain why it is difficult
forr women's movements and government policies to reach grassroots levels, in this case
plantationn workers.
Inn addition, the chapter discusses four substantial issues related to the difficulties of
governmentt and other concerned organizations to address the needs and interests of
womenn plantation workers using gender and women's rights perspectives. First, situated
inn a relatively remote area of Central Java, the plantation community is rarely impacted
byy the ongoing demand of gender equality and women's rights in the broader
community.. Village governments and the plantation authority are not concerned with
thee concept of gender equality and justice and thus do not implement programs related
too the elimination of gender-based discrimination and violence. Instead, the role of rural
womenn as active household earners is taken as proof of women's high status and role in
thee community.
Second,, women workers play crucial roles in day-to-day plantation operation
throughh their labor both for production and reproduction roles. Unfortunately, efforts to
improvee women's social status and their bargaining position in the domestic, public and
communityy spheres necessarily bring them into contact with the highly hierarchical and
malee dominated plantation social structure, leaving women in a vulnerable position
whenn engaged in such activities.
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Thee third issue has to do with the operational definition of the concept of violence
againstt women used by government and non-government agencies. International and
nationall treaties on violence against women have included physical, psychological, and
sexuall violence as aggression against women's health and rights but little attention has
beenn paid to violence and harassment considered 'less harmfur and 'more bearable'
whichh takes place in the daily lives of women at all levels, in this case in the plantation
community. .
Finally,, there are also socio-cultural gaps that hinder the influence of ideas on
genderr equality and the elimination of gender violence on women plantation workers.
1.. The Women's M o v e m e n t in Indonesia: D e m a n d s for Equality and
Justice e
Noo discussion of the Indonesian's women's movement would be complete without
Kartini,, celebrated Indonesian feminist of the early 20 century. This section briefly
describess the initial demands for women's emancipation based on Kartini's writings and
lifee experience and the Indonesian women's movement's struggle for equality and
justicee during pre-independence and in the newly independent state1.
1.1.. Kartini's Inspiration and the Birth of Women's Organizations
Severall Indonesian women have been politically influential in local efforts to fight
colonialismm at different times and places in the archipelago. It was with Kartini.
however,, that the women's movement in Indonesia came into being. The beginning of
thee twentieth century, a time of growing consciousness in Indonesia for independence,
wass also marked by the opening of women's eyes as to their position both as colonized
citizenss and women. Kartini, who died at a young age in 1904 only a few weeks after
shee gave birth to her only son, was declared a national hero in 1964 for her inspiration
andd action taken for the future of Javanese women and Indonesian women generally.
Thiss heroine was born into a noble family, a fact that might lead to some criticism, but
shee had brilliant thoughts and ideas that differentiated her from other aristocrat women.
Thiss was because her criticisms were directed at her personal life experiences, a life that
forr many others would be seen as a dream. On the basis of her life experiences and her
witnessingg of women who were stuck out of sight in unequal social roles and relations
withh men as well as her encounters and correspondence with Dutch feminist Stella
Zeehandelaarr and the Dutch Director of Education, Abendanon and his wife, Kartini's
ideass of emancipation magnificently expressed the living conditions of Javanese women
andd eventually her own crises and tears. Kartini was a true nationalist when she argued
thatt by educating women, their roles as wives and mothers would be significantly
improvedd and, in turn, future family and community welfare and nation building would
bee secured. She also expressed her feelings about the damaging effect of colonization to
nott only the lives of civilians but also to the local elites. The latter referred to her own
father,, who upheld colonial political interests and had no independent status as regent

Forr greater detail see Wierenga (1995) whose book introduces crucial periods in Indonesian history
thatt were significant for the women's struggle for equal rights.
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(bupati)(bupati) of Jepara, and therefore could not defend the interests of his own people (see
alsoo Toer 1990).
Kartinii was, in fact, the first Indonesian feminist who questioned and demanded
women'ss emancipation in her era2. For the most part Kartini blamed women's universal
lackk of education as a result of traditional restrictions on women's participation in
publicc life. At that time, noble women were free only during the first twelve years of
theirr life. After this they were shut away behind the walls of the palace (keraton) and
keptt from independently engaging in public appearances or public issues. This was
supposedd to be the ideal time for women to find husbands and start their new lives as
wives.. This was also the time in a woman's life when she might encounter marital
abusee or polygamy, two issues that Kartini fought against. Kartini's enduring demand
forr women's involvement in public affairs was not readily applicable to most Javanese
womenn who exist outside royalty and elite family backgrounds. Indeed, most rural
(Javanese)) women have been involved in agricultural and other productive activities for
timee immemorial and through this attained more equal status with their male
counterpartss in the household and in the community. But, education was not irrelevant
forr these women. History reveals that women's status had been degrading due to
changess in the modes of production (Boserup 1970) and the idea of womanhood held by
thee patriarchal system of royal elites, colonials, and the interpretations of religious
teachingss (Traitler-Espiritu 1996). Years later, the Indonesian state's construction of
genderr roles during the New Order era would have a significant impact (see section
5.2).. By demanding equal opportunity for education as a basic weapon to enter society,
Kartinii was intrinsically asking for equality of the social roles of men and women
regardlesss of their socio-cultural backgrounds. She was aware that when women and
menn had more equal access to education and public life, their traditional roles and the
notionss of manhood and womanhood would be transformed.
Whilee Kartini's work is noted as an individual struggle that indirectly worked to
emancipatee women, the milestones of the history of the Indonesian women's movement
weree the establishments of Poetri Mardika and a number of other women's
organizationss in the 1920s. Facilitated by the first nationalist movement Boedi Oetomo
inn 1920, the birth of Poetri Mardika clearly showed the close connection between the
Indonesiann women's movement and a broad nationalist movement struggling for
emancipation,, nationalism, and freedom from colonization (Suryochondro 1984). At
thatt time, women's organizations were inspired by Kartini's ideas to improve women's
sociall status through the establishment of women's schools and periodicals in both
collectivee and systematic ways. The women's movement in Indonesia during its early
stages,, indeed, shared general political interests with that of the struggle for
independence.. It is understandable that women marched hand in hand with their male
counterpartss to fight for justice while at the same time also struggled for their own
interests:: women's rights and equality. Nevertheless, the fact that colonization also
limitedd men's political rights, meant that the demand for gender equality did not play a
22

The word 'emansipasf (emancipation) defined as persamaan hak (equal rights) is much referred to
inn Kartini's work. Usually 'equal rights' is used more widely.
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strongg role in the struggle for emancipation and thus women's suffrage was mainly
takenn up by European women (Wierenga 1995).
Duringg the pre-independence era, women's organizations held four Women
Congressess (Konggres Peremption) that addressed several issues substantial for the
improvementt of women's status and welfare. Among these were education, the
protectionn of widows and orphans, marriage reform, the improvement of women's
dignity,, forced marriage, traffic in women, political rights (the vote), women's labor,
healthh and sanitation, and the infant mortality rate, one issue still relevant in Indonesia
today.. Women's interests, however, were not uniform mostly due to the differing
ideologicall backgrounds of their corresponding organizations. Tension arose over
marriagee law, specifically the issue of polygamy and the improvement of women's
statuss in marriage, between nationalist, Islamic and non-Islamic organizations.
Resistancee came from male leaders of Islamic organizations who did not allow their
women'ss sections an equal voice. The three types of organizations were able to agree on
thee need for improving women's married life and at the same time not challenging
Islamicc marriage law, interpretation of which allows up to four wives. The fight against
polygamyy was unlikely to be won, so many women activists let the issue slide to make
progresss in other areas. The need to serve the major political collective interest of the
Indonesiann people, rather than to address solely the interest of women, excluded the
debatess of polygamy and other exclusive gender-related matters. It wasn't until the
Indonesiann marriage laws of 1974, that polygamy was finally constrained. These laws,
however,, remain open for discussion because their underlying principles are conflicting
andd biased, as shall be discussed later.
1.2.. The Japanese Occupation
Thee Japanese occupation from 1942 to 1945 had an extremely devastating effect on
thee life of the Indonesian people. In this period, all human and economic resources were
devotedd to support the war against Western domination by promulgating the Asian,
Easternn spirit. Promises by the 'older brother' (Japanese occupiers) to fulfill Indonesia's
dreamm of an independent state were not realized until the war turned in favor of the
Alliess in 1945. Women's movement organizations active before the occupation were
destroyedd during this time. Japanese war policy only allowed mass organizations to
supportt the war; three women sections were created as part of main organizations,
namelyy Barisan Poeteri Asia Raja part of Gerakan Tiga A, a Japanese military force;
Barisann Pekerdja Perempoean Poetera part of Poesat Tenaga Rakjat (Poetera), a labor
organization;; and Huzinhokokai, a women's wing of the Java Service Association
(Jawa(Jawa Hokokai). However, the Japanese authority gave women no clear roles in the
establishmentt of these women's sections.
Thee only all women's organization, Fujinkai, was initiated in 1943. Its activities
supportedd Japanese soldiers and Peta (a guerilla force of Indonesian men trained by the
Japanesee military), through the food supply and red-cross assembly. In addition, social
workk was initiated to improve women's skills in the form of literacy programs, health
care,, and food diversification programs to cope with famine and shortages that emerged
ass a result of the war. Fujinkai was organized in line with existing bureaucratic systems,
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andd its members were thus wives of elite bureaucrats. Despite its social work with poor
womenn in certain areas of Jakarta, in some areas of Surabaya the word Fujinkai carried
aa negative connotation as it only involved elite women, the wives of civil servants
(Lucass 1997). During that time the spread of the split values of womanhood as heavy
workerss who yet had to maintain their beauty were made through speeches and
newspaperr advertisements as part of the Japanese effort to promote the image of women
ass wives, mothers, and workers. Because many women had to work hard to make a
living,, only those who belonged to the elite, predominantly Fujinkai members, could
attainn the beauty aspect of this campaign. The association of the word Fujinkai with
high-classs prostitution was most likely a form of hidden protest by rural poor women
whoo lived in severity against prosperous women who lived in high style in the shadow
off their husbands.
Olderr Indonesians who experienced the Japanese occupation easily recall sad
memoriess of living through famine and shortages. However, this period provided
experiencee in physical and mental training and exercises in surveillance under the
Japanesee military that to some extent were taken advantage of by women as well as
men.. Women learned how to make a virtue out of coping with the brunt of food,
clothing,, and essential daily goods shortages (Lucas 1997). The most damaging effect
onn women, however, was the Japanese use of comfort women (jugun icmfu) to entertain
Japanesee soldiers. The term glosses over the sexual brutality that survivors have
describedd in their testimonies years later3.
Manyy members of former women's organizations were involved in Fujinkai
activitiess or other local women's social networks, and thus were able to stay active and
connectedd to their goals of improving women' status. Through maintaining contact,
theyy were able to develop their ideas and await their reunion, apparent in the
inaugurationn of the Indonesian Women's Congress (Konggres Wanita Indonesia or
Kowani)Kowani) in February 1946, a few months after independence from the Japanese.
1.3.. The Soekarno Era (Post-Independence)
Shortlyy after Independence, the re-birth of the women's struggle for equal rights
wass made through the establishment of a new organization called Indonesian United
Womenn {Persatuan Wanita Republik Indonesia, or Perwari), which was then followed
byy the creation of several other women organizations. Similar to the pre-Japanese
occupationn era, these women's organizations came from diverse backgrounds related to
politicall ideology, locality, and interests. Later these organizations joined Kowani,
whichh served as a federation run by representatives of member organizations. While
thesee organizations were united by the same goal to fulfill the needs of the newly
independentt Indonesia, tensions around the issues of marriage laws and polygamy
resurfacedd during the post-independence era (1945-1966). Other issues such as political
rightss and women's labor were more clearly addressed during Soekarno's era. In this
period,, women were given the right to vote and to have parliamentary positions, signs
Forr details in the disclosure and impact of the sexual enslavement of Indonesian women see among
otherss Hartono and Yuliantoro (1997) and Juningsih (1999).
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off the recognition of the political rights of Indonesian women. The era was also marked
byy appointment of three women ministers at different times. In addition, laws
concerningg women's labor were produced. Some gender biases, however, remained.
Elliott (1997) argues that the laws were concerned with protecting women's roles as
motherss and wives and had nothing to do with women's rights in choosing work or
gainingg promotions, which would thereby secure economic independence. For instance,
Laww No. 1/1951 forbid women from working in mines, operating heavy equipment,
workingg underground and working at night. Exceptions were made only if the job
benefitedd the public good, such as in a case of hospital nurses. Women really needed
improvementt of their status at work and not merely the protection of their gender roles
ass mothers and wives. In the same manner, the launching of Law No. 80/1958, a labor
laww that demanded equal pay for women and men in the same work and position, was a
signn of government accommodation to gender equality rights proposed by women
activists.. However, the law gave women little advantage and the underlying principles
inn the context of the law have been questioned. The real problem was that women and
menn were mostly engaged in segregated work in which women occupied low-wage
employmentt positions. This was associated with the characteristics of work, which
requiredd patience and manners suitable to women's traditional attributes.
Women'ss struggles for better marriage laws were badly betrayed when President
Soekarnoo took his second wife. This was a real blow to the struggle to end polygamy
whichh started with Kartini and which was fought for since the first women's congress in
1928.. Contrary to the demands of women activists to create marriage laws that would
bunn polygamy, government decision number 19/1952 allowed for civil servant pensions
too be granted to up to four widows. This law clearly demonstrated the government's
commitments,, and resulted in protests by women activists, both individually and on
behalff of their corresponding organizations, during the eighth anniversary of Perwari on
Decemberr 17, 1953.
Thee era was also marked by a weaker demand for modern laws to protect women
fromm marriage abuse and polygamy. There was even a loss of support from nationalist
andd non-Islamic organizations, once the steady opponents of Islamic women's
organizationss in discussion of such issues in the past. Wierenga (1995) argues this was
thee fault of women. Women were prominent figures during pre-independence not only
ass good mothers and wives but also as fighters for equal rights in the domestic and
publicc spheres. After independence, however, the public and domestic arenas were more
focusedd on the re-conceptualization of equality and difference that had traditional and
religiouss basis in kodrat (women's virtue). Interpretations of kodrat argue the four M's
off reproductive rights, namely menstrnasi, mengandung, melahirkan, menyusui
(menstruation,, pregnancy, giving birth, and breastfeeding). Most women perceived their
domesticc roles as homemakers and childcare providers as related to their kodrat as these
roless are a consequence of their womanly virtue. At this time, many women's
organizationss were gradually turning from politics to involvement in charity and social
issues,, thus associating themselves more with traditional gender roles. One could argue
thatt the women were satisfied with their achievements in political rights, thus they left
thee issue of politics to male leaders while busying themselves with social welfare issues
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relatedd to their kodrat. As a consequence, men were then dominant in the political
arena,, and thus there was no attention given to household issues; marriage law and
polygamyy were abandoned.
Althoughh a few strong women were elected to parliament and served on the
Kowanii board, their efforts met with little success. Issues like marriage and polygamy
lawss were seen as irrelevant in the dominant (male) political nation building agenda.
Demandss centered on the improvement of women's status were considered independent
sociall issues with defined gender interests that should be discussed by women.
Therefore,, the women's struggle for equal rights was again handicapped by the
definitionn of gender differences and spheres, which were re-emphasized after
independence. .
Thee battle against polygamy, however, has been a long one, continuing even
today4.. Despite the introduction of marriage laws in 1974 which are seen to empower
wives,, women still face conflict over their roles. This was because during the New
Orderr era, women's position and roles in the nation were formulated in decentralized
wayss that have big impacts even in present Indonesia. As was shown in the previous
chapter,, women living in the village and working as plantation workers are nonetheless
influencedd by the dominant interpretation of gender roles and expectations, which are
observablee in cultural practices and division of labor.
2.. The Birth and Progress of Government Commitments to Gender
Equalityy during the New Order Era
Thiss section extensively examines the demand for and government response to
genderr equality and justice during the New Order regime. This era was a significant
periodd in the development of all aspects of Indonesian livelihood. For more than 30
yearss under the New Order regime, Indonesian women were the targets of systematic
statee formulation of the ideal woman. This strategy is evident in official documents that
clearlyy define women's roles in contemporary Indonesia. In practice, it made use of
bureaucraticc organizations involving the wives of civil servants at all levels of
government.. This strategy followed its predecessor, the Japanese era Fujinkai. Thus the
wayss in which the government mobilized women for the development process was not
totallyy new.
2.1.. Constructing the Ideal Indonesian Women
Thee ambivalence regarding Javanese women's status was crucial with regard to the
politicall changes that took place in Indonesia during the New Order era. A distinct
patternn developed, known as Ibu-ism (Ibu is a respectful term used to address wives,
mothers,, and other women, thus Ibu-ism could be denned as Mrs.-ism; DjajadiningratNieuwenhuiss 1987), providing the basis for a specific form of gender ideology. This
20011 and 2002 were marked by contesting campaigns between pro-polygamy and pro-monogamy
movements,, particularly in Jakarta and Yogyakarta. The former was represented by a notable
Javanesee restauranteur who has four wives and declared himself a polygamy campaigner; the latter
wass a reaction organized by women actvists and organizations to block the restauranteur's
extensivee poligamy campaign in which he used mass media and Islamic activities.
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combinedd elements from both Javanese and Dutch social values, with a strongly
idealizedd concept of 'mother' at its center. It revolves around the notion that women
'naturally'' perform the role of mothers, caring for men, children, family, and beyond to
includee the wellbeing of a community and even so far as to include the State, doing all
off this with no demand for power or prestige in return. Ibu-ism achieved its most formal
andd influential position by its ruthless application to members of 'Dharma Wanita', a
nationall organization extending its (compulsory) membership to the wives of civil
servants.. It has subsequently prompted the introduction of the term 'State-Tfcww/w'.
Ideally,, women are seen and behave as "...appendages and companions to their
husbands,, as procreators of the nation, as mothers and educators of children, as
housekeepers,, as members of Indonesian society - in that order..." (Suryakusuma
1996:101). .
Onee direct result from the clearly defined, hierarchical nature of Indonesia's
bureaucracyy during the New Order era was the successful and systematic development
andd implementation of this ideology in all layers of society, particularly in Java. It was
instrumentall in reproducing and reinforcing the strongly patriarchal social system. At its
centerr lies the implication of submissiveness of a woman's position as wife and mother.
Whenn a woman's position as a wife is considered more important than as a mother and
headd of the (nucleus-) family, there is a strong negative influence on her economic
independencee as a wage earner, which in turn condones a weak bargaining position in
generall for women when facing their husbands. In public life too, through this ideology
itt became possible to regulate the subordination of a woman's position to that of a
man's,, any man's, regardless of their marital relationship. The roles ascribed to and
expectedd from women as defined by the successful implementation of 'Ibu-ism' thus
resultedd in the subordination of their position in the public domain. No longer would
theirr public appearance be independently, individually theirs, but instead it would
foreverr be associated with their gender role. This also brought about the marginalization
off women in labor positions5.
Thee creation of the specific gender roles and expectations during the New Order era
wass strengthened by rapid economic developments, particularly industrialization, which
resultedd in the separation of household and workplace. In one study (Wolf 1986:287292),, it is described that married women are forced to choose between housework and
paidd work in the factory. A similar situation for the young generation of women
entrepreneurss was identified (Brenner 1998:240-241). They gradually adopted the role
andd image of housewife, responsible for housework and child care, while the
acquisitionn of economic resources was left to their husbands. In Indonesia, and
particularlyy in Java, the government-sponsored role and image of women reinforced by
politicall gender economics found easy acceptance, since it was not dissimilar to the
Javanesee cultural ideal of women's lower social status in the public domain, as
comparedd to men.

Regardlesss of the workers' position, men were found to receive better pay than women, doing the
samee work, assuming that men are the primary income earners, while women are not (Wolf 1986).
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Itt was in the early stage of the New Order era when the struggle for equal rights of
menn and women came to fruition in the establishment of the much fought for marriage
law,, finally signed in 1974. Although opposition from Islamic organizations which
resistedd the implementation of any marriage law was present, the launching of Law No.
1/19744 as the first modern marriage law promised the development of equal gender
rights.rights. The practice of polygamy is restricted among Indonesian civil servants in
governmentt regulation No. 10/1983, which serves as the guideline for implementation
off the marriage law. Substantial weaknesses in the law, however, leave many issues
openn for discussion. This is because the law makes it possible for a man to take a
secondd wife, so long as this is approved by the first wife. Men have many ways,
however,, of securing this permission, and it is not unthinkable that wives could be
forcedd into agreement or that husbands could use other ruses to obtain approval. In
addition,, the implementation of the law is limited to civil servants and thus still allows
alll other Indonesian men to use the Islamic interpretation of polygamy law. Currently,
thee revision of this law is one of several issues on the agenda of women activists.
Additionally,, this law is politically disadvantageous to the struggle for gender
inequality.. The implementation of the 1974 Marriage Law can be interpreted as one
meanss to legalize gender-biased ideology and the process of 'housewife-ization'.
Despitee Indonesia's boast of equal rights for all citizens, as is formally laid down in
bothh the 1945 Constitution and the encompassing state ideology known as Pancasila
(Fivee Principles), women are treated unequally in the 1974 Marriage Law in terms of
rightsrights and opportunities. This law clearly defines that the husband is head of the
householdd and provider for the family, and that the wife is mother, whose main
responsibilityy is the household. Thus Article 31 states that the husband is the head of the
familyy and Article 34 states that "... (1) The husband shall protect his wife and provide
alll necessities of life required in a family to the best of his ability; and (2) the wife shall
managee the household to the best of her ability..." The law legitimizes the inferior and
economicallyy dependent position of married women, while, at the same time, the lack of
supportt for women to independently acquire income places them in a vulnerable
position. .
ThroughThrough the establishment of official state-defined roles of women in Panca
DharmaDharma Wanita (Five Women's Duties), stated in the Garis-garis Besar Hainan
NegaraNegara (GBHN, the State's Policy Guidelines) 1974, gender politics were introduced
intoo the Indonesian discourse. The five women's duties include being a loyal
companionn to the husband, a wife and manager of the household, a mother and educator
off the children, an earner of extra income and a social worker, as well as an Indonesia
citizen.. The implications of this strongly familial ideology go beyond validating the
exclusionn of women from public life. It provides a naturalized model of hierarchy and
authorityy and showcases the patriarchal family as a model for social behavior and for
thee unequal exercise of power and rights. According to this model, ideal women share
attributess of submissiveness, quietness, soft-spoken-ness, vulnerability and willingness
too be the supporting partner (of the male).
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Duringg the New Order era the establishment of Dharma Wanita and PKK
(Peningkatan/Pendidikan(Peningkatan/Pendidikan Kesejahteraan Keluarga, the Improvement/Edu
Familyy Welfare) were used effectively as channels for the state ideology of gender
relations,, which embraced all public and domestic issues. For the 30-year New Order
period,, Dharma Wanita was the official women's organization both for the wives of
civill servants and women civil servants. In addition, PKK, with its Ten Basic Programs,
wass a cutting edge program on family and community welfare targeting women in
diversee communities throughout the country6. It was the principal mediating body
betweenn the state and urban lower-class neighborhoods (kampong) and rural
households,, which operated through women-centered activities.
Thee basic principle of Dharma Wanita and PKK was the improvement of women's
skillss in practical issues related to traditional women's roles as wives, mothers, and
communityy members. Membership was mandatory for women. Women who worked as
civill servants or were working women married to government officials had to join
Dharmaa Wanita, and all married women in the community regardless of the status of
theirr husband or their husbands' work had to join PKK. Women's full participation in
bothh organizations was expected, and their time and labor to be given voluntary. In the
plantation,, too, the influence of these two women's organizations was significant.
Permanentt women workers were expected to be involved in Dharma Wanita
PerkebunanPerkebunan (Plantation Dharma Wanita) formerly the worker's wife association
(persatuan(persatuan isteri karyawan, or Periska) in their capacities as wives (of plantation
workers)) or themselves as workers. At the same time, as village community members
theyy were also expected to participate in the PKK activities.
Duringg the early stages of the reformation era, shortly after the 1998 resignation of
Suharto,, Indonesians were in a state of euphoria over the freedom from
authoritarianism.. Among other impacts, on my observations, this included a feeling of
detachmentt from the uniformity of organizations. Dharma Wanita dealt with this by
changingg its name to Dharma Wanita Persatuan as an effort to reform its image. Other
women'ss organizations also changed their names; Dharma Wanita Perkebunan became
Paguyubann Ibu-ibu (The Association of Ibu-ibu, a term used to refer to women, wives,
andd mothers). These name changes, however, were more of an effort by the
organizationss to distance themselves from the New Order era than to substantially
changee their philosophy or activities. Indeed, there were few changes made to the
organizations,, and over time, people gradually began to again refer to Dharma Wanita
ratherr than Dharma Wanita Persatuan, as they found that they remained the same in
character. .
Ass the only women's organization for women civil servants and the wives of male
civill servants, Dharma Wanita was a strategic government weapon for the spread of its
Thee programs covered Pancasila, fostering mutual help (gotong royongX food and nutrition,
clothing,, housing and home economics, education and skills, health, cooperatives, environmental
preservation,, and appropriate domestic planning. See Wierenga (1995), Blackwood (1995), Tiwon
(1996),, and Suryakusuma (1996), for exploration of the link between Dharma Wanita, PKK and
otherr wife organizations, and government ideology and their influence on local interpretations of
genderr roles.
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ideass of femininity to all levels of the bureaucracy. The appointment of wives of the
headss of government bodies as the heads of local Dharma Wanita organizations
facilitatedd the dissemination of these ideas. This mechanism had a clear end, the idea of
genderr roles were transferred to families and communities through involvement in the
organization.. Through this mechanism, women who were exercising power due to their
husbands'' position in a government institution had the opportunity to develop their own
stylee of persuading other women -especially the wives of their husbands' inferiors- to
accumulatee power to secure the husbands' position. Low-level women civil servants
andd the wives of their male counterparts often felt as though they were forced to
participatee in the organization's activities as participation would significantly affect
theirr own or their husbands' koruiUe (working records used in evaluation). The more
activee the women were in mobilizing members to be involved in activities, the more
successfull they were considered at securing their husband's position. In this regard,
womenn were forced to become involved in the political interests of their husbands as
subordinatess of them. Interestingly, although women were seen as submissive, as stated
inn the first of the Five Women's Duties (loyal companion to the husband), at the same
timee they werefrequentlyconsidered powerful. This was because of their capacity to
securee or endanger their husbands' career through their involvement in Dharma Wanita.
Mostt recognized that husbands' positions more or less depended on their wives
strategicc moves. Active efforts to approach the wives of a husband's superiors through
involvementt in the circle of powerful women behind the boss could be achieved
throughh Dharma Wanita7. With regard to this, women's subordinate positions were
utilizedd for (male) political reasons and thus the powerful position of women was
neitherr because they stood on their own nor because they were pursuing their own
interests.. Instead, their efforts were an attempt to promote thee status of their husband to
whomm they were loyal.
PKK,, as a state-initiated women's activity, was also a channel for introducing
genderr roles to women in the community who were expected to be its members. The
wivess of government leaders at all levels headed PKK. This mechanism made it
possiblee for the program to involve women in the community. Rural and urban middleandd lower-class women, who make up the vast majority of Indonesian women, were
memberss of this program, which was established in multilevel small groups of
householdd and neighborhood associations. As in Dharma Wanita, the wives of
governmentt leaders did their best to successfully use PKK to support their husbands'
prestige.. Wives of village heads were prominent PKK leaders in the neighborhoods.
Thee program mechanisms and activities effectively supported the dissemination of
state-definedd gender roles.

Inn order to foster personal prestige most women acted as if they themselves were in power rather
thann their husbands. This was popular among men and women inferiors, which gave Dharma
Wanitaa a negative reputation.
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Interestingly,, many women's organizations were created and organized following
thee nature of Dharma Wanita and PKK8. These organizations were established on the
basiss of men's positions and prestige regardless of the women's personal positions. The
reproduction,, socialization, and general acceptance of the ideal images of masculinity
andd femininity were widely spread, and managed to reach even grassroots women,
includingg women plantation workers as targets of village PKK programs.
2.2.. The Ministry of Women'ss Affairs (1978-2000)
Thee establishment of the Ministry of Women's Affairs in 1978 was a remarkable
politicall step in the acknowledgment of women's issues in Indonesia9. In its efforts to
achievee gender equality and justice, the Ministry underwent several changes in its
strategiess reflected in changes to its nomenclature. In 1978 the Ministry was initially
namedd the Junior Ministry of Women's Roles and Affairs. In 1983 this was upgraded to
thee State Ministry of Women's Roles and Affairs commonly referred to as MenUPW
(Menteri(Menteri Negara Urusan Peranan Wanita) through the issuance of Presidential Decree
No.. 25 1983. From 1998-1999 the Ministry was named the State Ministry of Women's
Roles,, commonly called Menperta {Menteri Negara Peranan Wanita), having removed
thee word Affairs {umsan). Despite its weaknesses, the Ministry played a central role in
channelingg ideas and providing space for debates on women and development in
Indonesia. .
Initially,, the Ministry adopted global ideas on Women in Development (WID)
establishedd during the United Nations Women's Decade. Following the WTD paradigm,
thee underlying assumption of women's problems was rooted in the low quality of
women'ss lives, which resulted in their inability to join the development process in the
samee ways as men. The solution, therefore, was to integrate women in development
throughh the improvement of women's skills and the creation of technologies that suited
womenn to ease their burdens. The strategies included women's projects, women's
componentss within larger projects and increasing women's productivity, income, and
abilityy to look after the household (Moser 1993). Through the Ministry, for the first
timee the vision for the improvement of women's roles in the development process was
sett up in the GBHN 1978 which clearly argued the role of women in nationbuilding. At

Organizationss of armed forces' wives such as Persatuan Isteri Tentara (Persit) Kartika Chandra
Kiranaa (land forces), Pia Ardia Garini (air forces), Jalasenastri (navy), and Bhayangkari (police),
whichh were established much longer than Dharma Wanita also had mainstreamed ideas of gender
roless similar to Dharma Wanita. Outside the bureaucratic orders of government institutions, many
women'ss organizations deliberately imitated Dharma Wanita through Persatuan Isteri (wives
associations),, such as Persatuan Isteri Insinyur Indonesia (the association of the wives of
Indonesiann engineers) and Persatuan Isteri Dokter Indonesia (the association of the wives of
Indonesiann medical doctors) which were set up as charity organizations. In this way other women's
organizationn were associated with PKK activities in which they gained widespread cynical remarks
ass the abbreviation of Perempuan Kurang Ken aan (women who have no work).
Severall women's organizations that contributed to the founding of the Ministry were the Komite
Nasionall Kedudukan Wanita Indonesia (KNKWI), a union of a number of women's organizations
underr the New Order regime such as Kowani (Konggres Wanita Indonesia), KAWI (Kesatuan Aksi
Wanitaa Indonesia), and SEKBERGOLKAR (Secretariat Bersama Golongan Karya). Through
Decisionn No. 04/KEP/MENKO/KESRA/3/1984, all KNKWI activities were organized through the
Ministryy (Center for Population and Policy Studies and Ministry of Women's Empowerment
2002). .
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thatt time, the influence of gender roles stated in the 1974 Marriage Law were stressed
inn a broader context.
Thee development programs implemented by the Ministry of Women's Affairs
emphasizedd the multiple roles (peran ganda) that women play, which consist of three
aspects:: in family welfare, the labor force, and community management. These embrace
bothh the reproductive and productive roles of women (Moser 1993). In the
implementationn of programs related to domestic tasks and community welfare, the
implementationn of most women's development programs overlapped or were designed
cooperativelyy with Dharma Wanita and PKK. The Ministry of Women's Affairs worked
inn cooperation with other government institutions such as the former Department of
Labourr Force, Transmigration and Cooperative, the Department of Health, the
Departmentt of Social Affairs, and the former National Family Planning Board in the
improvementt of women's skills and education to integrate them in the development
process.. Standardization of the ideal Indonesian woman was achieved through the
integtationn of several programs.
Too improve program formulation using local and/or regional perspectives, the
Ministryy played a significant role by stimulating the establishment of university-based
Women'ss Studies Centers. These centers were expected to be think tanks for researchbasedd policies and programs applicable to the areas of Indonesia in which they were
based.. As government-initiative institutions, candidates trained in gender matters let
alonee gender sensitiveness did not always staff these centers. Thus, the centers grew in
differentt directions and achieved different levels of performance. Several centers were
stronglyy influential while many others remain stagnant10. Despite this, the centers did
stimulatee gender awareness among junior and senior intellectuals, which led to the
inclusionn of gender studies as a focus of interest in their respective academic
disciplines.. As the Ministry of Women's Affairs had opened Indonesian eyes to gender
issues,, so the university centers, despite their weaknesses, brought women's issues to
thee fore of academic disciplines and allowed their recognition as important social issues
att the universities concerned (Center for Population and Policy Studies and Ministry of
Womenn Empowerment 2002).
Inn the late 1970s, the global women's struggle adopted a new paradigm of gender
andd development (GAD). Rather than improving women's role in the development
process,, this strategy focused on the enhancement of women's status related to gender
relationss pertaining in the community. Worldwide this strategy was adopted as a
responsee to the failure of the WID approach to improve women's status. This strategy
stressedd the socio-cultural factors affecting gender inequalities. The underlying
assumptionn was that women had become victims in the development process and were
leftt behind because of unequal gender relations in the community. Therefore, it was
seenn as important to address gender sensitiveness to both men and women, as the goal
wass to empower women and transform unequal gender relations.
Prindivillee (1992) concludes that it is an inherent transformative potential of the subject matter and
thee method or commitment and energy of those involved the development of women's studies in
Indonesia. .
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Inn Indonesia, though, the change in name of the Ministry of Women's Affairs from
thee State Ministry of Women's Roles and Affairs (MenUPW) to the State Ministry of
Women'ss Roles (Menperta) was less significant. Yet, the insertion of a gender and
developmentt strategy in the global context influenced the perspective of Menperta. The
usee of the GAD perspective in the Ministry was evident in the adoption of the vision of
genderr equality in the development process. The GBHN 1983 stated that the Ministry
wass responsible to improve gender equality, and aim for "the equal and perfectly
harmoniouss partnership between men and women". These changes were made possible
throughh the participation of women leaders and activists in several international
meetingss which enriched their gender perspective, such as United Nations (UN)
gatheringss to write and establish the Convention to Eliminate All Forms of
Discriminationn Against Women (CEDAW) in 1978 and the 1985 Women's Conference
inn Nairobi. In 1984, the Indonesian government ratified the UN Convention to
Eliminatee All Forms of Discriminations Against Women (CEDAW). International
gatheringss such as the International Conference on Population and Development
(ICPD)) Cairo in 1994 and the Fourth World Women's Conference in Beijing in 1995
furtherr stimulated initiatives to accommodate this new perspective. Signatures and
declarations,, however, did not translate directly into action.
InIn reality, there were no clear achievements in the efforts to improve women's
statuss owing to the persistent ideas behind policies and programs that emphasized
women'ss reproductive roles rather than empowering women to have equal power
relationss with men and equal rights in all aspects of their livelihoods. Most programs
stilll used the framework of development paradigms that considered women as labor
assetss in the development process. These program stressed the improvement of
women'ss roles to make them part of development processes. At the same time, it was
expectedd that their traditional domestic tasks be fulfilled, leaving these women with
multiplee burdens. The United Nations Development Program's (UNDP) in its 2002
Humann Development Report noted that Indonesian women aged 15 and above made up
55.6%% of the labor force for the production of economic goods and services in 2001.
However,, these women tended to form the majority of low-paid, low-ranking workers.
Theyy typically earned 60-70% of the wages earned by men for comparable work. These
statisticss reflect the general situation of women's work by which their wages are
perceivedd as secondary incomes and their involvement in manufacturing is mostly
relatedd to the stereotype of the docile women. As a result, women are subject to lowwagedd work and exploitation neglecting the fact that hard work has never been
secondaryy for these women. For a long time the idea of partnership was merely political
rhetoricc in government efforts to improve the status of women.
3 .. T h e 'Reformation' Era
Thee reformation era began with the resignation of Suharto and the collapse of the
Neww Order regime in 1998. Following the first free presidential election in 1999, a new
cabinett was formed, in which the name of the Ministry of Women's Affairs was once
againn changed, this time to the State Ministry of Women's Empowerment (Menteri
NegaraNegara Pemberdayaan Perempuan or MenegPP), which was then changed in 2002 to
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thee Ministry of Women's Empowerment (Kementrian Pemberdayaan Peremption). The
insertionn of the words pemberdayaan (empowerment) and perempuan (a synonym of
wanita,wanita, woman) symbolized two principles. First, it demonstrated the government's
commitmentt to the gender and development paradigm which focuses on empowerment
issues.. Second, the replacement of wanita (with its negative connotations) with
perempuanperempuan was an effort by the new government to distance itself from the New Order
discoursee and definitions of gender relations11. Therefore, the name of the Ministry
politicallyy reflected women's needs in the new paradigm along with changes to the
broaderr political context of Indonesia, from the old New Order era to the new reform
12 2

eraa .
Itt should be mentioned that the struggle to gain gender equality and justice was
justifiedd in the 1999-2004 National Development Program {Program Pembangunan
Nasional,Nasional, or Propenas). The document mentions that the state is responsible for
improvingg 1) women's roles and status in the nation and state through national policy
carriedd out by institutions capable of fighting for gender equality and justice and 2) the
rolee and self-sufficiency of women's organizations while keeping the values of unity
andd uniformity and the historical values of women's struggle in order to continue the
effortss of to empower women, the family and social welfare.
Thee inclusion of gender issues in state documents was a part of the government's
attemptt to mainstream gender in development programs. The statements serve as a
politicall basis for introducing gender equality and justice as the only visions of the
Ministryy for policy planning, programs and implementation. As a consequence, the
missionn of the Ministry is formulated into five strategic issues, namely: 1) the
improvementt of women's quality of life; 2) the socialization of gender equality and
justice:: 3) the elimination of all forms of violence against women; 4) the reinforcement
off women's human rights; and 5) capacity building and improvement of self-reliance of
women'ss institutions and organizations. This was later followed up with the formulation
off the 2000-2004 National Development Master Plan on Women's Empowerment
(Runcanaa Induk Pembangunan Nasional Pemberdayaan Perempuan, or RJPNAS PP).

Inn pursuing its goals, in 2000 the Ministry of Women's Empowerment set a new
strategyy to address women's issues in Indonesia called gender mainstreaming
{pcngarusidtamaan{pcngarusidtamaan gender* or PUG) through the issueance of Presidential Instr
(Inpres)(Inpres) No. 9/200013. This strategy was adopted as a reaction to changes in the global
1

'' The word 'vram'/cr' (woman) was used during the New Order era in accordance with the state's
constructionn of women's roles which reinforced the subordinate position of women. Many
Indonesiann activists oppose this word, as it is derived from the Javanese clause ''warn ditata
meaningg 'subject to be ordered'. The word ''perempuan,'' means 'yang diempukari' Qaighlyrespectedd person) and thus is preferred as it more greatly values and respects the positive attributes
off womanhood (see Feillard 1997).
'"" The change was made possible since the Minister appointed belonged to the political party of the
neww president. The young bright Minister had not yet achieved any significant improvement in
challengingg the bureaucratic and substantia] issues of women and empowerment when a new
Ministerr was appointed in 2001.
133
See Center of Population Policy Studies and Ministry of Women's Empowerment (unpublished
reportt 2002) for a critical evaluation of the Ministry's capacity to use gender mainstreaming
strategy.. This section is derivedfromassessment research I participated in during 2001-2002 with
CPPSS GMU and the Minsitry of Women's Empowerment.
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paradigmm of the women's movement initiated in the Fifth World Women's Conference
inn Beijing in 1995. While there are varying definitions of the concept, gender
mainstreatningg strategy entails any effort made to accomplish gender equality and
justicee systematically through government structures. In previous programs, the
improvementt of women's roles and status in the development process targeted women
directly;; the strategy of gender mainstreaming, however, focuses on the government to
achievee change. The roles of policy makers and government staff are central as they
occupyy the layers of government bureaucracy. This strategy deals principally with
policyy analysis and program implementation with the assumption that development will
achievee its goals only if all steps of the planning process and programs include gender
perspectives.. Therefore, gender awareness among policy makers and implementors is
keyy to gender mainstreaming.
Inn order for the gender mainstreaming strategy to be effective, the Ministry
announcedd a One Door Policy on the basis of Law No. 25/2000 regarding the National
Developmentt Program (Propenas). This policy is meant to bring together concerned
partiess with the same vision of gender mainstreaming strategy. This is applicable to all
aspectss of development and all levels of central and regional governments. In doing so,
thee organizational structure of the Ministry has been transformed by establishing a
genderr mainstreaming division headed by a deputy minister. Direct constraints,
however,, occur related to the legal order in Indonesia. Legally, Inpres are less
politicallyy forceful than Keppres (Keputusan Presiden, Presidential Decisions). Inpres
aree usually made as a response to temporary issues; these are generally less controlled
andd provide no clear sanctions against those who do not follow them. Keppres,
however,, are the result of the demand that clear action be taken in an issue being
discussed.. The decision that called for the use of Inpres rather than Keppres in the
gender-mainstreamingg document reflected a lack of government awareness of gender
issuess at that time. During the proposal for the Inpres, political rumors spread that the
Ministryy would be disbanded. Many hoped that a Keppres would be issued, but there
wass concern over time constraints, as Keppres require legislative evaluation. This led to
supportt for the quick approval of the gender mainstreaming statutory law, thus an
InpresInpres was favored as it only requires the president's signature. The Ministry still exists,
butt at the time, there was much uncertainty over its future, and thus an Inpres was
preferablee as a binding legal document for gender mainstreaming strategy; given the
fearr that the Ministry would be abolished with no legal documents for gender
mainstreamingg in place. The low statutory level of the document can also be seen as a
reflectionn of gender (in)sensitivity in Indonesia. The Indonesian paternalistic
bureaucraticc system added to the critical need for the statutory document. Gender
equalityy and justice were simply not seen as crucial matters deserving legislative
attention. .
Thee essential shift in the Ministry's paradigm supported by official legislation and
documentation,, did not, however, lead to the automatic achievement of gender equality
andd justice. Internal challenges include lack of appropriate organizational and
ideologicall support for gender equality, justice, and empowerment. The Ministry's
Strategicc Plan (Renccma Strategis, or Renstra) does not clearly state how the institution
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willl adopt ideas of empowerment in their future work. There is little consensus on
definingg gender matters14. This does not reflect merely a lack of gender sensitivity, but
alsoo gender bias on the attitudes of state staff. Little can be expected from policies and
programm planning implemented by staff with inappropriate knowledge and outlook. As
indicatedd by partner institutions, lack of gender sensitivity and commitment to the
paradigmm changes were reflected in the inability of the Ministry to serve as a resource
centerr for women's issues. Most officials assigned to deal with gender issues in low
levelss of government -at the provincial and district level- reported a lack of information
andd other technical and material support from the Ministry. Their offices were not
providedd with sufficient guidelines, papers, and other materials to support gendermainstreamm ing efforts. It is understandable that they expect further support from the
Ministryy in program implementation, as the Ministry has traditionally played a
significantt role in the establishment of the women's sections in their offices in the past.
Externally,, biases and misunderstanding of gender issues and the characteristics of
partnerr institutions have eradicated commitment for the achievement of gender equality
andd justice. Even though the legal basis of a gender mainstreaming strategy has been
takenn up and serves as a political basis for institutional relationships between the
Ministryy of Women's Empowerment and other government institutions, coordination
lackss synergy. Low participation of other institutions in the support of women's
programss can be seen clearly in how they respond to meetings initiated by either the
Ministryy or women's sections of lower levels of government offices. The Ministry has
workedd on a number of focal points with several government institutions. The
Ministry'ss staff are very proud of this achievement because the focal points are
consideredd critical for introducing gender mainstreaming in these institutions.
Unfortunately,, the staff that often attends these meetings are from echelons three and
fourr (relatively low level officials) who play less significant parts in policy formulation
orr program planning. The lack of commitment to gender mainstreaming is evident in
this.. This is also worrying as it means that there is little hope for future action in these
institutionss and thus that gender insensitiveness in policy will continue to remain a
seriouss problem.
Furthermore,, in some programs initiated by other sectors of government
institutions,, the gender mainstreaming strategy has been misunderstood as a WID
perspective.. This creates programs that are based on the idea of 'add women and stir',
thus,, the indicator of success relies only on whether or not women are present in the
program.. In addition, there is little attention given to gender related issues since these
programss tend to believe that the inclusion of women is enough, and that those women
alreadyy have high status. Indonesian women of the lower and middle classes are
activelyy involved in income activities in agriculture, petty trade, and small-scale
industriess as wage or family laborers. Program planners see this, and as a result have no
clearr idea of how to address gender sensitive programs to women whom they think have
Ass one enters the office of the Ministry, the absence of a spirit or aura of struggle for equality and
justicee can be observed. Ornaments and artifacts displayed around the building symbolizing
traditionall women's roles as mothers and wives do not reflect the official goals of the new
Ministry. .
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noo problems. Instead of prioritizing the involvement of women in program
identification,, planning and implementation, they disregard women's issues in sarcastic
ways,, as wasting time, money, and energy. In practice, gender mainstreaming is
confusedd with gender-related programs and both are identically misunderstood as the
participationn of women in development and other aspects of livelihood. By involving
womenn in such development programs those institutions can claim their program is
genderr mainstreamed or gender sensitive.
Basically,, gender mainstreaming strategies are handicapped by ideological and
structurall constraints. Values and attitudes of program implementers are often
unn supportive of dissemination and operationalization. The current president of
Indonesiaa is a woman, but this in no way constitutes a guarantee that gender concerns
aree mainstreamed at the executive level. The president must remember that in the days
leadingg up to the 1999 general elections, the possibility of a Madame President being
electedd was seen as a threat and drew negative reactions from many religious leaders.
Somee stated openly that a woman could not be the president of Indonesia. Therefore,
thee need for the improvement of women's participation in politics is still high and is
relevantt to CEDAW.
Thee 2000-2004 National Development Master Plan on Women's Empowerment
(RIPNASS PP) stipulates a quota of 30% women in the legislative, judicative, and
executivee bodies, and was expected to improve women's representation in the political
arena.. Indonesia ranked 112th in the 2003 UNDP Human Development Indicator in
women'ss political participation, out of 175 countries surveyed (United Nation
Developmentt Project 2003). In general, women are underrepresented in the political
arenaa as demonstrated by the percentage of women 9.2% and 9% in Majelis
Permus\\ awaratan Rakyat (MPR, The People's Consultative Assembly) and Dewan
Pcrwakilann Rakyat (DPR, House of Representatives) respectively. Women tend to be
concentratedd in DPR commissions in post that are traditionally seen as 'soft' relating to
women'ss issues such as religion, education, culture, health and population (CETRO
2002.. Parawansa 2002). In addition, in 2001, only 2% of 336 districts were run by
womenn and only 3.4% of the country's 670,000 village heads were women, although
womenn have been allowed to serve as village heads since the 1950s (Surbakti 2002)
WOmenn have served in ministerial posts, but typically as ministers of social or women's
affairs:: only recently has a woman been appointed as the Minister of Industrial Affairs.
"I"heree is therefore a great need to position women in critical areas of decision-making
andd to ensure that women's representation in parliament fairly reflects their numerical
strength.. The purpose of an affirmative action quota is to correct the current
governmentt gender imbalance and to provide women with the rights that have been so
longg denied them, but not to favor women15.

Inn the second half of 2003 the political parties submitted their legislative members' proposals for
thee 2004 national election. The 30% women quota caused a long debate and controversy as none of
thee political parties was able to meet the quota. Most parties palce their women members in low
rankingg positions which make it difficult for them to sh in parliament.
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Returningg to ministerial issues, it has been lamented that the Ministry does not have
sufficientt budgetary allocation or real policy making power. Gender mainstreaming in
severall departments has started but is only at a minimum. The lack of structural support
andd institutional commitments are related to budgeting and priority. The fact that the
Nationall Development Planning Board (Badan Perenccmaan Pembangunan Nasional,
orr Bappenas) and Bappeda at the local level have introduced gender budgeting
initiativess in their overall work is a good step. However, with the implementation of
regionall autonomy and decentralization in 2001, other problems have arisen, as now
theree is no direct structural link between the central and local governments. Thus, the
Ministryy of Women's Empowerment cannot exert legitimate pressure to order local and
regionall governments to support gender programs. On the other hand, regional
autonomyy gives more space for the government to address women's issues using local
perspectives.. In this, local women's organizations and civil society need to be
strengthened.. Yet, the accommodation of gender needs and interests and the
implementationn of women's empowerment programs are not prioritized. Women at the
grassrootss level, such as those working in Kaligua plantation, are underserved due to
stucturall and socio-cultural constraints that will be discussed below.
4.. Long Journey Reaching W o m e n Plantation Workers
Whyy is it that women's movements and government policies do not reach the
grassrootss level, i.e. women plantation workers? The constraints on reaching these
womenn will be discussed in this section.
4.1.. Structural Achievements and Constraints
Previouslyy it has been discussed that the Ministry of Women's Empowerment is the
mainn state mechanism for the advancement of women. Together with other state-created
andd independent women's associations, for more than 30 years the Ministry (under all
itss various names) has fostered the creation of ideas concerning gender roles and
relationss in Indonesia. While issues of discrimination of women in all areas have been
discussedd and legislated against significantly in state documents (though questions still
remainn on the extent of implementation and action), in recent years particular attention
hass been paid to the specific issues surrounding violence against women. Law No.
7/19844 regarding CEDAW played a significant role in inspiring efforts to uphold
women'ss rights and to free women from all forms of violence. ICPD Cairo in 1994 and
thee Beijing Conference on Women in 1995 also served as crucial stimulation for the
growingg awareness of such issues. Globally, the 1980s witnessed the mushrooming of
women-centeredd non-government organizations stimulated by the launch of the United
Nation'ss international women's decade in the 1970s and CEDAW in 1979. This was a
periodd of awakening for a number of free young educated women to initiate
organizationss focused on women issues16. In the 1990s, more and more women's NGOs
focusingg on special issues such as domestic violence, rape, reproductive health, migrant
Forr example, Yayasan Annisa Swasti, a Jogjakarta based women's NGO that is concerned with
women'ss labor, was founded in 1982, and Kalyanamitra, whichh documents women's issues,
especiallyy violence against women, was founded in 1985.
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workers,, women's labor, trafficking in women, prostitution, and legal aid were
establishedd along with growing awareness of gender-related issues in Indonesia.
Indonesiann women's NGOs include several women's legal aid foundations and crisis
centerss for survivors of violence against women such as a Yogyakarta-based women's
crisiss center Rifka Anissa, a Jakarta-based women's legal aid group LBH APIK
(Lembaga(Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Asosiasi Peremption Indonesia untuk Keadilan), and a
Jakarta-basedd women's NGO Mitra Peremption, all of which were previously perceived
ass mainly charity organizations and hotline services disengaged from demanding
structurall reforms. Now fully established, they have come to be important government
partnerss in speeding up the process of achieving gender equality and justice through the
eliminationn of violence against women. Below, a variety of these government efforts
thatt reflect a change in the government's attitudes toward the issues are discussed.
Thee establishment of a National Commission on Violence Against Women during
thee short term of Suharto's successor BJ. Habibie in October 1998 was an important
stepp in raising women's issues, particularly violence against women. The commission is
aa national body that obtained its mandate through Presidential Decree No. 181/1998,
butt was essentially created and articulated completely by the Indonesian women's
movement.. The establishment of this commission was triggered by the gang rapes of
(mainlyy Chinese) women during the May 1998 riots in Jakarta and the violent
experiencess of other women in armed conflict areas such as Aceh and the former East
Timor.. It aims to create national and international forums to address Indonesian
women'ss cries for help and better their lives.
Althoughh the government is reluctant to acknowledge state violence against
women,, nevertheless, its response to the incidence of violence against women has been
quitee significant (see National Commission on Violence Against Women of Indonesia
2002).. This began with the 'zero tolerance policy' outlined in the Declaration of State
andd Community Commitment to Eliminate Violence Against Women in November
1999.. This policy is aimed at encouraging people to reject all forms of violence against
womenn in their attitudes and behavior to ensure the safety and security of women. In
Februaryy 2000, Indonesia became the first Southeast Asian country to sign the protocol
off the UN convention for the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women.
Severall laws and regulations that have been scheduled for discussion concern violence
againstt women related to health and migrant workers, and include the revision of
marriagee laws. Through networking with other central and regional government
institutionss and NGOs, the Ministry produced a plan of national action for eliminating
violencee against women in 2000. Other achievements are the establishment of several
women'ss crisis centers by state institutions. By 2001-2002, 163 women's desks in
policee offices had been established in 19 provinces around the country. As part of this
projectt a number of workshops and training sessions were held for social workers and
policee in the posts.
Despitee the explicit wording on protecting and promoting women's rights in the
recentt amendment to the 1945 constitution and in the human rights Law No. 39/1999,
thee Indonesian justice system is still lacking in its capacity to protect and promote the
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rightss of women, particularly survivors of violence. The drafting of bills on witness and
womenn protection, domestic violence, trafficking in persons, reproductive health and
thee protection of Indonesian workers are on the agenda and, yet, the fight to eliminate
violencee against women has hardly begun. Pressure exerted by the National
Commissionn on Violence Against Women and other women's organizations and
activistss cannot be disregarded. It is the complexity of the problems that explain the
sloww and incremental changes in attitudes toward the issue. The recent National Plan of
Actionn for the Elimination of Violence Against Women (Rencana Aksi Nasional
PenanggidanganPenanggidangan Kekerasan terhadap Peremption, or RAN PKTP) was created in 2
ass part of government and NGO commitment to eliminate gender-based violence. Yet,
despitee all this progress, the goal of eliminating gender-based violence is still far from
beingg realized.
Thee recent Indonesian political transition (from the New Order to the so-called
reformationn era) may lead to the improvement of women's status. Previously ignored
demandss can be voiced with more strength and conviction to the new government.
Theree is also growing international support, in terms of funding and programs, for
increasingg women's empowerment and participation in the democratization process.
Genderr relations remain a sensitive issue and go to the heart of social, religious and
culturall relations. Thus, changing them involves confronting entrenched, vested
interests.. For these reasons, it is difficult for the reform of gender relations to be
prioritized.. Amidst Indonesia's current economic plights and political uncertainty, there
iss a deep concern that the call for gender equality will be treated as marginal to other
moree pressing issues of national interest. In the shifting power structures, there are those
whoo are intent on maintaining their patriarchal privileges, at whatever expense. Hence,
theree is a real risk of gender issues being sidelined until times are more stable.
4.2.. Socio-Cultural Constraints
Ass has been argued earlier, gender inequality based on the exclusive division of
laborr and responsibilities has been actively manipulated by reinforcement of culturallinkedd inequality. Developments in social, political and economic conditions, from the
periodd of pre-independence onwards to the 'New Order' are seen to have reinforced
existingg and strongly traditionalist cultural images and practices concerning gender
(roles).. As a result, women are likely to continue to live out these roles, and there is
littlee impetus for them to question this unless they are given a chance to speak.
Itt has been argued that gender ideology, in the every-day reality of marital
relationshipss in Javanese culture, shows an ambivalence of expected mutually exclusive
genderr power relationships in the domestic sphere. Culturally defined as head of the
household,, husbands are expected to be the one to whom their wives can turn to for
advicee involving personal, marital, familial and social matters. Harmonious social
relationshipss are maintained through the wife's responsibility for the family's practical
affairs,, combined with the husband's economic and social activities outside the family
inn the public domain. In reality, though, a wife's responsibility to guard and maintain
thee family's wellbeing leads her to take an active role beyond the boundaries (of the
household)) which are culturally assigned, to her. At the same time there is a strong
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notionn of a husband's superiority and a wife's inferiority, a relationship perceived as
complementaryy and characteristic of all married couples. Conducting their roles, tasks
andd responsibilities in separate social spheres is perceived as essentially equal.
Onee can thus safely assume that a wife is not inferior to, nor totally dependent on a
husband,, while it is frequently indicated that husbands seem to have passively
surrenderedd decision making to their wives concerning the day-to-day management of
thee household (Geertz 1961:125). However, in the realm of public prestige and social
status,, a wife is still positioned in the shadow of her husband (Keeler 1990:80, Brenner
1998:140).. Traditionally, women refer to kodrat to legitimize their hesitation to oppose
theirr husband's will. Citing the virtuous identity of womanhood, wives subordinate
themselvess to their husbands in exchange for protection. In conjunction with this,
womenn are constantly self-denying of their own accomplishments while upholding their
husbands'' prestige. No matter the extent of a woman's superiority and independence in
thee domestic sphere, in the wider social context of public appearances with her husband,
aa married woman tends to conform to the culturally ideal image of being dependent and
subduedd (Berninghausen and Kerstan 1992:146).
Paradoxically,, although married women are capable of achieving great success for
theirr family, it is still the husband who takes the credit for this. DjajadiningratNieuwenhuiss (1987:44) nicely sums this up by saying that a Bapak (husband) "... has
authorityy and prestige, whereas the Ibu (wife) acts...." Thus Javanese married women
consciouslyy support the unequal gender ideology of male superiority by supporting their
husbands'' prestige in the presence of others, both within the wider (extended) family
andd particularly in social situations. In pursuit of ideal gender relations and harmonious
relationshipss with their male counterparts and for the sake of family pride, women
complyy with conditions that are not always favorable to them. Even though the kodrat
virtuess of self-denial and submission play a great role in gender relations, whether
womenn (in) voluntarily act against their interests remains a big question. Thus, the
extentt to which women perceive and handle any (man's) action against their will and
thee consequence of this can only be understood through cautious and vigilant study, as
thiss research aims to do.
AA big challenge occurs in the form of the ideal types of women found in and based
onn religious teachings and beliefs and traditions. Indeed, state construction of gender
relationss in Indonesia is deeply rooted in tradition and religious teaching, politically
reinforcedd during colonialism and reproduced by the state during the most influential
periodss of Indonesia's establishment. Many women still believe that their religion gives
thee right to the husband to punish his wife in cases of misconduct. Islam is particularly
influential,, as more than 80 percent of Indonesian citizens are Moslem. Despite
emergingg interpretations of several verses in the Qur'an that favor women, the influence
off dominant religious teachings and interpretations of Islam is vast. Theological
interpretationss of qawwamim (variously interpreted as leader, caretaker, ruler, protector
andd the like) and nusyuz (often interpreted as 'disobedience') are most often cited. In
Moslemm communities these concepts have placed women at a disadvantage and
vulnerablee to acts of violence by men (Muhammad 1999, Mas'udi 1995). Being
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qawwamim,qawwamim, men as husbands are allowed and expected to exercise power over th
womenn who are their wives. In a powerful position over his wife, a husband is entitled
too beat his wife whenever he questions her nusynz. This hierarchy of power is
theologicallyy legitimized. Feillard (1999) has analyzed how the Islamic revitalization
undergonee by Indonesia since the 1980s has been crucial in bringing and increasing
conservativee discourse on women's life and roles.
Nationally,, the current trend in raising consciousness on issues of gender equality
andd justice through the media, seminars and campaigns, and changing attitudes on
personall relationships conducted by predominantly women-centered NGOs, activists,
andd the Ministry of Women's Empowerment is instrumental to increase community
sensitivityy of discrimination and violence against women. The growing awareness of
genderr matters and specific issues of violence against women within civil society can be
seenn in the increase of reported cases to women's crisis centers and legal aid
foundations.. Although the increasing reports can be interpreted as an increase in the
numberr of incidents, it is still a sign of women's changing attitudes. On the other hand,
theree is also evidence of the challenges inherent in changing viewpoints and attitudes in
thee fight for women's equality and justice in the community. Television programs
continuouslyy promote images of women as weak, submissive and obedient, and limit
theirr roles to family caretakers. Elementary school textbooks and curricula also still
maintainn gender inequality values through pictures and text.
Anecdotall evidence demonstrates that many men do not take gender issues
seriouslyy in daily life. Men often defend their positions in conversation by saying that
theyy are actually the ones who are scared of their wives. Men cite the fact that they are
responsiblee for feeding their families, their assigned role as head of the household. They
feell sorry for themselves and envy their wives who just sit and wait for money provided
fromfrom their labor. Jokingly they declare themselves ISTI {ikatan suami takut isteri, the
associationn of husbands who are scared of their wives). But this only addresses their
wives'' roles as householdfinancemanagers and neglects other gender inequalities. This
anecdotee reflects the general perception of the respect given to men's work to feed the
familyy while women are perceived as dependant and reliant on their husband's labor to
fulfilll their tasks as household managers, ignoring the reality that women also
significantlyy contribute to the household economy. This also undervalues women's
domesticc work and childcare. Moreover, the anecdote does not address the fact that
manyy husbands fail to be good providers for the household, forcing women to be
economicallyy influential despite living in an economically depressed family.
Positioningg women as household managers with empty resources is problematic for the
women,, as will be shown in this study.
Itt is crucial to understand the heterogeneity of Indonesian women in the demand for
equalityy and justice and not focus solely on the socio-cultural constraints of Javanese
values,, norms, and traditions pertaining in the community. There is little consensus on
whichh group represents Indonesian women given the diverse backgrounds of women
eachh with their own understanding and expectations of gender relations. As discussed
earlier,, while a number of educated women and women activists fight for their rights
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throughh their respective organizations or individually, a considerably large number of
womenn remain silent. These women often turn to their traditional beliefs and religious
teachings.. The work of women activists and NGOs is often biased toward urban and
middlee class issues, which creates blind spots and limits the ability of these
organizationss to understand or approach the diverse problems of multicultural
Indonesia.. The fight to obtain the kinds of structural reforms, which are necessary for
thee long term, translates into a limited capacity to protect the rights of victims of
violence.. In addition, grassroots women are handicapped by their limited access to
servicess and information. Only urban-based, media-exposed, financially well off, and
well-educatedd women have access to information, and thus have raised awareness of
genderr issues which might lead to them asking for help in gender violence matters.
Certainlyy rural women and lower-class urban women have an equally urgent need for
genderr equality and protection from discrimination and injustice. The difference
betweenn these groups of women is a serious gap in the fight against gender-based
discriminationn and violence.
4.3.. Identification of Actual Gaps
Whilee the previous sections discussed the structural and socio-cultural constraints
onn the elimination of gender-based discrimination and violence in Indonesia, this
sectionn aims to unravel the real gaps related to the difficulties of government and other
concernedd organizations in addressing the needs and interests of women plantation
workers.. There are four issues that will be discussed: geographical gaps,
misunderstandingg of the concept of gender equality, the operational definition of gender
violence,, and the existing values and norms related to gender relations.
Thee first gap is related to the geographical position of the plantation. Java is usually
consideredd the main island of Indonesia, possessing the best access to public facilities
comparedd to other islands, yet, the plantation's location does not have the same
privilegess as more developed areas. Although the area is relatively close to main
provinciall roads and big cities, like many other areas in rural Java and urban lower-class
neighborhoods,, this community needs further improvement in its facilities and living
conditions.. Urgent agriculture and infrastructure spending to meet the basic needs of the
communityy are prioritized over abstract policy programs such as gender mainstreaming.
Itt is too much to expect that village officials can understand what gender mainstreaming
iss or how to apply it to their programs. As explained above, these officials often see
womenn in equal roles to men, as rural women are active participants in household
incomee earning activities. Whether or not these women have their personal needs and
interestss fulfilled or are protected from discrimination and violence does not seem to be
aa crucial issue.
Second,, the existing agricultural employment opportunities for rural communities
doo not necessarily secure community livelihood. The previous chapter on the historical
rootss and recent conditions of the Kaligua plantation community made it clear that the
communityy is trapped in plantation work and that there is little or no opportunity to
makee a better living. In addition, the plantation does not take advantage of the
significantt labor force for industrial processing of the tea, but instead expects the
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womenn to engage in backbreaking labor as tea pickers. Women are responsible not only
forr tea picking, but also for household tasks and the care of household members.
Womenn also play an important role in providing future plantation workers through
reproduction.. With the household, workplace and community so entangled, programs
needd to address all of these domains and ensure women's equal participation in each. It
iss also important to remember that any efforts to improve women's social status and
theirr bargaining position in these three overlapping areas bring them into contact with
thee highly hierarchical and male dominated plantation social structure, and thus, this,
too,, requires attention.
Third,, the operational definition of the concept of violence against women that is
usedused by government and non-government agencies is particularly -but not necessarilylimitedd to physically visible acts and impacts of violence. Most documents on violence
againstt women such as CEDAW, the ICPD 1994 Platform of Action and the Beijing
19955 Plan of Action clearly cite physical, psychological, and sexual violence as
aggressionn to women's health and rights. In practice, however, little attention is paid to
psychological,, sexual, social, and economic abuse, often considered 'less harmful' or
'moree bearable' violence. As discussed in Chapter One, this research focuses on
women'ss experiences of any act of violence in their daily lives. It concerns the
experiencess of women plantation workers who are subjected to a highly hierarchical
male-dominatedd social structure that has continued from the establishment of the
plantationn in the colonial era through present-day Indonesia. These women live in a
totall community that directs all aspects of their lives. They are subject to the
intersectionn of two social authorities, that of the village and the plantation. This means
thatt they must play the role of mother, wife, worker, and community member
simultaneouslyy in time and place. As low-level workers they are subject to
discriminationn and exploitation. For women, the harsh situation is doubled, as they are
alsoo vulnerable to acts of violent behavior by male supervisors and co-workers.
Violencee is not merely abuse, rape, or the use of dangerous or deadly instruments
onn women's physical bodies, but can also take shape in daily interactions and
communicationn in the form of harassment, intimidation, and other spoken and nonspokenn gestures which can be non-physical and non-material and represent power
inequalityy between genders. These forms of violence can occur in both the domestic and
publicc spheres; in the household or within the boundaries of marriage and family, or in
thee wider social community and in the workplace. Therefore, this research includes in
itss definition of violence, any act of violence experienced by women plantation workers
ass a consequence of their role as mother, wife, worker, and community member with
speciall attention given to marital relationships and labor relations. Given the limitations
inn the definition of violence against women by government and non-government
agencies,, efforts made by these groups to eliminate discrimination and violence against
womenn often neglect the real complexity of women's conditions.
Fourth,, as has been discussed in section 5.4.2, the existing values, norms, and
traditionss related to gender relations play significant roles in influencing ideas on
genderr equality and the elimination of gender violence. Given the context of the
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plantationn and the village environment, women's perceptions and responses to the
occurrencee of gender violence will also shape and be shaped by socio-cultural
conditions. .
5.. Concluding Remarks
Indonesiann women have a long history of struggle for emancipation. However,
duringg the New Order era, the government introduced state-constructed gender roles
intoo urban and rural communities using bureaucratic machinery. As a result, Indonesian
genderr roles are rigidly defined, having crucial implications in the lives of Indonesian
women.. Currently, efforts to empower and transform existing unequal gender roles do
exist,, but are making slow progress. Government gender mainstreaming strategies have
nott yet been successful due to gender bias and misunderstanding of the concept. More
importantly,, socio-cultural constraints in the community and practical gaps hinder
womenn from influencing ideas on gender equality and the elimination of gender
violence. .
Howw the Indonesian macro-context of the state and micro-contexts of plantation
communitiess have influenced the occurrence of gender violence in day-to-day lives and
workingg experiences and how women perceive and respond to their experiences will be
discussedd in the next two chapters.

Chapterr Six

Domesticc Violence
Introduction n
Thiss chapter examines data obtained from fieldwork on women's perceptions of
theirr experiences of domestic violence, the impact of this violence on women's bodily
integrityy and the immediate response and/or long-term strategy they use to survive. The
precedingg chapters discussed the macro and micro contexts that determine the level of
understandingg by women and men of gender roles and relations in the domestic and
publicc spheres. Accordingly, this chapter examines the link of women's perspectives of
andd experiences of gender violence, which are crucial in the effort to disclose the
occurrencee of domestic violence.
Itt was difficult to collect data on the women's experiences and attitudes regarding
violence.. Despite a few testimonials, there were many more persistent denials and
disqualificationss of experiences of domestic violence, demonstrating the delicacy of the
topic.. Reports on one's own past experiences and other women's experiences of
domesticc violence were more openly expressed. This, to me, can be seen as an
indicationn of women's reluctance to share ongoing experiences for normative and
securityy reasons. Through women's narratives of their ongoing or past experiences,
formss of domestic violence occurring in the community were identified. The narrative
approachh used was powerful in finding out how women perceive their experiences, i.e.
whichh cases are regarded as painful and which as less so or ordinary. In addition, the
specificc questions I posed in interviews helped the women to become more critical of
theirr experiences. While recalling the past or sharing current experiences they were able
too examine the reasons and parties involved in their experiences and explain the ways
thatt they coped with their situations. This study found that women either intentionally
reactedd or unconsciously acted to survive domestic violence and life in the plantation
communityy which provides them few alternatives for better living conditions.
First,, the chapter presents common risk factors for domestic violence women
experienced,, particularly psychological violence. While presenting these risk factors,
women'ss experiences with various forms of psychological violence are also described.
Followingg the ecological framework, the risk factors identified exist on individual,
relationship,, community and societal levels. These risk factors will be further analyzed
accordingg to those levels in Chapter Eight. The risk factors identified for psychological
violencee can also lead to other forms of domestic violence. Section two presents cases
off concealed forms of domestic violence and their risk factors. It discusses women's
experiencess of multiple forms of violence in polygamous marriage as well as sexual and
physicall violence. This section is separated owing to the complexity of these forms of
domesticc violence and the ways these types of violence are perceived and experienced
byy women. It has been widely explored that in intimate relationships psychological,
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physicall and sexual violence frequently overlap (Heise and Ellsberg 2001). Thus,
psychologicall violence risk factors can lead to other forms of sexual and physical
domesticc violence. As we shall see, polygamous marriages make women vulnerable to
multiplee forms of violence while sexual and physical violence are also inherently
psychologicall violence. Finally, the chapter discusses consequences of and women's
responsess to their experiences of domestic violence. This explains how women
actualizee domestic violence in bodily response to survive their distressful lives and the
developmentt of collective and individual forms of resistance.
1.. Risk Factors for Various Forms of Psychological Violence
Owingg to the relatively high social status of Javanese women in the community and
thee advantages of living near their extended family as an implication of the neo- and/or
uxori-- local residential pattern, there is ideally a strong support network for women,
includingg when women are threatened with violence. This chapter shows that women in
rurall Javanese plantation communities experience various forms of domestic violence
whichh is on the whole relatively non-physical in nature. In their accounts, women
relatedd violent experiences to gender roles and expectations and their status within
marriages.. Domestic violence was seen as part of their daily lives, inherent in the dayto-dayy activities of men and women in fulfilling their gendered tasks. To understand
thiss situation, it is important to recall the description of the daily tasks of women and
men,, to understand these tasks and to remember that there are far more expectations and
taskss assigned to women than to men (see Chapter Three). Based on women's
narrativess and additional information from their husbands, relatives, neighbors, and
friends,, a variety of risk factors for various forms of psychological violence were
identified,, namely the influence of in-laws over place of residence after marriage,
women'ss lack of resources to meet the family's daily needs, troubles in taking care of
smalll children, women's inability to cope with their workload, husband's pride and
jealousy,, and difficulties in controlling bad moods.
1.1.. The Influence of In-Laws over Place of Residence after Marriage
Itt has been discussed that the ideal place of residence after marriage is neo-local in
aa house built around the wife's parental family or uxori-local. When the husband's
parentss request that the couple stay in their family compound, tension can arise between
thee husband and the wife due to the in-laws influence especially the influence from the
husband'ss mother1. Some informants argued that it is better for a man to move into the
wife'ss family house before the new couple is able to build their own home to avoid
problemss between the wife and her in-laws. This is because the wife is responsible for
thee arrangement of the new household. This can become complicated if the couple must
livee with the husband's family, as the wife would then have to learn new ways of
Staschh (2003) argues that mother-in-law avoidance is rarely discussed in the anthropology of
kinship.. In his study of the Korowai, he found that avoidance practices enact a vision of social life
ass being built out of uncertain engagements with persons markedly strange to oneself. Sacks
(1992:5)) suggests that mother-in-law and bride antagonism particularly in agrarian peasantries
functionss to preserve patriarchal power because collusion between the two would seriously threaten
it. .
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performingg household tasks and always be under the scrutiny of her mother and sistersin-law.. The arrival of a daughter-in-law can disturb the household equilibrium and
stability,, and unfortunately, often being a young woman, the new wife is made out to be
aa fool. Traditional stories of disharmony between mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law
aree widespread and cause women to avoid staying with their husband's family. The case
off Atikah is presented to show how such living arrangements can lead to domestic
violence.. Her reluctance to move to her husband's natal house put her in a difficult
situationn as she became an abandoned wife with unclear marital status who suffered
fromfrom social sanctions as neighbors doubted her marriage and accused her of being a
disobedientt wife. Here, the violence is psychological and centers around being outcast
fromm the community as an 'abandoned wife' and the 'shame' of being left in an unclear
situationn due her in-laws influence over her husband.
Atikah Atikah
Atikah,, 17, initially was very uncooperative with me. Unlike other women who
wouldd politely ask guests to drop by their houses, Atikah never asked me into her
father'ss house if he was out, because she knew then that it was she who would have to
entertainn the guest. I tried to convince her that I wanted to talk with her but she insisted
thatt I speak with her father. After some effort, Atikah finally opened up and shared
detailss of her marriage with me. One year before, when she married Pandi, 20, Atikah
wass extremely happy because Pandi was her first love. Her father, Sartadi, suggested
thatt they marry when he saw how attached they were to each other. Problems started
duringg the signing of their wedding certificate in Atikah's house in front of the
penghuluu (local Islamic official). None of Pandi's relatives, including his parents,
showedd interest in the marriage. People started gossiping. Atikah and Pandi decided not
loo celebrate because Atikah's mother was extremely ill and passed away only a few
monthss later. For about two months the new couple lived in Pandi's mother's house in
thee adjacent neighborhood, Kalikidang. Atikah explained that she felt homesick and she
wentt to her parental house to take care of her sick mother almost everyday. Sartadi
finallyy asked his son in-law to move the couple to his house so that Atikah could take
betterr care of her mother. Pandi agreed and Atikah was happy for about three months
residingg in her family home. But this changed when Pandi unexpectedly left her to
returnn to his home in Kalikidang without saying a word. Atikah couldn't understand the
underlyingg reasons behind Pandi's attitude. Her father and brothers were angry but
couldd do nothing about it. Some informants said that when such a thing happens
betweenn a husband and wife, the wife should be the one to seek out the husband and ask
himm to come back. But Atikah did not do that. When I asked her why, she couldn't
answer,, but only cried. On one occasion I managed to ask Atikah about her husband and
shee said that his father encouraged him to ask for a divorce but she tried to delay this in
thee hope that one day her husband would come back to her.
Aboutt six months later, the estranged couple finally reconciled. When I heard the
news.. I visited Atikah in Pandi's house. For the first time, I saw Atikah as a young
cheerfull wife watching television surrounded by her in-laws. Happily she said,
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"I"I hope my marriage will change; I will try to make up for what was lost. But I still have my
problems,problems, Pandi wants me to stay with his mother, in fact my mother in-law has ordered m
husbandhusband to do so, and he cannot object, object, but my widowedfather needs me to take care
ForFor the time being I will try to live happily with Pandi and hope that my father will
understandunderstand my situation. I don't want him to suffer but this is the only way to start a new
aa married life. I cried enough as an abandoned wife."
Atikahh was hurt when Pandi left her. She became shy and easily annoyed. I came to
thiss conclusion after I saw how she changed completely when the couple finally
reconciled.. She was a lively and friendly young woman. Living in uncertainty, she lost
herr confidence to meet people. She even tried to defend her husband by saying that he
camee home late every night and left early before the subuh (first prayer for Moslems,
beforee sunrise). She felt ashamed of her situation and thus pretended she was properly
married.. She did not care that everyone in the neighborhood knew that she was telling a
lie.. People gossiped when none of her husband's relatives visited her to pay respect
afterr her mother's death. This made her feel even worse. Her sadness was doubled when
shee heard that her estranged husband had an affair with another woman from his
neighborhood.. But at the same time she cried hoping for her husband to come back to
her.. She did not think about a divorce. When she was asked why, she simply explained
thatt many women experienced the same. "Thai's a man. As women we can only wait for
himhim to come back. Time will tell whether he will come back or I will give up waiting."
Atikahh won the game and regained her husband after a long period of suffering.
1.2.. Women's Lack of Resources to Meet Daily Needs
Inn addition to women's rights to land and a house, her involvement in wage earning
ass a plantation worker and her responsibility for managing household finances provide
herr with a material basis for her power in household decision making. As in many
studiess on Javanese households, women in these plantation households were responsible
forr the allocation of money and the use of available resources to sustain the household's
economy.. Most women explained that they were solely responsible for daily and
expectedd social expenditures such as food, children's pocket money, children's
education,, and nyumbang (cash or in-kind contributions as part of social solidarity and
reciprocity).. The women consulted their husbands only for high-cost and long-term
expensess such as housing renovation; the purchase of furniture, electronics, or
motorcycles;; traveling or visiting relatives in the city; slametan (ritual activities); and
farmingg cultivation. This arrangement required women's creativity to secure household
finances2.. In doing so, women must maneuver between credit and debt. Women engage
inn credit and debt arrangements with workers' cooperatives, mendring (door-to-door
goodss salesmen), and bakul klambi (door-to-door clothes salesmen) as well as shop
owners,, mandor, and moneylenders. Women also maintain relationships with tukang
ebrekebrek (collectors of used goods) with whom they exchange broken frying pans, cooking
pots,, and kettles for food, especially salt, chili, onions, and garlic. Husbands initiate
contactt with traders selling expensive and secondary goods such as bakül elektronik
Muchh research on Javanese society points out the importance of women's economic networks in
supportingg and obtaining access to economic resources for individuals, households and intrahouseholdd economic arrangements (see Papanek and Schwede 1988, Wolf 1986, Brenner 1996, and
Saptarii 2000).
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(door-to-doorr electronic tools and equipment salesmen) and bahü mebel (door-to-door
furnituree salesmen). Women usually listen to their husband's advice on what to buy
dependingg on its urgency.
Thee relative high status of women due to their economic access to household
pooledd income and allocation creates a role dilemma. This gender task division leaves
womenn responsible for food and other household needs as well as for debt and credit
payments.. Given the low economic performance of plantation households and the
limitedd amount of ready cash, they have to muter otak (logically calculate) to make it
stretchh far enough. Indeed, women are blamed if anything unexpected occurs related to
moneyy matters.
Inn the survey of 188 married women workers, 63 percent of them put money as
theirr main concern in life. However, almost all of the 50 women who participated in indepthh interviews shared their experience about the difficulties of handling household
finances.finances. Women have their own perceptions and solutions to cope with lack of money
ass represented by Ami, mother of a three-year old daughter and Warai, mother of three
workingg sons.
II submit to my tasks as a housewife. Rarely do I complain about these tasks. I think this is the
bestbest way to avoid conflict with my husband about money. Even if the money is never enough,
II appreciate my husband giving his money to me. Many wives cry because their husbands
keepkeep the money. I realize that there is never enough money; therefore, my responsibility is to
makemake it just enough for our life. Yet, I am happy to have a husband that does not ask for
more.more. For us, it is enough to have only rice and sambal cenis (chili sauce) to eat. (Ami)
IIfeel it is hard to be a woman. I have to keep the money and spend it carefully. It is true that
mymy husband gives me all his earnings and so do my sons occasionally. But I cannot do much
withwith the money. It's not even enough to pay the debts in the shop. The money just passes
throughthrough my hands. I believe in God's miracles for He never lets us go hungry. There is
alwaysalways food for us to eat, a house to sleep in, and clothes to warm our bodies. This does not
meanmean that Ijust wait for everything to go well. I cannot say how I manage the money to meet
thethe family needs, but 1 do know I think a lot and use any possible way to secure food. No men
dodo this. All they do is just give their share and leave the rest to their wives. (Warni)

Amii and Warni try to be firm with their lack of money. They accept their role of
householdd finance manager while also pasrah (relying on God's will). But, not all
womenn accept their situations and their objections (whether or not these are
demonstratedd before their husbands) can cause trouble for these women. Parinah and
Tenii find that women's financial responsibilities create more difficulties than
advantagess or prestige. When I confronted them with the reverse situation: what if
womenn had no responsibility for household finances, they said that they would prefer to
nott do this task when the money is not enough.
IfIf I had a choice, I would rather be born as a male. You know why? They never think about
pripunpripun carane supaya dapure ngebul ('how to make our kitchen get smoked' or what to
cook).cook). The worst thing is that they fee! it is enough if they give their share. When I complain
aboutabout money, my husband gets angry and says that I don't appreciate his efforts to feed the
family.family. I know he works hard for us, but so do I. I ask him to understand my difficulty in
makingmaking ends meet but he just pretends not to care. (Parinah)
WhyWhy should I be happy to be the one who takes care of money? He really thinks that he
providesprovides enough for the family, and compared to other husbands in our neighborhood, he
does.does. As a driver he gets some extra money and the privilege to visit different places. I think
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thisthis makes him obsessed with a high-class lifestyle that he learnsfromthose experiences. It
isis bad for me because he demands more than he gives and Ifeel that he never admits to my
complaints.complaints. I am tired of trying to maintain a social status that is too far above our actu
capability.capability. He wants to be served like tuan besar (a master). He is choosy and gets angry
easilyeasily if he comes home and there is no goodfood for him to eat. He will not eat food that is
goodgood enough for other people. I don't like his manners, but... (Teni)
Thee two cases cited above show that women's access to household resources does
nott protect them from potential emotional and physical abuse from their husbands.
Parinahh was sick with her situation. She was aware that she had no alternatives, so she
triedd to survive by devoting her time and energy to tea-picking activities with her
daughterr who was her domplengen. Parinah's husband previously worked in the
processingg factory but found other jobs collecting wood from the forest. For Parinah,
herr husband's change of work did not make her better off. Instead of giving her more
money,, her husband was now rarely at home because of his work in the forest, and
irregularlyy contributed only small amounts of money.
Comparedd to other households in the neighborhood, Teni's household was
financiallyy better off As she mentioned, her husband's attitudes made her daily tasks as
housekeeperr more difficult. Nothing was ever good enough for him, but she could not
arguee with her husband because of her husband's bad temper. Teni tried to hide her
problemss from others because she was afraid of her husband's reaction. She was very
carefull to maintain family honor.
Whenn I confronted male informants about this matter, they did not consider
women'ss objections or resistance crucial. They simply said "Women everywhere are
justjust the same" without giving clear evidence of how this is so. When I probed them to
explainn why women must find solutions to money matters, these men said that ""If
womenwomen didn 't take care of such things, who would?" When I argued that sometimes
women'ss objections were not solely because of lack of money, but because men
demandedd too much from that small amount of money their reactions varied:

MyMy wife often complains about the lack of money and she keeps on nagging that I am not
responsibleresponsible to the family. She shouldn't do that, she knows how work is here. We work ha
forfor almost nothing. We pool our money, but it is still not enough. So why doesn 't she just
taketake it easy and stop complaining. I also want her to understand that sometimes I don 'tfeel
wellwell and am frustrated with my situation. When I come home andfind her complaining Ijust
shoutshout to make her silent. It gets worse when she is persistent. (Samijan, a mandor)
WeWe all work hard here. I have to make money to feed my family, and my wife and children
alsoalso work to make our life better. It is my wife's responsibility to figure out how to spend our
moneymoney on food and our children. She is supposed to know how to stretch the money. Why
shouldshould she blame me for not giving her enough money if she cannot prepare good food? She
isis not the only one, all the women in this neighborhood have the same tasks and so there's
nono reason for her to complain. (Kawat, a husband)

WeWe know that everywhere women are considered good with money and that's women's
virtue.virtue. I know that my wife has difficulties stretching our money just to pay for rice in the
cooperative,cooperative, and we don't have enough to buy household appliances. But, I think it is a
normalnormal that I want to buy something like a radio-cassette player or a new jacket, which
forcesforces me to engage in credit, even though this takes away from the money we need to meet
ourour daily needs. My wife gets mad and we quarrel. But, that's fine, because she also enjoys
listeninglistening to the musicfromour new radio-cassette player (he laughs). (Warto, a husband)
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Onlyy a few words from the husband such as "How come you didn't prepare better
foodfood this afternoon?" are enough to make the women feel bad. Some women confirmed
thatt they were aware of their duties to prepare a good meal for the family and that they
wouldd never ignore this. However, there were often times when this was not possible.
Forr example, when there were no vegetables, tempe, tofu or eggs, it was habitual for the
wholee family to eat rice with only chilies and krupuk (crackers) prepared by the women.
Thesee are also quick dishes when women do not have enough time to prepare meals.
Unfortunately,, husbands and sometimes also children complain that they should have
servedd better meals. Women's moods determine their response to such comments.
Whenn these women respond verbally -as they usually do whenever their husbands nag
att them- the husbands also respond, and these 'discussions' often escalate into insult
andd humiliation of the wife.
Manyy women were burdened by their husbands' inability to secure money for the
household.. This was relevant in the survey results of the 188 married women workers in
thiss study. When asked who was the main income earner in the household, 62 percent of
thee women replied the husband, 28 percent explained that all adult household members
weree responsible to seek money, and seven percent replied that they themselves were
thee main income earner. Interestingly, the women who mentioned themselves as the
mainn household income earners were the women whose husbands were unable to work
becausee of illness or old age. In fact, some women earned higher and steadier incomes
thann their husbands, but disregarded their actual role in contributing to the household
economy.. Women tended to look down on themselves by saying that their husbands
weree the main income earners in the households. This expectation also had a big impact
onn the husbands when they failed to be the main income provider.
Alll the cases of women's experiences and men's perceptions of day-to-day marital
conflictss and tensions were related to lack of money. Women's and men's experiences
withh money matters are different because they both have distinct responsibilities that
calll for different reactions. Lont (2000), in his study of Javanese women in an urban
kampongkampong (lower-class neighborhood), found that different financial concerns and goals
leadd to domestic conflict. Men feel that giving their wages and other income to their
wivess fulfills their role as the head of the household. But women's problems start when
theyy receive these small sums of money from husbands and/or other working
household'ss members. Women see household financial tasks as a burden. Money is a
resourcee that facilitates housekeeping, but it becomes complicated when these monetary
resourcess are actually empty. This can lead to domestic violence.
1.3.. Troubles in Taking Care of Small Children
Off the 188 women that participated in the survey, 98 women (52%) affirmed
experiencess of big conflicts with their husbands. Caring for children was cited as the
mainn reason for these quarrels (44%) in addition to other reasons related to household
matterss such as food preparation, house cleaning, and lack of money. Many women also
confirmedd in in-depth interviews that quarrels often began when men were not satisfied
withh the performance of household tasks. Most women reported big quarrels with their
husbandss because of disagreements over how to treat small children.
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Childrenn play an important role in marital relationships. None of the parents in the
neighborhoodd were unwilling or reluctant to have children. However, having children
grantedd the parents not only pride and happiness but also grief and sadness, especially
forr the mothers. This was related with the way the parents in the neighborhood treated
thee children, and also related to how small children took advantage of their parents'
quarrels. .
IfIf you ask women about the main cause of conflict in their marriages, I am sure that they will
mentionmention their small children's naughtiness. As parents, we do share in the loving and caring
forfor the children. But, our children often ask for too many snacks and toys that are difficult to
afford.afford. If I don't give them what they want because I really can't afford it, they won't stop
cryingcrying until I buy it. Otherwise I beat them so that they shut up. My husband doesn 't like to
hearhear our children crying for something. He will get angry and complain that I really don't
knowknow how to care for our children. The funny thing is that he always tells me to just give our
childrenchildren what they want to make them stop crying. Doesn't he know that we need extra
moneymoney to do this? The problem is that we don't know how to make our children stop asking
forfor so much and we don't have enough money to provide what they want. My husband leaves
thisthis problem to me. It's unfair, because he 's the one who is supposed to provide his family
withwith enough money. He pretends not to know that the problems with our children arise
becausebecause he doesn't give me enough money. (Kamilah)

Thee case above demonstrates how lack of money plays into childrearing. Some
informantss explained that most parents spoiled their children by giving them what they
wanted3.. They would give in to their children instantly and if they could not do this,
theyy would ask them to wait until they could afford things like toys, clothes, shoes, or
bikes.. If the children asked for food or snacks, the mother tended to acquiesce, even if
thiss meant that they had to go into debt at the shop.
Neww problems with children have arisen due to the growing advertisement and
expansionn of children's commodities in the neighborhood. In addition to the shops, the
worker'ss cooperative, and traders who come during payday twice a month, there are
alsoo many street vendors who come to the neighborhood. These street vendors try to
attractt children's attention by displaying their goods and making noise. One day, I met a
womann who shouted at the vendors to be quiet for she was worried that her child would
hearr them and ask for something. While mothers tried to give into their children's
demandss whenever possible, children, too, would behave in ways to force their mothers
too give them what they wanted by crying loudly or flinging their bodies onto the
floor/ground.floor/ground. Too often the mother would be ashamed by the situation and give them
whatt they wanted or beat them to shut them up.
Similarr to the way men hand over all financial matters to their wives, men also tend
too rely on women to take care of their children's demands, as in the case of a father of
twoo boys, ages seven and ten, Samiran.
EvenEven though as fathers we also take part in taking care of the children by playing with them,
helpinghelping them with their homework, and making traditional toys for them, their mothers have
greatergreater responsibility for them. They spend more time with the children and attend to their
Despitee some punishment as part of teaching manners, Javanese parents' permissiveness and
indulgencee in treating children is well known (Geertz 1961, Jay 1969, Koentjaraningrat 1985). In
hiss commentary on Suharto's attitudes toward his children's involvement in multibillion-dollar
businesss empires, Clifford Geertz (in Shenon 1998) refers to the spoiling of Javanese children.
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needs.needs. We love our children and want to give them the best. But my wife is impatient with
ourour children. She easily becomes angry and I don't like her beating my children in front of
others,others, so I always tell her to just give them what they want so that they do not make us
ashamedashamed for not being able to provide them with cheap snacks. Why is it so difficult? If she
doesndoesn 't have any money, she can just ask to pay later. That's a normal arrangement here
andand people understand that. (Samiran)

Thee different roles between fathers and mothers in attending to children are crucial.
Motherss must clearly calculate whether or not she can afford to give them what they
want.. She must first determine if she has enough money for food and other necessities
beforee she can agree to buy toys or snacks. Fathers, on the other hand, only think of
givingg the children what they want to make them stop crying and do not want to beat
themm as this will only make them cry more. According to the women, the husbands miss
thee most important consideration: they need money to make their children calm down.
Quarrelss began over one incident, but progress as an indictment of the husband's
disappointmentt in the way his wife treats their children generally.
1.4.. Women's Inability to Cope with their Workload
Beingg both housekeeper and worker is the reality for women plantation workers,
yet,, this is not an easy combination and tensions arise from their difficulties to cope
withh this condition. Even if women consciously recognize the unfairness of their
situation,, they cannot demand that their husbands share more in these burdens, as they
aree hindered by prevailing conceptions of divided gender roles. There was some
evidencee of men and women sharing responsibilities such as in the collection of wood
forr fuel and of water, as well as in the washing of personal clothes, but the brunt of
householdd work was done by wives, accompanied by their daughters. Men are expected
too lend a hand, but only voluntarily.
Relatedd to this, women often start quarrels by complaining about exhaustion and
excusingg themselves from household work such as cleaning. But this usually does not
lastt long as most women argued that they felt uncomfortable to leave the house in a
mess.. Therefore, they would clean the house while grumbling and complaining to
attractt their husband's attention which could lead to trouble if the husband felt nagged.
Parinahh was not home when I visited her house, only Parinah's aging parents who
weree sitting next to the stove to keep warm. I was talking with them when Parinah came
inn with her youngest child. She said that she had just visited the paramedic to get a
contraceptionn injection. 'Tm almost two weeks late, so I'm scared that I'm pregnant"
AA few minutes later her husband came homefromwork and Parinah asked him to fetch
thee water while she started cleaning before cooking. Unexpectedly her husband said that
shee was supposed to be the one to do it and loudly said that he was tired. When Parinah
answeredd that she had also just come home, her husband replied that she should finish
herr tasks, and not just waste time complaining and mumbling. This was striking to me
becausee I had known this couple for some time and never expected that Parinah's
husbandd would be so cruel to her.
Womenn require strength not only in the tea gardens, but also at home. As described
earlier,, women tea-pickers require physical strength to climb through the treacherous
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gardenss and carry tealeaves back and forth. Upon returning home they have little time
too rest before starting their domestic chores. Due to these harsh working conditions,
mostt ask their mandor for a day off once or twice a month. But, even during their days
off,, they are burdened with domestic tasks difficult to ignore.
II have to rest after working hard for several days. When I feel so tired and weak I will not
forceforce myself to work because that will make me worse. But, I never get to rest completely
whilewhile I am home because I always have my tasks to take care of even small things, like
foldingfolding the laundry. I am really hurt if my husband still demands I attend to his needs as if
hehe doesn 't know I am ill. (Wami)
Men,, ironically, do not seem to care about the women's complaints.
WorkingWorking hard is part of life. When our body gives us a sign to take a rest then we take a day
off.off. Here we can do it easily. So why should these women complain about working hard?
TheyThey can excuse themselves from cleaning the house or cooking. But, women sometimes are
veryvery difficult to understand, they often get mad over nothing. How can they say we don't
understandunderstand their tight schedule when we so often find them chatting with their friends?
(Sukiran) )
Suchh strong contradictions in perspective make it difficult for men and women to
understandd each other as both feel that they deserve recognition for their contributions.

1.5.. Husband's Pride and Jealousy
Inn addition to the failure of either the husbands or the wives to fulfill their
traditionallyy assigned roles, husbands' possessiveness and feelings of jealously are also
substantiall factors in men's violent behavior. This is related to men's pride and to their
failuree to perform their economic role as head of the household. To be a good
householdd head men must secure household finances.
Siwari Siwari
Siwarii has been married for 13 years to Agung, a man who is not from the
neighborhood.. She was 17 when she met Agung who was working on her brother's
farm.. Together with their three children they live in a house of Siwari's inheritance,
acrosss from the house where I was staying. Even though we were close neighbors, it
wass difficult to conduct a personal in-depth interview with Siwari. She hesitated sharing
herr difficult experiences with her husband As I describe elsewhere, I was almost
alwayss right with my prediction that when a woman I approached reluctantly accepted
myy visit she might have a problem with domestic violence. Siwari was a bit nervous
whenn her husband came home to take a nap in the afternoon while I was sitting with her
inn the kitchen. Agung did not welcome my presence. Her fear of her husband seemed to
bee the reason she avoided my earlier visits and interviews. One day, far from my
expectations,, Siwari told me about her burdens. Agung was not home but she kept
glancingg around the house to make sure that her husband was not there.
YouYou keep on asking me about my life with my husband, whether or not he is good and has
beatenbeaten me. Now I am telling you that yes he gets angry easily because of his jealously, again
andand again he never believes me especially if I go to Sri's house (one of Siwari's close
neighbors)neighbors) to watch television until late at night. He suspects that I am having an affair with
Sri'sSri's husband. It's ridiculous! Every time we quarrel, he throws away whatever is closest to
him.him. One time our house almost burned down because he broke down our fuel wood rack,
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whichwhich was on top of the flaming stove. I have lived with him for more than twenty years,
alwaysalways safeguarding myself. You might notice that I never go far from this compound to
avoidavoid his anger. Sometimes I go out with my kids to the district city but I must convince him
first,first, and be ready for his unpleasant words when I return home.

Forr most of her marriage, Siwari took care of the household affairs without her
husband.. This made her able to do even typically men's tasks such as housing
renovation.. Aware of her husband's attitude she tried to avoid asking for help from
others,, even for discussing such things like which wood to choose for roofing.
However,, her experience as a single caretaker of the family did not make her strong
enoughh to argue with her husband. Over the last two years of living together, Siwari has
beenn even more distressed with her husband's attitudes.
InIn fact it was Agung who ruined her trust when she heard from others that her
husbandd had an affair with her fellow tea-picker, Warti. It was about nine years ago
whenn their eldest son Juni was two years old. They quarreled all the time until one day
Siwarii found a love note from Warti in his trousers which triggered a big fight between
them.. Siwari did not say that she was physically abused by her husband during the fight,
butt she confirmed that her kitchen was ruined because Agung brutally kicked and hit
thee wooden wall. When Siwari asked him to choose between Warti and herself, Agung
disappearedd without answering her, and only came back two months later to reconcile.
Siwarii said that she had no intention to flirt with other men, but that her husband has
alreadyy betrayed her once. "A is me who must be aware of his possibility to have an
affairaffair with other women, so why does he guard me like this?" Siwari is never answered
andd her distressful life continues.
Unexpectedly,, Agung shared his perceptions of his life when I was playing with
theirr youngest child in their kitchen waiting for Siwari, who was visiting a health center
too get medication for her headaches. He told me that for almost 25 years he has never
feltt settled living in one place. Before he came to the neighborhood and married Siwari
hee worked in cities and villages in Java and Sumatra, "ƒ am a steady job-seeker."
Duringg the early years of their marriage, Siwari and Agung tried their luck in Jakarta.
Hee worked as a construction worker and then moved to Lampung for the same job.
Theyy returned to the neighborhood when they found no significant improvement in their
life.. Siwari rejoined tea picking while Agung did any available job in agriculture or on
thee plantation. After a few months Agung decided to go to Jakarta to look for work and
oncee every couple of months he returned home to bring small amounts of money. This
wentt on until two years ago when Agung suddenly came home. A few days later some
policemenn came to his house, he was suspected of being involved in a theft of a
containerr truck along a road in northern Java. He was not taken to jail because the
villagee head bailed him out before the police. As a consequence, he cannot leave the
villagee without the consent of the village head. Agung's testimony made it clear that he
sufferedd from loss of pride as a man and a husband with a bad reputation in the
community. .
Men'ss feelings of inferiority and lower status are risk factors in wife beating and
otherr forms of physical and sexual abuse (Koss 1994, Harway 1999, Scalia 2002). In
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manyy cases, men who feel inferior find reason to blame their spouses for their situation
andd make up stories of their wife's infidelity.
1.6.. Difficulties in Controlling Bad Moods
Manyy conflicts and quarrels derive from a husband's dissatisfaction with the way
hiss wife fulfills her duties as a homemaker or from a wife's complaints about these
duties;; in both cases gender plays a significant underlying role in daily domestic
violence.. The levels of marital tension depend on the moods of each spouse, which
dependd very much on external circumstances. Lack of money and weariness account for
women'ss indifference to their assigned household roles. Men have similar reasons to be
inn a bad mood. If both are in a bad mood at the same time, this can easily trigger a
quarrel.. Thus, women are not eager to complain, as this can lead to a marital
confrontationn over the concepts of femininity and masculinity.
InIn most cases, despite occasional arguments, women preferred to keep quiet to
preventt worsening the situation. This was because the women realized that however
theyy tried to defend themselves through their arguments they would likely be
confrontedd with their traditionally assigned role as housekeepers. Every time the
womenn complained to their husbands about their tasks, lack of money, unattended
householdd tasks, or child naughtiness, this was construed as an attack against men's
dignity.. Husbands reacted by accusing their wives of lacking self-recognition or of
beingg clueless (wong wadon sing ra ngerti tandangane). According to the men, women
shouldd know what to do with household matters because these are their responsibilities
andd to get angry about it is the same as attacking their capability as a good mother and
wife. .
YouYou know that it is much easier for a man to insult a woman by saying that we are stupid
andand we don't know how to be a good wife, to be obedient and not to talk too much. Like what
mymy husband does to me. We never do the same to the men. I can't imagine how they would
feelfeel if we said that they are not good husbands because they don't give us enough money to
meetmeet the family needs. (Warni)

Somee women reported that both husbands and wives try to reduce potential
conflictss by not raising delicate issues at the wrong time, by keeping quiet or by
leaving.. Despite difficulties in controlling their moods, some couples successfully gain
understandingg and respect for each other.
II know that our life is hard here. If we just follow our emotions I don't think that we can
maintainmaintain our marriage. My husband always keeps quiet and prefers to walk away from a
fight.fight. Even though this is not the best solution for our core problems, it seems to me to be a
goodgood way to avoid us fighting more. There are many times, however, that neither of us can
dodo this, so we quarrel more violently. If this happens there is no way for me to speak my
mindmind and Ifinally just give up. (Tarti)

Otherr couples, however, found that controlling bad moods was not possible. For
them,, marriage life had become an arena to contest gender needs and expectations,
oftenn in ways that worsened women's lives. Women were forced to endure and
surrenderr to their husbands' interests. For some women this was a 'naturally' accepted
factt of life and they had no hard feelings about it, instead they tried as much as possible
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too be a good wife and/or mother for their children. For others complaining and
quarrellingg was a way to release tension.
It'sIt's good that I still have a chance to argue with my husband. There are some women who
justjust follow their husband's orders and never have their own say. I cannot imagine being in a
situationsituation where I have no chance to express my feelings. I do not care what my husband does
toto me during our arguments. Sometimes he just leaves me but there are times where he
insultsinsults me with dirty words that really hurt me. I admit that this is part of our difficult life.
(Demi) )

Alll of the cases above show various reasons underlying marital disagreements and
disputes.. But in each of these cases, quarrels are rooted in gender role discrepancies
whichh favor men. Even when the reasons for quarrelling are related to men's pride and
jealously,, women are still the ones who bear men's frustration. In the context of
Javanesee communities, the relatively high status of women related to bilateral kinship
andd their role in household economics, ultimately is not reflected in their daily domestic
lifee experiences. The reality is contradictory to this status, and is unfavorable to women.
Lifee on the plantation is hard enough, as most households have overall low
economicc performance and must handle the hardship of plantation work with its low
economicc return, yet all of this is further complicated by prevailing gender roles and
expectations.. Consciously or not, women have to survive daily mundane domestic
violence.. While some women try not to argue in their marriages, others rely on these
disputess to release marital tension. Unfortunately, these disputes do not result in better
circumstancess for the women, rather they receive more intimidation and humiliation
throughh their husbands' verbal and physical assaults on their dignity.
2.. Concealed Forms of Domestic Violence and Their Risk Factors
Ass has been argued, in intimate relationships psychological, physical, and sexual
violencee frequently overlap. This research found that women who live in polygamous
marriagee suffer from multiple forms of violence which directly and indirectly affect
theirr psychological, physical, sexual, economic, and social wellbeing. In addition,
womenn who reported experiences of sexual and physical violence confirm
psychologicall suffering. Thus, the above mentioned risk factors are present in sexual,
physicall and polygamous domestic violence.
2.1.. Multiple Forms of Violence within Polygamous Marriages
Thiss study argues that polygamy is distressful to women. Even though polygamy is
acceptablee to some believers of Islam, it is my opinion that this is not an ideal marriage
arrangementt and indeed constitutes domestic violence4. In many cases, people condemn
andd look down on polygamous marriage. Polygamy leads to tension not only between
thee husband and his wives but also between the wives and their families. Women in this
studyy involved in polygamous unions shared stories of how their experiences had
attackedd their dignity and degraded and humiliated them. Polygamy turned out to be
Feillardd (1997 and 1999) argues that some of the impacts of the revitalization of Islam in Indonesia
includee the increasingly conservative discourse on women's roles, the wearing of the veil and the
practicee of polygyny (male polygamy). The fight against polygamy in Indonesia has been going on
forr a century (see Chapter Five).
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onee of the women's primary concerns in the community, raised during a series of indepthh interviews . Non-consensual polygamous unions are one type of dramatic and
routinee violence perpetrated against women in South and Southeast Asia (Bennettt and
Mandersonn 2003). Women's experience and perception of polygamy depends on their
statuss within the polygamous marriage. The three cases presented demonstrate the
enduringg emotional pain of women who felt betrayed by their husbands but were given
noo alternative except to accept the situation. None of the polygamous husbands in this
researchh were found to be deeply religious, as none participated in the Islamic rule of
fivefive daily prayers, and thus it can be concluded that religion was not responsible for
theirr behavior. Rather, the women in these polygamous marriages explained that their
husbandss took second wives to satiate their sexual desire, related to the traditional belief
off the male's stronger libido.

Martini Martini
Martinii only completely enjoyed her marriage for the first nine years of her 32 year
unionn to Martoyo. Her first two children were born during these happy years, while the
otherr two were born when she was in pain because Martoyo took a second wife,
Rasidah.. Even though she was told that Islamic law approved of four wives, she could
nott believe that a woman could really share a man. This has put her in a never-ending
conflictt for the last 23 years. Ginah, her first child, was five years old when she heard
thatt her husband had proposed to Rasidah, her closefriendwho lived next door and was
inn the same group of tea pickers with her. When Martini objected, it was too late
becausee Martoyo and Rasidah were already attached. She asked for a divorce but
Martoyoo refused and convinced her that he would not abandon her and the kids.
Burningg with anger, Martini took her two children out of the village and stayed with her
sisterr in the city for several months. She met a man who wanted to marry her and she
askedd Martoyo for an official divorce, but again he refused Martini would not remarry
withoutt being divorced, so after some time she returned home and faced the reality of a
polygamouss husband.
Sincee Martoyo's betrayal, Martini has lived in a situation which she describes as
hellish.. She has tried to enjoy life with her children but it is difficult for her. "I feel
'boneless''boneless' in my skinny body. " Even though Martoyo kept his word, dividing his time
andd money equally between his two wives, Martini never again experienced her early
maritall happiness. Martini said that Martoyo never physically hurt her, but this did not
meann that he did not cause her emotional pain. In the past, every time she burned with
angerr she would leave Martoyo and take her children to her sister's house. This caused
breakss in her work as a tea picker and her children's education as well. Only seven
yearss ago when she gave birth to her youngest child, Rizki, did she gradually start to
feell more at peace with her situation. At that time, two of her children Ginah and Wardi
Thee prevalence of polygamy in the community was unclear due to poor statistics and record
keeping.. This was also because many second marriages are dibawah tangan (unofficial according
too marriage law but formally recognized according to Islamic Law) and so they are not recorded
officiallyy in the KUA (Kantor UrusanAgama or Office of Religious Affairs). However, in addition
too the following three cases I talked with five more women in polygamous marriages in
Kalikidang,, a hamlet that consisted of approximately 200 married couples.
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weree grown and gave her comfort when she needed it. Now, no matter what Martoyo
does,, she doesn't care because she has four kids and two grandchildren who take care of
herr and are taken care of by her.
Inn addition to feeling extremely bad about sharing a husband with another woman,
Martinii has also suffered because she was in the same group of tea pickers with her
rival,rival, Rasidah. Her fellow tea pickers were divided as supporters of either herself or
Rasidah.. Work became stressful for her but she would not quit her job because she
neededd the income. Sometimes she made it an arena to fool Rasidah, and vice versa,
yet,, frequently she could not handle the situation and would leave work and rejoin later
whenn her anger cooled down. Another difficulty occurred when her rival was selected
too be a permanent tea-picker, something all tea-pickers wish to achieve. Martini was
angryy and felt like a loser, especially when she heard about Martoyo's effort to secure
moneyy for Rasidah. A permanent worker has the right to a monthly wage, allowance
andd other benefits. Knowing this, Martoyo tried to ensure that one of his wives obtained
thiss status. He nominated Rasidah. As his economic strategy, he could then reduce his
incomee contribution to Rasidah and give more to Martini and the children. Despite this,
Martinii felt very upset for losing her chance to become a permanent worker due to her
husband'ss intervention.
Ass a wife of Martoyo, Martini was expected to be involved in the organization of
workers'' wives, but she reluctantly joined these activities. When she was asked about
this,, she blushed and looked uncomfortable, which made me refrain from further
questions.. It was most likely that she felt uncomfortable with other workers' wives and
thatt she avoided meeting Rasidah who was a member of the organization due to her
statuss as a permanent worker. For the last few years, she has tried not to think too much
aboutt her situation, but she still continues to avoid encountering Rasidah as much as she
can. .
Ass the first wife, Martini could not accept her husband's betrayal. For many years
shee has lived in bitter domestic and work conditions as she not only lives near but also
workss with her husband's second wife.
Sumirah Sumirah
Sumirahh was bom in 1959. She says that she has had bad luck ever since. Her
latherr disappeared when she was three months in her mother's womb. During those
\ears.. many male villagers left the village to avoid conflict with a guerilla group
(DI/TII)) that occupied the forest around the village (see Chapter Four). Her mother left
herr to be taken care of by her aunt when she was seven months old. She has no idea
why.. She met her mother again 29 years later as an old sick blind woman, for whom she
leltt pity and then cared for her until her death in 1998. Sumirah was a divorcee when
shee married Rastomo, a man who had been married to Sairoh, her neighbor. Rastomo
tirelesslyy told Sumirah sad stories about his marriage to Sairoh; Sumirah finally stopped
resistingg and fulfilled Rastomo's wish to marry. They married according to Islamic law
inn 1980. Five years later she gave birth to Nuryati, this was followed by three other
pregnancies,, but only one child survived, Nuryati's brother, Adi.
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Sumirahh said that her marriage was ruined when she was in her second pregnancy.
Withoutt her consent, Rastomo returned to his first wife, Sairoh, whom he had never
officiallyy divorced. In Sumirah's view, Rastomo was affected by pelet (a magic spell)
castt by Sairoh to get her husband back. Both Sairoh and Sumirah were actually cheated
byy their husband because at the same time Rastomo was also having affairs with other
women.. For Sumirah, Rastomo's attitude put her in a dilemma. Rastomo continued to
visitt her but rarely contributed to household finances. Sumirah still hoped that
Rastomo'ss behaviors would change. It took seven years of pain and tears before
Sumirah'ss dream came true two years ago when Rastomo finally came home. But when
askedd about her feelings toward her husband, she was unsure. She said that at least he
wass with her now day and night and she was proud as a wife because he gave her all the
moneyy he earned. She said that she did not believe that her husband had completely
changedd but she did not really care anymore.
I'veI've had worse experiences than living with him and I don't know if I am happy now or not.
ForFor more than seven years I cried for him to come back and now he is here so what can I do
butbut accept him the way he is and the rest let God decide.

Sumirahh had two pregnancies during her difficult times. Rastomo was her husband
andd he had a right over her body. If he demanded sex she was obligated as a wife to
providee it. She was happy when her son Adi was a healthy infant despite her difficulties
andd the emotional pain she experienced during the pregnancy. But, she felt guilty over
herr miscarriages because she could not defend her pregnancies. Especially when she
wass carrying the fourth child, she suffered from her husband's neglect of her, their two
childrenn and her sick mother. She expressed a deep sorrow when she shared her feelings
aboutt her last miscarriage.
MyMy fetus carried the burden of her mother because of her father's attitude. She burned with
mymy heart's emotions. You can imagine the distance between womb and heart? It was so
close,close, that's why she died. I tried to save her when we both could not stand the heat one day
whenwhen I was picking tea leaves. I lost her there in the hill, my poor eight month-oldfetus.
But,, according to Sumirah, ""Something worked, a few months later my husband
camee back, 1 don't know whether he felt bad for not taking care of the miscarried child
orr if it was my fourth child's spirit who knocked his blind heart, I would prefer not to
askk about that." Sumarsih, Sumirah's cousin, confirmed the sad story of her cousin. She
wass wise when she said that Rastomo made both Sumirah and Sairoh suffer. These two
wivess were competing for Rastomo's attention; while Rastomo was not now nor never
wouldd be a good husband because he also went out with other women. Rastomo fooled
them.. Sairoh was luckier if this is the word, as she had no children and had a big
wealthyy family who could provide her with money and support, while Sumirah had to
makee a living for her two dependents by herself.
Sumirahh had a different story from Martini as the second wife of her polygamous
husband.. Sumirah did not understand that her decision to accept Rastomo's proposal
causedd another woman to suffer, Rastomo's first wife Sairoh. She was inclined to her
husband'ss confession that his marriage with Sairoh had been ruined and that he would
havee a new life with her. Only after she found that Rastomo never divorced Sairoh and,
inn fact, returned to her, did Sumirah's life become miserable. Rather than leaving
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Rastoraoo whom had lied to her and betrayed her, Sumirah wanted Rastomo to come
backk to her and their children. To defend her husband and herself, Sumirah blamed on
Sairohh whom she accused of using magic to get her husband back. Sumirah had to fight
hardd to keep Rastomo, as according to Sairoh's cousin, with whom I talked to about
Sairoh'ss opinions, Sairoh never agreed with her husband living with Sumirah. I never
hadd a chance to talk personally with Sairoh because she refused my interviews as she
consideredd me biased toward Sumirah.
KasemiKasemi and Dasirah
Kasemi,, now 26, was the youngest in her family. Her mother Warmi and three
sisterss were all tea pickers. They lived in adjacent houses inherited from Warmi's kin.
Lookingg into Kasemi's eyes, it was clear that she was having a difficult time as the
motherr of an eight-month old son. For more than four years she lived with Satarwo, a
mann whom she loved despite his cruelty to her. Kasemi knew that Satarwo was married
too Dasirah and lived with their three children when they made a commitment to live
together.. Later on, Satarwo did not keep his word to divorce Dasirah and their
undefinedd relationship become gossip spread around the neighborhood.
Whenn confronted with her husband's affair with Kasemi, Dasirah, a 40-year old
womann recently unemployed because of the labor cut in the plantation, said that she
wouldd never let Satarwo take a second wife. Dasirah was aware of the marriage laws
andd knew that Satarwo needed her official consent before he could marry Kasemi.
Dasirahh challenged Satarwo by giving him the option that if he wanted to divorce her,
hee must agree to pay for the costs of their three school-age children. Dasirah's scheme
worked,, Satarwo stopped his regular visits to Kasemi. Since she gave birth, he has only
visitedd Kasemi's house once, to give her 50,000 rupiah for his newborn baby.
Kasemii was reluctant to ask Satarwo to marry her, because for her it was Satarwo
whoo should take an initiative to formalize their relationship. This made her mother and
sisterss even more upset. Her mother declared, "I don't know what happened to my
youngestyoungest daughter. She should force Satarwo to be more responsible. I can only give
herher suggestions, I avoid intervening further because I worry that it will worsen things."
Butt Kasemi had her own reason not to run after Satarwo. She was following social
customm and believed that the man who was courting her would ask her for her hand. She
gott more than a marriage proposal, and ended up with a son, uncertainty and the stigma
off being pasangan mboten sah (a mistress or unofficial wife). For Kasemi, becoming a
spinsterr was more horrible to contemplate than her current status. But given the choice,
shee would prefer to live a normal happy life, with a caring husband and children like her
sisterr Toriyah.
Satarwoo never physically hurt Dasirah or Kasemi but their lives were far from their
expectationss because of Satarwo's taking advantage of them. He refused to divorce
Dasirahh to avoid financial responsibility for their three children, and he also refused to
marryy Kasemi without permission from Dasirah. The lives of the two women were
ruinedd even more. Dasirah almost completely lost her work since nobody in her group
askedd her to be their domplengan as they usually did. According to women in her ex-
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group,, Dasirah was hard to cooperate with. She was known as impatient and jealous,
andd always treated other women suspiciously. One of these women asked, "Doesn 't she
knowknow that it's her husband who's indecent and not all women would be as stupid as
Kasemi?Kasemi? We stay away from her to avoid conflict. " So did Kasemi, who was a sensitive
andd young woman who lacked confidence. All interviews with Kasemi were held in the
presencee of a third party, either her mother or sister Toriyah. During the interviews, her
motherr and sister talked about her sad stories while Kasemi confirmed her experiences
withh her tears. She was better off than some, though, as her mother and sisters
comfortedd her and took care of her and her baby's financial needs.
Kasemi'ss story shows the difficulty of being the other woman. She had no idea
howw to change her life and relied on her 'husband'. But her husband did not prioritize
herr needs. Rather he put himself between his two wives. Although her mother and
sisterss were angry at Satarwo for being irresponsible to Kasemi, they could do nothing
butt feel sorry for her. Kasemi stayed in this unequal and emotionally abusive
relationshipp because she feared losing her identity as a socially and culturally defined
'real"" woman, she did not want to bear being a woman without clear status (wong
wadonwadon sing rajelas statuse). Initially, she preferred to submit to Satarwo, a married
man.. than to become a spinster (perawan tua), but later she admitted that she had a
childd who needed a legitimate father. Kasemi was confused. Her case was related to her
upbringingg and perception of community gender roles and expectations: no matter how,
shee believed that women should marry (and that at 26, she was heading to
spinsterhood). .
Onn the other side, Dasirah, as a potentially abandoned wife, was threatened with
bearingg the burden of taking care of her three children alone. The choice that she gave
too Satarwo (that he must take care of the children's needs if he divorced her) did not
sokk e her problems. Satarwo was living with her and the children but that did not reduce
herr feeling of having lost him to Kasemi. While the two women lived in insecurity and
sulleredd the burdens of wives of an irresponsible husband, Satarwo lost nothing but
insteadd could be proud of having two women. Meanwhile, his wives suffered from
multiplee forms of domestic violence. They were mentally, sexually, and socially
humiliatedd and economically cheated. Some men enjoy being involved with more than
onee woman and having no responsibility to feed these women or their children. This is a
t\\ pieal form of economic violence that leaves women and children in misery.
2.2.. Non-Consensual Sex
Conflictingg interests also marked sexual relations between husbands and wives.
Almostt all women reported experiences of having unwilling sexual intercourse with
theirr husbands. They defended their submissiveness to their husbands, as they believed
(ass most men do as well) that male libido is stronger than women's. The women argued
thatt if they did not submit to their husband's interests, they risked abandonment or
betrayal. .
// don't know if there are women who have strong sexual desires, but I do find a gap between
mymy own and those of my husband over the past few years. I don't think I have the same
sexualsexual desire as during the early years of my marriage. But, I don't find so much change
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withwith my husband. I would prefer not to have sex with my husband. But didn't we learn that
it'sit's forbidden for a wife to refuse her husband? It's not only a sin for me to refuse him. But it
wouldwould also then be my fault if my husband committed adultery or took a new wife. No, I
wouldwould rather unwillingly have sex with him. (Tarni)

Anotherr reason underlying sexual submissiveness was the women's belief that
marriagee entailed obedience to the husbands' will, including in sexual relations. If they
refused,, they would bear the consequences of this, which could include a husband's
sexuall affairs with other women and/or the taking of a second wife, both seen as terrible
andd thus avoided at all costs. Women felt that they would be the guilty one if their
husbandss engaged in sexual relationships with other women.
Withh these reasons in mind, women would submit to sex against their will, even
withh husbands they defined as loving and caring. One informant had a critical
perspectivee on this.
AA man naturally has a strong libido. In addition to that, a man always thinks simply, unlike a
womanwoman who has all the details to be concerned about. Women have a lot of things to do in
theirtheir life related to their roles. Men can just take everything easy. In fact, it is women who
areare responsible for the uneasy things left by men. Women must think about how to manage
thethe household, what to eat the next day, how to pay the debt, how to buy the child's school
uniform,uniform, etc. With all those things in mind how can you think about sex? If only Ididn 't have
suchsuch things to care about, well, I'm sure I would enjoy having sex with my husband. But, life
hashas gotten more difficult recently, so it's more difficult for me to enjoy sex. I am very upset
andand feel humiliated when my husband does it without my consent. But if this man burns with
desire,desire, who can stop him? (Sopiah)

Nevertheless,, not all women passively surrender. There were ways for them to
avoidd having sexual intercourse with their husbands when they were not willing to, as in
thee case of 50-year old Sariyem, who did not think she always had to serve her
husband'ss sexual desire:
It'sIt's impossible to follow men's will on sexual intercourse. If I am really not willing to have it
II just tell him. But it really depends on him. Sometimes he accepts my objection, sometimes
not.not. Even if I think that he accepts my refusal, I must wait until the next morning to see how
hehe actually takes it. I can see that he does not like my refusal through his anger. But, it
doesndoesn 't last long and I ignore it. Sometimes I feel so guilty that I try to be nicer to him the
wholewhole day, making him a cup of coffee and trying to appease him. I think there are not many
womenwomen who behave like me with their husbands. (Sanvcm)

Evenn if they said they could refuse their husbands, women had difficulty in
negotiatingg with their husbands on sexual matters. Most informants discussed women's
virtuee (kodrat) which entails sexual duties. Women tried every possible way to avoid
sexx and their kodrat, as in the case of Kamilah.
// have lied to him for almost ten years of our marriage. He doesn't know that I have only
fourfour to six menstrual days. I became pregnant one month after we married and I had an
irregularirregular menstruation after the delivery. At that time he saw that my menstruation lasted up
toto two weeks. He thought that was normal for me, and I never told him the truth. I know it's
notnot good to lie to my husband but I found it the best way to avoid having sex with him too
often.often. (Kamilah)

Despitee such experiences, women did not regard forced sexual relations as marital
rape.. Even if they lived in distressful conditions such as those women who found their
husbandss remarried or engaged in sexual relations with other women without their
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consent,, they stuck to their beliefs that men had the right to their wife's sexual services
(seee also Idrus and Bennett 2003). Women did feel insulted and hurt by polygamous
husbands.. Sumirah stated that she felt as if she was being raped by her husband during
thosee difficulties days. Yet, she never thought to refuse her husband, simply because '7
amam his wife". Within the institution of marriage, women upheld men's entitlement to
sexuall access to their wives regardless of whether women consented to sexual relations
(Astburyy 2003).
Sexuall intercourse after a severe quarrel, with or without physical assault, can be
viciouss for women. Some informants argued that they chose not to have sexual
intercoursee with their husbands after a dispute. However, they often had no strength to
refusee their husbands.
// 'm always scared to sleep with my husband after a big quarrel. It seems to me that he has a
strongerstronger sexual desire after we quarrel and that makes me upset for I have no strength to
refuserefuse him. But to be honest, I have strange feelings every time my husband forces me to
havehave sex with him after we fight. Sometimes I get more upset and hate him but there also
timestimes when I am happy that he still wants me. (Teni)

Thee case of Teni above shows that sex after fighting can also place women in
contradictoryy situations. These experiences reflect women's weakness and submission,
yet.. also give women a sense of security over their husband's sexual desire for them.
Whenn men were confronted about sexual matters, they did not completely agree
withh the idea of a man's strong libido. Similar to women, they also mentioned the
fluctuationn of their sexual desire depending on external circumstances. One of the men
saidd "when we lift up stones during the day, at night it is impossible to have an
erection"" {nek awane ngunjali watu nggih bengine pun mboten saged tangi).
Nevertheless,, most men interviewed agreed that men's sexual desire is more difficult to
controll than women's. When they were probed about their reaction to their wives'
refusal,, their responses varied as represented by three husbands below.
SometimesSometimes I give up but my wife gives up more often than myself. (Rozy)
ShallShall I have it with the long pillow? (Kasto)
ThatThat is complicated because for a man like me sex is important- if my wife continues to
refuserefuse me, I will leave. Then she will be the one who loses. (Murad)

Whilee men recognized that their sexual desire did not always fit their wives', they
demandedd their wives' understanding rather than giving them a choice over sex.
2.3.. Physical Violence
Brownn (1999:4) stresses the importance of looking at the difference between wife
beatingg and wife battering when studying physical violence in non-industrial countries.
Wifee beating is customary, and is therefore viewed as unremarkable and as a culturally
expectedd behavior. Despite this tolerance, however, women prefer husbands who do not
beatt them. In contrast, wife battering in most societies is not viewed as usual and
acceptablee by members of the society. While the former is considered to be a 'physical
reprimand'' and private, the latter is seen as dangerous to women which allows other
peoplee to intervene. There was no women's testimony on ongoing domestic violence in
thee form of either wife beating or wife battering. Physical violence reported by women
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wass limited to physical violence against inanimate objects as in the cases of Teni,
Siwari,, Parinah, Mintari and Kasemi. Most men and women argued that even if they
couldd not hold in their anger and began to clash with their spouses, they tried not to
physicallyy harm one another. As we shall see, the distinction of wife beating and wife
batteringg is not valid in the Kaligua plantation community because no form of physical
violencee is viewed as acceptable. However, physical violence does exist. Owing to its
particularr characteristics, physical violence is thus discussed separately in this section.
Duringg early interviews with women, most were unaware of their experiences of
domesticc violence as they tended to regard these as part of marriage. Their quick
reactionss such as "Why are you asking about conflict with my husband? Why are you so
curiouscurious about what happens when I have a fight with my husband?" were often
accompaniedd by laughter or humorous expressions. Only later, when they were asked to
explainn their experiences and were probed to describe their feelings during the disputes
wouldd their reactions change. Their change in behavior and willingness to share their
experiencess reflected their growing consciousness about what was actually going on
duringg the disputes and their growing trust of me. The interview questions raised their
awarenesss that something might be wrong in their relationships with their husbands. As
describedd earlier, most women recalled disputes related to their traditionally assigned
roless as wives and mothers. However, some women found it difficult to put the blame
onn their kodrat (women's virtue). They had mixed up kodrat and gender roles. Despite
thee efforts of women scholars and activists to reinterpret kodrat as women's destiny
relatedd to their biological and reproductive functions, namely menstruation, pregnancy,
givingg birth and breast-feeding, popular interpretations of kodrat are mostly related to
genderr roles as housekeeper, child-care giver, and husband's companion (see Chapter
Five). .
Makingg cultural references to their behavior, women tended to disqualify their
experiencess as normal and, therefore, acceptable. This demonstrates how the cultural
preoccupationn with kodrat is central in understanding the process of mamtaining gender
differentiationn and inequality and justifying daily domestic violence. Nevertheless, there
weree some women who were desperately hoping for a change in their lives. These
womenn did not believe that they should be solely responsible for daily household
managementt especially related to expenditure, housework, and childcare. For these
womenn complaining and quarrelling were ways to seek their husband's understanding.
Unfortunatelyy for some women, their verbal objections and complaints during a quarrel
invitedd their husband's reactions and would lead to a deeper argument often followed
byy verbal and physical abuse from the husband. The following case of Teni, as in the
casess of Siwari, Mintari and Kasemi, wass typical of minor physical violence perpetrated
inn the community.
It'sIt's really unfair. Have you ever received any appreciation for your daily work as a
housekeeper?housekeeper? I never have. What I get is blame for something that happens unintentionally.
WhoWho cares when I'm confused about how to get money for sumbangan (reciprocal gift) f or
ourour neighbor's wedding? Nobody but me. I have to struggle to get it, otherwise I will be
ashamedashamed for not fulfilling my social duty. But, when I tell my husband that we cannot shop
becausebecause they refuse to give me credit until I pay my debts, he gets mad and blames me.
BrutallyBrutally he throws things at me while saying that I do not pay respect to him. Instead of
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helpinghelping me to get money to settle the debt he leaves me angrily and returns later, still
withoutwithout money and pretending that nothing happened. I am trapped in a situation where I
mustmust accept his behavior. (Teni)

Thus,, women mostly reported their experiences of minor physical violence as
representedd by Teni above. This did not mean, however, that more severe forms of
physicall violence was absent. Even though wife beating and wife battering were rarely
reportedd first-hand by informants, women would talk about the experiences of other
women.. Siwari, Mintari, and Teni's neighbors mentioned that these women were
physicallyy abused by their husbands and Kasemi's mother related that she hated her
son-in-laww because she found him beating her daughter. As stated earlier, Siwari was
initiallyy very reluctant in interviews and only slowly shared her personal experiences of
domesticc violence. But even after she opened up, she continued to deny her experience
off physical violence. Once she mentioned that her husband destroyed the bamboo wall
off the kitchen, but when I probed her whether he also beat her during such heavy
disputess she said no. This was also the case with Kasemi. When I told her that her
motherr explained that her husband was considered ringan tangan (literally meaning
'lightt hand', it is used as a metaphor to describe a person who easily beats someone),
Kasemii would not answer, she only cried and left me. In addition to these cases, some
informantss also mentioned Ginah. This woman has been deaf for the last five years and
throughh some informants I learned that her husband caused her deafness by beating her
inn the head. Unfortunately, she could not confirm the suspicions that she was badly
batteredd by her husband due to difficulties in both written and verbal communication.
Whilee wife beating and other forms of physical violence existed in the community,
thesee experiences were not easily shared. Even when I asked Siwari and Kasemi's
motherss to describe their daughters' experiences -of things that they witnessed and/or
weree told about by their daughters- these two women were reluctant as were Kasemi's
sisters.. I got the sense that they felt bad and avoided talking about such matters, saying,
"That's"That's it. Actually I cannot accept this. My son's behavior is really shamefid".
InIn addition to other women's experiences reported by informants, two informants
spokee directly about their past experiences of living with an abusive husband. Based on
theirr narratives, I suspect these two women had experiences wife battering and found
differentt solutions to end it. Sutirah had the courage to leave her former husband for a
betterr life while Semi just waited desperately for her husband to change.
II decided to leave him when I couldn 't stand to be treated like an animal anymore. I became
pregnantpregnant seven times but not one of these made it to term. I never thought that any other
womanwoman in this neighborhood had similar experiences. All he did was hurt me with his bad
wordswords and beatings. I never understood why he treated me like that. He would not accept my
manners.manners. My current husband is much better than my former was, and, yet, nobody's perfect.
But,But, I am happier now... (Sutirah)

Semii also shared information with me about her life with an abusive husband in the
past. .
II can't believe that finally my husband stopped beating me. You can ask my children how
brutallybrutally he treated me. Our neighbors knew that he treated me no better than an animal. In
ourour house, even if a small nail falls down, people would hear it. But I stayed with him
becausebecause I didn 't know what I would do if I left him. I got used to his behavior. I still
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rememberremember the worst experience I had, when he hit me very badly and then pushed me into
thethe burning stove. I was cooking at the time and my youngest son was watching the fight
betweenbetween his parents. I don't know exactly what made him change his behavior. No, he did
notnot treat me like what I dreamed about. I've lost my chance to have a romantic relationship
withwith him. Only he has stopped beating me now, and that is more than enough for me.

Thee relative absence of physical violence from first-hand informants and the fact
thatt women were likely to report past experiences but not current ones, can be
understoodd in the context of the dominant Javanese culture which upholds the idea of
livingg in harmony in the family and the community (Sciortino and Smyth 1995). The
notionss of isin (shame) and saru (indecency), were repeatedly used by the informants,
demonstratingg how women try to conceal their shameful experiences by keeping silent,
disqualifyingg and/or denying them. By doing this, women maintain family honor as
warnedd about in the parable mikul dhuwur mendem jero (see Chapter Three). Fear of
shame,, taboos and the protection of family honor routinely act to silence women about
theirr experiences of violence (see also Bennett and Manderson 2003).
3.. Consequences of Violence and W o m e n ' s Responses
Whenn it comes to consequences of and women's responses to their experiences of
genderr violence and their ways to survive their living conditions, the discussion cannot
bee separated from the ways in which they experience violence. Domestic violence is
partt of the daily life of unequal gender roles and expectations in the plantation
community.. Some women mentioned quarrels and disputes with husbands as a way of
releasingg tension and as a form of protest to make their husbands aware of their actual
burdenss as housekeepers and workers. But, while marital conflicts can serve as a way of
releasingg the tension of carrying multiple burdens, they also risk further humiliation.
II feel so bad when I quarrel with my husband because he hurts me with his humiliating
words,words, saying that I don't know how to be a good woman, that I always complain and that I
don'tdon't submit to our conditions as wong cilik (low class people). I don't want to fight, but
actuallyactually it's good that I can express my deep feelings as well. (Kohariyah)

Whenn disputes occur, there is always the possibility of harsh arguments as well as
actss of psychological, physical or sexual violence that hurt women even more. If this is
thee case, both husband and wife try to control their moods and behaviors. After the
disputess they reconcile, meaning mat they continue their life as if nothing had
happened.. All informants, men and women, confirmed that they never discuss previous
quarrelss to reach an understanding of one another or to anticipate similar future
conditionss as more urban or more educated couples might do. The couples stay
together,, taking responsibility for each other's roles and duties, and having other
quarrels. .
Mostt women loose during the disputes. It is interesting that the women tended to
holdd back and were unlikely to express negative feelings or emotions. Conflicts and
quarrelss with husbands brought women to a state of powerlessness owing to their
weaknesss against the prevailing ideas of gender roles. Therefore they took their
experiencess as normal in the community, "ƒ? is actually worthless to fight with my
husbandhusband over money, but sometimes I am so stuck that I need to release my stress".
Womenn consider quarrels and disputes, regardless of their devastating effects on
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women'ss psychological, physical and sexual conditions, simply as bumbune tiyang
emah-emahemah-emah (the spice of marriage).
Womenn have to consider many things related to the future of the family and
marriage.. Children's feelings and husband's loyalty were among the most often cited
reasonss for women to not worsen their marriages through fighting. This was true in the
casess of women with polygamous husbands in which the wives tried hard to continue
theirr marriage because of their children and their desire to secure their husbands' care
andd thus their status as women. As indicated by Gammeltoft (1999), women's
repressionn of emotions is due to pragmatic concerns related to their children and the
futuree of their family and marriage rather than moral principles that women accept
submissionn to husbands. Moreover, as in many other places in Indonesia, for example in
Balii (Jennaway 2000), women believe that even unsatisfactory or polygamous marriage
iss preferable to its alternatives: spinsterhood, widowhood or divorce.
Thee following sections describe the ways women experience symptoms of stress as
aa consequence of domestic violence and use this as a form of resistance as well as how
theyy creatively develop collective and individual resistance to survive.
3.1.. Symptoms of Stress
Regardlesss of the fact that there were no reported cases of ongoing physical
violence,, and no traces of physical violence on women's bodies, violence affected
womenn in other ways. This study collected grievances articulated by women of their
experiencess of domestic violence. They used local terms to describe feeling
psychologicallyy and physically unwell such as gemeter (nerves), lemes (fainting),
mretelimreteli (boneless, no strength to carry the body), panas (fever), ngelu (headache), and
maagmaag (stomachache). According to the paramedic in the plantation's health center,
womenn reported these symptoms when they sought medication. In addition, the monthly
medicall record in the health center indicated that the five most reported diseases were
relatedd to the respiratory tract, digestive system, bones and skeleton, skin, and eyes. At
leastt three of the 50 women who participated in in-depth interviews complained of
physicall weakness in almost every encounter. Sometimes they related their condition to
theirr work as tea-pickers but most of the time they blamed their husband's behaviors.
Mintari Mintari
Forr almost 19 years Mintari has been living in a situation she repeatedly describes
ass distressing. Her neighbors are eye-witnesses to her marital quarrels, which always
includee shouting and breaking of kitchen utensils by her husband, Sarna. Mintari
blamess their economic conditions as the source of conflict: her small earnings from the
plantationn work, mainly as a tea picker coupled with Sarna's unwillingness to share his
earningss for household expenditures. Sarna's contribution to the household income is
smalll and irregular, instead he spends his money on two packs of cigarettes per day and
forr going out with his friends to take additional jobs. Mintari says she is not stupid
enoughh to believe her husband's excuses for not bringing home money for Mintari and
thee two children. She knows that Sarna is tricking her. Mintari has never trusted her
husbandd since she found him having an affair with a woman from the same
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neighborhood,, Ratmi, and with other women since then. She will never forget when ten
yearss ago her seven-year old daughter and she herself found Sarna and Ratmi in thenbedd at mid-day. Angrily she took out the bed linen and burned it while her neighbors
watched.. Not only is her husband untruthful, but also unfaithful. If only she could earn
moree or her husband would contribute more, she thinks life would not be that difficult.
Onee day Mintari made her testimony,
ActuallyActually I don't like him anymore. But he is still my husband. I don't want to be the one who
asksasks for a divorce because it will cost a lot of money. Neither do I want to be an abandoned
wife.wife. That's why I want him to settle in this house with the kids and me. It seems that Sarna
understandsunderstands my desire for this and opts for this win-win solution. Our quarrels always start
withwith the same triggers. I can't stand his irresponsibility to the household finances while at
thethe same time he demands that I understand his situation and thinks that I am asking too
muchmuch from him. It's good for me that I can fight back through shouting and yelling. I would
nevernever let him beat me, but what he does to me is enough to make me sad. You might see that
onceonce or even twice a week I ask for leave from the mandor. Ifeel unwell, in fact, I never feel
well.well. My regular absence from work affects my wages but what can I do? It's good that my
daughterdaughter helps me to collect the leaves but it would be better if we all could work to secure
ourour income.

Headachee and upset stomach were Mintari's recurring complaints. She felt
uncomfortablee to frequently ask for medication from the health service provided by the
plantation. .
Recentlyy I met Mintari in one of her bad moods. Her husband was around. They let
mee enter the house but I felt unwelcome. I could see they were in the midst of a heated
argumentt and that was enough to make me leave quickly. Sometimes Sarna
intentionallyy observed us while I interviewed his wife. Mintari would become silent and
awkward.. She did tell me that Sarna did not like her talking about their financial
burdenss with others. In my conversation with Sarna, he blamed the overall conditions of
plantationn life and his wife's impatience and demanding attitude for their troubles. But
inn fact, Sarna was widely known by his fellow workers and/or mandor as a man who
over-overestimatedd himself. Despite his low work performance, he often complained
aboutt his small earnings from the plantation work. Sarna had tried almost all men's
plantationn work (hoeing, carrying, and packing) as well as agricultural work (hoeing
andd carrying harvest) and forestry work (wood cutting). But in his opinion, there were
noo economically or psychologically satisfying jobs available.
HowHow can we live on an irregular payment of 4000 rupiah a day? It's not even enough for a
packpack of cigarettes! I am sick of this situation and it's even worse if my wife constantly
complainscomplains about lack of money. She is supposed to understand my situation, not make it
worse. worse.

Whilee Sarna complained, he never discussed committing adultery with Ratmi or
otherr women and I never found the chance to confront him on this matter.
Similarly,, Semi and Sutirah looked sick and shattered every time I met them.
Unlikee Mintari who openly demonstrated her hatred of Sarna, they were quiet and
talkedd only after I probed. Even though Semi made it clear that her husband had
stoppedd beating her two years ago, she still felt that she has yet to recover from her
traumaticc experiences. Due to her physical weakness she was currently excusing herself
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fromfrom regular tea picking and let her daughter take care of the work, "I feel frail and
havehave no strength even to carry my body". In the same way, Sumirah had described her
symptomss of stress and losing her baby, which she attributed to being abandoned by her
polygamouss husband who returned to his first wife while also having affairs with other
women.. These women clearly referred to their experiences of domestic violence as the
causee of their poor health. Many other women, however, were unaware of this
connection.. In this way, women used their physical symptoms not only as an
embodimentt of stressful living conditions but also a language for expression of stressful
sociall experiences (see also Gammeltof 1999). In other words, women talked about
feelingg sick and proved this somatically to attract other's attentions, as weapons of the
weak,, to struggle over excessive work burdens and oppressive gender relations.
Regretfully,, friends, neighbors and coworkers surrounding these women often
reactedd negatively to their conditions. Kasemi who was abandoned by her husband for
anotherr woman was avoided by her fellow tea-pickers because they saw her as difficult
too cooperate with and paranoid, "She is weird and always suspicious of her friends". On
thee other hand, Kasemi complained that she was not comfortable with her group of teapickerss because as she said, "They are dishonest and keen on talking about people
behindbehind one's baclC\ Atikah, who was left by her husband because she refused to stay in
herr husband's parental house, became silent and unaffectionate making people reluctant
too speak with her.
Ass mentioned earlier, halfway through my research, I noticed a distinct attitude of
womenn whom I suspected of having experience with domestic violence. Even though I
wass not always correct, I developed an instinct with women who were unwelcoming of
myy early visits and tried to avoid personal communication with me. As they began to
feell comfortable with me and trust me, they shared their experiences with me. I
concludedd that these women had lost confidence and were anxious lest they would be
askedd to share the perceived 'shame' of domestic violence.
3.2.. Collective and Individual Forms of Resistance
Itt has been argued that women consciously and unconsciously experience various
formss of gender violence in their domestic lives. Consequently, there are different ways
off resistance to survive these experiences. First, forms of resistance can be divided as
collectivee or individual and second, they can be separated by the impact of violence on
thee women. In this way, their forms of resistance are related to their perceptions of their
experiences. .
Collectivee forms of resistance were indicated by women's ability to share their
experiencess with other women and with the researcher as well. Most women could
straightforwardlyy talk about day-to-day forms of psychological violence, as these were
consideredd a normal part of marriage. In many cases, women exchanged experiences
andd gave advice on how to handle domestic affairs and violence during their leisure
time.. They also talked of this in conversations at the well or river, in the shop, and on
thee way home from working on the plantation. At these times, they would
enthusiasticallyy converse about psychological violence as 'shared' domestic
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experiences.. It usually started with one woman who mentioned, for example, her small
gainn of tealeaves that day, then others would say the same, leading the talk to their
effortss to secure rice for the following days. Subsequently, their talk would be
'gendered'' when they said, ""The men only see that all things have been settled by
women.women. If we complain they will do nothing. It's better that we just take it and keep
silentsilent because if we continue complaining we will quarrel and end up upset andsad'\ In
thiss way, women shared their burdens and experiences, which were not regarded as
genderr violence but considered part and parcel of their lives as wives and mothers.
SometimesSometimes women also discussed their lack of money, which at the same time
showedd how they worked hard to secure the family needs. They talked about their
husbands'' demands for food and other practical household arrangements in ways that
consequentlyy demonstrated their abilities to solve those problems, as represented by
Turah: :
YouYou know that my husband and my children are spoiled and rather choosy. Unlike others
whowho eat what is served to them, such as sambal (chili sauce) and boiled vegetables, they
wantwant me to serve them good food. Even if it is only egg, tofu, tempe and vegetables, these
mustmust be well-prepared with complete ingredients, otherwise they won't eat them and
complain.complain. I can handle this. (Turah)

Nott all women, however, appreciated attitudes like Turah's. Many thought such
talkk was arrogant, as everyone knew how difficult it is for women in these
circumstancess to serve good food to the family. I, however, would argue that these
behaviorss reflected one form of women's resistance by which they actively transformed
theirr stress by creating stories to give meaning to their subjective experiences,
regardlesss of other women's opinions.
Ass far as physical violence was concerned, women perceived and responded
differentlyy to their experiences of wife beating and other forms of physical humiliation.
Deniall and reluctance to share their experiences with others reflected how difficult such
experiencess were to cope with. This type of violence is considered to be a private matter
thaii must be kept from the acknowledgment and intervention of others including
extendedd families. None of the informants looked upon physical violence as normal in
thee community. Those who claimed not to have had such experiences felt pity for those
womenn whom they knew had experienced it. Similarly, more delicate forms of domestic
\iolencee such as abandonment or polygamy were seen as women's personal affairs
whichh required individual forms of resistance. Even when women shared their
experiencess of unhappy lives with their wicked and lying husbands, gloomy
experiencess as abandoned wives, and distressful times in polygamous marriage with the
researcher,, this did not mean that they would easily discuss these things with others.
Itt was unclear how women developed individual resistance to deal with more
severee experiences of domestic violence, which are not perceived as normal, like
physicall violence and polygamy. It was only understood that those women who
reportedd their experiences of physical violence in the past felt sorry for themselves and
wonderedd if there were other women who had experiences like their own. However,
thesee women were pleased and proud that in the end, they had managed to survive.
Somee women relied on destiny (pasrah maring nasib) while desperately and silently
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waitingg for their husbands to stop beating them as in the case of Semi. There were also
womenn who changed their lives by asking for divorce as in the case of Sutirah. Others
regrettedd their conditions and were repeatedly engaged in disputes as in the case of
Kasemi,, Siwari, and Mintari, three women who, despite their enduring denial, were
believedd to have experienced ongoing physical abuse by their husbands as reported by
otherr women.

4.. Concluding Remarks
Thiss chapter presented evidence of day-to-day domestic violence as experienced by
marriedd women in the Javanese plantation community. Contrary to the high status of
womenn in the Javanese household as the consequence of bilateral kinship, their access
too landownership and the residential pattern, the women are not free from violent
martiall relationships. Prevailing values and norms related to gender roles and
expectationss play crucial roles in women's lives. With low socio-economic
backgrounds,, women have to cope with various problems related to their roles as wives,
child-caree givers, housekeepers, and workers. These experiences reflect unequal gender
relationss in the domestic sphere that favor men. Unfortunately when these women
objectt and demand their husband's recognition and understanding, they receive no less
thann emotional abuse in the form of intimidation and humiliation.
Polygamyy was an unexpected issue raised by many women. Polygamy is in itself a
formm of domestic violence from both the perspective of the author and plantation
women.. Women who live in polygamous marriages led extremely complicated lives
thatt negated their rights and impacted their psychological, physical, and sexual health.
Womenn who survived day-to-day domestic violence reported effects on their sexual
andd general health. Most recalled symptoms of stress disorders such as nerves,
headaches,, and stomachaches. To cope with degrading experiences that attacked their
dignity,, they developed a selection of practical ways to handle stress. But leaving
abusivee relationships was not one of their choices. Some women who lived with
severelyy abusive husbands preferred to stay and to face the risks. Others who reported
noo evidence of violence, still discussed their sense of insecurity and fear of potentially
abusivee husbands, which led them to take preventive measures by behaving in
accordancee to their husbands' interests, in the name of marriage survival and family
honor. .
Thee limited access of women to broader life perspectives determined by their
geographicall and educational isolation, and economic, social and cultural conditions
restrictedd their life choices and kept them bound in abusive relationships. The women's
psychologicall and physical conditions affected and eventually were affected by their
livess as plantation workers. The next chapter deals with how women plantation workers
encounterr and survive their hardships at work, which are also marked by violence.

Chapterr Seven

Workplacee Violence
Introduction n
Thiss chapter examines empirical cases to understand the daily experiences of
womenn plantation workers in the highly hierarchical and discriminative labor structure.
Discussionn centers on a number of women's experiences of varying degrees of acts of
violencee and how they react to these experiences. First, this chapter examines the nature
off violence at work. Chapter Three explained that women workers occupy the lowest
sociall and economic status in the plantation. Despite their disadvantageous working
conditions,, women are attached to plantation work. Women work under the supervision
off a mandor and have no direct access to the highest levels of bureaucracy. Therefore,
thiss sub-chapter will elucidate relationships between tea-pickers and mandor, which are
cruciall in understanding daily work experiences and the occurrence of gender violence
inn the workplace. It will also discuss the low wages and harmful work conditions which
markk the women's vulnerable position in the workplace. Various forms of violence in
thee workplace will be discussed subsequently. Following this, the chapter turns to the
wayss women deal with violence. As we shall see, sexual violence at work is widespread
andd almost taken for granted by women. In experiencing and coping with sexual
violence,, women actively use it as a weapon to survive the hardship of their work
conditions.. In addition to sexual violence perpetrated by mandor against their workers,
theree were also some cases involving women workers and male co-workers and/or
upperr management staff. The latter cases are also conferred to provide insight into the
influencee of gender and work relations in the plantation institution in the occurrence of
violencee against women.
Thiss chapter discusses how the perceptions and responses of women, both
individuallyy and collectively, influence and are influenced by violence and the women's
awarenesss of the physical and psychological impacts of it. The study found that
women'ss collective awareness of their low status is essential in efforts to overcome acts
off violence and that collective resistance is used to survive tea-pickers' hardships.
Nonetheless,, the women's shared status as subordinate, exploited and marginalized
workerss does not always lead to collective awareness as every individual develops
uniquee perceptions of and responses to violence faced in the workplace. Therefore,
analyzingg women's agency and subjectivity within the context of gender violence and
rightsrights is crucial to gain insight into possible responses to violence.
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1.. Violence at W o r k
Violencee against women plantation workers must be understood in the context of
thee nature of work and work relations. The broad definition of violence includes laws
andd social policy that perpetuate women's socio-economic subordination in the form of
discrimination,, segregation, and marginalization. In plantation work, women experience
aa range of gender-based violence which does not always lead to physical, psychological
orr sexual harm or suffering. They are subject to underpayment as tea picking is
associatedd as stereotypically women's work which leads to marginalization and limited
opportunityy for vertical movement. Jain (1998:123) argues that the planters' purpose
behindd creating a division between heavy and light work is to devalue women's labor
andd to rationalize low wages. Moreover, the functioning of a piece-rate wage system in
teaa picking is itself a form of exploitation since there is no guarantee that crops ensure a
livingg wage. Instead, women are forced to work during scarcity of leaves from which
theyy gain nothing but weariness and, subsequently, troubles in their domestic lives.
Underr such hard circumstances, indeed, these women are treated no better than coolies.
Thee conditions of women plantation workers in Kaligua and in West Java tea
plantationss (Grijns 1992) have improved since the days of tea plantation indentured
servitudee and slavery in the Caribbean and Sri Lanka in the 19th century (MathurinMairr 1998. Reddock 1998, Kurian 1998). But, there are still shared characteristics in the
naturee of the work and the women's conditions. As indicated by Kurian (1982), tea
pickerss are concentrated in activities that entail very little capital equipment; are time
consuming:: have a low status: are essential to the running of the plantation; and are
subjectedd to male supervision and authority, which is often expressed in physical abuse
andd sexual violation.
Basedd on these ongoing concerns, this chapter examines in detail the actual
experiencess of workplace violence on the plantation. Given the crucial position of the
monitormonitor over the tea pickers, the following section will discuss the relationship between
teaa pickers and mandor.
1.1.. The Relationship between Tea-Pickers and Mandor
Ass explained in Chapter Four, the role of the mandor has changed over time from a
recruiterr to an overseer or supervisor. Despite these changes, mandor still assume
criticall positions in the plantation organization since they act as mediators between the
plantationn management and the women workers (Grijns 1987). This position allows
mandormandor to channel information and other management policies to the workers and to
makee sure that the workers execute the work correctly and on time. They are also
supposedd to communicate workers' interests to the management, as the existing highly
hierarchicall structure of the plantation organization makes it impossible for the workers
too have direct access to the management.
MandorMandor in Kaligua plantation are the immediate representation of management for
womenn workers and other casual workers. Few if any of the women's needs and
interestss are brought beyond their mandor. Therefore, disappointment and feelings of
unfairnesss are related to women workers' relationships with their mandor as individuals
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andd as representatives of the management. Mandor screen worker complaints and
requestss based on their own interests1. The occurrence of conflicting interests and
disagreementt are obvious ways in which mandor exercise power over the workers, and
inn which gender and class-based violence can be observed.
Ass mediators, mandor have to balance their roles as plantation employees and as
providerss for their workers. They perceive their position as defendants of the workers
whilee acting as management allies. According to some mandor, they feel troubled when
theyy have to force the workers on behalf of management policy. This is because most
workerss are familiar to them as relatives, neighbors, or relatives of fellow mandor, and
thuss they have personal reasons to attend to their concerns. The workers believe that the
mandormandor have structural authority and that they are the channels to bring their needs to
thee highest levels of management. For most workers, the image of a strong and
powerfull mandor is still prevalent. For many mandor, however, this image provokes
hesitation.. They wish to preserve it to a certain degree but at the same time they are
expectedd to defend the workers. A young mandor explained the difficulties of bearing
thiss outdated definition and image:
InIn the past, being a mandor was a status symbol that most men in the neighborhood
admired.admired. I heard people say that mandor got almost whatever they wished for, including
one'sone's life, meaning their labor. Additionally, there are a lot of stories about mandor who
couldcould just take any woman as their simpanan (mistress) and they had so many wives with no
mentionmention of sexual harassment; that was their way of life. Nowadays, we just bear this image
eveneven though we actually depend on the management and are not as powerful as our
forerunners.forerunners. Our workers believe we have authority and we just try to deceive them acting
likelike 'yes we do' to secure their respect. (Tarto)

Inn the day-to-day running of the plantation, the mandor are the direct supervisors of
thee workers. As an effort to push their workers to work harder, and demonstrate their
control,, mandor sometimes tease their workers by making up stories. For example, they
toldd the workers that there might be no more opportunities for women in tea picking,
andd that the management had invented a new tea picking technique that would suit men.
Thee mandor said that this method would be implemented soon and if it happened that
menn would replace them. Therefore they asked the workers to work hard and pick good
qualityquality leaves to ensure that they did not lose their jobs. This method of shock therapy
worked.. Many women tried to find out the truth by asking me curiously. Beginning in
thee middle of 2001, in fact, the plantation had initiated a pilot project on a new picking
methodd that used manual picking scissors in two kemandoran. The workers imagined
thatt the use of mechanical picking scissors would later replace the manual ones. Some
womenn took this rumor seriously and worried about their future work but others
comfortedd themselves by saying that there was no better way of picking tea leaves than
usingg bare hands. Critically they believed that it was a rumor spread by mandor, just a
threatt to scare the coolies. Again, this was because they knew that mandor would do
anythingg to force their workers to support management interests.

Ass discussed earlier during the course of the research there was only one observed case of a woman
teaa picker who went directly to the administrator. She forced herself to talk to the administrator
becausee she received inadequate information from her mandor about the lay-offs that would be
conductedd at the end of 2000. Fortunately she was among those lucky workers who continued
working.. The management kept her as a tea picker despite her poor eyesight.
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InIn addition, most mandor reported a breakthrough brought about by the reformation
era-- after the fall of Suharto's New Order regime in 1998- in the attitudes of the
workers.. The introduction of new agricultural crops namely potatoes and cabbage,
affectedd the village's social economy. This agricultural transformation led some
farmingg households to invest in their land and some profited from successful harvests.
Vegetablee products were benefited by the devaluation of the rupiah starting in 1997, as
discussedd in Chapter Four. Successful crops by several farm households influenced
landlesss households to try their luck through penjarahan hutan (looting, illegal forest
claimm or utilization) to find a piece of land for fanning activities. Those who had
successfull crops became newly rich households. Furthermore, the establishment of a
mushroomm company in 1995-1996 created changes in the local economy and led to
verticall socio-economic mobility for some successful farm households. This socioeconomicc transformation influenced the lives of local rural people including some
womenn plantation workers.
TheyThey are much more articulated now, they say what they don't want and complain about
thingsthings that are against their interests. That never happened before. We must know how to
ngemongngemong (carefully attend to their wishes) while still keeping our position as allies to our
employers.employers. (Rohim, a senior mandor)
YouYou can see them wearing clothes in the gardens deceiving their socio-economic
backgrounds.backgrounds. Those women belong to newly rich farm households but still they won't give
upup tea picking. As a mandor, I sometimes feel inferior to compare my own background with
them.them. But I try to be professional; in the garden they are my subordinates even though I must
taketake off my shoes when entering their newly constructed houses with ceramic tile floors
...(Marwan,, a young mandor)

Thee elucidations by the two mandor above are best understood as representing the
anxietyy of mandor about their position. Even though some mandor and other plantation
workerss took part in farming activities, many were unsuccessful both in cultivating and
marketingg strategy. During the 16 months of fieldwork, there were some farming
newcomerss and speculators who ended up with financial loss and gave up farming. At
anyy rate, mandor considered their social and economic status as decreasing in both the
plantationn and village. The contradiction between their current socio-economic
performancee and the old image of mandor created an intricate state of affairs.
Nevertheless,, the position of mandor as worker supervisors and mediators between
managementt and the workers lead them to become potential perpetrators of violence
againstt their workers. As we shall see later, mandor behavior was very much influenced
byy attempts to balance the needs and interests of these two parties.
Thee next section discusses how women take part in the running of the plantation
industryy through their cheap labor. It gives a clear picture on the overall condition of
women'ss work and the low economic return and harmful work conditions that reflect
thee violation of women's rights in the workplace. It is in this context that women
becomee the targets of further workplace violence based on gender and work relations.
1.2.. Low Wages and Harmful Work Conditions
Thee meaning of plantation work for tea pickers was described in Chapter Three.
Forr most, tea picking is the best possible choice of work, and so there is no motivation
too switch to other income generating activities.
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WorkingWorking as a tea picker just fits our needs as housekeepers. My basic duty in the house is
cooking,cooking, tea picking helps me buy our rice andfeed my family... (Sanii)

Thiss is a common perception of women tea pickers. As explained in Chapter Four,
mostt women use their wages to nyadong beras or to get rice in advance and pay for it
laterr through direct deduction from their wages. This mechanism allows women to buy
ricee between paychecks, at which time they go into further debt for rice. It is rare when
thee women bring home their cash except during abundant crops. Rather than taking cash
home,, on payday many women are forced to bring money from their husbands or other
workingg household members and/or from other sources of debt to pay for rice.
NyadongNyadong beras is almost completely associated as a woman's responsibility; few
menn use their wages for this. For women, this is crucial as this helps fulfill their role of
preparingg food, yet, often leaves them with no cash to bring home. Women are proud of
contributingg rice to the household, but with no money of their own they feel dependent
onn their husband's earnings. For some women, this mechanism contributes to their
underestimationn of their economic role.
WeWe work, but on payday we ask our husbands for money to pay for rice. Then we ask for
moneymoney again to buy side dishes; otherwise we go to the shop for debt. (Wartiyah)

Despitee the small income from tea picking, (only 145 rupiah per-kilogram of
tealeavess in 2000 and 155 in 2001), most women consider tea picking a significant
sourcee of income because it gives them other advantages. Women look forward to
productionn bonuses and THR {timjangan hari raya or Iedul Fitri bonuses). These
incentivess are referred to as duit kagetan (surprise money). The amount of bonus money
andd the requirements to obtain them are subject to change every year. Bonuses are
usuallyy distributed at the start of the new school year (June or July) to enable parents to
payy for school expenses. These are calculated based on production profits. In 2000, the
THRR calculation was based on worker attendance within the three months before THR
distributionn in December, one week before Iedul Fitri.
II want the THR that will be given in December. It's a lot of money so I hope I can keep
strongstrong and successfully pass my difficult pregnancy until I receive the THR. I heard that
pickerspickers would only receive THR if they worked in the three months prior to the THR. It's
onlyonly two months to go, and then 111 take my maternity leave. (Tumirah)

Kartemm described women's dependence on tea picking and how they exchanged
theirr labor for small amounts of money. Kartem was a young worker whom I met while
shee was lying weak on a bed in her kitchen, close to the stove to warm her body. She
wass in the fifth month of her first pregnancy in October 2000. She told me that she had
nott felt well since she first recognized she was pregnant. But she did not give up
workingg despite her weakness and dizziness when at work. Kartem was so weak that I
wass very happy when four months later in February 2001 I found her full of health and
carryingg her healthy baby.
However,, duit kagetan did not always surprise the workers in a positive way. Many
peoplee complained about the changing prerequisites and wondered how the mandor
calculatedd the bonuses. They wanted it to be clear to them, but it was not appropriate for
womenn in their position to inquire.
// come here on behalf of my mother. She wonders why she didn 't get the bonus while
actuallyactually she was working in 2000 and only one month later she gave up her work when her
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mandormandor asked her to. I already asked her mandor but he said that my mother's name is not
onon the list so he did not have any reason to give her a bonus. I don't understand why this
happened.happened. She got her THR, which was also given based on her presence in 2000, but no
theythey say that she is not on the same list. My mother is really expecting her money. She
deservesdeserves the money. But, what can I do? I think they take advantage of our powerlessness,
ourour foolishness. (Sulis)
Thee dependence of women on tea picking does not make them ignorant of their
conditions.. They were thankful to Mbah De Jong for giving them the chance to make
moneyy through tea picking but there were times when they felt oppressed. Scarcity of
tealeavess was the most difficult time for women, during which they complained a lot.
YouYou see that the weather is really bad. The leaves are destroyed in only one night but they
stillstill force us to pick the following day. Why should we go there when we know that we won't
bebe able to make enough money even to pay for our lunch in the garden? But, we are forced
toto go; otherwise we will lose our chance to get the bonuses. (Rasini)
Fromm July-September and January-March, rains and winds attack the tea plants and
destroyy the leaves. During these times women can pick only five to 10 kilograms per
day,, some collect even less than this. Production has to continue, however, even at very
loww rates and these women workers are its pillars.

IIfeel that as kuli (coolies) we are thought of as sapiperah (milk cows) by our boss. Theyjust
askask us to work better, to be diligent, careful, on time, to guarantee the quality of the
products.products. But we receive less than what we expect. In the scarce season where it is obvious
difficultdifficult to collect many or good leaves they still force us to work. I wonder why these smart
peoplepeople pretend not to know about nature, they keep commanding us to go to the garden
regardlessregardless of sun, rain, or wind... (Dariyah)
Ann older tea picker, Nurti, whose daughters were all tea pickers as well,
aggressivelyy expressed her anger by saying that women tea pickers were the backbone
off the plantation. It was destiny that put them in the lowest position, but they deserved
moree appreciation from the management.
TheseThese young men really don't know how difficult it is to pick the leaves. 1 bet they have never
donedone it and will never have the strength to carry out a basket of leaves on their shoulders.
TheyThey just roam around riding their cars or motorcycles, giving orders and then receiving a
lotlot of money. I have learned that a new sinder is almost always skinny when he first arrives,
butbut later he and his family get fatter and fatter. When they are transferred as requested by
headquarters,headquarters, we see that three trucks are not enough to carry their belongings. But,
youyou can easily see that we have nothing but this ugly hut. It is really unfair. (Nurti)
Evenn though most women look forward to abundant crops when they can make
moree money, observations made during this season were dismaying. Abundant crops
providee extra work for many different types of workers, starting in the gardens. Women
aree forced to collect as many leaves as possible to increase production. Tealeaves must
bee picked on time to guarantee their quality. During the high season when the plants
groww productively, the rotation of picking areas is 3-4 days faster than during other
seasonss (7-12 rotating days). Pickers are forced to pick the leaves before they became
tooo mature (as overly mature leaves lack quality).
Manyy women complain because they are forced to work longer hours despite their
weariness.. Longer working hours also means their household tasks suffer. For some
women,, this causes trouble at home. In this, the link of domestic and workplace
violencee was observed and confirmed by most informants. Women have the
predicamentt of combining overtime with their domestic work. Whether women felt
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forcedd to work longer or voluntarily worked more for additional money, they sacrificed
theirr domestic tasks. Simultaneously this led to exhaustion and/or quarrels with their
husbandss (see Chapter Six). However, they were unlikely to argue with orders, usually
fromm the highest authority, and only expressed by the mandor. Mandor also face
difficultiess during these times.
Forr me and perhaps for the workers, having low or abundant crops are no different,
bothh give us trouble. We are all running for the production target. Our boss pressures us
andd we then pressure our workers. It's not easy because our workers leave work during
loww crops because they gain less {both in terms oftealeaves and money) yet work very
hard.. But, we have to force them to come to the garden (to pick leaves) regardless of the
season.. I pity them; they work hard for no return. Humans are different from machines,
aren'tt they? Even though there are a lot of leaves during the abundant crops, they
cannott be forced to work longer. Going back and forth to the gardens while carrying a
heavyy load on their backs is not an easy task. Yet, we have to force our workers to
completee their tasks for the company profit. (Mono, a mandor)
Sufferingg from harmful working conditions is only one aspect of the picker's work.
Thee women also must survive their vulnerability as the lowest level of laborers. Most
oftenn this is through confrontations with their mandor as direct supervisors representing
thee male-dominated plantation social structure. The following sections examine
women'ss experiences of different types and degrees of gender violence and their risk
factors,, as well as their individual and collective perceptions and responses to these.
2.. Verbal Abuse and Intimidation and Their Risk Factors
Owingg to their lowest position and lack of direct access to articulate their
objections,, most women rely on their mandor for support in confrontation with
managementt policy. In fact, the roles of mandor as direct supervisors and mediators
betweenn the women and the management causes tension for both sides. In most cases,
however,, mandor have to secure their status as management allies rather than stand by
theirr workers. There are several factors that explain disputes between mandor and
workers. .
2.1.. J at ah and Production Targets
Thee application of sistem jatah (the system of crop allotment) provides a clear
picturee of the similarities and differences in the interests of mandor and workers. Every
monthh mandor are required to meet quotas or jatah calculated for the season. This
systemm was created to meet production targets. For example, in October 2000, the target
off Kaligua I-II division was 247,700 kilograms. This was shared by the 362 registered
teaa pickers and divided by 25 working days to get 27 kilograms for each picker per day
orr 162 kilograms per week. If a tea picker met this weekly requirement she earned an
extraa Rp 6,630 as bonus. Pickers would also receive an additional monthly incentive of
Rpp 10,000 if they were present for a minimum of 20 working days per month. It was
raree for pickers to get all of the weekly incentives, but they were nearly assured of the
monthlyy incentive. Both mandor and workers strived to meet the targets. The workers
profitt through bonuses, and mandor gain both money and prestige.
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MandorMandor work performance was assessed based on their ability to meet production
targets.. No matter the weather (and unexpected rain, wind, or sun severely affects
harvests),, mandor are forced to meet quotas. At the end of the day, mandor regularly
havee brief meetings in the division office to report their gains to the sinder and mandor
coordinator.. At this time, a clerk records their gains in the logbook and on the big board
hangingg on the wall so that everybody can look at each other's records. This public
displayy of records causes embarrassment for mandor who cannot meet the quotas.
Sometimess their colleagues and superiors tease them and jokes are made at their
expense.. Most mandor are thus in competition with one another to meet the targets.
Thiss then affects the men's tempers and moods, and often leads to trouble for their
workers. .
TeasingTeasing one another about the picking target is common among the mandor. But, sometimes
wewe feel uncomfortable about it. If this happens there are people around us who are affected;
thethe wife, the children, and the workers. (Diyah)

Thee pursuit of target quotas put mandor on the side of management in the eyes of
workers.. Failure to meet targets makes mandor blame the workers and force them to
workk harder over the next several days. The workers can easily recognize when mandor
aree in bad moods due to target disappointment or other external influences.
II know exactly when we will have trouble with my mandor, it is always after he gets in
troubletrouble with his superiors. It usually starts with an acara (meeting). When my mandor
returnsreturns from a meeting, we almost always receive the same orders and complaints he got
duringduring the meeting. So, meetings are a warningfor us. (Inah)

Althoughh offended, the workers are aware of their powerlessness to argue with
theirr superiors. Some understand that their mandor has to balance his position between
thee management and the workers, while others do not care about his dilemmatic
position.. One thing is sure, whenever something bad happens between the mandor and
thee management, the workers feel its consequences.
OurOur mandor just can't stand their bad tempers and being blamed by their chief superiors...
theythey cannot fight with the sinder, so they only have us coolies to target because of their
disappointment,disappointment, their anger. (Darmi)

Inn interviews with mandor, most mentioned that they felt insecure after being
reprimandedd by either the sinder or administrator. They realized that their position was
likee "kegencet mrika-mrikf (being attacked from both sides). Most mandor wanted to
standd by the workers since they know how difficult their work is as tea pickers and pity
theirr workers. However, they, too, are just bawahan (subordinates) who must obey the
commandd of the superiors, and thus have no choice but to give orders to their workers,
and,, in some cases, transfer the hard feelings they have after being reprimanded by their
superiorss to their workers. Considering the hierarchical structure of the plantation
organization,, the transfer of blame and hard feelings can start at the highest level of
managementt in headquarters and reach down to the lowest level of laborers in the
garden. .
2.2.. W o m e n ' s Attitudes toward Work
Itt is normal that workers want to pick as many leaves as possible because every leaf
contributess to their total gain. Therefore, it is difficult for them to follow the command
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off the mcmdor to pick leaves orderly in one area at a time. If they cannot find enough
goodd quality leaves in one area, tea pickers prefer to jump to other areas with better
leaves.. Doing this helps the workers to work faster with better gains, but risks the wrath
ofof the mandor.
TheThe mandor gives the orders and we follow. If they get angry and start ngomehi (verbally
abusingabusing us) it is because we make mistakes. Mandor are never wrong because they give us
thethe rules. Yes we make mistakes that are really difficult to avoid. We want to work faster to
gaingain as many leaves as possible. The most common mistake is that we do not carefully pick
thethe leaves as ordered by our mandor. We just choose those leaves which are easy to reach,
especiallyespecially the good big young ones. You see... they are on top of the trees and easier to pick.
(Disem) )

Anotherr trick women used was cheating on their weight. To get heavier yields,
manyy women tried to cheat the mandor by intentionally putting stones or wood into
theirr baskets. In doing this, they hoped that the mandor would not realize until after the
baskett had been weighed and taken to the factory. In fact, not all women were lucky
becausee mandor sometimes asked them to sort the leaves before they were weighed2. If
thee mandor found strange things in one of his worker's baskets, he would berate them
(omelan)(omelan) to reprimand them. The guilty woman would keep quiet and be very
embarrassed.. Other workers would pretend not to know what was going on.
Thesee cases show that women were aware of the things they did to earn their
mandor'smandor's vehemence. Because of this self-perception -that they were actually the ones
whoo caused such conflicts- many women confirmed that what happened between them
andd their mandor was usual. They were used to verbal abuse and intimidation by the
mandor.mandor. Mandor got angry because they thought that the workers were lazy and made
mistakess all the time, while the workers knew that they intentionally made mistakes to
earnn better gains.
MandorMandor will never give up berating us (ngomel). It's just their way of communicating with
thethe workers. It seems that they are paid only for attacking their workers. We disobey them
repeatedlyrepeatedly and the tensions continue... (Ribut)

Anotherr common trick was leaving the garden early. The reasons why many
womenn workers left during working hours were the same. One day I saw Rati leave
workk during the first break. She sneaked out when the mandor was busy weighing the
leaves.. When I met her the next day and asked her why she did it, she said that she just
didd not want to hear her mandor berate her.
II know I was wrong not to ask permission, but that's how we ease our problems. I know that
laterlater he will recall this when he next gets angry with me for making a mistake when he is in
aa bad mood. I know that he will start to open up my faults in the past. But, I reserve it for the
future...future... by hoping that things will be good to me. (Rati)

Likee many other women, Rati left work early because she was expected to attend to
herr household and community tasks, which cannot be neglected. Kurian (1998:72)
clearlyy explained this situation related to the fact that most laborers live within close

Previouslyy this sorting phase was made irregularly depending on the request of the processing
factoryy middle manager. During the second field study, sorting was done regularly to ensure
productionn quality. This top-down decision was made after the headquarter management conducted
productt assessment in cooperation with a tea research center in 2003.
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proximityy of the plantation boundaries and thus their domestic and plantation work is
oftenn intertwined.

WorkWork is difficult now. There are too many rules that we must follow to secure our position. If
wewe make a mistake they easily blame us for not following the rules. It's possible that we will
loselose our job because of the new rules. At the same time, we have many things to do as wives,
mothers,mothers, and community members. Sometimes we have to attend to these tasks and sacrifi
ourour work. It's not easy for us to ask for leavefromour mandor, so we sneak off the job when
wewe are out of his sight. We are lucky if he does not see us... or he pretends not to see us.
(Turah) )
Mostt women reported experiences of verbal abuse by mandor related to their
strategiess to obtain better gains. Verbal abuse through words such as males (lazy), bodo
(stupid),, ra keneng diatur (stubborn), karepe dewe (stubborn), sembrono (careless), and
bisanebisane mung ngomong bae (too much talk), were routinely yelled out by mandor when
theyy were in bad tempers. Interestingly though, many women regarded this behavior as
normall and even sometimes thought it was deserved. "What can I do then? We are just
coolies.. If we were smart and educated we would not have been coolies. We might be
mandormandor or people like you". Grijns (1987:109) observed the tendency of women to
regardd themselves as bodoh or payah (stupid or troublesome), which reflects the
internalizationn of their subordinate position in the plantation and the village.
Ass they considered harmful remarks common and part of their daily work
experiences,, many women disregarded that these experiences attacked their dignity,
"it'ss normal and we don't mind it". There were quite a lot of women, however, who
confirmedd that mandor were all the same in the sense that the only thing they did was
commandd on behalf of the management and did nothing to help their workers except for
ngomehingomehi kuline (berating their coolies). Wainah, who has worked with four mandor,
confirmedd that in her opinion there were no good mandor.
TheyThey are all mean because they just get angry with their workers. If they are not angry it is
becausebecause we know how to make them stay calm. We work as best as we can and follow their
orders.orders. But, who can follow orders all the time if we find something better to gain. We just
wantwant to help ourselves (by making some 'mistakes') because no one else can. Besides, if they
wantwant to get angry they will do it regardless of whether or not we make mistakes. (Walinah)
Thee cases above represent the ways in which women position themselves as
subordinatee to survive supervision by mandor. This self-perception can also be
understoodd as a way to handle their powerless in the plantation's hierarchy. Despite
theirr reduced power as a result of changes in the plantation's organization, mandor
remainn critical in influencing women's bargaining positions. Hidden competition
betweenn mandor to meet the daily harvest quotas also forces them to put pressure on
theirr workers. Women are thus direct targets to ensure their position and prestige.
MandorMandor have their own ways of exercising power over the women workers. Verbal
abuse,, intimidation and gestures are used effectively as coercive disciplinary methods.
Womenn need the money (and therefore plantation work) to meet their daily needs,
particularlyy rice. This need for rice causes the women to creatively strategize to survive
theirr work conditions. They do this by cheating on their gains and by making other
intentionall 'mistakes'. Little advantage is gained over the mandor by the fact that many
off the women are from the same neighborhood as him, are close neighbors or are
relatedd to him. Most women expect mandor to side with them, which is impossible, as
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theyy must side with the management to keep their own jobs. All these pressures put on
womenn result in women looking down on themselves.
3.. Physical H a r m
Thiss section describes women's experiences of physical harm. By physical harm I
referr to those attitudes which involve physical moves and gestures by mandor as
perpetrators.. Women may or may not suffer physical pain as a result, but as we shall see
mandormandor attitudes harm women in certain ways.
Teaa pickers work under the gaze of mandor who walk along pathways, stand on
higherr ground, and directly supervise workers they expect to make mistakes. During
thiss supervision, they occasionally shout orders such as "Go to the north, go to the
north!"" "Go and pick only the young fresh leaves!" or "Don't just talk and chat in the
garden,, work properly!" and call out the names of workers making mistakes. Usually
thee workers follow these commands instantly. Those caught leaving a picking area too
earlyy are made to go back and finish the picking there. Some women who are left
behindd by the other members of the group are forced to move faster. Women who are
foundd talking too much with their colleagues are told to shut up and work properly.
Thesee are typical situations in the gardens. Yet, nobody reports such occurrences as
harmful.. As reported by many women, "If I brought all of these abuses to my heart, I
wouldd have quit my job long ago". Women cope by not letting such situations affect
them. .
Somee moments, however, showed different types of abusive experiences in the tea
gardens.. As confirmed by many women, mandor were more oppressive and behaved
mostt cruelly after attending meetings with their supervisors. Private matters were also
knownn to trigger abuse. I had the impression when I encountered such situations in the
gardenss that most workers felt oppressed when their mandor expressed dissatisfaction
andd anger with them.
Onee day, the workers explained that Sabamo (a mandor) was in a bad mood. All
thee pickers were unhappy. No one was singing, nor even openly talking. They were
whisperingg with one another and grumbling about the awkward situation. Sabarno
lookedd uncomfortable when I approached him, said hello and asked about the work. He
couldd not hide his emotions and just answered my questions briefly before he left me.
Thee garden was quiet, only the sound of leaves being picked and women moving in
theirr boots gave any signs of life. Everybody tried to keep busy picking with bended
heads.. When I approached one of the pickers whom I knew well, Runtah, I could see
herr face begging me to leave her alone. I decided to leave the women because I was
worriedd that they would get into more trouble due to my presence.
Whenn I came back later during weighing time, there was no improvement, instead,
itt looked even worse. Sabarno angrily screamed at the workers repeatedly. He pushed
awayy women who were blocking his view of the scale. He kicked out at some baskets
thatt blocked his way and told the owners to make them neat and tidy. When he saw an
oldd woman step over some baskets, I saw him beat her legs with a tree branch. Nobody
spoke.. Silently they left the gardens. It was one of the worst days I encountered.
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Onn the way back from the gardens I talked with some of the women who looked
likee they had just been freed from a hostage situation. They talked about Sabarno who
wass known for his bad temper, about his cruelty to his workers and finally confirmed
thatt things like that happened often. They refused, however, to consider such
experiencess as important. They regarded them as damaging and abusive, but also as
normal.. "Of course it's very unpleasant. No one likes to be scolded. But, it's just part of
ourr work."
Onn another occasion, I found Marwan (another mandor) in a bad mood. I knew him
ass a young friendly mandor, respected by his workers. I was a bit surprised to see him
inn such a bad temper. Curiously, I approached him as he was standing beside a worker
foundd cheating by picking old rough leaves (therefore the picking was done more
quicklyy and more leaves were collected which affected the total weight). I pitied this
workerr who looked depressed to be so closely scrutinized by her mandor. Everybody
staredd at her. I overheard Marwan say to her, "I tell you over and over but it seems that
youu are too stupid to get my message". Later I found out that my presence made this
womann feel even more uncomfortable, which made me feel guilty. During working
hourss I observed Marwan repeatedly scream at his workers. Occasionally he spoke
usingg a tree branch as a prop, just like a shepherd herds a flock of sheep, to direct the
womenn to a new picking plot. Once I saw him approach some women picking leaves in
aa closed area. He found it inefficient so he asked them to move while using a stick to
chasee them away. This was particularly disrespectful as many of the women were much
olderr than him. When I asked Marwan what made him angry, he just said that the
workerss gave him a headache. He said they were stupid They made the same mistakes
ass newcomers, even though they had been working for a long time. When I asked him
whyy he got angry at common mistakes, he said that sometimes he just could not stand
suchh stupidity.
Theree were no reports of physical abuse of women by the mandor and other male
supervisorss except for the relatively 'small' incidents in the cases of Sabarno and
Marwann above. However, direct and critical observations of women at work divulged
everydayy forms of verbal abuse by mandor, harmful from a human rights perspective.
Evenn if the women themselves regarded their experiences as normal, a closer look at
theirr behavior and a critical examination of their narratives shows how they respond to
thesee unpleasant circumstances. Therefore, it is incorrect to say that women were
unawaree of or that they passively accepted their conditions. Women's reactions will be
discussedd in the following section.
4.. W o m e n ' s Responses to Day-to-day Acts of Violence
Thee previous sections of this chapter have discussed women's experiences of and
thee risk factors of verbal abuse, intimidation, and physical harm in their work as tea
pickers.. As argued above, women tend to look down on themselves by saying that they
aree ignorant, uneducated, and just coolies who deserve these facts of life. In most cases,
theyy blame themselves for disputes with their mandor as a reflection of their low
bargainingg position in labor relations. However, careful observations and in-depth
interviewss with women provided more insight into their real situations. In many cases,
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contraryy to what they repeatedly said -that all their experiences are normal and part of
beingg coolies- women expressed dissatisfaction with their working conditions and the
attitudess of mandor. A closer look at their behavior in the gardens shows how they
createcreate ways to cope with these abuses.
4.1.. Dealing with Verbal Abuse and Intimidation
Mostt women confirmed that they encountered bad-tempered mandor almost daily.
Therefore,, they take it as ordinary. This does not mean, however, that women do not
react.. If the workers find their mandor in a bad mood, most avoid closer contact with
himm by pretending to be busy picking. They are unwilling to expose themselves to
verball abuse and offensive remarks. Some women, however, are courageous enough to
respondd in their own ways. Quietly they share their comments with other women in the
formm of jokes.
"Wong"Wong lanang nek konthole ngaceng ra sah menyang wana, marai gendeng kayak
asuasu kebelet" (A man should not go to the garden if he gets an erection, so he will not be
likee a stupid passionate dog). This joke was directed at a mandor who did not stop
mumblingg and shouting to his workers the whole day during scarcity of leaves. A
womann said this when she could not stand it any longer. There was no sign of humor in
herr face but when her fellow tea-pickers heard this 'joke' they started giggling. The
metaphorr 'a passionate dog' is commonly used to refer to a person who cannot handle
hiss libido. It was used against this mandor who forced his workers to collect as many as
leavess as possible, when in fact there were not enough leaves as it was the scarce
season. .
Onn other occasions, women try to guess the cause of their mandor s anger. "I bet
thiss man is suffering a financial loss on his merchandise so he's angry at us". The
mandor'%mandor'% wife ran a small shop in the village and the workers assumed that something
badd had happened at the shop and used this to mock him.
Mostt workers expect their mandor to have problems when they are called for
unexpectedd meetings. This gives the women means to make fun of their mandor
wheneverr he is in a bad temper. "Melasz" tenon, kayonge disengeni sindere kiye
mandoremandore dewe na acara mau, dadi kiimat" (Poor man, he cannot bear his anger after
attendingg a meeting with the sinder, so he suffers a relapse). The word kumat (relapse)
iss used to emphasize the recurrence of the mandor's bad temper. In saying this, the
workerss comfort themselves with the idea that the mandor is a failure in the eyes of his
superiors,, the sinder and administrator.
Thee workers also spoke about sexual matters to respond to their mandor. "Ugh...
Whyy doesn't he shut up! His wife must have refused to have sex with him. What a
pity."" This kind of verbal reaction was widespread. When they encountered mandor's
anger,, many women found it logical to relate this to sexual dissatisfaction. In their
opinion,, men were likely to feel uneasy and emotional if they had problems with sex,
especiallyy if they were refused by their wives. This was due to their belief that men's
libidoo is stronger than women's, and that it needs to find immediate release (see Chapter
Six). .
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AA typical joke such as "Look at this man, he thinks he looks good with his anger",
reflectedd the women's lack of comfort with their mandor's attitudes. While they
avoidedd looking into the mandor's eyes during tense circumstances, they tried to
expresss their discontent by attacking the mandor's physical appearance.
Women'ss spontaneous jokes during repeated distressful episodes at work
demonstratee how the women try to rationalize the behavior of the mandor. These are
alsoo the ways by which the women make sense of their experiences. By creating and
exchangingg jokes, the women can instantly discharge their emotional pain and physical
burdens.. In his research among Japanese inn workers, Yoshida (2001:368) argues that
jokee is the mean by which women workers express their sentiments about their work, to
voicee their everyday difficulties. Following Douglas (1975:93), jokes form rarely lies in
thee utterance alone, but that in can be identified in the total social situation.
Interestingly,, tea pickers are a fun group regardless of the fact that they work hard
underr harsh conditions. In comparison with other types of work in the plantation, the
naturee of tea picking is relatively loose and relaxed. Under the gaze of mandor, the
workerss can still talk, move, joke, and sing freely. Such attitudes are less likely in the
officee and strictly forbidden in the processing factory. Working in the gardens frees
womenn from the rules and formalities of other divisions. In this respect, tea pickers are
perceivedd as unique and extremely funny, talkative, aggressive, and indecent. On this
subject,, an informant working as a clerk in the sub-division office said,
TheseThese tea pickers are deceiving and crafty in their manner. They act tough only if they are in
aa group. But, they stay away from us if they are not with their friends. (Kenti)

Inn other words, women were strong, secure, and powerful when accompanied by
otherr workers. Direct observations of the daily activities of these women demonstrated
houu these stereotypes of women tea-pickers were true only if they were in a group.
Theree were no cases of women who openly teased the mandor without the support of
otherr workers. One or two women might start making fun of their mandor, and then
otherr co-workers would join in to lighten the atmosphere. Lively women are present in
eachh kemandoran and are recognized as provocateurs. Their joking is possible because
womenn tea pickers are always in a group, at work as well as coming to and fro. Being
alonee is therefore difficult for them.
OneOne day I met two women standing in front of the health center. They were waiting
forfor their mandor who promised to give them a recommendation to get medicine.
ContraryContrary to their attitude in the garden, the two women looked extremely uncomfortable
waitingwaiting in the center of the plantation. When I asked them why they did not wait inside
thethe health center (it has a waiting room), they said that they were scared because their
mandorr was not around to take them in. "It is not a place where we belong, we should
notnot be here without our mandor. " After waiting for some time they left the health center
empty-handed. empty-handed.
Inn the gardens one of the women I met was considered tough and vocal and a
provocateur.. Many of her kemandoran mates relied on her help if they had to complain
too the mandor. When she was not in a group, however, she turned into a different
person:: weak and helpless, with no trace of courage. Moreover, she depended on the
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mandormandor to represent her before the paramedic in the clinic. This demonstrates the
tightlyy knit hierarchical order in the plantation.
Thee way the women demonstrate their toughness, strength and confidence in a
groupp reflects their general vulnerability in labor and gender relations. There are no
wayss for them to confront the work difficulties and conflicts with their mandor and
otherr superiors alone. They need to support one another to defend their collective
position.. In doing so, they involve themselves in domplengan relationships, jokes, tease
theirr mandor during his good moods, or tease others that they meet on the way home
fromfrom work. These exciting moments allow them to release tension from work and the
difficultiess of life. In this way, women workers occupying the lowest and most
vulnerablee position and who were subject to unequal power relations survived their
situationss by means of their subjectivity and agency. In doing so, they employed their
capabilitiess and creativity to respond to and change their circumstances to find
themselves.. This is because agency is located in a dialectic relationship with social
structuress and embedded in social relations (see Chapter Eight).
Thee next section deals with types of violence related to sexual matters. Sexuality
playss an important role in the daily relationships between the women workers and
mandor.mandor. It is also central in social relationships between women and male co-workers
andd higher authorities. Sexual matters are crucial as they can be present in the form of
sexuall violence but at the same time can be a source of women's resistance to survive
theirr work.
4.2.. Dealing with Sexual Violence
Womenn plantation workers experience varying degrees of sexual relationships with
malee workers. These include sexual jokes, touching and shoving and sexual affairs. In
thee following sections sexual violence will be described in two contexts, namely
women'ss experiences of sexual jokes and how women actively use these as a form of
resistancee to survive their work conditions3.
SexualSexual Jokes
Whenn mandor are in a good mood most women can have friendly discussions with
them.. These include jokes to enliven the work atmosphere. In these moments, women
enjoyy their work very much and it is hard to believe their harsh living conditions. Closer
observationss of these happy moments provide an understanding of how the women
becomee targets of sexual advances.
OnOn a lovely sunny afternoon, Ratno (a mandor) was supervising workers. The
weatherweather was good and the crop was a bit abundant so there were no reasons for the
mandorr or the workers to be in a bad mood. Ratno told the workers about his
experienceexperience of watching a pornographic video the evening before. (As discussed in
ChapterChapter Two, during the fieldwork, some houses in Kalikidang and Kampung Barat had
electricityelectricity installed, which was followed by the purchase of new electronic equipment.
Wilsonn (1979:2) in his study on jokes, its form, content, use and function classifies jokes
expressingg erotic content as sexual jokes.
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MostMost households invested in entertainment devices such as televisions, radios and video
compactcompact disc players.) Ratno 's experience was a novelty that he wanted to share. The
workersworkers enthusiastically listened to him describing the movie's details. They eagerly
respondedresponded to Ratno's story. Ratno enjoyed himself as the center of attention, so he
sharedshared his story in a demonstrative way by imitating the sexual scenes in the movie.
Onee might expect sexuality to be taboo and reluctantly discussed openly. But, this
wass not the case with the women tea plantation workers while at work, as demonstrated
inn some of their jokes below with men workers.
ThereThere are no funny and interesting topics to talk about during our good times with mandor
andand other men except sexually related matters. Whenever we talk, it turns to sex. Everybody
likeslikes it. It's enjoyable. (Tipah)
YouYou can see that during the weighing times when we meet men other than our mandor like
thethe truck drivers and young men who do the packing, almost certainly we talk about taboo
thingsthings and sexual jokes (ngomong saru). (Kenti)

"Everybodyy likes it!" This saying is common and taken as one of the popular myths
thatt contradict women's actual experiences (Evans 1978)4. Sex is an easy-to-grasp
topicc that anybody can follow. Talking about sex decreases the social distance between
peoplee of different rank. Workers and mandor feel closer when discussing this topic.
Theyy can talk and share their own stories freely and cheerfully. As sexual jokes bring
themm closer to the mandor, many regard sexual jokes as part of communication.
Forr women plantation workers, it is true that sexual jokes are widespread and taken
ass part of teasing one another, and a way of releasing tension at work. During leisure
timee too, these kinds of jokes are prevalent. However, most informants argued that
sexuall jokes must be told properly. The parameters of a proper sexual joke were not
clear,, but later I learned that sexual jokes were acceptable if told among men or women
inn a group. Both men and women informants reported that women had to be careful if
theyy were involved in sexual jokes because men would try to find opportunities to go
further.. According to men, if it was perceived that a woman welcomed his jokes
(ngladeni),(ngladeni), he took it as a signal that she would go further. Thus, women are blamed
whenn sexual jokes go too far. Women's experiences of sexual jokes and harassment
impactt their reputations and relationships with their husbands. This shows that actually
thesee kinds of jokes are not trivial and merely fun because traditional men's and
women'ss roles are at stake (Evans 1978:207). The cases of Riyani and Karti show how
theyy became targets of sexual violence in the workplace, which triggered domestic
violencee in different ways, demonstrating the continuum of violence in the home and
workplace. .
Whenn Gani married Riyani seven years ago, people gossiped that Gani would
sufferr from jealously because of Riyani's attitudes. In the neighborhood Riyani was
knownn as a lively woman who attracted men's attention. In separate interviews with
Riyani,, Gani, and a female neighbor, this case was documented from different point of
views. .
Evanss (1978:204-210) identifies four patriarchal myths vs. women's reality on sexual harassment,
namelyy sexual harassment is fun, sexual harassment is trivial, sexual harassment only affects
womenn in low status jobs, sexual harassment is easy for women to handle.
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II know that people talk behind my back. They perceive me as naughty or cheap because men
courtcourt me. Even if I regard them as just friends these men keep teasing me. You know how
adultadult men are if they tease women? Nggih sing saru-saru kuwi (Always talking about sex).
(Riyani) )
II know that my wife is known as ramah (friendly or easy going) to many people. But our
neighborsneighbors say that she is not supposed to be so close with men. She is a married woman and
peoplepeople think negatively of her. We quarrel a lot about this. (Gani)
RiyaniRiyani goes too far. She knows that Gani won't leave or divorce her so she continues with
herher attitudes. If only she said no to the men who court her or tease her (sexually), I think the
menmen would stop teasing her that way. But, I think she does it on purpose. You know there are
womenwomen who enjoy being admired sexually. (Wanti, a female neighbor)

Riyanii does not find any fault with her behavior because she never intentionally
attractss men. Riyani just behaves the way she is, only men misunderstand her. But, her
husbandd considers her attitudes improper for a married woman, so he asked her to
changee her behavior. Similarly, the couple's neighbor considers Riyani a dangerous
womann who is a threat for men because of her friendliness. Thus, Riyani is blamed for
herr personality. Riyani and her husband quarrel a lot about this. Riyani is hurt because
herr husband offends her by believing she is really naughty.
AA single woman, Karti, also suffers from denunciation about her involvement with
menn in the neighborhood who are her co-workers in the processing factory. Karti is said
too be assertive with married men who court her just for fun. If she objects to the way
thesee men sexually tease her and try to find ways to go further with her, Karti is
supposedd to say no directly and clearly, as dictated by her culture. But, this expectation
iss beyond Riyani and Karti's control. These two women clearly represent how women
aree traditionally trained to serve the interests of others, reinforcing male privilege. It is
difficultt if not impossible for self-interest or individual rights to be identified or acted
uponn as legitimate ends in themselves (Astbury 2003:165). Because of her
indecisiveness,, Karti was criticized and insulted by her neighbors. They accused her of
beingg a single woman who seduces one's husband (perawan sing sok ngganggu bojone
wong).wong). Karti was difficult to interview. She was aware of what people said about her
andd tried to avoid talking with me about this. When I finally spoke to her, she made it
clearr that women are blamed for what men do to them sexually.
SexualSexual Touching and Shoving
Sexuall jokes are not the only sexual form of communication between male and
femalee co-workers. More advanced moves such as touching and shoving are also
'acceptable'.. Observations in the processing factory where men and women work as
sorterss and in the drying section showed that women experience these jokes almost
withoutt complaint. When they were requested to give clear reasons for their
unresponsiveness,, they explained that it was impossible to avoid such experiences.
AllAll men do it and it just depends on us to go further or not. If we show our discontent some
ofof them will probably stop their mischievousness. Nevertheless, they never stop completely,
regardlessregardless of our continuous efforts to avoid being their targets of fun. (Nari)

Itt is not true that everybody likes sexual jokes, let alone sexual advances. A number
off women confirmed feeling uncomfortable when involved in these kinds of situations.
TalkingTalking about sexual matters is common among us. It's just kidding. Yeah, sometimes I am
notnot so happy about it, but if I do not engage in such joking they will tease me, and say that I
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amam pretending to be a pious person. It's not good f or me. But there are many of us who
reallyreally don't like it and just keep quiet... for me, it's fine as long as they do not go further,
youyou know touching and shoving are not goodfor us. (Datem)
Womenn might accept sexual jokes but certainly object to further advances like
touchingg and shoving. Unfortunately, they cannot always avoid these kinds of
harassment,, and others might interpret this as enjoyment.
II don't like them to touch me. I don't like it but I can't do anything... if I make an angry face
oror shout at them to stop, they will just tease me more. There's nothing I can do except stay
awayawayfromthem. But, this is almost impossible because we work together. (Ginah)
Womenn from distant neighborhoods who ride the picking truck were also easy
targetss for sexual harassment. This occurs because both men and women ride the trucks.
Itt is difficult for the women to avoid harassment from the men, and thus assume that
theirr experiences are normal and unimportant. Unfortunately, the women on trucks are
consideredd cheap and permissive by women who do not ride the trucks. Truck drivers
aree also assumed to be the most dangerous men to women workers.
TheseThese women on the truck are aggressive. When the men sexually harass them, they just
screamscream and invite more teasing. (Ngatmi)
II was struck when many women reported that a driver I knew well as a decent
personn was thukmis (an acronym of bathuke klimis, literally meaning a man with a
smoothh forehead, used to refer to a womanizer). Once I heard this, I managed to follow
himm on his truck and had a clear observation of what I had been told! He moved freely
andd seductively teased and touched young women he met in the gardens, unconcerned
byy my presence. When he understood that I was not so keen on what he had done, he
defendedd himself by saying, ""It's just kidding, just to have fun with these women and to
reducee our stress in the gardens".
Nott only women workers suffer from the truck drivers' attitudes. The case of
Minati,, the wife of a truck driver who was working in the factory at the time of the field
studyy illustrates the link of domestic and workplace gender violence in the plantation5.
Whilee her husband was known as thukmis and repeatedly committed sexual violence
againstt his women co-workers, Minati put up with her psychological pain. As a wife,
shee could not stand her co-workers talking about her husband's attitudes. They forced
herr to talk to one of her husband's women. But she was reluctant to face up to that
womann and felt helpless to confront her husband about his attitudes.
II had heard about my husband's behaviorfroma lot of people. But, I never took it seriously.
JokesJokes related to sexual matters are common in this neighborhood. Until one day I found a
lovelove letterfroma tea pickerfroma distant neighborhood. From that letter I learned that my
husbandhusband had gone too far. I am sad but I don't know what to do. I know that he cannot deny
it,it, that's why I don't confront him. (Minati)
Similarr observations were made on payday. On payday, the workers have
completelyy different looks and styles. Well-dressed with make-up, women workers
comee to the division offices where their mandor deliver their wages for the previous
twoo weeks. Some women take along their children to buy candies, clothes, dolls, or
foodd in addition to kitchen supplies from the pasar tïban (incidental market only on
Minatii used to work and might resume work as a tea picker sometime in the future owing to the
flexibilityflexibility of tea picking work (see Chapter Two).
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payday).. Most get together and chat cheerfully with their fellow co-workers. Women
andd men use this time to approach prospective girl- or boyfriends. Payday serves as an
entertainmentt to release work tensions.
Duringg this time, a closer look at the cooperative offices where women line up for
ricerice distribution provides a strange view. The management provides trucks as
transportationn for womenfromdistant villages to bring home their rice and other goods.
Somee adventurous men take advantage of this situation to tease women who ask for
theirr help to place the rice on the truck before they themselves climb up. These men
intentionallyy touch several parts of the women's bodies, especially their bottoms, or hug
womenn from behind, leaving the women screaming helplessly. When other women yell
att the men, the men just shout back ignorantly without feeling guilty. Some women did
nott seem to mind this type of sexual harassment but responded to it in coquettish ways.
Itt reminded me of the women who said that everybody likes to talk about sex, and that
everybodyy uses sexual topics in communication.
SexualSexual Affairs
Inn the plantation community, sexual matters are not just a means of communication
betweenn women workers and mandor or male co-workers, but also between women
workerss and management staff. Interestingly, people rarely talk about sexual jokes
and/orr sexual shoving and touching between women workers and management, but
ratherr of sexual affairs between them. This might have to do with the different ranks
andd places of work, which hinder them from engaging in sexual jokes and other day-todayy forms of sexual violence. Higher ranking men maintain their prestige and power by
avoidingg being too close to the workers, (and as discussed earlier, closeness is
symbolizedd through the exchange of sexual jokes). When they have the chance,
however,, something further can happen.
Duringg thefieldwork,there was gossip about a scandalous relationship between a
middlee manager and a worker. The same story spread over the entire plantation. It
startedd with a male worker witnessing the affair, who was then paid by the middle
managerr to stay quiet. But he could not keep the news to himself. Other women
coworkerss confirmed that they sensed a special relationship between the two people
whilee at work. Nobody believed him when the middle manager informally declared to
workerss that there was no special relationship between him and this woman. In fact,
manyy people felt the woman was being unfairly treated as she and her husband were
promotedd to permanent monthly workers, even though others were more deserving.
Mostt people thought that this promotion was part of the deal between the middle
managerr and the woman worker. Due to the delicateness of the topic, it was difficult to
confirmm the case with the woman or the middle manager.
AA year later, when I had already left the field, I received an update on how the
scandall ended sadly. The middle manager was transferred to another plantation and was
demotedd by two points off his job rank while the woman was transferred and placed in
thee least wanted area of picking -the highest and most difficult to reach part of the
plantation.. This happened after the woman's husband threatened the middle manager.
Thee two men fought in front of the other workers. The husband had finally gotten fed
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upp with talk of the affair and decided to finish it "lanangpada lanange" (man to man).
InIn the second visit, I heard more about this case from different points of view. During
thee case hearing held by the security office and a middle manager who represented the
plantationn worker's association (Serikat Pekerja Perkebunan, or SP Bun), the woman
declaredd her sexual relationship with the middle manager in ways which made it hard
forr the middle manager to deny. Some informants thought that it was right the middle
managerr had been punished for his cruel behavior. Others pitied the middle manager
becausee he lost his prestige due to adultery. Still others blamed the middle manager's
wifee who decided to stay in the city to take care of their school-age children. According
too informants, the middle manager started courting his worker when his wife left him
alonee in the plantation house. In the plantation where the convicted middle manager
wass transferred to, there were also defendants of the middle manager who said that the
middlee manager was unaware of what he was doing because the women with whom he
hadd an affair snared him with pelet (a magic spell). This was a prevalent perception as
thee woman had a bad reputation in the neighborhood. Some said that before her scandal
withh the middle manager, she had engaged in similar relationships with other men in the
neighborhood.. People were quick to harshly judge the women in these kinds of
relationships.. Even though the hearing case was fair to both the worker and the middle
manager,, the woman could not pass the biased moral judgment of the community.
Thee sexual affair above reminded many older workers of a similar occurrence
twentyy years before. At that time, a middle manager had a sexual relationship with a
singlee woman worker. When she became pregnant, the middle manager was the only
suspectt and many confirmed the affair, despite his denials. Interestingly, the family of
thiss woman was given two options by the management as they tried to mediate tension
betweenn the middle manager and the woman's family. The first option was that the
middlee manager would give money to the woman as a form of compensation and the
womann would be asked to quit her job; the second option was to promote the woman to
permanentt monthly worker status. Both options required the middle manager to pay for
thee pregnancy, delivery and pre-delivery Javanese ritual expenses. There was no option
off marriage. After a while, people forgot about the case and the two parties lived
happilyy with their families.
Anotherr sexual scandal involved an administrative worker with a tea picker who
alsoo did part time work as a housemaid about five years ago. When the maid was found
pregnant,, the plantation authority and the neighborhood asked the man to officially
marryy the woman and divorce her later when she gave birth. As a consequence, the
man'ss first wife left their house and decided to stay in another village. Feeling guilty,
thee man followed his wife and commuted to the plantation head office where he worked
untill recently. The maid gave up tea picking and migrated to the city.
Thesee three cases of sexual affairs happened at different times, 20 years ago, five
yearss ago and one year ago. Yet, most women mentioned these cases when asked to
providee information and perceptions related to sexual affairs between women workers
andd their male superiors. This was because these three cases were public knowledge and
peoplee could talk about them without fear of being regarded as gossipers. Even though
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theree were many other similar stories that occurred at different times, these remained
rahasiarahasia umum (public secrets) since there were no strong evidence like pregnancy or
publicc exposure. Sexual affairs between people from different social rank was common
inn the plantation communityó. This demands critical analysis. Relationships between
peoplee of different rank must be understood within the context of gender and labor
powerr relations. Women workers are subject to unequal power relations that position
themm as subordinates in the labor structure as well as in their relations with men. Being
thus,, women cannot have direct relationships because they lack the material basis to
contestt their interests and willingness. Men, on the other hand, use their positions of
powerr to control women and demand submission to their interests. Women's
submissivenesss to their superior's interests can also be seen as a strategy to lessen their
vulnerability,, a survivor perspective which positively understands women's attitudes
andd behavior as ways to actively find solutions to survive. In this way, women
creativelyy use their capacity as individuals to embark on process of autonomous selfrealizationn (Lister 1997). This can be seen in the first case, which clearly shows that the
womann and her husband took advantage of the relationship through compensation as
permanentt workers.
Too sum up, sexual jokes, sexual harassment and abuse of power by male superiors
havee a considerable impact on women. Even if these various types of sexual violence
cann also be used as a way to release tension, to bridge the gaps between women and
menn in higher positions, and to survive their vulnerability, women bear the
consequencess related to prevailing gender and sexuality norms and values. These
consequencess vary from becoming the innocent or unconscious sexual object as in the
casee of women tea pickers in general; bearing the image of cheap women, as in the case
off women who ride the trucks; bearing the image of tricky and mean woman, as in the
casee of hidden sexual partners of management staff; and bearing the life-long image of
badnesss if found pregnant out of wedlock.
5.. Concluding Remarks
Women'ss lack of awareness of violent behavior by mandor and other male
supervisorss reflects the gender and sexual relations pertaining in the plantation
community.. Their submissiveness to the interests of mandor and other male supervisors
suggestss their misperception of class and gender-based violence, which takes shape in
verball abuse, intimidation, and physical harm. Women's narratives taken from
interviewss repeatedly deny their real life conditions as most tend to disregard their
experiencess by seeing violence directed against them as normal and part of their daily
livess as women and as workers. Only through eye-witnessing and then confronting them
withh abusive experiences can one get a sense of how these women really suffer from
workplacee violence. With regard to sexual jokes and sexual harassment, again, by
sayingg that their experiences are normal and part of daily work experiences that are

Suryakusumaa (1986) in her study among women rubber plantation workers in West Java brings
forwardd a similar case, a sexual affair between a woman worker and a management staff member. I
personallyy recalled similar stories from my childhood which I heard from my parents and others in
thee plantation where I lived.
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difficultt to avoid, ultimately they show their subordinate positions as objects of men's
sexuall interests. In addition, it can be assumed that both women's and men's
perceptionss of violence are culturally bound. Any efforts to truly understand and,
ultimately,, to put an end to them should be based on careful investigation of the
questionn of how gender and violence are constructed in a particular community or
culture,, and how acts of violence are experienced and rationalized by women.
'Agency'' and 'subjectivity' are important concepts in attempting to understand
violencee and the ways people respond to it. This leads to the understanding that women
aree not passive actors. Analyzing women's agency and subjectivity within the context
off violence provides valuable insight concerning possible responses to violence.
Womenn employ sexually-related strategies: subjecting themselves either voluntarily or
involuntarilyy to men's sexual interest and even having sexual relations with men. These
strategiess are crucial because the existing cultural meanings and social expectations of
women'ss sexuality stigmatizes women and not men for involvement in extra-marital
sexuall relationships. As workers, women share some similarities: they come from
relativelyy low socio-economic backgrounds, make up the lowest level of the labor
hierarchy,, work under harmful conditions and experience acts of violence perpetrated
byy their mandor and other male superiors. These collective experiences allow the
developmentt of collective mechanisms and group solidarity marked by domplengan and
jokes.. Therefore, contrary to the reality of the harmful working conditions and their
personall and collective experiences of violence, the rest of the plantation community
seess tea pickers as fun and lively. Addressing these different patterns contributes to a
betterr understanding of 'survivors' (and 'victims') of violence. (In more feminist
approaches,, 'victim' is substituted by 'survivor' to both challenge the notions of victim
andd blame on the one hand, and make visible women's resistance and coping strategies
onn the other.) Despite the general tendencies of women workers to subjectively look
downn upon themselves and their status, as a result of their inferior position in the
communityy and plantation social structure, they are actively engaged in day-to-day
strategiess to survive the hardships of their work.

Chapterr Eight

Compliancee and Resistance
inn Surviving Intertwining Domestic
andd Workplace Violence
Introduction n
Thiss chapter discusses the research findings with reference to conceptual debates,
thee analytical framework and the methodology presented in earlier chapters. It answers
thee main research question about the ways in which social, cultural, economic, and
politicalpolitical aspects of macro and micro contexts of women's living environments shape
genderr differentiation and gender roles, and ultimately influence the occurrence of
genderr violence and at the same time provide possibilities for women to survive. This
chapterr also defends the importance of investigating forms of gender violence in both
thee home and workplace. In answers to exploratory questions presented in preceding
chapters,, the multiple forms, contexts, and consequences of gender violence among
womenn plantation workers have been depicted. It is most notable that gender role
differentiationn in the overall context of the women's low economic backgrounds makes
themm vulnerable to acts of gender violence both at work and in the home. However, as a
locall phenomenon, gender violence in the plantation community has to be understood
withinn the macro context of Indonesia and the government's policies related to gender
issuess and plantation management. Therefore, this chapter links the macro and micro
contextss that shape prevailing gender relations and women's status in the plantation
community,, and in turn, the occurrence of gender violence.
Thee chapter first focuses on methodological issues related to the growing
consciousnesss of gender violence among women plantation workers in Java followed by
thee identification of forms of gender violence based on women's narrative reports. It
hass been argued that in order to understand the nature of gender violence in the
plantationn community, it is imperative to understand the status of women in both the
workk and the domestic sphere as well as gender and labor relationships prevalent in the
twoo areas. The blurring of domestic and public boundaries and of relationship patterns
betweenn perpetrators and victims means that the experience of violence, its effects, and
women'ss responses to it must be understood in their entirety by considering the link
betweenn these two locations. In a similar light, it can be seen how violence committed
inn public environments -in this case at work- explains or triggers violence in the
domesticc sphere, or the reverse, and that plantation communities in Java constitute one
locall unity which determine the occurrence of gender violence and serve as a reference
forr women's resistance. The chapter then identifies gender violence risk factors. Using
thee ecological framework of gender violence, risk factors are identified at personal and
collectivee levels in the home and workplace. Finally, the chapter questions the
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sustainabilityy of gender violence among women plantation workers based on evidence
gatheredd during the later phase of the research.
1.. N a m i n g and Surviving Violence
Whatt is gender violence? During the course of the research, I received many
questionss from colleagues and friends concerning the forms and areas of violence.
Behindd these curious questions were concerns about the focus of my research; was it on
physical,, sexual or psychological forms of violence? And who was involved in violent
behavior?? Most questions centered on evidence of spousal physical abuse and/or rape.
Manyy thought that gender violence was associated with physical acts and their impacts.
Furtherr questions about who is involved in violent acts, referred to domestic or public
relationshipp spheres. This research, however, goes beyond these questions. It is meant
too provide insight into violence and violent relationships and by focusing on women's
experiencess and providing the opportunity for women to speak up, is open to many
definitionss of violence. In addition, given the nature of the plantation community, which
hass no clear boundaries between work and home, this research takes into account
genderr violence in these intertwining areas. I would argue that this characteristic of the
researchh is the most valuable.
Ass an ethnographic researcher, by immersing myself in the community I was able
too witness empirical evidence to enrich my understanding of the experiences and
feelingss of women. This also allowed me to analyze the differences and commonalties
off women's responses. This approach was useful to understand women's problems by
investigatingg psychological and physical impacts on their health through observations
andd questions.
Too enable women to recognize their experiences as violence, I started by collecting
narrativess on their complaints and feelings of unfairness in their domestic lives as well
ass at work. Later, with a list of these violent experiences in hand, I again interviewed
thee women about their experiences by asking them about cases I had collected in
previouss interviews. For example, I confronted them with their experiences of
quarrellingg with their husbands and asked them about their feelings of those
experiences.. This approach was useful to gain more understanding of how women
'think'' and 'feel' about violence. Most of my informants were surprised in subsequent
interviewss because they did not expect me to remember what we had previously
discussed.. I needed to explain to them again that I did not just talk with them but
wantedd to learn about their experiences and use their cases for my research. Thenreactionss did not just express astonishment over my concern for their stories, but also
expressedd confusion over why I spent most of my time talking about things they
consideredd ordinary, which allowed them to think critically about these matters.
Inn the third or fourth visit and in-depth interview, I negotiated and confirmed
intervieww notes with the women and provided them with the space to present
themselvess as they wished (Bell 1993). Working on a topic that disturbs women's
(un)awarenesss of their relationships with men as perpetrators of gender violence, I tried
hardd to be open, ethical, and responsive to women's interests. In this process sensitivity,
confidentiality,, and respect were necessary (Macintyre 1993). This approach yielded a
numberr of cases representing women's experiences of gender violence in their daily
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livess as wives and mothers in the domestic sphere and as workers in the plantation
industry.. As indicated by Schrijvers (1998:25), using the perspective of women's
experiences,, including the researcher's, inspires a view from below and gives voice to
thosee women's experiences which would otherwise remain in the dark.
Throughoutt the research and in engagement with the women, problems of naming
violencee remained No local word was equivalent to my definition of violence. Both
womenn and men mentioned dugal or nesu (getting angry or being in a bad mood) and
gegohgegoh or ribut or bentrok or rame (dispute or conflict) as the precursors for violent
behavior.. Women mentioned diomehi (verbal humiliation), disalahke (blame), dilarani
atineatine (emotional pain) and dilarani awake (physical pain) referring to verbal and/or
non-verball manner of men during disputes, which resulted in lara ati or ngenes
(emotionall pain) and lara awak (physical pain). This imprecision in language is a result
off the traditional Javanese harmonious outlook, which masks the reality of gender
violence.. Only after in-depth interviews did women recognize their experiences of
violence. .
2.. Linking the Domestic and Work Spheres
Inn areas in which domestic and workplace activities overlap there is a possibility of
genderr violence linkage. In what forms are domestic and workplace violence linked in
thee lives of women plantation workers? This section summarizes the nature of the
intertwiningg areas, activities, and roles concerning women plantation workers that shape
andd are shaped by women's multiple roles and responsibilities.
2.1.. Intertwining Places
Onee of the most important factors to determine intertwining spheres in the
plantationn is the proximity between the house and the workplace. For women who live
onn the plantation grounds, there is no clear boundary between the two areas. This allows
themm to be present in both the domestic space and workplace simultaneously. Those
whoo live in surrounding villages can also quickly move from one sphere to the other.
Thiss does not mean, however, that the women are able to go back and forth to combine
householdd and plantation work. Geographic and physical conditions prevent this. Only a
feww women who live on the plantation and in nearby hamlets such as Kalikidang and
Tamann manage to go back and forth occasionally to attend to their activities at home
andd in the gardens. Other women come to work later or go home earlier if they have
somethingg pressing to do. As a consequence, women must cooperate with mandor and
otherr women in the kemandoran to handle their responsibilities. There is no clear
agreementt between workers and mandor about days off and leave and, in fact, this is an
avenuee for mandor to exercise their power over the women. Mandor fulfill their
personall interest whenever their workers ask for leave and/or are caught sneaking on or
offf work. Women can only wait helplessly for the mandor's reaction to their behavior
reflectingg their dependence on mandor.
2.2.. Intertwining Tasks
Inn addition to residential proximity, the flexibility of the work accounts for the
possibilityy for women to work when they wish to. Most women leave work temporarily
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forr reproductive reasons such as pregnancy and breastfeeding. They also take days off
whenn engaged in community activities like agricultural labor exchange and other social
andd cultural events. Occasional leaves are permitted as long as a woman's work is
fulfilledd by a substitute or domplengan. As previously described, the new labor policy
thatt was implemented in the beginning of 2001 and requires worker's full participation
throughh the limit of kemandoran to 25-30 members and the prohibition of domplengan
hass not been very effective. Women perceive that low economic return from tea picking
iss preferable to dismissal, while the plantation management reduced the total number of
teaa pickers as an effort to fulfill the regional minimum wage requirements and increase
individuall women's take-home pay. The different perceptions of the plantation
managementt and women workers lie in economic considerations. While the plantation
managementt adopted this policy to better the remaining workers, women workers feel
thatt no matter how small their financial gain, picking is better than unemployment and
dependencee on others.
Inn households, husbands, wives and other adults have distinct roles and
responsibilitiess as workers, household and community members. Each carries out their
roless and responsibilities related to their gender and social position in each sphere.
Unfortunately,, as shown by the research, women start earlier and have more burdens
comparedd to men. Demands for women's full attendance to housekeeping, finances, and
childrearingg have to be done in concurrence with their plantation work and community
activities.. Husbands and other adult household members also combine their work but
havee fewer domestic tasks to perform. Women emphasized their difficulties to secure
householdd daily practical needs as their dominant worry in the domestic sphere. For
most,, money is the primary source of conflict not only with their husbands and other
householdd members but also with themselves. Traditionally given the role of household
financiall manager, they perceive this task as double-edged, as it is a source of pride, but
alsoo a burden.
2.3.. W o m e n ' s Multiple Burdens
Moserr (1993) argues that women's multiple burdens involve their productive and
reproductivee roles in family welfare, the labor force and community management.
Women'ss domestic tasks are extended to social and cultural activities in the community.
II heir presence during rituals and celebrations such as weddings, births, male
circumcisionss and funerals is not voluntary. They perceive these events as double-edged
sincee they give them a chance to have days off and socialize with their community but
att the same time they must sacrifice their work and lose income. In addition, celebration
periodss also cause women difficulties because they have to pay for sumbangan (social
contributions)) as a local reciprocity. Most informants claim that nyumbang
(contributing)) is a stressful social duty. But they agree that this social security
mechanismm cannot be neglected and must be continued.
Duringg celebration months, the need for rice increases ten-fold as women are
requiredd to bring rice as a gift in addition to money to the celebration's hostess.
Husbandss also bring their own money to give to the host. In social gatherings men and
womenn have their own spaces and responsibilities. During celebrations, women's rice
debtt at the cooperative (cadongan) multiplies. They also must go to their mandor and
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thee cooperative shop for debt. Mandor explained that during these periods many
workerss have deficits in their wages that are paid back over the next two to three
paydayss (four to six weeks). When these periods coincide with low crops, the workers
cannott go to the cooperative or their mandor for debt as they would be unable to pay
backk the loan in the short term as required, and turn to other sources of credit such as
locall shops or relatives to borrow rice or money. Women's participation in social and
culturall events goes hand in hand with domestic and plantation work. Therefore, they
mustt find ways to attend both without sacrificing one to the other.
Givenn this context, the research embraces all forms of violence experienced by
womenn workers in the plantation community. Focusing on domestic and workplace
violence,, not emphasizing only one sphere or a certain type of violence, is appropriate
too address the problems these women face daily. This conforms to Kleinman's concept
off social violence, violence that has multiple forms and dynamics and in which the
publicc versus domestic dichotomy is inadequate to understand the uses of violence in
thee social world or the multiplicity of its effects on collective and individual suffering
(2000:227).. In this respect, women plantation workers suffer social violence
collectivelyy in their vulnerable position in the workplace and individually in their
subservientt position in marital relationships.

3.. Domestic Violence
Domesticc violence can be in the form of discrete acts directed at one person
(Richterss 2001) and indirect violence through the functioning of fear and control of
womenn in the conformation to gender norms (Hof and Richters 1999, Bennett and
Mandersonn 2003). With or without the presence of physical abuse, these forms of
violencee directly and indirectly affect women's physical, psychological, sexual, social,
andd economic wellbeing. This research reveals that victims and perpetrators strictly
keepp domestic violence secret. During early interaction with the researcher, most
womenn kept violence private by saying that disputes between husband and wife are
familyy secrets that are not open for public discussion. This reaction was typical when
womenn were asked to share their experiences of marital conflict. Thus, it was difficult
forr women to disclose their experiences of marital conflict, and their perceptions and
impactss of these on their lives. Direct questions, such as "Have you ever had a sad
experienceexperience during your marriage to your current husband?" could not be asked. Rather,
time,, rapport and probing were necessary to open the women to sharing their
experiences.. After they had discussed their experiences of violence they would confirm
thatt these were normal and could happen to any woman and in any marriage. Thus,
theree was ambiguity in the way women perceived violence; on the one hand, it was a
privatee matter, but on the other, it was considered normal.
Women'ss inclination to consider their experiences of verbal, non-physical domestic
violencee as 'normal' demands analysis. They consider their traditionally assigned roles
ass housekeepers, child-care takers and financiers as part of being wives and mothers.
But,, at the same time they admit these are sources of conflict with their husbands. In
thiss way, women's subservient position can be seen as symbolic violence (Bourdieu
1998).. Women hardly notice how they become the targets of functioning fear and
controll by voluntarily undertaking their assigned roles in household, marriage and
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communityy activities. Women directly bear the consequences of not properly attending
too their roles. This reflects how violence works symbolically and affects women
indirectlyy while allowing direct and visible acts of violence. Similarly, Richters (2001)
arguess that these forms of violence are embedded in the socio-economic, political and
ideologicall context of power relations between men and women that reflect power
imbalancess inherent to patriarchal society. In Bourdieu's (1998) terms, women remain
inn the doxa, and beliefs and practices position men and women differently and assign
themm different roles. Thus, individual acts of psychological gender violence cannot be
separatedd from social and cultural pressure to conform to gender norms, which
subordinatee women (Hof and Richters 1999).
Onee may argue that gender differences in Javanese culture are not indicative of
genderr hierarchy. Although gender differences exist, with clearly defined roles (tasks
andd duties) for men and women, it is also true that these differences do not per se also
meann that hierarchical value is ascribed to different spheres of activities. Activities in
thee public or domestic domain are different, obviously, but not valued as "less" or
"more"" relevant. It is in this context that one can argue that femininity and masculinity
inn Javanese society should not be seen as mutually exclusive categories.
Inn contemporary societies, however, alternative formulations for 'femininities' and
'masculinities'' are limited, mainly as a result of hegemonic masculinity brought about
byy the global influence of capitalism. In the Javanese context, the combination of local
culturall values, Dutch colonial culture, state ideology, capitalist industrialization and
religiouss teachings have shaped contemporary Javanese gender ideology and social
roless to conform to the universal picture of inequality, male dominance and women's
oppressionn (see Chapter Five), meaning that Javanese women are restricted from
obtainingg better social and/or economic positions. Thus, the notion of hierarchy as a
systematicc relation between persons that rank one above the other (Miller 1993:7) is a
resultt of a process of social change in the historical context of Java, which has created
genderr ideology and social practices. As argued previously, the maintenance of
patriarchyy through the dominant interpretation of religious and gender norms favors
men.. Monogenetic theories of procreation and symbolic association of seed and soil for
menn and women existing in the Indonesian Moslem community resonate with local
peasant'ss interpretations of male and female virtues (Mas'udi 1995)1. To the advantage
off women, Mas'udi develops an interpretation that men must work hard to make land
fertile,, meaning that men must love and care for their land as this is the only way to
makee the land good enough to be planted. But this metaphor and its transformation and
reinterpretationn conforms to views that regard women's bodies as unstable, fragile and
inn need of male protection, which places women in an inferior position (Shillings 1999).
Thiss makes clear how women's bodies and the meaning attached to them affects both
women'ss personal behavior and gender relations. By virtue of their bodies, women are
assignedd distinct social roles and expectations. Men assume power (to do what they
wishh to do) and authority (to command obedience) over women.

11

Delaney (1990) argues that there is a symbolic association of 'seed-soil' for men-women with the
ideaa that men are seen as 'planting seeds' who carry the substance of life in their sperm while
womenn are imagined as 'fertile fields' in which these seeds are nurtured.
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Thus,, Javanese men and women are hierarchically engendered subjects, having
unequall social relations that are advantageous to men, who have attained a higher,
superiorr position. I would argue that this is a step backward, and brings about a 'false
consciousness'' of both men's and women's status and roles. Women and men come to
havee different understandings of themselves as engendered persons because they are
differentiallyy positioned with regard to discourse concerning gender and sexuality, and
theyy take up different positions within those discourses (Moore 1994:149). This means
thatt men and women alike fantasize about themselves, their identity, and the best way
too go about trying to maintain their 'ideal identity'. The maintenance of identity
includess the acquirement of gender attributes such as economic superiority and sexual
strengthh for men. In this way, most women in this research regarded submissive
behaviorr in their social, economic, and sexual lives as virtuous.
Inn addition, fantasies of identity are linked to fantasies of power, which help
explainn why violence is so often the result of, perceived, rather than real, threats .
Prevailingg gender norms that favor men are crucial as men are the most affected by
powerr dynamics and so use strength to maintain the fantasy of power. Power claims the
rightt to determine ground rules for what constitutes truth, but it does not always enforce
itss claim on truth by non-violent means. Once their truth is questioned, there is very
littlee left to the powerful except violence (MacCannell and MacCannell 1993). Thus
violencee can be seen as one way of dealing with crises of identity; because it reconfirms
thee nature of masculinity otherwise denied (Moore 1994:154). One example is male
sexuall jealously, which is aroused in men by real or imagined female sexual infidelity,
ass the most common motive for marital violence (Harvey 1994). Among plantation
households,, the research found this was most often related to men's feelings of
inferiorityy due to their failure to be proper income earners as the basic requirement of
theirr powerful position as head of the household. Rather than introspecting regarding
thiss failure, men use gender violence to legitimize their power.
Inn addition to the various forms of non-physical domestic violence that take shape
inn and affect women's psychological, sexual, and economic wellbeing, women also
harborr secrets of physical violence. Physical violence is a truly private matter that is not
communicatedd to others. Direct physical abuse is a horrific experience that is often too
difficultt for women to discuss, even when others around them recognize it and try to
mediate.. Therefore, this research found no first-hand reports of ongoing physical abuse.
Onlyy after long and meticulous efforts, did some women report their past experiences of
physicall violence. Many informants also reported cases of suspected abusive marital
relationships.. Past and second-hand information demonstrated that physical violence
didd exist but is strongly denied by victims due to the delicateness of the issue. As
indicatedd by Kelly and Redford (1996), this condition also exists in Western countries,
wheree women mostly deny violent experiences by saying "nothing really happened"
andd keep silent because they feel physically and mentally handicapped. Indeed, women
tendd to hinder themselves from disclosing their experiences and directly opposing the
perpetratorss of violence because they are not trained to take such action. Rather, the
22

Power is the ability to make someone do what they do not wish to do, to act effectively on persons
andd things, to take decisions which are not rightly allocated to the actor's role or to the actor as
individuall (Moore 1988:210).
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womenn are preoccupied with socio-cultural ideas that regard gender violence as a
normall phenomenon. In addition to feeling physically weak these women reluctantly
directlyy confront men about things they regard as normal in daily encounters. This
considerationn is common in a patriarchal society that puts men's identities and
experiencess as universal so that the standard norm for experiences are male (DeBruin
1998:113-114).. Plantation women do not consider physical violence normal, but as
beyondd their understanding, and as something that should be avoided. They turn to
women'ss virtue to understand physical violence experienced by themselves or others. In
thiss way, physical violence must be understood in the same context with other forms of
violencee that are based in the maintenance of patriarchy; in which men perpetrate
physicall violence as normal to prove their power over women.
4.. Workplace Violence
Thee inherent economic, health, and human right difficulties and hardships of tea
pickingg do not prevent women from working. Women plantation workers experience
structurall economic violence and while working under male supervision experience and
witnesss direct personal and/or collective violence. The workplace is a public space
wheree women can share their personal and collective experiences. Workplace violence
occurss mostly in the form of verbal humiliation and intimidation, which can be sexual
inn nature. As in the case of domestic violence, women's attitudes toward workplace
violencee differ according to the form of violence. 'Light' and 'modest' sexual violence
suchh as jokes and touching are shared experiences, while sexual affairs are seen as more
advancedd and personal issues, and are kept secret until disclosed by the public (see
Chapterr Seven). Certainly, people talk about interpersonal (sexual) affairs, which are
rarelyy disclosed but remain public secrets. Thus, women openly discuss their
experiencess of being sexually harassed by mandor, but not their experiences of being
courtedd by them. Mandor, too, do not hesitate to joke sexually in the presence of
plantationn outsiders. On the contrary, they seem to intentionally use such moments to
demonstratee their power in front of the women workers. Mandor also use non-sexual
violencee such as verbal abuse and physical remarks to show their anger and
disappointmentt with the women's work performance. As discussed earlier, mandor
mustt manage their association with power in the midsi of their decreasing position and
power.. Women workers are potential targets for their dissatisfaction and loss of
confidence.. To some extent, mandor are in a similar position to husbands who fail to
performm their roles as heads of household.
Thee research shows that mandor are not the only potential perpetrator of workplace
violence.. Women must also deal with other perpetrators from similar or higher ranks
suchh as male co-workers and higher-ranked supervisors. Women's experiences of
relationshipss with these men are often closed to others' knowledge or intervention until
thesee are unexpectedly opened to the public. Sexual affairs involving married women
workerss and male co-workers are prevalent public secrets. These relationships are
cruciall because others see them as voluntary relationships (pada senenge or suka soma
suka),suka), and thus they require careful examination. Unfortunately such examination is
nearlyy impossible due to the delicateness of the issue and the difficulties in obtaining
first-handd information. The most obvious aspect of such relationships was people's
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tendencyy to blame women by accusing them of being cheap or indecent. It is also
interestingg that people tend to view sexual relationships between women and men from
differentt ranks as voluntary relationships. Some informants critically saw these women
ass taking advantage of voluntary relationships or being incapable of saying no to their
superiors;; as it is difficult for women to avoid sexual relationships initiated by men,
womenn take advantage of their powerlessness to gain promotion. From the research
perspective,, however, subordinate women are seen as victims of unequal power
relationss who use their agency to survive as will be discussed in following sections.
5.. Intertwining Domestic and Workplace Violence
Women'ss experiences of gender violence in the home and workplace can be
causallyy related or can occur simultaneously. It is difficult for women to cope with
violencee in both spheres simultaneously owing to the different spheres and perpetratorvictim/survivorr relationships. Domestic violence between women and men as wives and
husbandss in marriages is extended to the broader context of household and community
arrangements.. In contrast, workplace violence occurs between women as workers and
menn as mandor or other workers or superiors. Domestic violence is predominantly
experiencedd and resisted individually while the latter is shared and collectively
opposed. .
Thee perceived degree of gender violence in each sphere depends on the form of
violence.. Women openly discuss verbal and psychological forms of violence and their
experiencess of non-consensual sex, as well as the inherent violence in polygamous
marriages.. They also collectively experience violence in the workplace in the form of
sexuall jokes, shoving, and touching as well as verbal abuse and other non-physical
humiliation.. But, they are reluctant to discuss experiences of domestic physical violence
orr personal experiences of sexual relationships with male co-workers or superiors. In
additionn to being physically, psychologically, and sexually dramatic, such experiences
havee profound socio-cultural impacts on women that are not always translated into
reactions.. People gossip about women they presume to be victims of domestic physical
violencee and regard them with pity or as weird depending on their social relationships
withh other women. Despite not understanding the reasons or facts behind women's
engagementt in sexual affairs with male co-workers, women are blamed for these
scandalouss relationships. The public exaggerates women's negative behaviors by saying
thatt these women are dangerous for men and well known as cheap and willing to do
anything,, including using their sexual attractiveness, to ensure their employment or to
gainn promotion. Women (victims) are blamed because they are not supposed to actively
exercisee their sexual attractiveness and aggressiveness as doing such triggers men's
sexuall advances. When relationships occur, men are excused because of the prevailing
normss and values that regard men as having naturally stronger libidos thann women.
Byy carefully examining these impacts, the link between domestic and workplace
violencee can be explained. Women's experiences of daily domestic violence impact the
occurrencee of workplace violence. Direct forms of violence in the domestic sphere lead
womenn to a psychological state that affects their work performance. In the same
manner,, their experiences of being scolded or humiliated by mandor cause women
workerss to come home in bad moods. This has a considerable impact on domestic
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activitiess and can potentially prompt marital disputes followed by further humiliation.
Suchh causal relationships between domestic and workplace violence can also occur in
communitiess with clear boundaries between home and work, but the case of women
plantationn workers is unique due to living and working in the same environment.
Owingg to its limited vicinity, whatever happens in the gardens and in other parts of
thee plantation echoes throughout the surrounding homes and villages, and vice versa.
Moreover,, intertwining domestic, leisure, and work areas are crucial to understand the
normativee issues specific to the area. There is no clear boundary between private and
publicc spaces as everyone hears and sees everything by default. Family secrets are
publiclyy consumed and workplace secrets are taken into the domestic sphere. Thus,
womenn can discuss their husbands' cruelties in the form of 'accepted' verbal and
psychologicall violence as easily as they discuss their memdor's unkindness. More
delicatee cases like domestic physical violence and workplace sexual affairs, however,
aree kept confidential. While sexual relationships between women workers and male coworkerss are prevalent as gossip, their spouses assume heavy consequences. They
becomee the subjects of negative gossip and moral judgment, which favors men. Even if
thee 'sinners' try to keep the issue behind closed doors, people easily discover secrets in
suchh a small community and spread rumors until it is proved true or fades away.
6.. Resistance and A c c e p t a n c e
Thee ways women deal with violent experiences vary according to their perception,
thee nature, and the impacts of violence as described in the preceding sections. Given the
specificc context of the plantation community, women's responses to violent acts in the
homee and workplace are linked. This is important in understanding that actions women
takee to survive are resistance and can even take the shape of compliance, wherein
womenn passively accept their distressful conditions through submissive behavior.
6.1.. Dealing with Domestic Violence: Individual Action
Evenn though women live in close proximity to their relatives, they do not
necessarilyy turn to these relatives for help in situations of domestic violence. The
conceptss of isin (shame) and saru (indecency) are intact, causing women to prefer to
keepp violent experiences secret in order to demonstrate harmonious marriages. Others
whoo live near abused women might pretend not to be aware of the situation or only talk
behindd the woman's back if they have suspicions, and not intervene. Given the masking
off physical violence, it is therefore difficult to identify how women confront physically
abusivee husbands.
Womenn with experiences of past physical violence did not clearly illustrate their
resistance,, but rather focused on the fact that that period of their lives was over and
thankedd God to have survived it. These women stated that they pitied themselves at the
timee and also wondered if other women underwent similar experiences. Women who
claimedd to have no experience of physical violence tried very hard to keep it that way.
However,, given that alternative ideas of gender equality do not successfully transform
traditionall dominant gender ideologies that place women in inferior positions to men,
women'ss agency cannot be underestimated. Although disadvantaged, women are not
passivee victims, rather, they employ strategies to overcome their problems. Survivors of
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physicall violence fall into two categories, either the husband finally changed his
behaviorr or the woman asked for a divorce. Women set free from past experiences
arguedd that during bad times they could only pasrah maring Gusti Allah (submit their
fatee to God). This is in line with Das and Kleinman (2001:1) who stress that in everyday
formss of violence one seeks escape in the transcendental. As Javanese women, they turn
too the concepts of pasrah (reliance), nasib (destiny) and kodrat (women's virtue).
Withh this attitude, women handle their situations individually and do not ask for
assistancee from others, despite the fact that they do not know how to better their
conditionss or decrease their husbands' violence. When the violence ends through
divorcee or because a husband changes his attitudes, the women believe that God has had
mercyy on them. Turning their hope to God is the women's form of resistance, signaling
thatt they do not passively accept their fate of abused wives.
Inn contrast, women accept daily forms of verbal and psychological violence as a
normall part of marriage. Even if during conflicts both husbands and wives strongly
defendedd their interests, later women admit defeat. Religion is for many people an
importantt source of support, explanation and protection. In most cases, when women
feell unfairly treated by their husbands, women turn to kodrat to justify their conditions
andd comfort their feelings of disgrace. Women are not as demanding as their husbands,
andd never blame their husbands for failing to fulfill their duties as head of the household
becausee they cannot secure family income, which in turn, makes the women unable to
managee family finances or perform housework, such as cooking. Instead, women try to
avoidd confrontations with their husbands if their husbands try to be responsible to
householdd finances by giving whatever amount of money they have to their wives.
Thiss does not mean that women plantation workers have no other ways of resisting
violencee except through above-mentioned cultural references and attitudes. Rather,
thesee are usually the last resort for women's survival and highlight the normalness of
violentt experiences. It is in this respect that the ethnography of social violence offers a
culturall critique of the normal as well as normative social order, which rest on the
appreciationn of violence in everyday life as multiple, as normative (and normal), and as
thee outcome of the interaction between changing cultural representations, social
experiences,, and individual subjectivity (Kleinman 2000:238). Everyday violence
occurss both in collective experience and in the subjectivity of personal experience. As
inn GammeltofVs study (1999), Javanese women's experiences of gender violence, how
theyy perceive these, respond to these, and cope with these reflect women's self and
sociall identities, and by definition involve the community's social, cultural, political,
economic,, and historical contexts. In this way, women perform hidden forms of
resistancee as the most accessible strategy due to their submissive position (Scott 1985).
Inn addition to referring to their kodrat and nasib, women in this research engage in
variouss individual and collective acts of resistance. Some women do not worry about
theirr husbands and children's demands for good food and prepare only what they can
afford.. Other women, boast of their culinary successes. Some women effectively avoid
non-consensuall sex with their husbands by direct refusal or even by lying to thenhusbandss as in the case of Sariyem and Kamilah (see Chapter Six). Finally, some
womenn also use physical symptoms not only as an embodiment of their stressful living
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conditionss but also a language to express stressful social experiences (see also
Gammeltoff 1999). Consciously or not, the women act, talk, and use their bodies to
directlyy and indirectly struggle and survive excessive work burdens and oppressive
genderr relations.
6.2.. Dealing with Workplace Violence: Individual vs. Collective Action
Womenn tea pickers work in groups and thus are able to generate collective
responsess to daily workplace violence. This is the best way for them to cope with their
harshh conditions, as they feel unable to personally confront mandor. While many
disputess arise between mandor and individual workers, the women are not likely to
resistt these situations immediately or individually. This is because conflicting interests
betweenn the women and mandor demand different reactions and resistance. Both
womenn workers and mandor see this state of affairs as routine and unproblematic until
specificc situations arise that questions this. These situations then become opportunities
forr women to object to their conditions and to exchange the notion of normalness with
theirr real heartbreaking experiences. Women do not recognize their actual feelings until
unforeseenn circumstances awaken them, as hierarchy and inequality, which are so
fundamentall to plantation social structures, normalize violence (Kleinman 2000:238).
Heavyy work during abundant crops and scarcities are risk factors in disputes
betweenn mandor and women workers. Tensions arise related to the women's
dissatisfactionn with their work conditions. During scarcities, the women feel exploited
forr being forced to work so hard for such low economic returns, while mandor are
forcedd to reach quotas. In abundant crops, the women rush to grab large quantities of
goodd quality leaves. During these different seasons the women earn different incomes thee lowest and the highest- but face similar pressures to work vigorously. In normal
harvests,, too, conflicting interests might occur concerning the emotional states of either
mandormandor or workers. Usually only a small trigger is needed to ignite verbal abuse by
mandor.. The factor that most influences women's tempers is not the harsh physical
conditions,, but the attitude of mandor. The mandor, therefore, determines whether the
womenn work cheerfully or unenthusiastically.
Whenn mandor start the day in a good mood, the rest of the day is lively, unless
theree is an unexpected meeting with sinder or other higher management staff, which
bringss bad news and quickly turns happy times to gloom. As described in earlier
chapters,, happy times are marked by sexual jokes, which both women workers and
mandormandor delight in. Women do not see these jokes as sexual harassment, and indeed
believee these sorts of jokes bring them closer to mandor. Sexual jokes are
simultaneouslyy a form of sexual violence by mandor as they contain provocative sexual
wordss and movements, and a form of resistance through which women reduce social
gapss with mandor. Sometimes tension starts early and worsens during the day as the
workerss become weary. When this occurs, workers have no other way to respond except
byy grumbling and making jokes amongst themselves to ridicule mandor. Even though
theyy try to exchange jokes noiselessly, they enjoy such moments. In such a tense
environmentt they gain strength from their sense of togetherness.
Womenn recognize that their powerlessness demands collective and indirect
resistancee through group solidarity and verbal action rather than direct and individual
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confrontation.. While performing their tasks as an individual worker, however, women
doo their utmost to increase their gains even in ways that cause their mandor to become
angry,, such as cheating. They intentionally grab old leaves or put rocks or sticks into
theirr baskets to increase their gain. During low crops they also prolong their work in
certainn picking areas because they are reluctant to move to other areas with equally few
leaves.. Women also sneak silently onto or off the plantation to avoid mandor
disapprovall or anger.
Women'ss forms of resistance typically reflect their position of powerlessness. They
performm hidden forms of resistance and try as much as possible to avoid any direct or
symbolicc confrontation with authority (see also Scott 1985:29). Women always find
wayss to cope (andVor have learnt to cope) and survive gender violence. Agency takes
manyy shapes and forms. Women's strategies and resistance to oppressive gender
relationss and violence can be seen as either 'objection' to or 'compliance' with to their
inferiorr position. They might draw on a range of different strategies, either regressive or
defensive,, or integrating and creative, in an effort to adapt to such situations (see also
Ewingg 1998:310).
Inn this research, women workers engaged in collective resistance to survive the
hardshipp of work. Following Scott (1990), women's collective resistance in the
workplacee takes place in the forms of disguise representing 'voice under domination'.
Thee domplengan mechanism is the most obvious way of resisting their day-to-day
hardshipss as women plantation workers. In addition to that, jokes and mocking of
mandormandor serve to relieve tension. Most women gossip about plantation authority figures
behindd their backs. They also comment on the performance of the administrator and
comparee administrators' generosity. These strategies allow the women to survive
distressfull work conditions under the tight supervision of male superiors. Women's
collectivee resistance is best understood as a reflection of how they creatively handle
theirr social situation. It shows the capacity of individuals or groups to embark on a
processs of autonomous self-realization (Lister 1997). Rather than taking women's
collectivee strategies as a failure to uphold their individual beings, it should be
understoodd that agency is located in a dialectic relationship with social structures and
embeddedd in social relations through such a way that collective and individual actors
seizee opportunities and give meaning to themselves and their lives (Godddard 2000).
Subsequently,, women use any means available to them, including their bodies, to
resist.. Shillings (1999) argues that women use their bodies as projects to create
individuall identities. This is seen in women who engage in sexual affairs with their
superiors.. Rather than passively submitting to the sexual needs of men of higher rank,
thesee women turn such situations into opportunities to secure their labor positions or
evenn gain promotion. Through their agency, women are individually capable of
creativelyy responding to and changing the circumstances in which they find themselves
(Giddenss 1984).
6.3.. Day-to-Day Behaviors: Resisting Gender Violence in Two Spheres
Womenn plantation workers survive daily exposure to gender violence by husbands,
co-workers,, and other male superiors. The study revealed various ways that women
resistt gender violence. Combining domestic work and plantation work is not a simple
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taskk and requires strategic action. By taking their small children to the garden or
sneakingg out and coming back to the garden, they are able to meet their responsibilities
ass mothers, wives and workers and find solutions to their excessive work burdens. In
thiss way, the mtertwining domestic and workplace spheres shape their work burdens
andd at the same time create space for women to maneuver.
Ass discussed, women feel strong and articulate when together, making tea pickers
infamouss as fun workers. The women enjoy being together and expressing themselves
inn a group. Thus, women tea pickers are reputed as itrakan (rowdy) and kompak
(united)) as well as fun, characteristics recognized by their male superiors, which cause
themm to avoid direct confrontation with the women when working together. Most
mandormandor complain freely to individual workers, but only berate or complain to the whole
groupp if the matter is very important. When they address all women in the kemandoran,
mandormandor must be ready to receive defensive attitudes and sass from the workers who try
too turn the subject matter into something fun or sexual. This worker behavior, however,
dependss very much on the mandor''s mood, meaning that only if the mandor welcomes
(sexual)) jokes would the workers continue teasing and making fun of him. When the
mandormandor is in a bad mood or annoyed, they do not dare to confront him directly with
theirr arguments or even their jokes, but instead quietly grumble and whisper or
postponee their jokes until they are on their way home together. In these ways, women
creativelyy maximize their weapons of the weak.
Collectivee resistance in sexual jokes and mockery of mandor and other male
superiorss also expresses and releases stress from domestic lives and violence. As it is
impossiblee for women to make sexual or personal fun of their husbands, they do this
withh their mandor. Thus, engagement in plantation work is actually a solution to avoid
dailyy routine and escape the boredom of domestic burdens. Despite the low economic
returnn of tea picking and other plantation work, women need these activities for
independentt income and as a break from domestic tasks. This is observed in women's
ambivalencee about days off. They need days off or temporary leave when they feel
exhausted,, but at the same time they complain about the unending domestic work
duringg these breaks. Plantation work is seen not only as having economic advantages,
butt also as providing a release from domestic burdens including domestic violence.
Therefore,, I would argue mat in resisting workplace violence, the women are also
consciouslyy or unconsciously resisting their experiences of violence in other spheres of
theirr lives. In this way, women's excessive burdens in the intertwining domestic and
workplacee spheres leads to a possibility of experiencing domestic and workplace gender
violencee and at the same time allows them to build up resistance to survive these
hardships. .
InIn contrast, the considerably strong women workers' solidarity through
domplengandomplengan mechanisms and group formation in the workplace, and their collective
resistancee to gender violence perpetrated by male co-workers, especially mandor,
reflectss the 'weakness' of mandor. I do not mean to contradict my argument by saying
this,, but to confirm that the complaints of many mandor regarding their current
awkwardd position and financial standing compared to mandor in the past have some
validityy (see Chapter Four). Therefore, when they commit violence against their
workers,, their attitudes can also be considered a reflection of these weaknesses. Thus,
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violencee is a symptom of the weakness brought about by historical changes in the roles
off mandor. Following Moore (1994:149), mandor are trying to maintain their ideal
identityy as 'powerful' men in dealing with women workers.
Ass has been described, women individually find solutions to survive their
marriagess and family lives. They have no chance to build collective resistance similar to
thatt developed in confronting mandor directly through jokes and mockery in the
workplace.. They might collectively resist psychological violence in their domestic lives
throughh sharing stories with other women but not in the direct confrontation with the
husbands.. But, if husbands commit violence against their wives owing to their flaws as
ideall husbands (loss of pride for failing to be breadwinners while trying to legitimize
theirr power), how women resist and bear the consequences of domestic violence is
inherentlyy dissimilar to strategies employed in the workplace. Women are more limited
inn resisting domestic violence and, therefore, try to maximize their collective resistance
inn the workplace as a way of releasing tensions in both spheres.
7.. Local Violence, Universal Influence
Genderr violence within the plantation community is not an independent
phenomenon.. It is important to understand the general context of Indonesian
governmentt gender policy and community and personal awareness of these issues. As
partt of the ecological framework, women's experiences of violence should be
understoodd within four levels of relationships: personal, family, community, and
societal. .
Inn the broader Indonesian context, I argue that rigid gender role differentiation is
thee main risk factor for gender violence. Although Indonesian women, particularly in
Java,, are considered to have better status because of the bilateral kinship system than
otherr women in Asia and Africa, patriarchy does exist3. As has been argued, this has
beenn influenced by the state's construction on gender ideology through the use of
massivee bureaucratic machineries during the New Order era and the dominant gendered
teachingss of Islam. In the same manner, the mass media has portrayed the ideal woman
ass submissive and obedient.
Duee to Indonesia's strong hierarchical bureaucracy during the New Order era, this
ideologyy spread systematically and was significant in reproducing and reinforcing the
patriarchall system of Indonesian society in general, and local/ethnic groups in
particular.. Even if women at the grassroots level and in peasant communities were
activelyy engaged in income activities and had a relatively high status in their marriages
inn terms of household decision making and division of labor, popular ideas brought
aboutt by the state gender ideology emphasized different gender roles and expectations
thatt favored men. The ideology implied the submissiveness of women, which in turn,
ledd to their low bargaining position in marriages. Clearly defining the role of women in
statee ideology also marginalized women's position in labor and in other public spheres,
ass they were always in the shadow of their husbands. The plantation also has distinct
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Kusujiarti (1995) argues that women's high socio-economic status indicated by their economic
activitiess and strong economic contribution to the household's welfare does not free them from
domesticc responsibilities and submissive behaviors due to the hidden power of patriarchy.
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divisionn of labor based on feminine and masculine considerations, although these are in
wordd only as the nature of women's work is, in fact, physically strenuous. Households
alsoo have rigid gendered divisions of labor, indeed the research found that women and
menn were assigned different roles and expectations beginning with birth rituals and
followingg through old age. State gender ideology has been rigidly enforced from all
sides,, the government, mass media, and often traditional values. Any attempt by women
too attack the ideology is seen as reason enough for men to punish and control women,
whichh has helped the ideology take root.
Att the community level, low socio-economic backgrounds and the dependence of
plantationn households on plantation work hinder the improvement of the overall social
economicc status of women. Tea picking and other plantation work, despite its low
economicc return, has cultural and historical meaning. Historically, the removal of early
migrantt workers from their place of origin to the plantation created a new life confined
too the plantation social structure. Low economic return and the placement of workers in
thee lowest level of the labor hierarchy are structurally conducive to labor loyalty. In
addition,, cultural-based efforts are made to raise labor's appreciation of the plantation
throughh the worship of the plantation's founding father and other spiritual beings. As a
result,, women workers lack access to other income generating activities. Low socioeconomicc performance affects day-to-day practical household arrangements,
particularlyy financial matters and women's workloads due to the rigid division of labor
inn the community and on the plantation. In line with Bennhold-Thomsen (1988),
obligationss imposed on women as secondary earners and housekeepers keep them
dependentt in work-related jobs and marital relationships. The research shows that the
inabilityy of women to make proper financial arrangements and to perform their assigned
genderr roles in domestic affairs are indirect and direct risk factors of domestic violence.
Att the family level, male ownership of women and interpretation of kodrat is
cruciall in understanding gender violence. There is a striking difference between gender
ideologyy and the every-day reality of Javanese marital relationships. The Javanese
familyy recognizes the husband as the head of the household and the wife as
housekeeper.. In daily life, harmonious social relationships are maintained through the
wife'ss responsibility to practical family affairs and the husband's economic and social
activitiess outside the family. The ideal conceptions of Javanese husband and wife are
markedd by the notion of the husband's superiority and the wife's inferiority, viewed as
complementaryy characteristics. This image of distinct roles and responsibilities in
separatee spheres of activities are seen as essentially equal. But, as a consequence of the
wife'ss responsibility to the family's welfare, women are active beyond their culturally
assignedd roles. Several studies have documented that Javanese women's economic
activitiess accompanied by their competence in managing money have brought about
theirr dominant position in the family. It is clear then that for the sake of family welfare,
theree is no evidence that women's spheres of activities are limited to practical domestic
affairs.. Women go far beyond their culturally assigned roles and expectations,
demonstratingg the flexibility of mutually exclusive marital power relationships.
Despitee the reality that a wife is not inferior and dependent on her husband but it is
thee husband who passively surrenders control to his wife to make household
managementt decisions and economic contributions to maintain household finances, in
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termss of prestige, wives are still positioned below their husbands. Women's competence
inn managing household income, which is extended to their skillful income generating
activities,, is a paradox with regard to cultural values. These skills are the source of
women'ss status, authority and power, but also constraints in achieving prestige as
definedd by Javanese priyayi (elite noble class) values. For the Javanese, the concepts of
statuss and power are attached to ideas concerning ethics and aesthetics that exist among
thee priyayi4. Being good with money positions women in a lower status as these
qualitiess are not included in the ideal concept of alus (polite, refined, civilized) and
insteadd are seen as kasar (impolite, rude, uncivilized)5. Ironically, in this context men's
incompetencee in money management, despite their failure to fulfill their role as
breadwinners,, is more closely associated with alus attributes, which raises their status.
Itt is clear then that for women, status cannot be determined from their economic role,
whilee for men the acquisition of wealth may strengthen their power over women. In
Javanesee ideology, high status is associated with ascribed spiritual power, obtained
throughh inheritance or by divine favor (Koentjaraningrat 1980:134). Maintenance and
accumulationn of power in everyday life is necessary and avoiding kasar attitudes
achievess this. Gender status, therefore, remains dichotomized and places women below
menn despite women's dominance in accessing resources and making decisions, traits
seenn as powerful in the West. Rather than giving them power, these economic abilities
furtherr burden women.
Inn addition, women refer to kodrat (feminine virtue) to legitimize their hesitation to
opposee their husband's will. Women subject themselves to the protection of men and
subordinatee themselves to their husbands. In conjunction with this, women are
constantlyy self-denying in upholding their husbands' prestige. Thus, Javanese married
womenn consciously support unequal gender ideology and male superiority by
supportingg their husbands' prestige in the presence of others. Presumably, women
complyy with situations that are not favorable to them in pursuit of Javanese ideal gender
relationss and harmonious relationships, and for the sake of family pride. Self-denial and
submissionn play an important role in gender relations as these are understood as part of
kodrat,kodrat, wherein women (in)voluntarily act against their interests.
InIn the plantation community, prevailing gender role differentiation and low
economicc status of women are the main risk factors in marital gender violence. Men's
primaryy responsibility as head of the household entails socio-economic capabilities.
Failuree to fulfill this is crucial in the occurrence of gender violence in low-economic
plantationn households. Based on this finding, I argue that women's economic
independencee and high status do not automatically translate to equal power relations
withh their husbands, rather, these put them in a dilemmatic position as economic
resourcess are often scarce. Thus, the inability of men to fulfill their role as head of the
householdd directly leads to women's incapability to perform their expected roles in
householdd finances, which can serve as risk factors of violence. In addition, the general
presuppositionn of men's sexual superiority and women's fidelity as well as men's rights
overr women's sexual services within marriage are socio-cultural bases for men to
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demandd sexual relationships against women's will. The notion of men's sexual strength
furtherr burdens women through the psychological, sexual, social, and economic gender
violencee inherent in polygamous marriage.
Heise'ss ecological framework is used to understand the phenomenon of personal
levell gender violence between partners. How can this ecological framework be used to
understandd personal and collective violence in the workplace? Assuming that groups of
womenn tea pickers headed by mandor are at the same level as families in the ecological
context,, mandor and worker relationships are marked by inequality concerning both
genderr and labor. The supervisory role of mandor and the women's dependence on
themm as mediators lead to women's submission to mandor interests. This can also be
extendedd to the relationships between the women workers and other male co-workers
andd supervisors. Women's vulnerable position in the overall plantation labor structure
andd their inferior gender status are risk factors of gender violence in the workplace. In
addition,, the declining socio-economic performance of mandor related both to changes
inn plantation management and village economic transformations influence the dynamics
off gender and labor relations. As in the case of domestic relationships, the general
presuppositionn of male sexual superiority is the socio-cultural basis for men to demand
voluntaryy and involuntary sexual relations with women. Women's inferior position in
thee workplace hinders them from resisting men's sexual advances.
Womenn plantation workers are victims of gender violence in both the home and
workplace.. Personal violence that occurs between husbands and wives in domestic
relationshipss and between mandor and workers in the workplace can be understood
withinn the ecological framework. The research shows that ideas of femininity and
masculinityy reflected in different roles and expectations and the lack of economic
resourcess to properly perform these roles are predictors of marital gender violence.
Statee gender ideology transforms and reinforces local ideas and norms of men's and
women'ss roles and expectations in domestic relationships. In the same manner, gender
ideologyy is reflected in men's superiority and women's inferiority in the home and
workplace.. Therefore, work relationships involving male supervisors and women
workerss demonstrate unequal power relationships that entail women's submissiveness
andd dependence on men's interests. The continuity of gender roles and expectations as
riskk factors of gender violence at all levels of relationships and its strong interaction
wiihh various risk factors such as low socio-economic background, women's
submissivenesss with regard to kodrat, women's multiple burdens, husband's pride, and
men'ss sexual desire, contribute to a higher likelihood of violence and more complex
interventionss to prevent violence.
Nevertheless,, this research reveals that in the Javanese plantation community,
genderr violence occurs in comparatively minor and non-lethal forms, namely as
psychologicall and sexual violence, and that wife beating, wife battering and sexual
assaultt are not widely reported and not considered normal. The research considers that
thee relatively high status of Javanese women in terms of economic independence and
sociall support from their kin group are factors that protect or mitigate against major and
lethall forms of gender violence. In the introduction to a collection cross-cultural studies
onn wife beating Brown (1999) identifies women's isolation, subordination, and
economicc dependence are among the most significant factors putting women at risk of
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wifee beating. While the tendency toward wife beating, assault, or other forms of
physicall violence is absent or lessened in this research, evidence of women's
experiencess of gender violence should not be judged by degree of severity by others,
butt more by the women's own subjective experiences. Even if the women perceive their
experiencess of gender violence as ordinary, this research critically demonstrates that
womenn struggle and actively strategize to not fall victim to gender violence and to
survivee it when it does occur.
Inn plantation life, women's struggle is important. Their living conditions are out of
theirr control, which makes them more vulnerable to workplace violence, as described in
thee following sections.

8.. The Persistence of Gender Violence
Plantationn management plays an important role in the lives of women workers and
theirr households. Women's attachment and dependence on plantation work is a central
issuee in understanding women's status in the workplace, and in turn, their status and
relationshipss in the domestic sphere. The research identified constraints in the
improvementt of women's work conditions related to current plantation management
andd policy. Continuity or change in the plantation industry affect women the most as
theyy make up the majority of tea plantation workers. The plantation industry with its
particularr economic orientation related to the global world market explains the
exploitationn of women's labor. At the same time, ongoing mass consumerism multiplies
women'ss burdens in domestic economic arrangements. Finally, the development of
agro-tourismm reflects women's powerlessness in the plantation. As Kleinman
(2000:227)) argues, the ethnography of social violence also implicates the social
dynamicss of everyday practices as the appropriate site to understand how larger social
orderss come together with micro-contexts of local power to shape human problems in
wayss that are resistant to the standard approaches of policies and intervention programs.
8.1.. World Market Dependence
Thee Kaligua plantation management is centralized, as part of an Indonesian
plantationn conglomerate. Changes and policies made in the headquarters, related to the
globall market of plantation products, significantly affect the local management, and in
turn,, the plantation workers. Recently the plantation has expanded its local market, but
thee largest profit is still gained from export activities. Consequently, the local decisions
off production management are very much dependant on the world tea market,
particularlyy the European auction. Regular assessment is made by the central
managementt on the basis of world market price changes and local weather and seasons
too maintain both the quality and quantity of the product. Assessment results are sent to
thee local management for response, leading to frequent impromptu meetings between
managementt staff and mcmdor. Most of the time, women tea pickers bear the
consequencess of negative assessments of the quantity and quality of tealeaves they have
collected.. For example, during the second visit at the end of 2003, the wage rate for
eachh kilogram of leaves was based on the percentage of quality leaves differentiated by
threee levels equivalent to 145, 150, and 155 Indonesian rupiah. Previously, different
wagess were applied only on the basis of spatial difficulties to reach different areas of
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thee tea gardens. Now, the better the quality of leaves, the more the tea pickers earn.
Therefore,, the sorting process is more intensive, which means increased pressure on
workers.. As in most cases, the plantation management considers only economic
calculationss and not workers' needs.
Thee recent BM {bongkar muat, loading and unloading of tealeaves from the trucks)
policyy is a good example of the economic orientation of the plantation. Previously,
youngg men were appointed as BM workers for typically masculine reasons, as the job b
requiress physical strength. Later the management found that the men were not
sufficientlyy careful with the baskets. Many baskets were damaged or lost, creating extra
expense.. To resolve this problem the management decided to select young women to
workk as BM, believing that women are more careful. The choice of women to replace
menn was based on 'feminine' reasoning for the sake of profit.
8.2.. Women and Labor Reproduction
Women'ss dual roles in productive and reproductive matters contribute significantly
too plantation production and labor security. Women are economically imperative as
cheapp and casual laborers. According to informants, there is not much difference in
economicc return between the past situation when women laborers were scarce and the
currentt oversupply. Older informants argue that picking leaves in the past was more
difficult.. The tea bushes were taller and the women were required to climb them or use
aa stick to pull down the branches. Also they had to carry the full basket to the
processingg factory. Some younger informants, however, do not think that their work is
easier.. Tea picking is hard and gives little economic advantage, but has been the most
readilyy available job for women across generations.
Womenn plantation workers also contribute significantly to labor security through
theirr reproductive roles. Most women workers are descendants of tea pickers.
Interviewss with old and young tea-pickers reveal that their engagement with plantation
workk starts in childhood when their mothers bring them to the gardens. The survey also
revealedd that women plantation workers come from households with at least two
memberss working in the plantation. This figure is actually higher in reality as much
plantationn work is contractual or seasonal. Thus, women are potential breeders of future
plantationn workers. This chain of interdependence beiween the plantation and the
womenn will continue as long as there are no significant socio-economic changes. Rural
socio-economicc changes brought about by agricultural transformation, rural
industrializationn and migration might break this interdependence.
8.3.. Women and Exploitative Work
Womenn earn low returns from their work on the plantation. This has to do with the
factt that unskilled work is considered fit for feminine attributes such as precise and
carefull fingers, orderliness, and complying with (male) supervisor's commands. These
'natural'' and 'unskilled' characteristics of women are the basis for putting them in low
paidd and casual work. In fact, working as pickers and in other sections of plantation
workk requires physical strength. To work well under the sun and rain, in cold and hot
weatherr while walking in the tea gardens, women wear coping (a conical hat made
wovenn bamboo) and layers of clothes, and wrap their entire body in torn plastic bags.
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Tornn plastic bags are also used to wrap their fingers to avoid skin irritation. Women
mustt invent these protections because the plantation management does not provide them
withh any protective or safety equipment. Similarly, women who work in the factory
wearr masks, head coverings, and gloves. The factory does not provide these and the
womenn spend at least Rp. 10,000 per month on two pairs of gloves. The failure of the
plantationn to provide women with adequate protection reflects its ignorance of health
andd safety requirements related to Law No. 1/1970 about safety work in Indonesia. Yet,
womenn only discuss these problems among themselves and cannot discuss this with the
management.. When I had a chance to talk about this with mandor and sinder, they
arguedd that providing protective gear was impossible as there was no guarantee that the
workerss would only use these for plantation work. They cited waring (baskets) and
copingcoping (conical hats), which are provided by the plantation, but are easily damaged
becausee they are also used for work outside the plantation.
8.4.. Mass Consumerism
Thee developments of rural infrastructure, transportation and information through
electronicc mass media have brought about significant changes to rural lifestyles.
Exposuree to mass consumerism has considerable positive and negative impacts on
economicc performance. Some rural villagers are able to increase their income through
sellingg urban products such as clothes, shoes, cosmetics, and electronics. Consumers
benefitt from the availability of these products, but at the same time have difficulties in
payingg for such lifestyles. Children's demands for newly available snacks and candies
aree a frustration for many mothers. Clothes, electronic appliances, and pirated tapes and
videoo compact disks are sold during payday, creating a temptation to spend money.
Duringg the research, people were astonished that an ice cream vendor came all the way
too the village. The first few times he came, he sold out of his goods, but later many
womenn complained that his prices were too expensive and he was never seen again.
Somee mandor and women administrative workers trade cosmetics and other consumer
products.. Increasingly, more women workers are regular customers of skin protection
productss that claim to be useful for tea pickers working in the rain and sun, even though
thesee claims are difficult to prove. This creates added burdens for women plantation
workerss as they have little economic capacity to purchase these goods. As in the case of
thee driver who often travels outside the plantation and is exposed to more urban and
cosmopolitann lifestyles, these changes lead to unaffordable demands for improvements.
Consequently,, the households are forced to engage in debt and credit. Women, as the
householdd financial managers, then suffer from additional complaints and
disappointmentt by husbands and children.
8.5.. The Development of Agro-tourism

Thee Kaligua plantation initiated an agro-tourism package and local marketing of its
teaa as part of its recent aims to diversify and expand. During the course of the research
publicc toilets, shelters around points of interest, pathways for tea walks, and a counter
forr selling tea were constructed. In 2003 when the second visit was made, the
managementmanagement was in the process of creating teabags for the local market. Most local
touristss from nearby cities in West and Central Java visit the gardens on weekends, but
somee also come during the week to view the picking activities. The dramatic lives of
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womenn plantation workers are overshadowed by the beautiful image of the plantation
scenery.. This ironic situation is another form of exploitation, as women earn no extra
moneyy from their performance of plantation work for tourists. Instead, their beautiful
andd serene image is used to advertise plantation agro-tourism.
9.. Concluding R e m a r k s
Thiss chapter showed that various forms of domestic and work-related gender
violencee occur in the Kaligua plantation community in rural Central Java. The
occurrencee of gender violence in the plantation is related to the larger Central Javanese
setting,, involving local values, norms and influences from Javanese culture on the one
hand,, and the larger whole of the Indonesian state, with its permeating social, economic
andd political structures on the other, as well as factors which determine gender role
expectationss and gender inequality, both in the domestic sphere and the workplace. The
researchh makes clear that the intertwining domestic and workplace spheres need to be
consideredd to understand women's experience of gender violence. Interaction between
riskrisk factors influences the occurrence of gender violence in the plantation community,
whichh is characterized by a strongly hierarchical, male-dominated social system.
Withh exception of physical abuse, women workers consider day-to-day forms of
domesticc and workplace psychological, sexual, and economic violence as normal. These
formss of gender violence occur during marital disputes in domestic relationships and
betweenn women and men at work. Gender violence is most likely to take place
indirectlyy as symbolic violence related to patriarchal gender norms. Women suffer from
structurall violence in their low socio-economic status and their low position in the labor
structure.. Hierarchy and inequality in gender and labor relations in the plantation social
structuress have normalized violence and women workers experience social violence
throughh the maintenance of economic dependence and male-dominated plantation
hierarchy. .
Ass wives, mothers and plantation workers, women have to survive their conditions
byy creating strategies related to their subjective experiences, using their agency. The
differentt patterns of women's resistance significantly contribute to a better
understandingg of how women are actively engaged in strategies to survive. In this
respect,, women are not 'victims' of violence, as passive actors in facing their
difficulties,, but rather, 'survivors' of violence. This substitution is made to both
challengee the notions of victim and blame on the one hand, and make visible women's
resistancee and coping on the other.
Thiss chapter discussed the social and economic indications of persistent gender
violencee through the continuation of labor exploitation, labor reproduction, and world
markett influence as well as changes brought about by mass consumerism and the
developmentt of agro-tourism. Based on these conditions, here I argued that the efforts
too improve women's health and rights, household socio-economic status, and, in turn,
communityy welfare must confront both macro and micro constraints.
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Inn Chapter One I discussed the growing awareness of Indonesians of violence
issues,, particularly gender violence, over the last decade. Given the diversity of the
Indonesiann population, the magnitude of the problem as well as the dynamics of gender
violence,, its underlying factors have to be examined carefully to understand and find
wayss to address it. My personal attachment to plantation life and practical reasons led
mee to research gender violence in a small tea plantation community in Central Java,
focusingfocusing on the day-to-day experiences of violence of women plantation workers. My
researchh resulted in key findings, challenges for further research and policy
recommendations. .
1.. K e y Findings
Withh no evidence of gender violence in the community under research, except for
inadequatee information about it in anecdotes, jokes, and events related to women
plantationn workers mat have been passed on orally to me since my childhood, I started
myy inquiry through exploratory research: Do women workers on plantations in Central
Javaa experience gender violence? If so, in what form, by whom, why, when and where?
Whatt is the response of women plantation workers to their experiences of gender
violence?? These central questions led to the disclosure of various forms of gender
violencee perpetuated by husbands and male workers related to women's subservient
positionss in marital and familial gender norms and their vulnerable position in the
workplace.. Women's day-to-day experiences of violence were for the most part taken
forr granted in the domestic and work spheres, and yet resulted in resistance.
Inn the early stages of the fieldwork when I tried to answer my first question I
rememberr my frustration in attempting to facilitate women to speak up. When finally
theyy spoke and shared their experiences with me, another frustration followed because
off their persistent denial of more severe forms of physical violence. Women did share
theirr experiences of verbal and non-verbal psychological violence, sexual violence, as
welll as economic violence as abandoned wives who received no financial support for
theirr children or themselves. I continued to approach potential informants whom I
expectedd to share with me their ongoing experiences of physical abuse. My researcher's
intuitionn and information from other informants led me to potential victims. However, I
finallyy stopped attempting to force these women to tell me something that they do not
exposee to others for substantial reasons. First, I wanted to let them decide what kind of
informationn they wished to share with the researcher. Second, there were other forms of
genderr violence present which women were more willing to disclose and regarded as
thee most prevalent in their lives, and therefore, normal. Third, learning that women
weree only willing to share past or other women's experiences of physical violence and
knowingg that they considered severe forms of physical violence as beyond their
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understandingg or abnormal, was actually good news, as it meant that physical forms of
genderr violence were unacceptable, uncommon, and avoided. Fourth, this brought me to
criticallyy examine the idea of normalness of gender violence in gender and social norms
aboutt the proper roles and responsibilities of men and women. Finally, this helped me
understandd the function of women's status in the Javanese plantation community in the
relativee absence of severe forms of physical violence.
Thee above mentioned ideas were significant in leading me to the second main
questionn which was aimed at analytically examining how social, cultural, economic,
andd political aspects of the macro and micro contexts of the women's environment
shapee gender differentiation and roles, which ultimately influence the occurrence of
genderr violence and, at the same time, provide ways for women to cope.
Forr this analysis I employed an ecological model of factors associated with partner
abuse.. Following this framework I examined various risk factors in several levels of the
sociall environment that influence gender violence. Factors contributing to the
occurrencee of gender violence originate from beyond the boundaries of the local
community,, namely the broader context of the society at large, the Indonesian state. The
influencee of the macro Indonesian state is best understood in the government's
introductionn of state-constructed gender roles during the New Order era, which resulted
inn rigidly defined Indonesian gender roles. At the community level, overlapping
authorityy between the plantation and the rural village over plantation workers favored
thee latter. Both the village and the plantation shape and are shaped by the women and
thee community of which they are a part. Here it was found that the micro-context of the
plantationn community strengthened the state's construction of gender inequality and
shapedd the rigid role differentiation between men and women both at home and in the
workplace.. In the domestic sphere, women are responsible for meeting the practical
needss of the household including household finances, housework, and childcare all of
whichh are categorized as non-productive and reproductive work, and thus, undervalued.
Inn the workplace, women are concentrated at the bottom of the plantation's hierarchical
laborr structure, performing low-paid and exploitative work, which is considered
suitablee for feminine attributes, such as tea picking in the garden and sorting in the
factory. .
Genderr roles and expectations and hierarchical labor relations shaped by various
cultural,, social, political, economic, and individual factors influence the occurrence of
directt forms of gender violence in the women's lives and work experiences involving
husbandss and male workers as perpetrators. However, gender roles and hierarchical
laborr relations cannot by themselves directly explain the occurrence of gender violence
butt must be placed in the context of household socio-economic backgrounds as well as
individuall characteristics. In the domestic sphere, women's burdens as well as their
economicc independence and significant role in household financial arrangements can
triggerr direct psychological and physical violence by their husbands which, in turn, can
leadd to sexual violence. Far from what one may ideally expect, their work outside the
homee and their significant economic role do not automatically guarantee the women
appreciation,, respect, and care from their husbands. Rather, these are critical points in
analyzingg how gender roles act as risk factors of domestic violence for women from
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lowerr socio-economic groups particularly in the Javanese plantation community. This
researchh corresponds with worldwide studies that identify factors of domestic violence,
namelyy complaints about money, talking back, not performing husband's expectations
off proper food and childcare, refusing sex, and sexual jealousy. As far as women as
plantationn workers are concerned, their dependence and membership at the lowest level
off the plantation's labor structure make them potential victims/survivors of gender and
class-basedd violence. Being active members of the community's labor force,
contributingg directly to the welfare of the household economy and as the 'backbones' of
plantationn production activities they are not treated respectfully and are subject to acts
off violence in the workplace. Humiliation, intimidation, and various forms of sexual
harassmentt mark day-to-day activities in the plantation in which women consciously
andd unconsciously find themselves the victims of violence.
Inn analyzing how women experience daily violence, I found that from their
perspective,, gender violence is part and parcel of their life experiences, and therefore
normal.. In the domestic sphere, gender violence is justified by gender norms prevailing
inn the community. Gender norms dictate expected roles and behaviors of men and
womenn and are tenaciously maintained despite challenges and criticisms brought about
byy changes in social and economic circumstances. In addition to gender inequality, the
laborr structure normalizes violence toward women workers.
Inn this research, I studied the various forms and spheres of violence and relied on
myy optimism to gain a comprehensive picture of gender violence, and address the issues
off women's rights violations in the small plantation community in rural Java as an
integrall part of the broader Indonesian state and society. I found that women workers
aree subject to various forms of violence due to their multiple vulnerabilities, which are
intertwinedd with gender, labor, and socio-economic factors. In this way, women are
confrontedd with interconnections between direct violence through acts of interpersonal
violencee occurring directly and involving men and women as husband-wife and coworkers;; indirect violence, through the functioning of control and fear that make
womenn submissive and dependent; and structural violence related to gender, low socioeconomicc backgrounds and their labor position.
Thiss research also indicates that violence against women plantation workers will
persistt in the near future. Women's attachment and dependence on plantation work is a
centrall issue in understanding their status in the workplace, and in turn, their status in
thee domestic sphere. The limited access of women to broader life perspectives and
opportunitiess determined by their geographical and educational isolation, and economic,
sociall and cultural conditions maintains this. The research identified constraints in the
improvementt of women's work conditions related to current plantation management
andd policy. These include the plantation's dependence on the world tea market,
women'ss dependence on the plantation despite the exploitation of their labor, massive
consumerismm and the development of agro-tourism.
UpUp to this point, I would agree that these women as 'engendered subjects' are
victimss of violence in the intertwining spheres of activities, brought about by various,
multileveledd risk factors. The root of violence is clear, that is the maintenance of the
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idealss of gender roles in the macro (Indonesian state) and micro context (Javanese
plantation)) of the patriarchal community through social practices. However, there are
gapss between ideas and actions in which human agency becomes a crucial factor in
transformingg those ideas into practice. By means of agency as autonomous action,
womenn turn from victims into survivors of violence. Despite the general tendencies of
womenn as wives and mothers in the domestic sphere to be subservient to their husbands
byy obeying and respecting them as the heads of the household, they draw on a range of
differentt strategies to give meaning to their lives and secure the emotional, material,
social,, and economic needs that are necessary for self-identity and subjectivity.
Similarly,, even though as women workers they subjectively look down upon
themselvess and their status as a result of their inferior position in the community and
plantationn social structure, women are actively engaged in day-to-day strategies to
survivee the hardships of their work. Given the historical, cultural, social, and economic
attachmentss of women to plantation work, they are thus best understood as active agents
whoo use both compliance and resistance to survive past, current and future intertwining
domesticc and workplace violence.
Thee overall conclusion from my research is that women plantation workers
experiencee gender violence as the consequence of gender inequality and gender norms
withinn the cultural, social, political and economic contexts within which the domestic
spheree and workplace are shaped. Despite their limited options to overcome these
hardships,, women develop resistance as active agents to survive psychologically,
sexually,, economically, and socially.
2.. R e s e a r c h Reflections
Thiss research first challenges the ideals of harmony and mutual respect in the
Javanesee community. Despite the claims that the Javanese maintain harmonious
relationshipss with one another, the research reveals that individuals can be perpetrators
orr victims of violence both in the home and in the workplace. As far as gender roles are
concerned,, by focusing on the ideals of harmony and mutual respect in the Javanese
familyy and community one would be unable to recognize gender relations and behaviors
thatt allow for gender violence to be a common social phenomenon.
Second,, related to the maintenance of harmonious marital relationships, the
researchh questions the gaps between cultural notions of gender and social practices in
marriage.. There are two ways to see these gaps. On the one hand, in opposition to the
highh status of women in the Javanese household, prevailing values and norms related to
genderr roles and expectations imprison women in violent relationships with their
husbandss and are crucial in triggering gender violence. Thus, in marriage the idea of the
husband'ss superiority and the wife's inferiority remain. On the other hand, women's
highh status as a consequence of their economic independence and decision making over
householdd finances as well as bilateral kinship, landownership and residential patterns,
protectt them from severe forms of gender violence. These dual characteristics of
Javanesee women's status explain the range of options available to them to survive by
meanss of agency.
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Third,, related to the above-mentioned high status of Javanese women and thenprotectionn from severe forms of gender violence, this research assumes that husbands
perpetuatee various forms of domestic violence as a reflections of their unclear positions
bothh in the domestic and public spheres. Husbands commit acts of violence
symptomaticc of their weaknesses due to the assumption that they are powerful whilst in
factt they experience personal socio-economic constraints both in the domestic and in
thee public spheres and must deal with the low socio-economic status of their
households.. In the workplace, too, women workers are targets of violence by male
supervisorss who have lost their pride as a result of their changing roles in the plantation
laborr management.
Fourth,, this research also discusses the issue of defining gender violence. Even
thoughh most documents on violence against women clearly cite physical, psychological,
andd sexual violence as aggression to women's health and rights, in practice, little
attentionn is paid to psychological, sexual, social, and economic abuse, often considered
'lesss harmful' or 'more bearable' violence and the operational definition of the concept
off violence against women that is used by government and non-government agencies is
particularlyy -but not necessarily- limited to physically visible acts and impacts of
violence.. This research reveals women's experiences of various forms of gender
violencee in both the domestic and public spheres as a consequence of their roles as
mother,, wife, worker, and community member with special attention given to marital
relationshipss and labor relations. Even though women experience modest and non-lethal
formss of gender violence, their experiences cannot be neglected only because of the
limitationss in the definition of violence against women by government and nongovernmentt agencies. Thus, any efforts made by these groups to eliminate
discriminationn and violence against women should take into consideration the real
complexityy of women's conditions.
Fifth,, the research defends the importance of employing a relatively open and
multi-dimensionall definition of gender violence, which includes physical,
psvv chological/non-physical (verbal and non-verbal), and sexual and non-sexual
\\ iolence in all spheres of gender relationships. Through gender violence ethnography of
womenn plantation workers, it was found that their vulnerable position is multileveled
andd intertwined with gender, labor, and social factors that make them fall victim to
diversee forms of violence. For the purpose of preventing and protecting women from
aciss of violence and improving their lives, it ought to therefore take into account all
aspectss of their lives, particularly the intertwining domestic and work spheres.
3.. Suggestions for Further Research
Thiss research is meant to contribute to an understanding of gender violence, linking
thee occurrence of domestic violence to gender-related violence in the workplace in the
Javanesee plantation community. Lessons obtained from this study will, hopefully, be
conducivee to further research and give rise to other comparative studies. The influence
off the state's created gender ideology will continue to be of importance in the future.
Withoutt belittling the progresses made in women's social status indicated by the
increasee in women's educational attainment, women's participation in the workforce,
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women'ss achievement in managerial positions, and women's numbers in the legislature,
women'ss double burdens hinder them from gaining equal power relations with their
malee counterparts in the home, workplace or community. It is hoped, therefore, that
moree research will address the question of women's perceptions and responses to
genderr violence taking into account the diversity of the Indonesian population by
region,, social strata, ethnic group, and religion, and taking into account the social,
economicc and political transformation of Indonesian women. In this way, research on
genderr violence can avoid an elite or urban bias and is open to contextual definitions of
genderr violence rooted in the complexity of the community under research. For
Javanesee women in particular, the discrepancies between the ideal concept of living in
harmonyy and the everyday practice of violence against women is a problematic issue
thatt demands further study.
Inn addition, women's perceptions that severe physical violence is abnormal
togetherr with their denial of physical violence call for further research focusing on men
ass perpetrators of violence. Some might interpret these findings as the result of the high
statuss of women in Java while others might emphasize the idea of isin (shame) which is
essentiall in maintaining marriage lives for Javanese women. The former would see that
menn perpetuate gender violence as a sign of their loss of status or weakness while the
latterr would see this as a result of women's desires to maintain harmonious marriages
byy hiding their experiences of domestic violence. By conducting research that focuses
onn men, risk factors underlying men's acts of violence could be disclosed and provide
valuablee input in protecting women from violence. But such research focusing on men
shouldd not reduce the attention and concern paid to victimized women.
Relatedd to the limited attention given to the 'less harmful' or 'more bearable'
violencee mentioned above, further research is needed on the meaning of these acts of
violencee for both women and men. While the most important thing is to protect women
fromm various forms of violence, it is also important to know whether physical violence
causess women physical and psychological suffering more. Similarly, it is important to
understandd the meaning of these forms of violence for men as perpetrators. How do
theyy feel about their behavior that harms women physically or psychologically? And,
doess the meaning of various forms of violence for men determine their choice of
violence,, e.g. avoiding beating their wives to maintain their self-control which is
importantt to one's integrity? This is related to the assumption that husbands, usually
superiorr in age and status as the head of the household, are important advisors for wives
inn personal, marital, familial, and social matters.
4.. Policy Recommendations
Thiss research emphasizes that in Indonesia, as elsewhere, patriarchal social
relationss dominate. This can be deduced from factors such as the strongly upheld
gender-definedd roles for married couples and the ideal pattern of male breadwinner /
femalee housewife (which, after all, originated as part of the Javanese priyayi ideology);
thee globalization of ideas (gradually becoming more generally accepted) concerning
femininityy and masculinity through the media and other means of communication
(education,, the internet); and a gender-based division of labor and technology which
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havee developed as part of the capitalist economic system. All these elements reinforce
onee another, ultimately supporting the development of a strongly patriarchal society.
Itt was argued that the Indonesian government has achieved progress in addressing
genderr issues and eliminating gender violence. However, government gender
mainstreamingg strategies organized by the Ministry of Women's Empowerment which
strivee to empower and transform existing unequal gender roles have not yet proved
successfull due to gender bias and misunderstanding of the concept by involved
institutions.. The existing socio-cultural constraints in the grassroots community and
practicall gaps hinder women from influencing gender equality and the elimination of
genderr violence. Moreover, the launch of a 'zero tolerance' policy on violence against
womenn followed by a more concrete program, the National Action Plan for Eliminating
Violencee Against Women in 2000, has also been challenged by institutional and socioculturall constraints. Currently, the new decentralization laws (Law No. 22/1999) grant
locall governments in Indonesia greater autonomy in making decisions and
implementingg development programs. As a consequence new opportunities and
constraintss have emerged which involve gender sensitiveness to women's needs,
interestss and empowerment, particularly in freeing women from human rights violations
andd gender violence. In addressing women's issues and providing women safety from
genderr violence, both central and local governments must be consistent in their policies
andd programs to provide strong political commitment to women's issues. More
importantly,, government policies and programs must include women from rural and
grasss root level such as those in the plantation community and respond more adequately
too the occurrence of gender violence. Considering the influence of women's nongovernmentt organizations in this process, these organizations must also continue to
collaboratee with researchers and other community organizations.
Withh regard to the plantation authority, this research attempts to look into the
historical,, social, cultural, and economic values of plantation activities for women
workers.. It is recommended; therefore, that any policies and programs related to tea
productionn and labor force should take into account women's needs and interests and
nott leave them in their powerless and disadvantaged position for the pursuance of
economicc profit. In other words, creating mutually beneficial relationships between the
plantationn and the workers should improve the women's work conditions.
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Glossary y
mixturee of Hinduism and Javanese-derived mysticism
Abangan Abangan
(seee also Geertz 1960)
meeting,, program
Acara Acara
division,, sub-division
Afdeling Afdeling
polite,, refined, civilized
Alits Alits
smalll minibuses for public transportation
AngkutanAngkutan pedesaan
(angkudes) (angkudes)
regularr social gatherings at which money can be won
Arisan Arisan
Indonesiann Tea Association
AsosisiAsosisi Teh Indonesia (ATI)
Regionall Development Planning Board
BadanBadan Perencanaan
PembangimanPembangiman Daerah
(Bappeda) (Bappeda)
Nationall Development Planning Board
BadanBadan Perencanaan
PembangimanPembangiman Nasiona
(Bappenas) (Bappenas)
meatballl noodle soup
Bakso Bakso
door-to-doorr salesman of electronic tools and equipment
Baku!Baku! elektronik
door-to-doorr salesman of clothes
Baku!Baku! klambi
door-to-doorr salesman of furniture
BakulBakul mebel
villagee office and hall
BalaiBalai desa
pooll maker
Bandar Bandar
husbandd or Mister
Bapak Bapak
locall measurement, equals to 400 square meters
Bau Bau
subordinate,, coolie
Bawahan Bawahan
Netherlands s
Belanda Belanda
rice rice
Beras Beras
twelfthh month of Javanese calendar
BesarBesar (Zul hijjah)
Indonesiann police wives organization
Bhayangkari Bhayangkari
genealogy,, intellect, and standing
BibitBibit bebet bobot
guidancee
BimbinganBimbingan masal
teh on tea production
(Bimas(Bimas teh)
BisaneBisane mimg ngomongtooo
bae much talk
BMBM (bongkar muat)loadingg and unloading of tea leaves from the trucks
stupidd or troublesome
Bodoh Bodoh
aa method of payment and/or a type of contractual
Borongan Borongan
worker r
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BramaBrama fire stove, it also refers both to warming one's body and
too activities of people sitting around the fire stoves
BumbuneBumbune tiyang spicee
emah- of marriage
emah emah
Cadongan Cadongan
debt,, usually rice
conicall hat made of woven bamboo
Coping Coping
Housee of Representatives
DewanDewan Perwakilan Rakyat
(DPR) (DPR)
popularr genre of Indonesian music
Dangdut Dangdut
associationn of the wives of Indonesian civil servants or
DharmaDharma Wanita
womenn civil servants
Plantationn Dharma Wanita
DharmaDharma Wanita
Perkebunan Perkebunan
Indonesiann Islamic Army Movement
DI/TIIDI/TII (Darul
Islam/TentaraIslam/Tentara Islam
Indonesia) Indonesia)
unofficiall way of marriage
DibawahDibawah tangan
highly-respectedd person
Diempukan Diempukan
hurt
DilaraniDilarani emotionallyy
atine
physicallyy hurt
DilaraniDilarani awake
verballyy humiliated, to be berated
Diomehi Diomehi
too be blamed
Disalahke Disalahke
'freee rider', a labor mechanism developed by women
Domplengan Domplengan
workers s
gettingg angry or being in a bad mood
Dugal Dugal
DuitDuit kagetan
surprisee money
Dukuh Dukuh
hamlet t
traditionall midwife
DukunDukun bayi
Dusim Dusim
hamlet,, see dusun
folkk dance (in trance)
Ebeg Ebeg
ElikElik wadon'badd woman' (woman who left her husband in a child
arrangee marriage)
emancipation n
Emansipasi Emansipasi
EraEra reformasireformationn era
concessionn or leasing
Erfpacht Erfpacht
Garis-garisGaris-garis BesarState'ss
HainanPolicy Guidelines
NegaraNegara (GBHN)
walll made from bamboo mats
Gedhek Gedhek
disputee or conflict
Gegoh Gegoh
hairr style, make a specific hairstyle
Gelung,Gelung, gelungan
Gemeter Gemeter
nerves s
Gitar Gitar
guitar r
mutuall help, mutual cooperation
GotongGotong royong
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Ibu Ibuwifee or Mrs.
IbuIbu is a respectful term used to address wives, mothers,
Ibu-ism Ibu-ism
andd other women, thus Ibu-ism could be defined as
Mrs.-ismm (see Suryakusuma 1996)
Islamicc feast day
IedulIedul Fitri
Presidentiall Instruction
InstruksiInstruksi Preside» (Inpres)
engineer r
Insinyur Insinyur
shame e
Isin Isin
sarcasticc reference to husbands who are scared of their
ISTIISTI (ikatcm suami takut
wives s
isteri) isteri)
Indonesiann navy wives organization
Jcdasenastri Jcdasenastri
comfortt women during Japanese occupation
JugunJugun ianfu
urbann lower-class neighborhood
Kampong Kampong
Jointt Marketing Office
KantorKantor Pemasaran
BersamaBersama (KPB)
stubborn
n
KarepeKarepe dew
e
impolite,, rude, uncivilized
Kasar Kasar
Associationn of Indonesian Women's Action
KesatuanKesatuan Aksi Wanita
IndonesiaIndonesia (KAWI)
beingg attacked from both sides
KegencetKegencet mrika-mriki
violence e
Kekerasan Kekerasan
violencee against women
KekerasanKekerasan terhadap
perempuan perempuan
groupp of tea pickers
Kemandoran Kemandoran
Ministryy of Women's Empowerment
KementrianKementrian Pemberdayaan
PerempuanPerempuan (Kementrian
PP) PP)
Presidentiall Decision
KeputusanKeputusan Presiden
(Keppres) (Keppres)
palace e
Keraton Keraton
cooperativee
KesepakatanKesepakatan
Kerja working agreement
BersamaBersama (KKB)
militaryy branch that covers Central Java
KodamKodam VII Diponegoro
women'ss virtue
Kodrat Kodrat
Commission on Violence Against Women
KomisiKomisi Nasional Nationall
Anti
KekerasanKekerasan terhadap
PerempaunPerempaun (KOMNAS
Perempuan) Perempuan)
Nationall Committee on Indonesian Women's Position, a
KomiteKomite Nasional
KedudukanKedudukanunionn
Wanitaof women's organizations
IndonesiaIndonesia (KNKWÏ)
united d
Kompak Kompak
workingg records used in evaluation
Kondite Kondite
Womenn Congresses
KonggresKonggres Perempuan
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KonggresKonggres Wanita Indonesia
Indonesiann Women's Congress
(Kowani) (Kowani)
Krupuk Krupuk
crackers s
KantorKantor Urnsan Agama
Officee of Religious Affairs
(KVA) (KVA)
Kuli Kuli
coolie e
Kumat Kumat
relapse e
LakuLaku dodok
walkingg while squatting (showing respect)
mann
to man
LcmcmgpadaLcmcmgpada
lanange
emotionall pain
LaraLara ati or ngenes
LaraLara awak
physicall pain
LembagaLembaga Bantuan Hukum
women'ss legal aid group
AsosiasiAsosiasi Perempuan
IndonesiaIndonesia untuk Keadilan
(LBHAPIK) (LBHAPIK)
fainting g
Lentes Lentes
non-active e
Leren Leren
stomachache e
Maag Maag
Mahgrïb Mahgrïb
fourthh daily summon to prayer for Moslems during
sunset t
MajelisMajelis Permusyawaratan
People'ss Consultative Assembly
RakyatRakyat (MPR)
lazy y
Males Males
Mandor Mandor
supervisor,, overseer, labor recruiter
Mbah Mbah
grandfather r
givingg birth
Melahirkan Melahirkan
MembungkukanMembungkukan
badan
bendingg
the body as sign of respect to others, a Javanese
tradition tradition
door-to-doorr salesman of goods
Mendring Mendring
Mengandung Mengandung
pregnancy y
Menstruasi Menstruasi
menstruation n
MenteriMenteri Negara Peranan
Statee Ministry of Women's Roles
WanitaWanita (Menperta)
MenteriMenteri Negara
Statee Ministry of Women's Empowerment
PemberdayaanPemberdayaan Perempuan
(MenegPP) (MenegPP)
MenteriMenteri Negara Urusan
Statee Ministry of Women's Roles and Affairs
PerananPeranan Wanita (Men
UPW) UPW)
Menyusui Menyusui
breastfeeding g
MikulMikul ndhuwur mendem
showw good things but hide bad things
jero jero
Mreteli Mreteli
boneless,, no strength to carry the body
MusikMusik kampungan

grassroots music or village music
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folkk music
MusikMusik rakyat
logicallyy calculate
MuterMuter otak
destiny y
Nasib Nasib
too
be a domplengan, see domplengan
Ndompleng Ndompleng
Netherlands,, see Belanda
NegaraNegara Landi
gettingg angry or being in a bad mood, see dugal
Nesu Nesu
headache e
Ngelu Ngelu
carefullyy attend to
Ngemong Ngemong
welcomee
on something, e.g. sexual jokes
Ngladeni Ngladeni
verballyy abusing or berating e.g. to workers
Ngomehi Ngomehi
verballyy abusing or berating e.g. to workers, see
Ngomeli Ngomeli
ngomehi ngomehi
talkingg
NgomongNgomong
saru taboo things e.g. sexual jokes
too have some extra meals
Njajan Njajan
disobedience e
Nusyuz Nusyuz
too obtain something, mostly rice, in debt
Nyadong Nyadong
contributingg cash or in-kind contributions as part of
Nyumbang Nyumbang
sociall solidarity and reciprocity
motorcyclee taxi
Ojek Ojek
housee built from relatively good materials
OmahOmah gedong
Omelan Omelan
Deration,, verbal abuse
OrdeOrde Baru
Neww Order, a political system in Indonesia (1967-1998)
voluntaryy relationships
PadaPada senenge or suka sauna
suka suka
PaguyubanPaguyuban Ibu-ibu Women's Association or Association of Ibu-ibu, a term
usedd to refer to women, wives, and mothers
fever r
Panas Panas
Fivee Women's Duties
PancaPanca Dharma Wanita
husbandd or Mister, see bapak
Pak Pak
Committeee
of 17
PanitiaPanitia
17
Indonesiann Communist Party
PartaiPartai Komimis Indonesia
(PKI) (PKI)
mistresss
PasanganPasangan mboten
sah or unofficial wife
incidentall market, e.g., only on payday
PasarPasar tiban
relyingg on
Pasrah Pasrah
relyy on their fate to God
PasrahPasrah maring Gush' Allah
relyy on destiny
PasrahPasrah maring nasib
stupidd or troublesome, see pay ah
Bodoh Bodoh
empowerment t
Pemberdayaan Pemberdayaan
religiouss teaching and/or Al Qur'an reading
Pengajian Pengajian
genderr mainstreaming
PengarusutamaanPengarusutamaan
gender
(PUG) (PUG)
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locall Islamic official
Penghulu Penghulu
looting,,
PenjarahanPenjarahan
hutan illegal forest claim or utilization
PerPercm gandadoublee roles or multiple roles
PerawanPerawan
spinster
tua r
PerempuanPerempuanwomenn
Kitrang who have no work, sarcastic reference to PKK,
seee PKK
KerjaanKerjaan (PKK)
synonymm of wanita, woman
Perempuan Perempuan
State-ownedd Forest Company
PerusahaanPerusahaan Kehutanan
IndonesiaIndonesia (Perhutani)
Threee Regions Affair
PeristiwaPeristiwa Tiga Daerah
equallhak
rights
PersamaanPersamaan
wivess
PersatuanPersatuan
Isteri associations
PersatuanPersatuan Isteri associationn
Dokter
of wives of Indonesian medical doctors
Indonesia Indonesia
associationn of wives of Indonesian engineers
PersatuanPersatuan Isteri Insinyur
Indonesia Indonesia
Indonesiann army wives organization
PersatuanPersatuan Isteri Tentara
(Persit)(Persit) Kartika Chandra
Kirana Kirana
associationn of Indonesian Women
PersatuanPersatuan Wanita Repubïik
IndonesiaIndonesia (Perwari)
Electricity Company
PerusahaanPerusahaan listrikState-ownedd
Negara
(PLN) (PLN)
guerillaa force of Indonesian men trained by the Japanese
PembelaPembela tanah air (Peta)
military y
PerkebunanPerkebunan Inti Rakyat
Nucleuss Smallholder Estate program
(PIR) (PIR)
Peningkatan/Pendidikan Peningkatan/Pendidikan
of Family Welfare
KesejahteraanKesejahteraanImprovement/Educationn
Keluarga
(PKK) (PKK)
PiaPia Ardia GariniIndonesiann air forces wives association
Priyayi Priyayi
elite,, noble class
ProgramProgram Pembangunan
Nationall Development Program
NasionalNasional (Propenas)
PusatPusat Penelitian Teh dan
Researchh Institute for Tea and Quinine
Kina(PPT),Kina(PPT), formerly Badan
PenelitianPenelitian Teh dan Kina
(BPTK) (BPTK)
leader,, caretaker, ruler, protector
Qawwamun Qawwamun
RaRa keneng diaturstubborn n
Rome Rome
disputee or conflict, see gegoh
RahasiaRahasia umum
publicc secrets
Ramah Ramah
friendlyfriendly or easy going
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RencanaRencana Aksi Nasional
Againstt Women
Penanggulangan Penanggulangan
KekerasanKekerasan terhadap
PeremptionPeremption (RAN PKTP)
Development Master Plan on Women's
RencanaRencana Nationall
Induk
Empowerment
PembangunanPembangunan
Nasional t
PemberdayaanPemberdayaan Perempuan
(RIPNASPP) (RIPNASPP)
Strategicc Plan
RencanaRencana Strategis
(Renstra) (Renstra)
disputee or conflict, see gegoh
Ribut Ribut
'lightt hand', metaphor to describe a person who easily
RinganRingan tangan
beatss someone
folkk dance and music
RonggengRonggeng or lengger
prayerr clothes for Moslem women
Rukuh Rukuh
sociall harmony
Rukun Rukun
Sambal,Sambal, sambal chilii
cenis sauce
secondd month of Javanese calendar
SaparSapar or Safar
milkingg cows
Sapiperah Sapiperah
plantation'ss labor union
SarikatSarikat Burüh Perkebunan
(Sarbupri) (Sarbupri)
indecent,, taboo
Sant Sant
sarongg cloth
Sarung Sarung
grilledd meat on a stick
Sate Sate
tenthh month of Javanese calendar
SawalSawal or Syawwal
Jointt Secretariat of Golongan Karya
SekretariatSekretariat Bersama
GolonganGolongan Karya
(SEKBERGOLKAR) (SEKBERGOLKAR)
eleventhh month of Javanese calendar
SelaSela apit
careless s
Sembrono Sembrono
plantationn worker's association
SerikatSerikat Pekerja
PerkebunanPerkebunan (SP Bun)
mistress s
Simpanan Simpanan
attendant,, chief supervisor, middle manager
Sinder Sinder
shortt for sinema elektronik, electronic cinema, referring
Sinetron Sinetron
too Indonesian soap opera serials
systemm of crop allotment
Sistemjatah Sistemjatah
communall feast, ritual
Slametan Slametan
firstt prayer for Moslems, before sunrise
Subuh Subuh
flute flute
Suling Suling
contributionn in the form of money or rice, reciprocal gift
Sumbangan Sumbangan
forcedd cultivation
TanampaksaoT TanampaksaoT
cultuwstelsel cultuwstelsel
guitarr and flute, name of folk music
TarlingTarling (gitar suling)
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soybeann cake
Tempe Tempe
Fitri bonuses
TunjanganTunjangan hari rayaIedull
(THR)
acronymm of bathuke klimis, 'man with a smooth
Thukmis Thukmis
forehead'' used to refer to a womanizer
master r
TuanTuan besar
collectorss of used goods
TukangTukang ebrek
Plantationn
Service Unit
UnitUnit Pelayanan
PerkebunanPerkebunan (UPP)
rowdy y
Urakan Urakan
affairs,, things one has to do
Urusan Urusan
woman n
Wanita Wanita
submissivee woman (negative)
WaniWani ditata (wanita)
baskett for tea leaves
Waring Waring
smalll variety shops
Waning Waning
loww class people
WongWong cilik
womann without clear status
WongWong wadon sing rajelas
statuse statuse
womann who does not know what to do or who can not
WongWong wadon sing ra ngerti
performm her expected roles
tandangane tandangane
placee of birth
WutahWutah getih

Samenvatting g

Ditt onderzoek gaat over vrouwenmishandeling in een kleine plantage gemeenschap
mett een strikte hiërarchische, patriarchale structuur ergens in Midden Java, Indonesië.
Hett wil een bijdrage leveren aan de nog beperkte pogingen om vrouwenmishandeling te
reconceptualiserenn en hoopt hiermee beleidsmakers te stimuleren. Het onderzoek laat
zienn hoe vrouwen mishandeling ervaren in het dagelijks leven en wat hun percepties en
reactiess zijn ten aanzien van deze ervaringen. Het gaat na hoe culturele, sociaaleconomischee en politieke factoren seksuele verhoudingen op de werkplek en in de
huiselijkee sfeer vormgeven, in het bijzonder hoe deze verhoudingen
vrouwenmishandelingg teweegbrengen. Met behulp van etnografische methoden is het
mogelijkk geworden om op strategische wijze inzicht te verwerven in de ervaringen,
perceptiess en reacties van vrouwen onderling, in het bijzonder in het kader van de
lokalee gemeenschap, de plantage sociale structuur en de Indonesische staat in het
algemeen. .
Ditt onderzoek verkent ook de relevante literatuur, in het bijzonder aangaande de
dynamiekk van de plantage gemeenschap en haar effecten op huiselijk arbeid en de status
vann vrouwenarbeiders als wel op het beleid van de overheid ten aanzien van
gendergerll ijkheid. Het onderzoek richt zich ook op de percepties van de mannen en hun
bev\ustwordingg ten aanzien van vrouwenmishandeling in hun rol als echtgenoten,
medearbeiderss en opzichters en hoe die hun praktijken betreffende mishandeling
beïnvloeden. .
Hett onderzoek maakt gebruik van zowel kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve methoden
\\ an data verzameling. Daar het onderwerp van onderzoek delicaat en moeilijk is, was
tactt en doortastendheid geboden. Een initiële, verkennende studie was nodig om zicht te
krijgenn op de kenmerken van huishoudens en die van vrouwelijke arbeiders te
\\ erkennen. Deze korte studie werd ook aangewend om eerste contacten te leggen en om
dee informanten een duidelijke indruk te verschaffen van de probleemstelling van het
onderzoek.. Actieve participatie in de gemeenschap en diepte-interviews waren de
sleutell tot het doordringen in de persoonlijke ervaringen en bewijzen van het
verschijnsell van mishandeling. Het intensieve veldwerk duurde 14 maanden van
septemberr 2000 tot oktober 2001. Na de eerste schriftelijke analyse van dit veldwerk in
Jogjakartaa en in Nederland, volgde een tweede aanvullende fase van onderzoek in
decemberr 2003. De uiteindelijke versie van dit boek werd geschreven in Nederland
tussenn januari en juni 2004.
Ikk begon mijn onderzoek met explorerende ondervragingen: Is er sprake van
mishandelingg onder plantagearbeidsters in Midden Java? Zo ja, in welke vorm, door
wie,, waarom, wanneer en waar vindt die mishandeling plaats? Hoe reageren de
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arbeidsterss op mishandeling? Deze centrale vragen leidden tot het onthullen van diverse
vormenn van vrouwenmishandeling, veelvuldig gepleegd door echtgenoten en
mannelijkee arbeiders en gericht op vrouwen in ondergeschikte posities in het huwelijk
enn in de familie en gebruik makend van hun kwetsbare posities op de werkplek. De
resultatenn van dit onderzoek komen overeen met studies elders naar factoren die leiden
tott huiselijk geweld, namelijk klachten over financiën, verbale conflicten, niet
beantwoordee verwachtingen van echtgenoten betreffende
maaltijdbereiding,
kinderverzorging,, weigeren van seks en seksuele jalousie. De afhankelijkheid van de
arbeidsterss en hun positie onder aan de arbeidsladder maakt hen potentiële slachtoffers
vann mishandeling op basis van gender en klasse. Als actieve leden van de gemeenschap
vann arbeiders, die op directe wijze bijdragen aan de welvaart van de economie van
huishoudenss en als ruggengraat van de productie van de plantage worden vrouwen
bejegendd zonder respect en staan zij bloot aan mishandeling. Vernedering, intimidatie
enn diverse vormen van seksueel geweld maken deel uit van het dagelijks leven van
vrouwenn op de plantage.
Inn mijn analyse van de manier waarop vrouwen dagelijks geweld ervaren,
ondervondd ik dat vanuit hun perspectief vrouwenmishandeling er nu eenmaal bij hoort
enn dus in hun ogen normaal is. In de huislijke sfeer wordt vrouwenmishandeling
gerechtvaardigdd door gendernormen die gangbaar zijn in de gemeenschap. Die normen
schrijvenn de verwachte rollen en gedragingen voor van mannen en vrouwen en worden
angstvalligg gehandhaafd ondanks uitdagingen en kritiek als gevolg van sociale
veranderingenn en economische omstandigheden. Naast genderongelijkheid normaliseert
dee arbeidsstructuur geweld ten aanzien van vrouwelijke arbeiders.
Dee tweede reeks van vragen heeft tot doel om de sociale, culturele en economische
aspectenn van de macro- en micro-context van vrouwen en hun omgeving na te gaan en
tee bestuderen op welke wijze genderdifferentiatie en genderrollen die uiteindelijk leiden
tott vrouwenmishandeling tegelijkertijd manieren aandraagt om ermee om te gaan. Bij
dezee analyse maakte ik gebruik van een ecologisch model van factoren die verband
houdenn met geweld onder partners. In dit model worden diverse risicofactoren
onderzochtt die op verschillende niveaus van de sociale omgeving vrouwenmishandeling
beïnvloeden.. Factoren die bijdragen aan vrouwenmishandeling gaan de grenzen van de
lokalee gemeenschap te boven en maken deel uit van de bredere context van de
Indonesischee maatschappij in het algemeen en de Indonesische Staat.
Dee invloed van de Indonesische Staat op macroniveau kan het best worden
begrepenn in de context van de genderrollen, geconstrueerd door de Nieuwe Orde, die
eenn rigide definitie van Indonesische genderrollen teweegbracht. Op het niveau van de
gemeenschapp staat autoriteit op de plantage boven die van het dorp op het platteland.
Zowell in het dorp als op de plantage zijn het de vrouwen die vormgeven aan de
gemeenschapp waarvan zij deel uitmaken. Het is in die context van de plantage
gemeenschapp dat de constructie van de staat met betrekking tot genderongelijkheid
wordtt verscherpt en versterkt en waar de rigide roldifferentiaties onder mannen en
vrouwenn zowel thuis als op de werkplek tot stand komen. In de huiselijke sfeer zijn
vrouwenn verantwoordelijk voor de praktische behoeften van het huishouden, met
inbegripp van huishoudfinanciën, thuiswerk en kinderverzorging; activiteiten die
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gecategoriseerdd worden als non-productief of reproductief en dus ondergewaardeerd
zijnn op de werkplek. Daarom bevinden vrouwen zich op de bodem van de plantage
arbeidshiërarchie;; ze ontvangen lage lonen en verrichten laag gewaardeerde arbeid, die
geschiktt wordt geacht voor vrouwen, zoals theeplukken en sorteren.
Dee dagelijkse ervaringen van mishandeling worden in het algemeen als
vanzelfsprekendd beschouwd in de huiselijke sfeer en op het werk en toch wordt daar
weerstandd geboden. Ondanks de algemene tendens van vrouwen als echtgenotes en
moederss in de huiselijke sfeer om onderdanig te zijn aan hun echtgenoot, hem te
gehoorzamenn en te respecteren als het hoofd van het gezin, ontwikkelen ze
verschillendee strategieën om zin te geven aan hun leven en om hun emotionele,
materiële,, sociale en economische behoeften te vervullen. Hoewel deze vrouwen als
arbeidsterss neerkijken op zichzelf als gevolg van hun inferieure positie in de
gemeenschapp en in de plantage sociale structuur, zijn zij actief betrokken bij dagelijkse
strategieënn om de harde omstandigheden van hun werk te boven te komen. Rekenschap
gevendd van hun historische, culturele, sociale en economische afhankelijkheid kunnen
wijj hen het best begrijpen als actieve 'agents' die handelen overeenkomstig hun aard en
tochh weerstand bieden aan mishandeling in het verleden, nu en in een toekomstige
verstrengelingg van huiselijk geweld en geweld op het werk.
Dee uiteindelijke conclusie van mijn onderzoek is dat vrouwelijke plantage
arbeiderss vrouwenmishandeling ervaren als gevolg van genderongelijkheid en
gendernormenn binnen de culturele, sociale, politieke en economische context van huis
enn werk. Ondanks hun beperkte mogelijkheden zich tegen deze harde omstandigheden
tee verzetten, bieden vrouwen weerstand om psychologisch, seksueel, economisch en
sociaall te kunnen overleven.
Ditt onderzoek is van belang voor zaken die te maken hebben met idealen van
harmoniee en wederzijds respect in de Javaanse gemeenschap, met de kloof tussen
culturelee noties van gender en de sociale praktijk in het huwelijk, met de ambivalente
positiess van mannen zowel in de huiselijke als de publieke sfeer, met de definitie van
vrouwenmishandelingg en met het belang van een relatief open en multidimensionale
definitiee van vrouwenmishandeling. Dit onderzoek nodigt uit tot nader onderzoek naar
perceptiess van vrouwen en hun respons op mishandeling dat rekening houdt met de
diversiteitt van de Indonesische bevolking naar regio, sociale strata, etnische groep en
religie,, waarbij de sociaal-economische en politieke transformatie van Indonesische
vrouwenn een rol speelt. Dit soort van onderzoek dient zich tevens te richten op mannen
alss daders van geweld in relatie tot percepties van vrouwen die fysiek geweld als
abnormaall beschouwen.
Tenslottee reikt dit onderzoek aanbevelingen aan voor beleid dat zich richt op het
bestrijdenn van mishandeling van vrouwen en op hun veiligheid. Nog belangrijker is dat
overheidsbeleidd vrouwen van het platteland en van het gewone volk betrekt bij haar
programma's.. Niet-gouvernementele organisaties (NGOs) moeten hun samenwerking
continuerenn met onderzoekers en andere gemeenschap organisaties.
Voorr wat betreft de plantageautoriteiten richt dit onderzoek zich op de historische,
sociale,, culturele en economische waarden van plantage activiteiten voor vrouwelijke
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arbeiders.. Het is daarom aanbevelingswaardig dat iedere vorm van beleid ten aanzien
vann de productie van thee en plantage-arbeid rekening houdt met de behoeften en
belangenn van vrouwen en dat zij niet in een machteloze en ongunstige positie blijven
verkerenn in hun streven naar economisch profijt. Betere wederzijdse betrekkingen
tussenn de plantage en haar arbeiders zal de arbeidspositie van vrouwen zeer ten goede
komen. .
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